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Conclusions and recommendations 

1. In the context of rising concerns over the dangers of climate change, and of the fact 
that UK CO2 emissions are actually increasing once more, this year’s Pre-Budget 
Report was inadequate. This is all the more so considering that the Government’s 
Climate Change Programme Review was delayed to take this Pre-Budget Report into 
account: the PBR does not hint at the kind of measures that could put the nation 
back on track to meet its 2010 target for reducing CO2 emissions. (Paragraph 11) 

2. PBR 2005 signifies a continued slowing down of the Treasury’s momentum in 
turning its rhetoric on the environment into action.  No really significant new 
measures were announced, despite the fact that this was the first Pre-Budget Report 
of a new electoral cycle, and the even more important fact that UK CO2 emissions 
are currently rising, not falling.  In order to reassure Parliament that it is taking its 
environmental responsibilities seriously, it is vital that the Treasury publishes a high 
profile restatement of its environmental strategy, and starts to back it up at once  
with serious action. (Paragraph 15) 

3. In view of the compelling case for more urgent action to reduce carbon emissions,  
we are concerned that there may be a degree of institutional inertia within the 
Treasury in the face of the scientific evidence on climate change.  We urge the 
Treasury to give greater priority to climate change; and hope that the Stern Review 
will lead to a profound and consistent impact in the seriousness with which the 
Treasury responds to this issue. (Paragraph 16) 

4. We believe that the Treasury should redefine Air Passenger Duty as an 
environmental tax. We urge the Treasury to ensure that Air Passenger Duty rates 
more accurately reflect the carbon emissions of the flights to which they apply, to 
restrain demand for more flights and curb the growth in carbon emissions from UK 
aviation.  The Treasury should consider changing the basis of APD, from taxing 
individual passengers to taxing flights, so as to incentivise more efficient use of 
aviation fuel and airport infrastructure.  The overall aim should be to ensure that this 
tax reflects the environmental externalities of aviation. (Paragraph 22) 

5. We applaud the leadership the Government has shown in seeking agreement to 
include aviation within the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.  However, we would 
argue that the UK can still take action in advance of this, and to supplement it not 
just by raising Air Passenger Duty but, for instance, by seeking bilateral agreements 
with other countries to impose aviation fuel duty on flights between them.  
Furthermore, as the Environment Agency argued in their evidence, simply including 
aviation within the EU ETS is not enough-what counts is the level of carbon credits it 
is assigned as a sector. (Paragraph 23) 

6. We echo the Environment Agency’s support for the Renewable Transport Fuel 
Obligation, but also its concern that expansion in the use of biofuels should not 
result in environmentally valuable habitats, such as rainforests, being cleared in order 
to grow the relevant crops. In the case both of transport fuel and electricity 
generation it is important that only biofuels which are from sustainable sources 
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should be rewarded with Renewables Obligation Certificates. We were heartened to 
hear the Minister take such concerns seriously, and to refer to work by the 
Department for Transport on assessing the environmental impacts of biofuel 
sources.  We may choose to monitor such impacts ourselves as UK consumption of 
biofuels rises. (Paragraph 25) 

7. We welcome the discount in duty to support the growth in biofuels, and 
acknowledge the significant impact that such duty differentials have played in the 
past, for instance in incentivising the uptake of unleaded petrol and ultra low sulphur 
petrol and diesel.  Moreover, given that fossil fuels will form a significant source of 
potential tax revenues for some decades to come, but that we need to wean ourselves 
off them in advance of their depletion and in order to avert dangerous climate 
change, we believe that there is a strong case for consistent increases of fossil fuel 
taxes. (Paragraph 26) 

8. We are concerned that the UK is drifting away from the EU target on car energy 
efficiency. The Government should increase the differentials within Vehicle Excise 
Duty between the most and least efficient cars, and create a special new band at the 
top of the spectrum for the worst “gas-guzzlers”.  The Treasury should also raise 
consumer awareness by making vehicle tax discs prominently colour-coded, to 
reflect their energy efficiency banding. (Paragraph 28) 

9. In view of the need to cut carbon emissions, and of the likely long-term rises in oil 
prices as we approach and pass global peak production, the Treasury should develop 
a strategy for weaning the UK economy off oil, and should publish updates on 
progress in each Pre-Budget Report.  In addition, each PBR should assess the nature 
and level of economic and national security risks posed to the United Kingdom from 
the depletion of world oil and gas reserves. (Paragraph 32) 

10. On energy efficiency, we recommend that the Treasury considers reducing both 
Stamp Duty and Council Tax for those homes built or refurbished to high 
environmental standards.  At the very least the Government should give local 
authorities the support to allow them to introduce their own Council Tax rebate 
schemes, designed to incentivise household energy efficiency improvements.   
Equally, the Treasury should do far more to join up its policies on energy efficiency 
with those relating to improving the productivity of British industry, and those 
relating to fuel poverty. (Paragraph 35) 

The Treasury’s environmental tax strategy 

11. In order to assist Parliamentary scrutiny of its record, the Treasury should publish 
figures in each Pre-Budget Report of the total revenues it receives from the Climate 
Change Levy, Aggregates Levy, and Landfill Tax as a proportion of the total taxes 
and social contributions it receives from those businesses which are subject to them. 
(Paragraph 39) 

12. We are far from convinced by the Treasury’s argument that the relative decline in 
levels of environmental taxes could actually be a sign of the effectiveness of its 
environmental tax programme (in that it might show these taxes were successfully 
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discouraging the activities they were being levied on).  Most significantly, 
environmental taxes are failing to sufficiently discourage the processes and activities 
that emit CO2. (Paragraph 43) 

13. Given that the Treasury has accepted the principle of increasing taxes on “bads” as 
opposed to “goods”, and given that any new or increased environmental taxes could 
be designed to be broadly revenue neutral and fairly distributed, its reluctance to take 
bolder steps in reforming the tax system is mystifying.   (Paragraph 45) 

14. The Treasury cannot afford to leave it to chance to get its wider messages on 
environmental taxes across to the public: it should develop a coherent 
communications strategy, possibly involving high-profile advertising campaigns.  As 
a first step, the Treasury should commission research into the public awareness of 
the environmental purpose behind its taxes, in particular fuel duty; this should 
provide a baseline to measure the effectiveness of any communications strategy it 
develops.   (Paragraph 50) 

15. The Treasury should be far bolder in providing “carrots” which it can show to the 
public are accompanying environmental taxes, in terms both of investments in 
alternatives to the activities being taxed (for example, R&D investment in new 
technologies) and of reductions in other taxes or tax rebate payments. (Paragraph 
51) 

16. We suggest the time is right for the Government to reconsider establishing a Green 
Tax Commission.  Without such a body, the absence of a proper communications 
strategy to sell its environmental programme to the public is all the more damaging. 
(Paragraph 52) 

17. We find it perfectly understandable for the Government to argue that climate change 
is something which threatens all nations and requires them all to take action, and the 
Government is obviously concerned about the consequences of the UK taking action 
in advance of the rest of the world. We are concerned that the Treasury may not fully 
appreciate the significant export potential of the new carbon mitigation technologies 
for the UK economy.  Equally, we are concerned that if the Government takes the 
line of waiting for universal agreement before committing the UK to take bolder 
steps, this will be a recipe for stasis.  We fear that there are not going to be any 
international agreements, or none which result in truly  effective action, unless 
individual nations are prepared, to one degree or another, to move first.  (Paragraph 
57) 

Environmental business reporting 

18. What concerns us about the way in which the Treasury has taken the decision to 
abolish the Operating and Financial Review is the wider attitude it suggests, one 
which seems simply to oppose competitiveness and sustainability, and views 
sustainable reporting as an optional extra which can be dispensed with lightly. Our 
main concern following its abolition is that the Government introduces a new 
reporting scheme which provides effective incentives for UK listed companies to act 
more sustainably.  We welcome the fact that the Government has issued renewed 
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consultation on the form in which the new Business Reviews should take, and also 
the Minister’s confirmation that the Government is willing to consider any 
representations on their merits.   We may return to these Business Reviews, and the 
form they finally take, in our inquiry into next year’s Pre-Budget Report. (Paragraph 
64) 

19. The Government should ensure that, in examining the economics of different 
options for tackling climate change, it starts by deciding the level of carbon emissions 
it wants to achieve, and  then looks for the most cost-effective means of getting there.  
(Paragraph 68) 

20. We may review the impacts of the Climate Change Programme Review, the Energy 
Review, and the Stern Review on Pre-Budget 2006, and subsequent PBRs, to follow 
the extent to which the findings of these Reviews: a) complement and not contradict 
each other, and b) are translated into the Treasury’s environmental policies. 
(Paragraph 70) 
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Introduction 
 
1. This is the ninth inquiry by the Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) into the 
Treasury’s annual Pre-Budget Reports.  In these inquiries we review the progress made by 
the Treasury in placing environmental objectives at the heart of its fiscal policies. 

2. Since 1997 the Treasury has introduced a number of important environmental policy 
instruments—the Climate Change Levy, the Aggregates Levy, and the UK Emissions 
Trading Scheme being notable examples—and modified other instruments the 
Government inherited, such as the Landfill Tax.1  We have frequently called for faster 
progress in the introduction or revaluation of such measures (indeed, some of these policy 
decisions have come after repeated urgings by this Committee),2 and have expressed severe 
disappointment that other suggested measures have not been taken up; but we have also 
consistently welcomed the progress that has been achieved. 

3. In recent years, we have grown increasingly concerned by the apparent dwindling of 
momentum in the Treasury’s environmental programme.3  This is seen most clearly in our 
criticism of the Treasury’s record on implementing the principles in its “Statement of 
Intent on Environmental Taxation”, published in 1997.4  Issued at the start of its first term 
in office, this document set out the Government’s aim “to reform the tax system to increase 
incentives to reduce environmental damage. That will shift the burden of tax from 'goods' 
to 'bads'; encourage innovation in meeting higher environmental standards; and deliver a 
more dynamic economy and a cleaner environment, to the benefit of everyone.”   

4. In examining this year’s Pre-Budget Report, we have focused primarily on this central 
issue of the Treasury’s momentum in turning its rhetoric into action, looking at both the 
specific measures that were (or might have been) contained within the PBR, and at the 
wider approach of the Treasury in terms of its environmental strategy (or lack of one).  In 
addition, we have also looked at a small number of more specific issues.  One of these is the 
role of economic analysis in informing policy decisions relating to the threat of climate 
change, in the light of the Government’s commissioning of the Stern Review, due to report 
in the autumn.5  A second issue is the Treasury’s approach to environmental regulation, in 
the wake in particular of the Chancellor’s decision in November 2005 to abolish the 
proposed Operating and Financial Reviews, which would have required listed companies 
to publish audited information on their environmental policies and impacts. 

5. In the course of our inquiry, we received written memoranda from 14 parties, and took 
oral evidence from Friends of the Earth, the Energy Saving Trust, the Environment 

 
1 In 2003 the Government announced that from 2005-06, the standard rate of landfill tax would increase by at least 

£3 per tonne each year, towards a medium to long-term rate of £35 per tonne. 

2 For example: Environmental Audit Committee, Fourth Report of 2002-03, Pre-Budget Report 2002, HC 167, para 19. 

3 Environmental Audit Committee, Seventh Report of 2004-05, Pre-Budget 2004 and Budget 2005: Tax, Appraisal, and 
the Environment, HC 261, para 10. 

4 Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation, HM Treasury, 2 July 1997, www.hm-treasury.gov.uk. 

5 Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury index of working papers, www.hm-treasury.gov.uk 
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Agency, Professor Paul Ekins, and the Financial Secretary to the Treasury, John Healey 
MP.  We are grateful to all for their assistance. 

 

Pre-Budget Report 2005 

Overview in the context of rising concerns over climate change 

6. This year’s Pre-Budget Report (“Britain meeting the global challenge: Enterprise, fairness 
and responsibility”, published on 5 December 2005) contained relatively little in the way of 
tangible new environmental measures (be that in the form of taxes, incentives, grants, or 
regulations).  What new measures were announced were mostly concentrated within the 
following three areas: 

Energy efficiency: An extra £35 million was announced for the Carbon Trust to 
provide interest-free loans for the introduction of energy-saving measures to 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) and the public sector.  Under the 
existing Green Landlord Scheme, the PBR also announced the Government’s 
intention to reform the existing Wear and Tear Allowance by making it 
conditional on the energy efficiency level of rental property.  In addition, the PBR 
welcomed the findings of the Energy Efficiency Innovation Review, published 
simultaneously, which found that the uptake of energy efficiency measures could 
be enhanced by a number of actions, including raising awareness and support for 
innovative technologies. 

Alternative fuels and energy: The PBR promised the introduction (envisaged to 
be from April 2008) of a Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation, to require 
transport fuel suppliers to ensure that a percentage of their sales (targeted to be 
5% by 2010-11) is made up by biofuels; accompanying this was the 
announcement of a new Enhanced Capital Allowance for the cleanest biofuels 
production plant.  In terms of energy production, the PBR announced that 
reduced VAT rates would be extended to wood-fuelled boilers, bringing them 
into line with other microrenewable energy sources (such as air source and 
ground source heat pumps, and micro-combined heat and power). 

Carbon abatement technologies: Additional funding of £10 million was 
announced for technology demonstrations (for instance, relating to carbon 
capture and storage) under the Department of Trade and Industry’s Carbon 
Abatement Technologies Strategy. 

7. Aside from these announcements, two themes dominated the PBR’s chapter on the 
environment.  The first was the announcement of a variety of dialogues—from talks with 
other governments about taking forward the Gleneagles Plan of Action,6 to an announced 

 
6 HM Treasury, Pre-Budget Report 2005 - Britain meeting the global challenge: Enterprise, fairness and responsibility, 

Cm 6701, December 2005, p 152. 
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intention to work collaboratively with Norway on carbon capture and storage, to an 
individual seminar held with energy companies to discuss ways to create a market for 
energy efficiency services.  These announcements could perhaps best be characterised as 
encouraging, but lacking any major substance to date. The second major theme of this 
year’s PBR was a lack of movement in terms of revaluing existing environmental taxes.  For 
instance, the PBR confirmed that the annual rise in landfill tax would again be £3 per 
tonne, that the freeze on vehicle fuel duty would continue, and that, as for Vehicle Excise 
Duty (VED), the Government would merely “continue to consider the case for improving 
VED incentives for fuel-efficient vehicles.”7 

8. This Pre-Budget Report was, indeed, more striking for what was not in it than for what it 
did contain.  A number of significant policy proposals, made repeatedly in the past by this 
Committee, as well as by a variety of other stakeholders, were conspicuous by their 
absence.  We were disappointed, for instance, not to see even a reference to such measures 
as targeted rebates on council tax or stamp duty to incentivise household energy efficiency, 
a reduction in VAT rates on building refurbishments (something we are recommending, 
for example, in our forthcoming Report on Sustainable Housing),8 or the introduction of 
taxes on more wasteful products (such as incandescent light bulbs), as set out, for instance, 
in the recent “Green Living Initiative” paper submitted to the Treasury by the Policy 
Studies Institute.  (Some of these measures will be discussed in greater detail below.)9 

9. In all, we were deeply disappointed by the Pre-Budget Report.  This was a view widely 
shared by those from whom we took evidence.  In the opinion of Friends of the Earth, “it 
was not a great Pre-Budget Report. There was very little actual movement on the 
environmental issues”;10 while in the words of the Environment Agency: “The Pre-Budget 
Report itself announced little new environmental policy [….]  We believe that HMT could 
be more ambitious in the use of economic instruments”.11  WWF told us they felt that the 
PBR “offered another set of minor adjustments”,12 while for the RSPB it highlighted “the 
Government’s lack of major plans to address and resource its environmental priorities”.13  
Green Alliance commented that, “Although we were led to believe that climate change 
would be a strong theme throughout the Pre-Budget Report this turned out not to be the 
case”,14 while Natural England commented on the “sense of ‘slowing down’ and that the 
momentum around environmental taxation of past years is slipping.”15 

10. Our disappointment is all the more marked in view of the rising concerns over climate 
change.  In 2004 it was announced that the UK is not on target to meet its objective of 

 
7 Cm 6701, p 162. 

8 Environmental Audit Committee, Sustainable Housing: A follow-up report, due to be published March 2006. 

9 See paras 17-35. 

10 Q 1 [Mr Bullock]. 

11 Ev44. 

12 Ev110. 

13 Ev108. 

14 Ev100. 

15 Ev107. 
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reducing CO2 emissions by 20% of 1990 levels by 2010. In September 2004, the 
Government initiated a Review of its Climate Change Programme, to examine the policy 
options which could move the UK back towards this target.  This Review was scheduled to 
be published last year, but (according to Defra’s website) will now be published in early 
2006, “which will allow the outcome of the Pre-Budget Report to be taken into account”.16  
More recently, the Government has published the findings of the 2005 Exeter conference 
on Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change (Figure 1).  More recently still, the Prime Minister 
has remarked on the need for urgency in acting on climate change, even declaring that the 
world has only seven years to forge an agreement to stave off the worse case scenarios of 
climate change.17 

 
16 The UK Climate Change Programme – Review, Defra, December 2005, 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/uk/ukccp/review.htm 

17 Uncorrected transcript of oral evidence taken before the Liaison Committee on 7 February 2006, HC (2005-06) 709-ii, 
Q 182 
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Figure 1: Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change – key findings of the Exeter Conference 

Assessment of impacts 

In many cases the risks are more serious than previously thought. 

The impacts of climate change are already being observed. Changes to polar ice and 
glaciers and rainfall regimes have already occurred. 

A number of new impacts were  identified that are potentially disturbing. One example is 
the recent change that is occurring in the acidity of the ocean. This is likely to reduce the 
capacity to absorb CO2 from the atmosphere and affect the entire marine food chain. 

Serious risk of large scale, irreversible system disruption, such as reversal of the land 
carbon sink and possible destabilisation of the Antarctic ice sheets is more likely above 
3oC. Such levels are well within the range of climate change projections for the century. 

Climate sensitivity and emission pathways

To have a relatively high certainty of limiting global warming to 20C above pre-industrial 
levels requires concentrations of CO2 equivalent to stay below 400 ppm. If concentrations 
were to rise to 550ppm CO2 equivalent then it is unlikely that the global mean 
temperature increase would stay below 20C. 

Different models suggest that delaying action would require greater action later for the 
same temperature target and that even a delay of 5 years could be significant. If action to 
reduce emissions is delayed by 20 years, rates of emission reduction may need to be 3 to 7 
times greater to meet the same temperature target. 

Technological options 

Technological options for significantly reducing emissions over the long term already 
exist. But there are no magic bullets: a portfolio of options  is  needed and excluding any 
options will increase costs. Multi-gas strategies, emission trading, optimal timing and 
strong technology development, diffusion and trading are all required to keep costs of 
low-level stabilisation relatively low. 

Demonstrated energy efficiency improvements under the present market system in 
industrialised countries are not enough to offset increases in demand caused by economic 
growth in developing countries. Efficiency improvements and alternative energy supply 
such as nuclear and renewables are of priority for developing countries to contribute their 
share to the effort of  stabilisation. 

Major investment is needed now in both mitigation and adaptation. The first is essential 
to minimise future impacts and the latter is essential to cope with impacts which cannot 
be avoided in the near to medium term. 

Source: Executive Summary of Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change (2006), 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/internat/pdf/avoid-dangercc-execsumm.pdf  
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11. In the context of rising concerns over the dangers of climate change, and of the fact 
that UK CO2 emissions are actually increasing once more, this year’s Pre-Budget 
Report was inadequate. This is all the more so considering that the Government’s 
Climate Change Programme Review was delayed to take this Pre-Budget Report into 
account: the PBR does not hint at the kind of measures that could put the nation back 
on track to meet its 2010 target for reducing CO2 emissions.  Compared to the scale of 
response we might have expected to such a serious situation, the measures announced in 
this Pre-Budget Report fell short of what might reasonably have been expected. 

The Treasury’s momentum on environmental action 

12. As we analyse in greater detail in a later section,18 the latest figures show that once again 
the proportion of tax revenue collected from environmental taxes has gone down, 
indicating that, far from shifting the burden of taxation from “goods” to “bads”, the 
Treasury is doing the reverse (and has been doing so since 2000).  This is not the only 
indicator of a slowing of the Treasury’s momentum in “Protecting the Environment” (as 
Chapter 7 of its Pre-Budget Report is titled): the Treasury appears to be becoming 
progressively less bold and imaginative in terms of its specific announcements of new 
policies.  Professor Ekins observed to us: 

“Very quickly [after the new Government was elected in 1997] they produced a 
very short document called the Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation 
[…] and we had very significant initiatives on environmental taxation over the 
subsequent years.  In 2002 we had a much longer document on environmental 
taxation, which essentially restated some of the objectives […] and that 
document did much less work over the subsequent years in terms of significant 
new initiatives.  Now, it seems, we have no new statement at all, but we do have a 
PBR with practically nothing environmentally significant in the environmental 
chapter.”19 

13. The Financial Secretary was pressed on this broad point when he gave evidence to us.  
Having defended the Treasury’s record by drawing attention to its introduction of such 
measures as the Climate Change Levy (CCL) and the UK Emissions Trading Scheme 
(ETS),20 he was pressed again: 

Mr Hurd:  Minister, I understand your point completely about the initiative 
taken by the Government at the beginning of the programme.  The point is that 
there is considerable frustration about the amount of activity untaken since 
2001/2002 against a background in which the biggest environmental priority of 
all, which is the reduction in CO2 emissions, is quite clearly being failed.  Do you 
understand that point, the frustration in terms of activity since 2001/2? 

 
18 See paras 36-45. 

19 Q140 

20 Q174 
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John Healey:  I am not sure if you are arguing for the introduction of policy 
instruments of the significance and weight of the Climate Change Levy every 
year, but I do not accept it entirely.  If you look at some of the initiatives that 
were set out in the Pre-Budget Report, they were designed to reinforce some of 
the measures we have got in place.  They were designed also to try and take us 
into some of the new areas, like further support for carbon capture and storage 
[…] and the road fuels obligation […]21 

14. We might observe that every one of the most significant new measures introduced by 
this Government—including the CCL, UK ETS, Aggregates Levy, Renewables Obligation, 
and Energy Efficiency Commitment—was initiated during the Government’s first term, 
and implemented in its second.  Given the lead times necessary to implement important 
economic and policy instruments, we would have expected more progress in initiating new 
measures during the last term, in order to be implemented in this.  At the very least, we 
would have expected signs of renewed ambition now, at the very start of a new term in 
office.   

15. PBR 2005 signifies a continued slowing down of the Treasury’s momentum in 
turning its rhetoric on the environment into action.  No really significant new measures 
were announced, despite the fact that this was the first Pre-Budget Report of a new 
electoral cycle, and the even more important fact that UK CO2 emissions are currently 
rising, not falling.  In order to reassure Parliament that it is taking its environmental 
responsibilities seriously, it is vital that the Treasury publishes a high profile 
restatement of its environmental strategy, and starts to back it up at once  with serious 
action. 

16. In view of the compelling case for more urgent action to reduce carbon emissions,  
we are concerned that there may be a degree of institutional inertia within the Treasury 
in the face of the scientific evidence on climate change.  We urge the Treasury to give 
greater priority to climate change; and hope that the Stern Review will lead to a 
profound and consistent impact in the seriousness with which the Treasury responds to 
this issue.   

Specific environmental tax areas 

Aviation 

17. Air Passenger Duty (APD) is levied, with some minor exceptions,22 on each passenger 
on flights taking off from UK airports.  Between 2000 and 2004, the annual number of 
chargeable passengers rose by some 25 million, or 35%.  Annual greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions from UK aviation rose alongside this increase, by some 0.8 million tonnes of 

 
21 Q 178 

22 Exemptions include young children, and passengers on flights taking off from airports in the Scottish Highlands and 
Islands are exempt. Air Passenger Duty, HMRC Reference: Notice 550, HM Revenue & Customs, January 2003, 
www.hmrc.gov.uk 
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carbon  equivalent, or 10%.23  Despite this, receipts from APD actually fell by 8%, from 
£931 million to £856 million (Figure 2).  The reason for this fall in revenue, even during a 
significant expansion in the numbers paying the charge, was essentially the impact of the 
Chancellor’s decision, in Budget 2000, to “introduce a new, fairer and lower Air Passenger 
Duty”.24  Where there had been two rates (£10 for short-haul, and £20 for long-haul 
flights), this was changed (from April 2001) to four rates, ranging from a new lower rate of 
£5 for economy short-haul to a new higher rate of £40 for first/business class long-haul 
flights.  The net impact of this reform has been revenue-negative: as the recent expansion 
in aviation has overwhelmingly been in short-haul budget flights, so the introduction of the 
new lower rate has more than cancelled out the revenue gained from the extra 25 million 
passengers. 

Figure 2   Air Passenger Duty: flights up, emissions up, revenue down 
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Defra, e-Digest of Environmental Statistics, January 2006, 
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/statistics/globatmos/download/xls/gafg20int.xls  

 

18. We expressed our concern about the functioning of this tax to the Minister, but 
received a very confusing and unsatisfactory answer: 

David Howarth:  Finally, I mention one particular levy which seems not to be 
working at all and seems to require some change of direction, the Air Passenger 

 
23 “Greenhouse gas emissions arising from use of fuels from UK 'international bunkers'”, e-Digest of Environmental 

Statistics, Defra, January 2006, http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/statistics/globatmos/download/xls/gafg20int.xls 

24 HC Deb, 21 March 2000, col 869 
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Duty, where the yield seems to be falling but the number of passengers seems to 
be rising.  Are we taxing the wrong thing? 

John Healey:  The air passenger duty in many ways is not an entirely satisfactory 
tax.  It was introduced, you may remember, in the early 1990s.  It has never been 
an environmental tax.  It has certain sorts of perverse aspects built into the 
design.  In other words, a more fuel-efficient plane filled with the same number 
of passengers pays the same rate of air passenger duty as an airline using a much 
less fuel-efficient plane, and actually a half-empty plane is rather less than a full 
plane, even though it is more efficient in terms of passengers per air miles 
travelled.  First of all, it is not an environmental tax.  Second, it does, however, 
contribute to the recognition that we have been very clear about, that the 
aviation industry has to pay the costs, the externalities if you like, that it imposes 
on society and on the environment.  It is a significant contribution to that, but it 
is not an instrument that is well designed to achieving environmental ends.25 

19. We consider the Minister’s response to be incoherent.  On the one hand, he argues that 
APD is “not an environmental tax”, but on the other, he states that it contributes 
significantly to the recognition “that the aviation industry has to pay the costs […] that it 
imposes on the environment.”  We are tempted to ask: which is it?  The impression that the 
Treasury is attempting to have its cake and eat it, in claiming credit for whatever 
environmental impacts APD does have, while disclaiming its status as an environmental 
tax lest it be evaluated as such, is reinforced by the entry for APD in Table 7.2 of the Pre-
Budget Report.  Under the heading “Environmental Impacts”, this reads: “Levying APD 
has resulted in a reduction in emissions of CO2 and local air pollutants from aviation.”26 

20. The Treasury’s rationale for arguing that APD is not an environmental tax appears to 
be that, as it is levied on passengers and not on fuel, it does not directly incentivise fuel 
efficiency.  However, this ignores the fact that it could clearly incentivise people simply to 
take fewer flights.  Given that the Office of National Statistics classifies APD as an 
environmental tax,27 and that air travel has a “proven specific negative impact on the 
environment” (the wording at the heart of the ONS’s definition), it is hard for us to see 
how the Treasury can claim that a tax which works to restrict demand for air travel is “not 
an environmental tax”.  As a further point, it is interesting to note the language of the 
Prime Minister at the recent Liaison Committee session: “if you really want to impede air 
travel, to cut it back significantly, for example, through some taxation mechanism, it would 
have to be a fairly hefty whack”.28 While the Prime Minister was here doubting the 

 
25 Q 185 

26 Cm 6701, p 170. 

27 The ONS defines an environmental tax as “a tax whose base is a physical unit such as a litre of petrol, or a proxy for 
it, for instance a passenger flight, that has a proven specific negative impact on the environment. By convention, in 
addition to pollution related taxes, all energy and transport taxes are classified as environmental taxes. This 
definition has been agreed by international experts and adopted by the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities (Eurostat) and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). It enables analysis 
to be based on the effects of taxes rather than the aims behind their introduction, i.e. the aim of a tax for raising 
government revenue rather than reducing environmental degradation does not preclude it from being defined as 
an environmental tax.” ONS, UK Environmental Accounts 2005, December 2005. 

28 Uncorrected transcript of oral evidence taken before the Liaison Committee on 7 February 2006, HC (2005-06) 709-ii, 
Q 188  
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desirability of imposing such a measure, and questioning the level at which it would have 
to be set in order to have a significant impact, he was clearly accepting the principle that 
taxation could be levied on air travel simply to reduce demand for it, in order to reduce its 
environmental impacts. 

21. Following our session with the Minister, we wrote to him to ask, if it is not an 
environmental tax, what is the purpose of Air Passenger Duty?  He replied that “It was 
announced in November 1993 as a measure to extend the tax base, based on a recognition 
that aviation was under taxed as a sector, due to its zero rating for VAT and exemption 
from fuel duty for all international and the majority of domestic flights.”29 We might 
observe that even on these terms the Government’s record on APD is questionable, given 
that the changes which came into force in 2001 reduced the mean average rate of Air 
Passenger Duty from £13.06 per passenger flight in 2000 to £8.88 in 2004, thereby reducing 
the total revenue to the Treasury even during a period of pronounced growth. 

22. We believe that the Treasury should redefine Air Passenger Duty as an 
environmental tax.  At the current rates at which it is charged, it clearly seems to be 
ineffective—as can be seen from the fact that, since the rate of APD for budget flights was 
cut in 2001, passenger numbers and CO2 emissions have risen steeply, while APD receipts 
have actually fallen.  We urge the Treasury to ensure that Air Passenger Duty rates more 
accurately reflect the carbon emissions of the flights to which they apply, to restrain 
demand for more flights and curb the growth in carbon emissions from UK aviation.  
The Treasury should consider changing the basis of APD, from taxing individual 
passengers to taxing flights, so as to incentivise more efficient use of aviation fuel and 
airport infrastructure.  The overall aim should be to ensure that this tax reflects the 
environmental externalities of aviation. 

23. In our evidence session, the Minister gave the Treasury’s view that working to include 
aviation within the second phase of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is the 
best way to tackle the emissions from air travel, given that these “are international in nature 
and unilateral action from one country really does not hit the mark”.30  We applaud the 
leadership the Government has shown in seeking agreement to include aviation within 
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.  However, we would argue that the UK can still take 
action in advance of this, and to supplement it—not just by raising Air Passenger Duty 
but, for instance, by seeking bilateral agreements with other countries to impose 
aviation fuel duty on flights between them.  Furthermore, as the Environment Agency 
argued in their evidence, simply including aviation within the EU ETS is not enough—
what counts is the level of carbon credits it is assigned as a sector. 

Biofuels 

24. The Pre-Budget Report announced the introduction of a Renewable Transport Fuel 
Obligation (RTFO), requiring fuel suppliers to ensure that a percentage of their sales 

 
29 Ev83. 

30 Q 221 
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(expected to be 5% by 2010-11) is made up by biofuels. Accompanying this was the 
announcement of a new Enhanced Capital Allowance for the cleanest biofuels production 
plant.  These measures will complement the 20 pence per litre duty differential for biodiesel 
(dating from 2002) and for bioethanol (2005). 

25. We echo the Environment Agency’s support for the Renewable Transport Fuel 
Obligation, but also its concern that expansion in the use of biofuels should not result 
in environmentally valuable habitats, such as rainforests, being cleared in order to grow 
the relevant crops. In the case both of transport fuel and electricity generation it is 
important that only biofuels which are from sustainable sources should be rewarded 
with Renewables Obligation Certificates. We were heartened to hear the Minister take 
such concerns seriously, and to refer to work by the Department for Transport on 
assessing the environmental impacts of biofuel sources.  We may choose to monitor 
such impacts ourselves as UK consumption of biofuels rises. 

26. We welcome the discount in duty to support the growth in biofuels, and 
acknowledge the significant impact that such duty differentials have played in the past, 
for instance in incentivising the uptake of unleaded petrol and ultra low sulphur petrol 
and diesel.  Moreover, given that fossil fuels will form a significant source of potential 
tax revenues for some decades to come, but that we need to wean ourselves off them in 
advance of their depletion and in order to avert dangerous climate change, we believe 
that there is a strong case for consistent increases of fossil fuel taxes. 

Vehicle Excise Duty 

27. Regarding Vehicle Excise Duty (VED), we are disappointed that the PBR merely stated 
that the Government would “continue to consider the case for improving VED incentives 
for fuel-efficient vehicles.”  This is especially the case, given the evidence we received from 
the Energy Saving Trust (EST), who said they felt car energy efficiency was increasingly a 
problem.  As they told us: “It is very clear that we are not on track to get close to the 
European Union target of 140 grammes [CO2 emissions] per kilometre average for new 
vehicles in 2008.  We are over 170 at the moment, and indeed the situation is getting worse. 
The efficiency of new cars bought last year was worse than in the previous year where they 
were bought by private individuals.”31  EST praised the effectiveness of the more stringent 
company car regime, but warned that increasingly this was being evaded through 
executives receiving cash bonuses to buy cars privately. They called for VED to be 
increased for less efficient cars, with a new special rate for “gas-guzzlers” at the top end of 
the spectrum; just one of the effects of this should be to reduce the evasion of company car 
tax. 

28. We are concerned that the UK is drifting away from the EU target on car energy 
efficiency. The Government should increase the differentials within Vehicle Excise 
Duty between the most and least efficient cars, and create a special new band at the top 
of the spectrum for the worst “gas-guzzlers”.  The Treasury should also raise consumer 
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awareness by making vehicle tax discs prominently colour-coded, to reflect their energy 
efficiency banding. 

Fuel duty 

29. The Pre-Budget Report announced that the freeze on main fuel duty rates would 
continue until Budget 2006.  This means that 2005-06 is the fourth out of the last five years 
in which the Government has frozen these rates.  This is somewhat surprising given that, as 
the PBR states, “It is the Government’s policy that fuel duty rates should rise each year at 
least in line with inflation, as the UK seeks to meet its targets of reducing polluting 
emissions and funding public services.”32 Indeed, the section on fuel duty in PBR 2005 
contains something of a non-sequitur. Paragraph 7.46 acknowledges that the costs of 
motoring relative to household disposable income have markedly decreased in recent 
years, and that this trend is likely to continue in future years, while paragraph 7.47 states 
that fuel duty will continue to be frozen because of the ongoing volatility of the oil market. 

Figure 3   Motoring has become progressively more affordable in recent years 
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30. In his evidence, the Minister said about this: 

“We were set to raise, by revalorizing fuel duty at the Budget, fuel duty for the 
main pure rate by 1.22 pence per litre.  By the time we came to the Pre-Budget 
Report, the pump price paid for road fuels was ten pence per litre for last year 
higher than what we had projected at the Budget. […] For those concerned 
about the environment, clearly the ten pence per litre price rise at the pumps 
would have a much greater impact on demand and, therefore, emissions from 
road transport than the planned increase that we had in the duty rates […]”33 

We acknowledge this point.  However, it does tend to suggest to us, given that the PBR 
stresses the essential resilience of the UK economy in the face of oil price volatility, that 
the Government could have been more ambitious in setting fuel duty rates in the years 
since 2000.  We might also observe that fuel duty was frozen in Budgets 2001 and 2002 
even though the price of petrol, excluding taxes,  fell between Budget 2001 and Budget 
2002, and then again between Budget 2002 and Budget 2003.34  Indeed, it appears to us 
that the main reason for the Treasury’s decisions not even to revalorise (raise in line 
with inflation) fuel duty since 2000 has been not so much its concerns for the 
competitiveness of the UK economy, but more a question of political expediency.  We 
do not make light of such concerns; however, this would strengthen our calls for the 
Treasury to develop a proper communications strategy to help sell the need for 
environmental taxes to the public, and for it to consider ways to put the formulation of 
environmental taxes to some degree outside the arena of electoral politics.35 

31. Our final point on fuel duty relates to the price, availability, and environmental impacts 
of oil as we move towards and then past world peak production.  The Treasury gives as its 
reason for freezing fuel duty the recent volatility in the oil markets. This is surely going to 
be a long-term phenomenon, in the context of declining reserves of oil.  In this context, 
there would appear to be a further argument for a policy of consistent fuel tax rises, in that 
this would send a long-term signal to the economy that it needs to wean itself off oil (and 
would also expand the potential for tax differentials to incentivise alternative fuels, as has 
recently been done in London, for instance, where exemptions to the London Congestion 
Charge are offered to low carbon vehicles).  In the light of the announcement by the 
Swedish government, of plans to make Sweden oil-free by 2020, we asked the Financial 
Secretary whether he agreed that we have to start weaning the UK economy off oil in 
advance of depletion leading to unaffordable market prices.  He agreed, and pointed to the 
encouragement being given by the Government to renewable energy technologies such as 
tide, wind, and solar.36  We would simply note that these relate to the generation of 
electricity, in which oil does not figure in the UK.  Indeed, when we asked the Minister for 

 
33 Q 180. 

34 EAC analysis of prices of Premium Unleaded petrol in “Typical retail prices of petroleum products excluding VAT and 
duty” ,DTI, February 2006,http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/energy_prices/tables/table_411.xls 

35 See paras 46-52. 

36 Q 206. 
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the Government’s forecast of UK consumption of oil by 2020, the data he referred us to 
(Figure 4) show that, far from being on a path towards becoming oil-free, UK consumption 
is set to rise by 9% over 2005 levels. 

 

 

Figure 4    UK oil consumption – actual and forecast 

 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

Oil 
demand 
in mtoe* 

91.1 91.7 89.2 88.6 91.6 94.5 96.8 

Source: UK Energy and CO2 Emissions Projections, DTI, February 2006 

Notes: *Millions of tonnes oil equivalent 

Total includes bunkers and non-energy use 

 

32. In view of the need to cut carbon emissions, and of the likely long-term rises in oil 
prices as we approach and pass global peak production, the Treasury should develop a 
strategy for weaning the UK economy off oil, and should publish updates on progress 
in each Pre-Budget Report.  In addition, each PBR should assess the nature and level of 
economic and national security risks posed to the United Kingdom from the depletion 
of world oil and gas reserves. 

Energy efficiency 

33. We welcome the measures announced in the PBR, such as the extension of the Green 
Landlord Scheme. However, overall we were, again, disappointed with the lack of 
imagination and ambition shown in this year’s Pre-Budget Report.  Two things stood out 
for us by their absence.  The first was any mention of the possibility of introducing targeted 
council tax or stamp duty rebates, for households which implement energy saving 
measures.  Council tax rebates in particular were recommended to us by the Energy Saving 
Trust.  While local authorities are free to establish such schemes themselves, and some 
have successfully done so—notably Braintree—EST stressed that it is currently a long and 
drawn out process, requiring a duplication of effort for each council, and that guidance and 
funding from central government was vital to allow this to take off.37 

34. The second thing that disappointed us was the continued sense of a failure by the 
Treasury to integrate energy efficiency into other policies.  For instance, we observed that 
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there was not a single mention of energy efficiency within Chapter 3 of the PBR, “Meeting 
the Productivity Challenge”, despite the obvious potential overlap between improving 
business competitiveness and energy efficiency.  Equally, once again we were concerned at 
the apparent total disconnection between the Treasury’s approach to energy efficiency and 
its approach to fuel poverty (something that will surely only become more of an issue in the 
context of higher gas prices).  As EST remarked to us:  

“[T]here are opportunities to link energy efficiency into the winter fuel payments, in 
particular, for instance, you could incentivise investment in energy efficiency by 
actually raising the level of the winter fuel payment, say by £100, in return for, say, 
£200 or whatever being spent on energy efficiency measures.  That would have a 
long-term benefit moving forward as well to those individuals who do invest.”38 

35. On energy efficiency, we recommend that the Treasury considers reducing both 
Stamp Duty and Council Tax for those homes built or refurbished to high 
environmental standards.  At the very least the Government should give local 
authorities the support to allow them to introduce their own Council Tax rebate 
schemes, designed to incentivise household energy efficiency improvements.  The 
reform of Council Tax along these lines should also be addressed in the Lyons Inquiry into 
Local Government Funding, as the Lyons Inquiry is due to report in late 2006, a resulting 
policy announcement could be co-ordinated with Pre-Budget 2006.  Equally, the Treasury 
should do far more to join up its policies on energy efficiency with those relating to 
improving the productivity of British industry, and those relating to fuel poverty. 

 

The Treasury’s environmental tax strategy 

Shifting the burden from “goods” to “bads” 

36. The 1997 Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation committed the Government 
to, over time, shifting the burden of taxation from “goods” to “bads”. In our 
understanding, this was a clear commitment to alter the balance of Government tax 
revenue, increasing the proportion of revenues gained from taxing environmentally 
destructive activities, while decreasing the proportion gained from taxing things such as 
income, profits, and employment.   As we have previously acknowledged, following this 
Statement, the Treasury introduced a number of promising measures, including the 
Climate Change Levy and the Aggregates Levy.  However, since 1999 the Government’s 
overall impact on shifting the burden has gone into reverse, with latest figures showing the 
proportion of tax revenues gained from environmental taxes to be at its lowest for over a 
decade. 
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37. As the data on environmental taxes published by ONS show (Figure 5), Government 
revenue from environmental taxes rose significantly between 1994 and 1999, largely thanks 
to the fuel duty escalator, before declining again, following its abolition.  Since 1999, 
environmental taxes as a percentage of total taxes have fallen almost year on year (the 
single exception being 2002), from a peak of 9.8% in 1999 down to 8.3% in 2004.39  
Moreover, if one accepts the Treasury’s classification of environmental taxes (as 
comprising only the Climate Change Levy, Aggregates Levy, and Landfill Tax) then the 
proportion of  total taxes made up by environmental taxes in 2004 plummets to 0.4%. 

Figure 5    UK Environmental Taxes (£ billion): 1994-2004 
 
Tax/£ billion Introduction 

date 
1994 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Energy           
Duty on hydrocarbon 
oils 

1928 
14.0 18.4 21.0 22.4 23.0 22.0 22.1 22.5 

23.4 

VAT on duty 1973 2.4 3.2 3.7 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.1 
Fossil fuel levy 1990 1.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 - - 
Climate change levy 2001 - - - - - 0.59 0.83 0.83 0.77 
Road vehicles           
Vehicle excise duty 1921 3.8 4.3 4.6 4.9 4.6 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.8 
Other environmental 
taxes 

 
        

 

Air passenger duty 1994 - 0.44 0.82 0.88 0.94 0.82 0.81 0.78 0.86 
Landfill tax 1996 - 0.38 0.33 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.60 0.67 
Aggregates levy 2002 - - - - - - 0.21 0.34 0.33 
Total environmental 
taxes* 

 21.8 27.4 30.7 32.6 33.2 32.0 32.7 33.6 35.0 

as % of total taxes and 
social contributions 

 
9.3 9.5 9.8 9.8 9.3 8.7 8.8 8.6 8.3 

as % of GDP  3.2 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.0 
 
Source: UK Environmental Accounts Autumn 2005 
*Note: totals may differ due to rounding 

 
38. When we pressed the Minister on this,40 he gave essentially three arguments in defence 
of the Government’s record.  The first was that there had in some cases been a shifting of 
the burden within individual taxes, in that the introduction of levies on certain 
environmentally destructive activities had been accompanied by targeted cuts in taxes on 
other things.  As the Minister said of the Climate Change Levy: 

“It shifted the taxation, because it was accompanied, you will remember, by a 
three per cent cut in employers’ national insurance payments, from “goods”, if 
you like, the cost to employers employing people, to “bads”, in other words, the 
profligate or excessive use of energy in business processes. […] I could make the 

 
39 UK Environmental Accounts 2005, pp 41-2 

40 Q175 
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same argument with the aggregates levy, I could make the same argument with 
the landfill tax.”41 

39. The Treasury argues that cuts in national insurance and other allowances for businesses 
paying environmental taxes (such as the Climate Change Levy, Aggregates Levy, and 
Landfill Tax) have ensured that these taxes have shifted the burden of taxation for those 
businesses which are subject to them, along the lines set out in its 1997 Statement of Intent 
on Environmental Taxation.  In order to assist Parliamentary scrutiny of its record, the 
Treasury should publish figures in each Pre-Budget Report of the total revenues it 
receives from the Climate Change Levy, Aggregates Levy, and Landfill Tax as a 
proportion of the total taxes and social contributions it receives from those businesses 
which are subject to them. 

40. The second argument used by the Minister is one the Treasury have used before, 
namely, that if an environmental tax is effective in altering behaviour, revenues from it will 
diminish: 

“Some of those tax regimes are devised specifically to discourage the activities 
which are taxed.  In other words, if they are working, you see a reduction in the 
activity that is being taxed […]  The evidence of the operation of the aggregates 
levy is precisely that.  [In a] period of economic growth and expansion of the 
construction industry, the amount of virgin aggregate quarried in this country 
has fallen since the introduction of the aggregates levy.  The amount of recycled 
aggregate produced has increased.”42 

41. While we acknowledge that the environmental taxes introduced in the last Parliament 
have had some important impacts, we do not accept that this demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the Treasury’s overall environmental tax programme.  First, the Treasury’s 
argument here clearly does not apply for certain taxes: in the case of Air Passenger Duty, 
notably, the Treasury cannot argue that its receipts have declined because the charge is 
discouraging the activity that is being taxed, since annual passenger numbers have gone up 
by 25 million in four years.  Second, while the Treasury can rightly point to the impact 
achieved by taxes such as the Aggregates Levy, it is clearly not doing enough to tax the 
activities which lead to emissions of CO2, since these are on the rise.  Moreover, even where 
taxes are having an impact on behaviour, this does not necessarily mean that they could or 
should not be set higher: increasing environmental taxes would either drive further positive 
behavioural change, or it would raise revenue (which could be used to fund environmental 
protection programmes or to subsidise cuts in other taxes). 

42. Furthermore, in almost all cases the real value of environmental taxes is declining, since 
for some years now the Treasury has not even revalorised the majority of these taxes to 
adjust them for inflation (Figure 6).  This stands in stark contrast to, as the Minister put it, 
the Government’s “general stance with all taxes that we at least look to raise taxes by the 
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level of inflation to revalorize so they maintain their real value”,43 or as he put it again, “our 
standing policy, as with every government in the past, is that we look each year at least to 
revalorize tax rates in order that they at least maintain their value.”44 
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Figure 6    Changes to five key environmental taxes since 2000-01 

 Fuel duty Vehicle Excise Duty (for 
cars) 

Climate 
Change Levy 

Air 
Passenger 
Duty 

Aggregates 
Levy 

Landfill Tax 

2000-01 Revalorise 
 

Freeze Introduction Freeze N/A Rise to 
£11/tonne 

2001-02 Freeze Reform (new bands) Cut 
for smaller cars, Freeze 
for other rates 

Freeze Reform (avg 
rate cut) 

N/A Rise to 
£12/tonne 

2002-03 Freeze Freeze, plus Reform 
(new lower rate for lower 
emission cars) 

Freeze Freeze Introduction Rise to 
£13/tonne 

2003-04 Revalorise Revalorise, plus Reform 
(new lower rates for low 
emission cars) 

Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£14/tonne 

2004-05 Freeze Freeze Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£15/tonne 

2005-06 Freeze Freeze for lower emission 
bands, Revalorise for 
highest 

Freeze Freeze Freeze Rise to 
£18/tonne 

Source: EAC analysis of Budgets and Pre-Budgets 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005; and Supplementary Memorandum from 
John Healey MP 

 

43. We are far from convinced by the Treasury’s argument that the relative decline in 
levels of environmental taxes could actually be a sign of the effectiveness of its 
environmental tax programme (in that it might show these taxes were successfully 
discouraging the activities they were being levied on).  Most significantly, 
environmental taxes are failing to sufficiently discourage the processes and activities 
that emit CO2. 

44. The third argument used by the Minister was that looking at the total receipts gained 
from environmental taxes would fail to capture the impacts of differential tax rates which 
might incentivise more environmentally friendly activities.  As the Minister put it: 

“May I just say, the discount in duty to support the development of biofuels, 
which is 20 pence per litre, is precisely to achieve an environmental end, but if 
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you are just looking at the total take, including the tax take from fuel duty, you 
will not see that registered.”45 

45. Overall, the Treasury’s arguments in defence of its record on shifting the burden of 
taxation are rather academic, in view of the fact that, by any definition of what 
environmental taxes are, the Government could clearly take significant action to increase 
taxes on environmentally unfriendly activities if it wanted to.  Given that the Treasury has 
accepted the principle of increasing taxes on “bads” as opposed to “goods”, and given 
that any new or increased environmental taxes could be designed to be broadly revenue 
neutral and fairly distributed, its reluctance to take bolder steps in reforming the tax 
system is mystifying.  This is especially so given that, by the Treasury’s own definition of 
environmental taxes, these make up just 0.4% of total tax revenues – and that, as the 
Energy Saving Trust told us, “tax reaches parts which other mechanisms cannot”.46   

A strategy for winning public support 

46. In their evidence to us, Friends of the Earth suggested that “what the Treasury needs to 
put in place is not an environmental tax strategy but an environmental strategy full stop”.47  
Their broad argument was that the Treasury’s approach to environmental taxation was 
deficient in two areas: a lack of “sweeteners”, in terms of investments in alternatives to the 
activities being taxed; and a lack of a successful communications strategy to make people 
aware of this complementary investment: 

Mr Bullock:  […]  One of the big problems with the fuel tax escalator was that it 
was not put in place with complementary measures to make, for example, public 
transport a decent alternative or to make walking or cycling decent.  So it was all 
stick and no carrot and I think to properly engage with people to persuade them 
to use their cars less they have to have decent alternatives.  You need packages of 
policies, not just taxes, but information, regulation, the lot.  I think that is a big 
issue for effective policy on climate change, not just to see it as being about tax. 
[….] I do not think that coercion is going to do the trick and probably that was 
the main lesson to learn from the fuel tax protests, that just relying on that one 
measure did not have political success.48 

47. Professor Paul Ekins made a very similar point: 

Professor Ekins:  I think the big political point, which I do not think anyone has 
yet managed to put across, is the reality of the tax shift as opposed to the tax 
increase.  If one was able to put across the fact that one is talking about deriving 
more of necessary taxation from activities which we wish to discourage and 
allowing people to have more money in their pocket because of reductions in, for 
example, employees’ National Insurance contributions, that seems to me to be 
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politically quite a saleable message were it to be put across in a credible way.  The 
problem with this whole issue is that Chancellors in the past have found it very 
difficult to command credibility with the notion of a tax shift, because everyone 
imagines that what they mean is a tax increase and they are simply engaging in 
some form of spin, which the public does not really buy.  I think there is a 
serious problem but, if it were possible to get cross that essential message, I think 
it could be politically extremely attractive.49 

48. We are concerned that the Treasury is not paying sufficient attention to the need to 
communicate the reasons behind its environmental taxes, as well as the rebates and 
investment that accompany them.  This is especially the case with regard to motor 
transport taxes, in particular vehicle fuel duty.  In the context of the stark contrast between 
the PBR’s vivid illustration of the decline in the real costs of motoring in recent years and 
its announcement of a continued freeze in the rates of fuel duty, we recall the Minister’s 
evidence to us as part of our inquiry into Pre-Budget Report 2004: 

 John Healey: […] I think the perception generally is—erroneously—that the 
cost of motoring has continued to rise, as has the real cost of fuel. The general 
cost of motoring has been broadly constant for nearly a quarter of a century, and 
has edged down recently. I think that, despite the decisions that the Chancellor 
has taken specifically on fuel duty since the year 2000, there would probably be a 
perception generally that it continued to go up. 

  Mr Challen: It sounds a bit like the Government is leaving getting the message 
across to chance. Testing the water to see how something might go down in 
public and, on this highly sensational topic—from the fuel protests—we test the 
water and, if it seems too hot, we immediately remove our toe. What is the 
difficulty? What is holding us back from getting the message across?  

  John Healey: I am not sure that it is a question of getting the message across. I 
am not sure that there is much more we can do to get the message across and the 
facts about the decisions the Chancellor takes in the Budget, other than a full 
statement in the House of Commons, the very clear and voluminous 
documentation that is published alongside it and, normally, acres of coverage 
and significant air time in the media on the main decisions that he takes. The 
nature of public interest is that Budget decisions on things like fags, booze and 
fuel tend to be given a lot of prominence. It is very difficult to deal with public 
perceptions if that information is not actually registering with people.50 

49. We cannot help but feel that the Treasury could do much more to get a specific 
message across to the public than by publishing documents on its website, and relying on 
media coverage of the Budget.  We wrote to the Minister to ask, in relation to fuel duty, 
whether the Treasury has a specific communications strategy for: (a) getting the message 
across to the public that the costs of motoring have actually fallen in recent years; and (b) 
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linking fuel duty in the minds of the public to the need to curb carbon emissions and hence 
avert the worse scenarios of climate change.  In response, the Minister wrote: 

“Chapter 7 of the Pre-Budget Report and Budget documents, entitled Protecting 
the Environment includes a chart showing how the cost of motoring has changed 
over time.  In PBR 2005 this was chart 7.3.  Section 7.46 of the document sets out 
more details of the recent trends. 

The link between fuel duty rates and carbon emissions has been made 
consistently by the Government.  PBR 2005 (section 7.47) stated it is the 
Government’s policy that fuel duty rates should rise each year at least in line with 
inflation, as the UK seeks to meet its targets of reducing polluting emissions and 
funding public services.”51 

50. The Treasury is missing a trick by failing to be more serious about  communicating the 
reasons behind environmental taxes, and the rebates and investments that complement 
them.  The fuel duty protests of 2000 showed what can happen when an environmental tax 
is set high enough to “bite”, but where it is perceived purely as a mechanism for revenue 
raising – or as “all stick and no carrot”. The evidence revealing how few people make any 
connection between aviation and climate change further underlines the need for an 
effective communications strategy.  The Treasury cannot afford to leave it to chance to 
get its wider messages on environmental taxes across to the public: it should develop a 
coherent communications strategy, possibly involving high-profile advertising 
campaigns.  As a first step, the Treasury should commission research into the public 
awareness of the environmental purpose behind its taxes, in particular fuel duty; this 
should provide a baseline to measure the effectiveness of any communications strategy 
it develops.   

51. Moreover, the Treasury should be far bolder in providing “carrots” which it can 
show to the public are accompanying environmental taxes, in terms both of 
investments in alternatives to the activities being taxed (for example, R&D investment 
in new technologies) and of reductions in other taxes or tax rebate payments. 

52. To help win public understanding and support for environmental taxes, last year we 
recommended—as the Committee had done on more than occasion in the past—that the 
Government establish an independent Green Tax Commission, to make recommendations 
to the Treasury on the nature and levels of environmental taxes it should implement.  The 
essential purpose of setting up such a body would be to help remove the design of 
environmental taxation from the arena of electoral politics, and hence from the kinds of 
pressures experienced by politicians by such campaigns as the fuel duty protests in 2000.  
In its written response to our recommendation last year, the Treasury stated that 
establishing such a body was unnecessary, in that the Government has regular meetings 
with stakeholder groups and seeks to take all views into account when considering new 
environmental taxation.52  This does not quite deal with our point, which was the need to 
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put some of the formation of environmental tax policy beyond the short-term pressures of 
electoral politics.  Recently a decision was made by five opposition parties (Conservatives, 
Liberal Democrats, Scottish Nationalists, Plaid Cymru, and Democratic Unionists) to issue 
a Joint Statement on a Cross-Party Approach to Climate Change, which calls for the creation of 
a similar body.  We suggest the time is right for the Government to reconsider 
establishing a Green Tax Commission.  Without such a body, the absence of a proper 
communications strategy to sell its environmental programme to the public is all the 
more damaging. 

International action versus UK leadership 

53. On several occasions in our session with him, the Financial Secretary seemed at pains 
to stress that climate change is something that has to be tackled through international 
action.  For instance, one of the defences he gave of the Treasury’s record was to draw 
attention to the UK’s role in establishing international forums and agreements such as the 
Gleneagles Plan of Action, and to state that: 

“[I]f you look at the recognition that has always been there in our environmental 
policy, particularly on the biggest challenges like climate change, this is not a UK 
problem.  It cannot ever be simply a UK problem because our emissions are 
around two per cent of the world’s emissions. Therefore our ability to lead and 
contribute to the international consensus for action and measures to deal with 
climate change has been essential.”53 

The Minister then developed this argument when we questioned him on the extent 
to which the UK should wait for international agreements before taking more 
radical action itself: 

Colin Challen:  We can wait forever for global agreements, can we not.  It is 
1948 since the last aviation international agreement was signed, and we are 
struggling, I think, to convince some to stay on track in terms of Kyoto or even 
to get involved in that international level of negotiations. […] We are slipping on 
our 20 per cent target for 2010 in carbon reductions.  Surely that may mean 
having to take bold, radical and possibly unpopular action.  Is that something the 
Treasury is willing to do? 

John Healey:  […] There is no benefit to the UK in aggressively being able to 
reduce our own emissions in the UK (a) if we suffer serious economic 
disadvantage or social problems as a result and (b) if the rest of the world, 
producing the 98 per cent of the emissions, does not take similar steps.  Because 
these are global problems with a global impact, we get none of the 
environmental gain that we need to see. […]54 
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54. It seems that this broad argument is one that is being made increasingly by the 
Government.  For instance, in his recent letter to the Stop Climate Chaos Coalition, the 
Prime Minister wrote: 

"At the moment, the UK accounts for something like two per cent of greenhouse 
gases. By 2020 as the world economy continues to grow, this proportion will 
have fallen to 1.5 per cent.  Even the most extreme and unrealistic action taken 
in the UK will have only a tiny impact on global climate change. Even more 
crucially, it would do nothing to protect us from its worst effects.  I am afraid 
that, in this case, being virtuous alone will not bring much reward."55 

55. We understand the Government’s position here to be essentially concerned with  the 
competitiveness of UK industry.  This was a theme which we tackled in some depth in our 
report on Pre-Budget 2004, taking evidence from the CBI among other groups.  Our 
verdict in brief was that: “We are sceptical about the extent to which environmental 
regulations damage competitiveness, and we reject the scaremongering approach which 
the Confederation of British Industry has often adopted in this respect.”56  In evidence 
submitted to us for this year’s inquiry (for example, by Friends of the Earth) it was argued 
strongly that adopting more stringent domestic regulations, in particular aimed at cutting 
carbon emissions, could strengthen the long-term prospects of the UK economy by 
encouraging the development of new industries—industries which will be in ever-greater 
demand as oil prices rise and the world moves towards a low-carbon future.  We are 
disappointed that the Treasury’s Pre-Budget Reports do not more consistently and 
seriously engage with this theme. 

56. Overall, we would contrast the Government’s approach with the boldness of the 
Swedish government, which has recently announced plans to make Sweden oil-free by 
2020.  Leaving aside the practicability of the UK’s announcing such a policy, we asked 
Professor Ekins for his assessment of the impact on the competitive positions of Sweden 
and Britain, should the Swedes come near to achieving that target: 

Professor Ekins:  […] I do not see why it should have any necessary effect on the 
competitiveness of Swedish business at all.  One imagines that it will stimulate an 
innovation process away from oil and they will become even more energy 
efficient than they are already.  They will develop these technologies to use other 
different kinds of fuels and they will specialise in those industries that are good 
for them, and if those technologies then have a good export market, they will 
export these technologies to the rest of the world rather like the Danes have with 
their wind turbines.  That is the sort of thing I was meaning about how carbon 
mitigation need not be expensive at the macro level, provided you can engage 
innovation, creativity and get investment into the right technologies for the 
future.57  
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57. We find it perfectly understandable for the Government to argue that climate 
change is something which threatens all nations and requires them all to take action, 
and the Government is obviously concerned about the consequences of the UK taking 
action in advance of the rest of the world. However, if global emissions are to come down, 
then the UK will still have to play its part, no matter what percentage of global emissions it 
is responsible for, and UK leadership can have a significant impact internationally, as it has 
done already, for instance, on sustainable timber policies.   We are concerned that the 
Treasury may not fully appreciate the significant export potential of the new carbon 
mitigation technologies for the UK economy.  Equally, we are concerned that if the 
Government takes the line of waiting for universal agreement before committing the 
UK to take bolder steps, this will be a recipe for stasis.  We fear that there are not going 
to be any international agreements, or none which result in truly  effective action, 
unless individual nations are prepared, to one degree or another, to move first.  

 

Environmental business reporting 

Operating and Financial Reviews 

58. The requirement for approximately 1300 listed UK companies to publish an Operating 
and Financial Review (OFR), was introduced in March 2005 as part of the ongoing 
Company Law Review. In November 2005 the Chancellor announced that the requirement 
for OFRs would be dropped, as part of the Government’s programme to reduce the 
regulatory burden on business (although there would still be a requirement for reporting 
non-financial information in new Business Reviews); and this was confirmed in the Pre-
Budget Report.  Friends of the Earth subsequently launched proceedings to subject this 
decision to judicial review, primarily on the basis that it was “a breach of legitimate 
expectation”.58  On 1 February, the DTI Minister Alun Michael made an announcement of 
renewed consultation on how the Company Law Reform Bill might be amended “to ensure 
effective forward looking narrative reporting by quoted companies, including, where 
appropriate, on social, community, employee and environmental matters”.59  On 1 March, 
the Financial Secretary confirmed to us in writing that Friends of the Earth had withdrawn 
their legal action on the basis that the Government would carry out further consultation, 
with the Treasury agreeing to pay Friends of the Earth’s legal costs.60 

59. In his evidence to us, the Minister gave cost as the main reason for abolishing OFRs, 
namely the costs to business of having them audited, while stressing that, aside from this, 
the reporting requirements of the new Business Reviews would be quite similar:  
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Mr Chaytor:  What is going to be in the Business Review that was not in the 
Operating and Financial Review?  Are we just playing with words here or are 
there points of substance? 

John Healey:  No, in general terms, the reporting requirements are quite similar. 
[….]  I am not playing with words. […] They both have broad disclosure 
requirements for requiring provision of information that is necessary for 
shareholders to make judgments about the development and the performance of 
the company, in broad terms.  Specifically what the Operating and Financial 
Review would have required is much more prescriptive auditing arrangements, 
and that was the bulk of the additional cost that was set out in the Regulatory 
Impact Assessment, originally around £33 million. It was principally that 
auditing requirement that was the big difference between the two.61 

60. We took evidence on this from Friends of the Earth.  They argued that abolishing the 
requirement to have this information audited would crucially weaken the entire scheme.  
As they put it: 

“I would suggest on financial matters the idea that you would ask companies to 
report on financial matters voluntarily and not to a common standard, and 
indeed then for them not to be audited would plainly be crazy and yet this is so 
often the item which is being put forward on reporting on social and 
environmental matters.”62 

They further argued that it was only by making it compulsory to report and have 
audited such information that a level playing field would be created.  It was precisely 
this, they argued, which would help to reduce the potential competitive advantage to be 
gained by a firm’s not taking sustainability very seriously.  Compulsion to follow 
independently checked reporting standards was key, therefore, to financially rewarding 
existing businesses that could show that they were thinking seriously about 
sustainability, and to incentivising new firms to join them. 

61. In addition to their concerns over the loss of the auditing requirement, however, 
Friends of the Earth also expressed concern that what companies were being required to 
report on was being reduced too.  Interestingly, when we pressed the Minister to give an 
assurance “that there will be no watering down of the specific environmental requirements 
that finally emerge from the new concept of a business review, as against what would have 
been the case in the OFR”,63 he seemed to backtrack a little: “The Business Review does not 
have any specific reporting requirements on the environment”, he told us.64  It was for this 
reason, he said, that the Government had reissued its consultation on the form the 
Business Reviews should take. 
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62. Indeed, we would be slightly confused if this were not the case.  If the reporting 
requirements for Business Reviews were very similar to those for the OFRs, we would be 
puzzled as to why the Government had decided to carry out further consultation as to what 
should feature in them; and would be similarly confused as to why the Treasury should 
agree to pay Friends of the Earth’s legal fees, under a government accounting provision 
which, as the Minister’s supplementary letter explains, “permits departments to make 
special payments where such payments are needed to settle legal proceedings out of 
court”.65   

63. We are rather perplexed by the Government’s approach to this policy, given its changes 
in tack, and given the clear  lack of joined up policymaking as revealed in internal Treasury 
documents sent on request to this Committee, disclosed to Friends of the Earth as part of 
its legal settlement, and now published (in part) on the Treasury website.  These 
documents, covering the formulation of the decision to abolish the requirement for OFRs, 
clearly reveal that this policy originated solely within the Treasury, and that neither the 
DTI nor Defra were informed of the proposal until very shortly before the decision was 
announced.  For instance, a memo dated 11 November 2005, just 17 days before the 
Chancellor announced the decision to abolish OFRs, advised the Chancellor to “contact 
Alan Johnson and Margaret Beckett […] As soon as possible”, and further stated, “In 
particular, Margaret Beckett is likely to oppose the proposal, as DEFRA strongly supported 
more extensive disclosures by companies on social and environmental issues.”66 

64. What concerns us about the way in which the Treasury has taken the decision to 
abolish the Operating and Financial Review is the wider attitude it suggests, one which 
seems simply to oppose competitiveness and sustainability, and views sustainable 
reporting as an optional extra which can be dispensed with lightly.  However, we have 
not examined in detail the requirements of the now defunct OFRs, nor the proposed 
reporting requirements for the new Business Reviews—the form of which is, in any case, 
subject to ongoing consultation—and so cannot comment in detail on what the these 
requirements should be. Our main concern following its abolition is that the 
Government does not lose an important opportunity to build on the work that had already 
been performed by those companies which had been preparing for the OFR, and 
introduces a new reporting scheme which provides effective incentives for UK listed 
companies to act more sustainably.  We welcome the fact that the Government has 
issued renewed consultation on the form in which the new Business Reviews should 
take, and also the Minister’s confirmation that the Government is willing to consider 
any representations on their merits. 67  We may return to these Business Reviews, and 
the form they finally take, in our inquiry into next year’s Pre-Budget Report. 
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Economic analysis and the Stern Review 

65. In July 2005, the Chancellor announced a major review of the economics of climate 
change, led by Sir Nicholas Stern (Head of the Government Economic Service, and, since 
October, Adviser to the Government on the Economics of Climate Change and 
Development), to report to the Prime Minister and Chancellor in autumn 2006.  The remit 
given to the Review was dauntingly wide, involving an assessment of the evidence on the 
human consequences of climate change, on future energy demand, on the costs and 
benefits of actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and on the cost-effectiveness of 
different actions and agreements in delivering cuts in emissions. 

66. On 31 January, Sir Nicholas published a paper, outlining his initial views.  Among its 
conclusions are that the economic challenges are complex, with climate change itself 
posing a risk to growth and development; that a combination of policies, institutions, and 
changes in preferences will be needed, including taxes; and that the private sector will 
respond if governments set clear, long-term and credible incentives. 

67. We have not taken evidence from Sir Nicholas, or his team; and nor has his Review 
reported yet.  We are not in a position, therefore, to comment in detail on this Review and 
how it might or should affect Government policy.  However, we did invite comments from 
those submitting evidence, on the implications of the Review as they saw them, and about 
the potential benefits and pitfalls in applying economic analysis to questions of climate 
change.  The responses we got, especially where these were able to take into account Sir 
Nicholas’s interim paper, were very favourable. Friends of the Earth, for instance, described 
it as “enormously positive. […] It will marshal the economic evidence for why action is a 
good thing, but also provide [the Treasury] with the main market failures and barriers to 
action which we need to act on.”68 

68. Overall, in relation to the questions the Stern Review was asked to consider, one of the 
most important messages we received from our witnesses was that the Government 
should ensure that, in examining the economics of different options for tackling 
climate change, it starts by deciding the level of carbon emissions it wants to achieve, 
and  then looks for the most cost-effective means of getting there. This was seen as 
having a better chance of leading to the level of CO2 cuts required than the alternative 
approach of starting by looking for cost-competitive means of reducing emissions, and 
then seeing what level of reductions these will achieve. 

69. More generally, we would refer back to our previous remarks on the subject of 
economic analysis and climate change.  In our Report on PBR 2004, for instance, we made 
three main points: 

“The first relates to scientific uncertainty and risk. With regard to climate change, 
there is now a growing consensus that an environmental limit exists, beyond which 
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potentially catastrophic impacts might occur if greenhouse gas emissions are not 
reduced drastically by the end of this century. However, the Government's 
valuation of carbon for appraisal purposes takes no account of the risks of 
catastrophic changes to the climate.  

The second point relates to the fundamental tension between economic appraisal 
and the time spans over which environmental impacts occur. […] How then is one 
to value a potentially catastrophic impact which might occur in 100 or 200 years 
time? Indeed, it is precisely because conventional economics 'runs out' that 
governments need to provide long-term policies and signals […] 

Our third point takes this argument further. We see fundamental problems in 
reconciling the short-termism implicit within economic appraisal processes and 
preference-based valuations with the long-term nature of sustainable development 
and the need to abide by environmental limits. […]  Moreover, as we have 
previously suggested, the preferences and valuations people express—whether 
directly or indirectly—could change dramatically as climate change bites deeper, 
with large increases in the associated environmental costs.”69  

We may review the Stern Review’s final report once this is published, to examine the extent 
to which it takes these three points on board, particularly in terms of any practical 
recommendations it makes regarding the appraisal of different policy options, in our 
inquiry into Pre-Budget 2006. 

70. A final point to make on Stern is that it is set to be the third major review with 
significant relevance to policy on climate change to report within the space of a few 
months, the others being the Climate Change Programme Review and the Energy Review.  
With three separate reviews being conducted, and each being overseen by a different 
department,  there is the obvious potential for some differences in emphasis and even 
contradictions in recommendations. Our witnesses by and large were mindful of this 
potential but confident that the three Reviews would complement and reinforce each 
other.  For instance, Professor Ekins told us: 

Professor Ekins:  I hope there is sufficient joined-up government to ensure that 

we are not going to get contradictions. […] My optimistic scenario is that these 

three will all reinforce each other and will manage to build a commitment in the 

country at large about the importance of taking an integrated, holistic joined-up 

approach to what is a pretty tough political problem.
70

We may review the impacts of the Climate Change Programme Review, the Energy 
Review, and the Stern Review on Pre-Budget 2006, and subsequent PBRs, to follow the 
extent to which the findings of these Reviews: a) complement and not contradict each 
other, and b) are translated into the Treasury’s environmental policies. 
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Formal minutes 

Tuesday 14 March 2006 

Members present: 

Mr Tim Yeo, in the Chair 

Ms Celia Barlow 
Mr Martin Caton 
Colin Challen 
Mr David Chaytor 
Mr David Howarth 
Mr Nick Hurd 
 

 Mr Graham Stuart 
Emily Thornberry 
Dr Des Turner 
Mr Ed Vaizey 
Joan Walley 
 

   
The Committee deliberated. 
 
Draft Report (Pre-Budget 2005: Tax, economic analysis, and climate change), proposed by the 
Chairman, brought up and read. 
 
Ordered, That the Chairman's draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 
 
Paragraphs 1 to 70 read and agreed to.  
 
Resolved, That the Report be the Fourth Report of the Committee to the House. 
 
Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of Evidence. 
 
Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House. 
 
The Committee further deliberated. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday 15th March 2006 at 2.30p.m 
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Introduction

We welcome the opportunity to give evidence to this inquiry.

The first part of our evidence covers the Government’s decision to abandon the Operating and
Financial Review.

The rest of our evidence focuses on the other two questions set by the Committee, with a focus on climate
change. In our view it is crucial that the Government sets strong economic frameworks to tackle climate
change. Scientific evidence suggests that we must limit global average temperature increases to a maximum
of 2)C above pre-industrial levels.1 Beyond that the risks of further catastrophic damage are too high. As a
result, major cuts in carbon emissions are needed, fast. However, despite increasingly strong rhetoric from
the current Labour Government on the urgency of the situation, emissions are higher now than when they
came to power in 1997.

This failure is in large part due to economic frameworks which continue to make it comparatively:

— cheap and easy to use fossil fuels;

— easy to promote and get approval for carbon intensive developments; and

— diYcult and expensive to invest in greener alternatives.

Leadership is urgently needed to change these frameworks. But this agenda is not one of austerity or
pain—it is a massive economic opportunity for the UK. Reducing our dependence on fossil fuels can:

— Reduce the UK’s vulnerability to the global volatility of oil markets and supplies;

— Reduce the UK’s balance of payments deficit;

— Reduce dependence on energy supplies from unstable parts of the world;

— Boost UK resource productivity;
— Stimulate UK innovation in new high-growth sustainable technologies; and

— Reduce the massive economic and social costs of climate change, which will hit the UK as well as
developing countries, and hit the poorest hardest.

This submission suggests how current economic frameworks could change, framed around the
Committee’s questions.

Part 1 Operating and Financial Review

Background

The requirement for approximately 1,300 listed UK companies to publish an Operating and Financial
Review (OFR) was introduced in March 2005 through a Statutory Instrument amending the 1985
Companies Act.2 The purpose of the OFR was to complement a company’s annual financial report with a
second report containing non-financial forward-looking information on company performance. The first
batch of OFRs covering financial years beginning on or after April 2005 were due to be published by
companies from April 2006.

1 Tirpak D, Ashton J, Dadi Z, Fillho L et al 2005 “Avoiding dangerous climate change: international symposium on the
stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations” Report of the International Scientific Steering Committee The Hadley Centre
http://www.stabilisation2005.com/

2 Operating and Financial Review and Directors’ Report Regulations 2005.
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Why was the OFR important?

NGOs, trade unions and other civil society organisations have for a long time been calling for the
introduction of mandatory reporting by companies on social and environmental issues (ie mandatory
sustainability reporting). While the OFR requirements were significantly watered-down during the seven
year consultation that led to their introduction, and fell short of requiring full disclose of social and
environmental impacts, theOFRwas an important step in the right direction andwould have brought about
a significant improvement in the quality and transparency of company reporting in this area.

Under the OFR, companies were required to provide information on their employees, on social and
community issues, and on the impact of the business of the company on the environment, where this
information was necessary for understanding the company’s performance. As set out in the open letter to
Gordon Brown signed by the directors of 30 ethical investors, campaigning organisations and academic
institutions published on 14 December 2005,3 in spite of its weaknesses the OFR was still a vital tool for
assessing a company’s social and environmental performance. Although the primary purpose of the OFR
was deemed to be the provision of better information to the investment community, the reports would have
allowed employees, consumers, regulators and civil society groups to gain a more informed view of a
company’s performance and, importantly, its future strategy and direction.

The OFR would thus have been a major step forward in terms of corporate accountability, helping to make
a company’s board and its stakeholders more aware of any negative environmental and social impacts
associated with its activities, and thereby increasing the likelihood that companies would take steps to improve
their environmental and social performance.

What happened to the OFR?

Speaking at the Annual Conference of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), on Monday 28
November 2005—just eight months after the introduction of the OFR requirement—the Chancellor
announced that the Government had identified the OFR as an example of unnecessary “gold-plating” of
European regulation and that it was abolishing the OFR. According to the Chancellor, the move was part
of a wider drive to reduce the regulatory burdens on British business.4 Mr Brown’s announcement came
after the CBI President John Sunderland had told the conference that the Government was approaching a
seminal moment in its relationship with business after several controversial decisions on key issues.5

Regulations requiring the repeal of the requirement for quoted companies to produce a statutory OFR
were made byMinister for Industry AlunMichael on 14 December 2005 and came into force on 12 January
2006.6 The requirement for companies to produce a Business Review in the Director’s Report—the
minimum requirement of the EUAccounts Modernisation Directive—still remains. The Directive, adopted
in 2003, requires that companies disclose information that “should not be restricted” to the financial aspects
of a company’s business. The requirements came into force on 1 January 2005 and are eVective from
April 2006.

Implications of the Withdrawal of the OFR

The Department of Trade & Industry maintains that the key improvements in narrative reporting from
the OFR are in the Business Review.7 However, the reporting requirements of the Business Review are
significantly weaker than those of the OFR in a number of key areas, including in terms of auditing and the
provision of information on environmental and social issues.

Some key diVerences between the Business Review and the OFR include the following:

1. Weakened Environmental Reporting Requirements

The Business Review requires the provision of information on environmental matters to the extent
necessary for understanding a company’s development, performance, and position. However, in addition
to this, the OFR required the provision of information on the impact of the business of the company on the
environment, to the extent necessary to allow for such an understanding. Hence whilst the Business Review
focuses on how the company is being aVected by environmental issues, the OFR looked more specifically
at the company’s own environmental impacts.

3 Ethical investors, charities, academic institutions and faith groups write to Gordon Brown criticising his decision to abolish
the OFR (14 December 2005): http://www.corporate-responsibility.org/C2B/PressOYce/display.asp?ID%16&Type%2

4 Speech by the Rt. Hon. Gordon Brown MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer, at the CBI Annual Conference in London
(28 November 2005): http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/newsroom–and–speeches/press/2005/press–99–05.cfm

5 CBI Press Release: “Government approaching seminal moment in relationship with business, warns the CBI” (28 November
2005): http://www.cbi.org.uk/ndbs/press.nsf/0/3c50a111a1b8b281802570c0005bce46?OpenDocument

6 The Companies Act 1985 (Operating and Financial Review) (Repeal) Regulations 2005.
7 DTI Draft Simplification Plan for Better Regulation (30 November 2005): http://www.dti.gov.uk/ewt/
cutting–red–tape–plan.doc
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2. Removal of requirement to report on social and community issues

The OFR also required the provision of information on social and community issues to the extent
necessary for understanding a company’s development, position, and performance. There is no such
requirement in the Business Review. Hence companies will not be required to report on any human rights
and labour issues associated with their activities.

3. Absence of mandatory reporting standard

The OFR would have been subject to a statutory reporting standard prepared by the Accounting
Standards Board. This standard would have set out detailed provisions on its content. In contrast, the
Business Review is governed by no such reporting standard. Hence there is greater scope for directors to
determine what information to include and what to disregard, including on environmental matters.

4. Auditing Requirements

The auditing requirements for the OFRwere more stringent than those for the Business Review. Like the
OFR, the Business Review requires a “consistency check”, ie a check by the auditor that the information
provided corresponds with available evidence. However, the OFR Regulations also required that the
auditor consider whether any other matters had come to their attention during the audit process which were
inconsistent with the information provided. The necessity for this additional audit check was highlighted by
the Government itself in its response to the public consultation on the OFR Regulations as necessary to
provide the level of assurance required to satisfy investors and other users that the informationwas complete
and trustworthy”.8

5. Removal of requirement to report on policies

TheOFRalso required the provision of information on a company’s policies in relation to environmental,
social and community issues and the extent to which such policies were successful. This important
requirement would have allowed stakeholders to assess the extent to which a company was actually
addressing key relevant issues and whether its policies for doing so were being successful. That important
requirement is not contained in the Business Review.

Legal Action taken by Friends of the Earth

Friends of the Earth has applied for a judicial review of the decision to abolish the OFR. Friends of the
Earth contends that the decision to abolish the OFR was unlawful because, in summary, (a) there was no
adequate consultation (in particular, such consultation as was carried out was one sided and secret); (b) the
decisionwas irrational in that no legitimate (evidence based) grounds existed for reversing theGovernment’s
recent (and well considered and evaluated) policy justification for introducing the OFR.

The policy process leading to the adoption of theOFRwas lengthy, consultative and fair. It led to a policy
which had broad support of all groups (in large part because of the process by which the policy was arrived
at). The decision to abolish theOFRwas peremptory, ill-informed and unfair. It wasmade by aGovernment
department (Treasury) with limited understanding of the policy impetus behind the original OFR. The
decision was widely criticised by all sides (other than the CBI). It has, most recently, also been the subject
of critical comment by the House of Lords Select Committee on Statutory Instruments.9

Friends of the Earth’s application for judicial review is supported by witness statements from a number
of investment bodies, civil society groups and others.

Conclusion

The decision to abolish the OFR (if allowed to stand) is regarded by Friends of the Earth as a major step
backwards for corporate transparency and accountability in the UK. Under the scaled-down Business Review,
companies will be required to provide less information on the environmental impacts of their operations and
associated social issues, ie human rights, than would have been the case under the OFR. This in turn will increase
the likelihood that bad corporate governance and damaging activities, including environmental abuses, will go
unnoticed and companies will face less pressure from shareholders and other stakeholders to improve their
performance in these areas.

8 DTI: Operating and Financial Review and Directors’ Report Regulations—Government response to public consultation
(December 2004): http://www.dti.gov.uk/cld/21–12–gov–response.pdf

9 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200506/ldselect/ldmerit/99/9903.htm
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Part 2a Economic analysis and the Stern Review

“In the context of the Stern Review, [What is] the adequacy of conventional economic analysis
(including the role of monetarisation, and the use of discounting) as a means of evaluating the
long-term environmental impacts of climate change.”

We believe that conventional economic analysis, while useful, has many flaws and has too prominent a
role in climate change decision-making. Here we set out why and suggest changes which could be made.

The central role of conventional economic analysis is set out in the Treasury’s Green Book:

“Calculating the present value of the diVerences between the streams of costs and benefits provides
the net present value (NPV) of an option. The NPV is the primary criterion for deciding whether
government action can be justified.”

Although this may well be appropriate for simple issues, for example, in determining which of two IT
systems should be installed, it is far more problematic for issues involving large amounts of non-monetised
costs and benefits, and issues involving costs and benefits tomany diVerent groups of people. Climate change
is one of the most complex examples of these problems, and the diYculties involved make the use of NPVs
and conventional cost-benefit analyses (CBAs) highly inappropriate. There are three main reasons for this:

— Estimates are subject to extreme uncertainties—it is not possible to calculate accurate figures;
ranges rather than precise numbers are the best that can be used;

— The use of CBA institutionalises trade-oVs, contrary to the Government’s position on and the
principles of sustainable development; and

— The precise figure used by Government is too low.

In more detail:

(i) Uncertainties

First, there are wild uncertainties as to what figures should be used. For example:

— Scientists do not know accurately what the damages from climate change will be. Some damages
also have potential large-scale discontinuities, for example melting of continental ice sheets and
the disruption of ocean currents;

— Assigning a monetary amount to these often wildly diVering types of damages is very diYcult and
itself subject to further large uncertainties;

— The treatment of equity within generations is another major cause of uncertainty . . .

— . . . As is equity between generations—the appropriate discount rate is heavily disputed, and even
small changes have large diVerences on the outcome.

The Treasury’s 2002 study into the social cost of carbon (SCC)10 noted these major methodological
diYculties, and concluded that a central value of £70t/C should be used, with lower and upper bounds of
£35 and £140 t/C. In 2005DEFRApublished a follow-up paper by the StockholmEnvironment Institute11—
which states that, while it is possible for them to say a lower bound is £35 t/C, uncertainty over impacts
“precludes establishing a central estimate of the social cost of carbon with any confidence”, and that
establishing an upper limit was “more diYcult”. They also acknowledge that this situation is not likely to
change in the short or medium term, even with a major increase in research eVort. Because the uncertainties
are so large, it is not possible to calculate the SCC or NPVs adequately, and therefore a diVerent policy
approach is required.

(ii) Trade-oVs

Second, the act of totting up all costs and benefits to create a NPV in itself assumes that trade-oVs are
justified. This is contrary to principles of sustainable development and indeed theGovernment’s own policy,
which states that the economic, social and environmental pillars of sustainable development must be met at
the same time, not traded-oV.12 As an example, the AviationWhite Paper (AWP) assesses the environmental
and other costs of aviation expansion against the (mainly economic) benefits of airport expansion. The net
positive values that result lead directly to Alistair Darling’s statement in the Regulatory Impact Assessment
that “I have read the Regulatory Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that the benefits justify the costs”.13

As a result the White Paper proceeds, allowing a massive expansion in carbon emissions—trading-oV

environmental objectives for economic ones. A Sustainable AviationWhite Paper would implement policies
which meet all the principles, not some at the expense of others.

10 Clarkson, R and Deyes, K, 2002. Estimating the Social Cost of Carbon Emissions. London, DEFRA.
11 Stockholm Environment Institute, 2005. Social Cost of Carbon: a closer look at uncertainty.
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/carboncost/sei-scc.htm

12 HMGovernment, 2005. Securing the Future—the Government’s sustainable development strategy. http://www.sustainable-
development.gov.uk/publications/uk-strategy/uk-strategy-2005.htm

13 DfT, 2003. Regulatory Impact Assessment. The Government’s White Paper: The Future of Air Transport.
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(iii) Values too low

Third, although we believe that the use of SCC for policy making is inappropriate, it is also too low. We
are aware that this may seem like Woody Allen’s joke: “The food in this place is really terrible. Yes, and
such small portions”. But too small a value will lead to even worse decisions. We believe that the current
value is based on only a proportion of climate impacts, needs updating to cover the most recent scientific
evidence, give greater consideration to catastrophic and irreversible eVects, and to give greater weight that
is given to people in poorer countries and future generations. These issues are covered inmore detail inmany
academic papers—for example Dr Ackerman’s recent submission to the Stern inquiry.14 Set in context, a
£70 t/C price for carbon translates to a global cost of carbon being around £440 billion a year. One storm
in one country in 2005(HurricaneKatrina) cost £150 billion in economic damage to property alone. Climate
change will make these sorts of events more likely and more severe. It is diYcult to see how £70t/C is a
realistic price for the social cost of carbon.

For the above reasons, cost-benefit analysis is not appropriate for determining climate policy.

Policy in practice

We are also concerned about two particular aspects of the role of monetarisation.

First, in the RIAs, non-monetised aspects continue to be downplayed. Attempts have been made at
determining the Social Cost of Carbon, but there are many other non-carbon environmental impacts of
policy. These usually non-monetised impacts are often routinely ignored in the final analysis. This is
ineYcient policy making. The Green Book states that they must be considered, but in practice if they are
not monetised they cannot make it into the NPV, and the NPV is—as the Treasury states very clearly—“the
primary criterion for deciding whether Government action is justified”. The Aviation White Paper
Regulatory Impact Assessment is a clear example of economic benefits set out in detail, but with many
environmental and social costs either non-monetised or downplayed.

Second if the Government believes in the monetarisation and internalisation of external costs, then it
should do so. The calculation of the SCCgives theGovernment a figure to the external costs which it believes
should be internalised. In practice however, the SCC is not used for this purpose. Despite the Treasury
knowing and stating that non-internalised costs are examples of ineYcient markets, and committing to
removing these market failures,15 it does not do this for carbon. For example, despite a clear commitment
in the Aviation White Paper “we will . . . ensure that, over time, aviation meets its external costs”, the tax
rate on aviation has fallen in real terms for each of the last four budgets. Although, for the reasons set out
above, we do not believe that internalising costs is the most eVective way of meeting policy goals, it is a step
in the right general direction and better than doing nothing.

Alternative Approaches

Two alternative approaches are needed, one for overall climate policy, the other for specific development
proposals and policy assessments:

(1) Overall Climate policy

Stabilising the climate is a fundamental non-negotiable requirement for humanity and its economies.
Scientific evidence suggests that we must limit global average temperature increases to a maximum of 2)C
above pre-industrial levels. Beyond that the risks and extent of further catastrophic damage are too high.
Action to reduce emissions needs to begin soon or deeper cuts will be needed in the longer term.

With this ecological boundary in mind, the economic analysis to be carried out by the Stern review team
should avoid a traditional cost-benefit analysis and instead analyse the most cost-eVective options for
achieving emission reductions that are likely to achieve a 2)C goal.

14 Ackerman, F, 2005. Monetized impacts of carbon, why are the numbers so small? Evidence to the Stern Review. Tufts
University.

15 HMTreasury, 2002. Pre-budget 2002. Tax and the environment, using economic instruments. “Correcting themarket failures
will help to make the market work better and deliver more eYcient outcomes. In order to determine the most eVective form
of intervention, it is therefore necessary to understand the nature of the relevant market failures. Market failures can exist
where the costs of environmental damage are not reflected in prices of goods and services; where environmental improvements
can only be achieved by society acting collectively rather than individually; or where decision makers do not have clear
information about how best to reduce their costs. If the Government intervenes to correct these market failures eYciently it
will achieve better environmental outcomes as well as greater overall economic eYciency.”
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(2) Individual policy and project assessment

In addition, a diVerent approach is needed in determining whether developments should be given the go-
ahead—CBA is simply too ineVective, has too large an inherent bias against environmental and social
concerns, and institutionalises the ineYcient policy approach of trading-oV diVerent policy goals.

We advocate instead that the requirement to integrate the principles of sustainable development16 means
assessing packages of development options against all these objectives, rather than assume that if it delivers
on one then this is acceptable.

We propose that all policy packages (like regional economic strategies), and larger individual policies (like
regional energy strategies or major infrastructure proposals) be assessed against each of the elements of the
main economic, social and environmental principles of sustainable development.17

A first assessment of this sort has been done by Roger Tym and Partnership in a report for the South East
England Development Agency (SEEDA),18 where they analyse the Aviation White Paper against 13 main
criteria under these three principles, summarised in the following grid:

Major Negative Neutral/no Positive Major
negative impact significant impact positive
impact impact impact

Environmental theme—Proposals
reflect the fact that:

We live within environmental limits? }
Resources are limited }
Biodiversity is limited }

Social theme—Proposals’ eVects on:

Health }
Wellbeing }
Social Cohesion }
Social inclusion }
Justice (eVects on other, poorer }
societies)

Economic theme—Proposals ensure
that:

A strong economy is encouraged }
Environmental and social costs fall on }
those who impose them
EYcient resource use is incentivised }

Friends of the Earth advocate that:

— This type of assessment should be used to determine whether policies or developments meet and
integrate sustainable development principles, rather than CBA.

— There is a strong presumption against any development, proposal or policy package which scores
a “major negative impact” rating on any of the 13 economic, social or environmental criteria, to
prevent damaging trade-oVs.

— Policy should proactively help to bring forwardmore development proposals withmultiple “major
positive impact” ratings.

— This suggested assessment approach above should be fully integrated into the SEA/SA process.

We advocate this type of qualitative approach for three reasons:

— It is not possible to do an adequate direct comparison of many of the diVerent types of impact.
Current approaches to doing so—for example cost benefit analysis which compares all costs and
benefits using the common metric of £xxx—have an inherent inbuilt bias against costs or benefits
which are hard to quantify in financial terms. These impacts are often routinely ignored in the final
analysis, eVectively meaning that “if it can’t be valued, value it as worthless”.

16 Set out in the 2005 Government Sustainable Development Strategy.
17 “Good governance and eVective participation”, (principle 4) and “sound science” (principle 5) must underpin all decisions].
18 Roger Tym and Partners, 2005. South East of England Regional Assembly: the implications of the aviation white paper for
south-east England: understanding the evidence base.
http://www.southeast-ra.gov.uk/our–work/planning/transport/airports/future–air–transport/final–aviation–report.pdf
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— With a qualitative approach it is possible to escape from the “technocratic trap” where decision-
making processes are opaque and understandable only to those who have access to the complex
spreadsheets. Qualitative approaches are more easily aligned with and useful to the democratic
decision processes now required by both the Sustainable Development principles and by formal
government policies such as PPS1.

— Attempting to equate impacts by coming up with one final figure of “net present value” of £x
million for or against a proposal increases the likelihood of one set of principles being traded oV

against another. Of course, numbers and values of impacts should be used where possible, but to
inform the process, rather than dominate the outcome. For example, theUKNational Sustainable
Development Indicator Set could be used to assess how a proposal would aVect each of these 13
criteria.

Part 2b Environmental and Fiscal Strategy

“How the Treasury’s environmental fiscal strategy could be improved (including the adequacy and
eVectiveness with which all new budgetary measures are appraised and existing economic
instruments are monitored.”

The Committee has noted that the Government is not meeting its 1997 commitment to “shift the burden
of taxation from ‘goods’ to ‘bads’”. The Government responded that this is not a good indicator of the
success of its policies, saying for example that tax is only one policy instrument and that “the success of
environmental taxes should be judged on how well they deliver the environmental outcomes”.19 The
Government has a point here, we should be looking at the overall package of measures. And on climate
change, this overall package is not delivering—carbon emissions are up since 1997. Because of this overall
failure to deliver, the whole package needs substantial revision:

(1) Overall policy on climate change

There is little overall control over climate change emissions—if emissions are going up in one area, there
is inadequate review to ensure that either emissions are tackled, or instead if extra eVort is needed in another
area. First, the period review period is too long (at every five years) to be eVective. Second, the wrong
department is in charge. DEFRA is only in charge of some emissions (and indeed the PSA is now shared
with DfT and DTI). Main policy instruments aVecting climate change are taxation and spending which are
in the hands of Treasury. The damage from climate change, and moving the UK to a low-carbon path, both
have potentially massive negative and positive economic implications—it should be Treasury who take
charge of climate change.

Target setting approach for climate change is useful, but not suYcient. These targets are amongst
hundreds of targets across Government. Climate change targets need to be “first among equals”, alongside
similar targets on health and education. We suggest that the main ways to do this are to have Treasury:

— be responsible for overall progress on climate change,

— set annual budgets for carbon, which fall year-on-year, driving emissions down,

— set up national carbon accounts, as a central part of the national accounts,

— use its range of policy instruments as part of a strategy to aVect emissions in all sectors of the
economy, and

— have an annual review of policies to ensure this budget is kept to, and adapts policies accordingly.

(2) Fiscal policy on climate change

Even though taxation is just one policy instrument, it is a critical one. For example, in recent years,
taxation on fossil fuels, particularly transport fuels, has fallen relative to overall taxation. This is a large
contributory factor in the UK’s failure to cut its carbon emissions.

The Chancellor has claimed that volatility in global oil prices has been a good reason to freeze fuel duties
in recent years. However, in this period the overall cost of motoring has continued to fall relative to
household disposable income. In contrast, bus and rail alternatives are getting more expensive. We believe
that the Chancellor must use taxes and other measures such as spending to reducing the gap in costs of
motoring and public transport. We also note that the UK’s higher percentage tax rates on fuels are an
advantage in that the UK is less economically vulnerable to oil price instability.

We appreciate that the real reason to keep fuel duties frozen is likely to be political expediency, in
particular the perceived need to placate the motoring lobby. With this in mind, it is even more important
that rises in fuel duties are accompanied with measures which improve the quality and cost of alternatives
to motoring—public transport, walking and cycling need to become more attractive alternatives, and a
stronger and more explicit link needs to be made between tax and spending measures.

19 Environmental Audit Committee, 2005. 2nd special report.
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Finally, aviation is the fastest growing source of carbon emissions, emissions which are also more
damaging per tonne to the climate because they are churned out at altitude. Aviation’s growth in emissions
is largely due to increased demand, which in turn is largely caused by a fall in the cost of flying, as is explicitly
acknowledged in the DfT’s aviation models. Flying is cheap because its fuel is largely untaxed. Yet the one
tool currently available to increase taxes—Air Passenger Duty (APD)—has been frozen in recent years, and
is hence falling in real terms. We stress that we are not talking necessarily about increasing the overall cost
of flying, but even keeping it constant rather than seeing it fall would see a dramatic fall in aviation growth
and hence emissions growth. We note the Government’s belief that emissions trading will solve aviation’s
carbon emission problem, but aviation will not come into the trading system for many years yet and, even
if it is environmentally eVective, taxation will still be needed as well (otherwise aviation will have a major
competitive advantage over other sectors within the ETS). APD needs to be increased now.

Conclusion

The economic frameworks and appraisal methodologies do need to be changed. However, to get these
changes and to meet our climate challenges requires most of all greater political will. The Government talks
a good game on climate change, but its actual record on emissions is dismal. We believe a major block to
action is that while many politicians believe that tackling climate change is necessary, they believe it is also
something which will damage the economy or be politically unpopular, and hence is something to get round
to doing sometime, but not now. This is entirely the wrong mind-set.

The correct economic frameworks can guide the UK towards a zero-carbon economy—not only staving
oV the colossal costs of run-away climate change, but driving a new wave of innovation in new businesses
and technologies. Strong environmental policies are entirely compatible with a strong economy. The
misguided belief that they are not is one of the largest barriers to action on climate change in all developed
economies. We hope that the Committee will look at ways to change this mind-set—this will be crucial if
we are to avoid catastrophic climate change.

January 2006

Witnesses: Mr Tony Juniper, Chief Executive, Mr Simon Bullock, Environmental Taxation
Coordinator, and Mr Craig Bennett, Senior Corporate Accountability Campaigner, Friends of the Earth
(FoE), gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Such is our eagerness to talk to you companies operating inside that sustainable
development framework. This is one of the areasthat we have brought you in ahead of time!
where we do have to make progress in the yearsWelcome. I know you have been before this
ahead if we are to stop dangerous climate change,Committee many times before, but it is the first
and indeed to conserve life on Earth. In relation totime since I have been in the Chair, so I am
your questions, probably Simon is the best personparticularly delighted to see you. We look forward
to kick oV in terms of what we saw in the PBR andto an interesting discussion. I wonder whether, just
what we thought of it.to kick things oV, you would like to give a sort of
Mr Bullock: Our opinion of the Pre-Budget Reportgeneral reaction to the Pre-Budget Report this year,
is that it was not a great Pre-Budget Report. Therejust to get the discussion started?
was very little actual movement on theMr Juniper: Thank you, Chairman. Should I just
environmental issues, particularly on climatesay who my colleagues are as well? I am Tony
change in the context of emissions not having goneJuniper. I am the Director of Friends of the Earth
down at all since 1997. The one positive piece ofand the Vice-Chairman of Friends of the Earth
news which did come out of it was the SternInternational, so we are working not only
Review, which we warmly welcome, and the reportnationally but also globally on some of these issues.
yesterday seems to be an excellent start. ItCraig Bennett is our Senior Corporate Campaigner
acknowledges the real urgency of the issue and thatand works both in this country and also with our
major economic change and action will be needed.international network on the activities of
So that is a very positive step and we will becompanies in relation to sustainable development,
reacting to that, but in terms of progress, there isand Simon Bullock is our Sustainable Development
very little and again, as I am sure many on thePolicy Advisor, who helps to underpin the work
Committee will agree, it is very disappointing thatwhich we are doing in the campaigns with proper
so little progress is being made through theresearch and thinking to establish what the broader
Treasury.pictures are. We are delighted to be here, obviously,

and just to maybe emphasise the importance of
these discussions in environmental questions and
how we are going to resolve those in the future,
because there is very often a compartmentalising of Q2 Chairman: Yes. Looking back over the last
issues in ways which do not lead us to deal with eight and a half years now, the Treasury issued a
some of the underlying questions in terms of, for Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation in

1997, in which it said it aimed to shift the burdenexample, what is the economy doing, how are
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of tax from “goods” to “bads”. Over that period, achieve an environmental aim through the taxation
how would you rate the performance and progress policy and therefore to get there you are going to
towards that goal? be able to change their behaviour, do you also
Mr Juniper: Obviously, one of the things which we share the view I have that environmental taxes are
have been pushing for for many years is to begin also a way of raising people’s awareness about the
the process of internalising environmental prices need to achieve the goals? It is not just about the
into the cost of what consumers pay and the signals revenue which is raised, it is also about actually
being sent across the economy being reflected in getting you to understand what we have to do.
terms of environmental capacities. We did warmly Mr Juniper: Yes, and alongside raising awareness
welcome the emphasis on the tax system being used and raising money the other element of this policy
as a tool to hasten good environmental outcomes area is about changing behaviour. Obviously this
and this was obviously being used in waste links to the question about the revenues. If people
aggregates and in the energy sector, but there start doing things diVerently, obviously there will
appears to have been a very dramatic backing-oV be an impact on the revenue stream. But this needs
of advancing policy in this area from about 2000 to be looked at at these levels simultaneously and
onwards and it seemed to be precipitated by the it does appear at the moment that there is a
public protest against the proposed increase in fuel reluctance in the Treasury to look at the behaviour-
duties. Since then there has been really very little changing and awareness-raising aspects of these
political engagement with the whole question of policies, with the emphasis being on the money
ecological taxation, and indeed the level of which will be raised rather than the wider political
environmental taxes now is declining to the level, I impacts which might be made, which of course are
think I am right in saying, below that which was essential if we are going to solve problems like
the case in 1997. So there are less environmental global warming.
taxes now than there were then. We do not think Mr Bennett: I think there is actually another
that is very good and we would like to see a re- important point here as well, which is about setting
engagement with the ecological tax agenda as a the framework for business, because what we have
matter of some urgency, especially given the found time and again in our discussions with
increase in the rise of greenhouse gases in this corporations is that they say what they really need
country and the failure of other instruments to deal to see are some certainties. They need to see some
with that so far. strategic direction from Government on some of
Mr Bullock: Just to add to that, I am aware from these matters, and of course actually settingthe previous responses to this Committee that the frameworks and setting tax policies will emphasiseTreasury has tried to wriggle out of this to business which way to go. One of the biggestcommitment to shifting the burden. Its main

problems for companies which want to do the rightargument seems to be that the relevant rates of
thing is not necessarily where the taxes will lie ordiVerent taxes is not the critical issue and that what
how significant they will be, it is lack of certainty,is really important is the environmental policy
because that means it is very diYcult for companiesobjective and the ways of meeting those targets. To
to put investment in the areas necessary to reallya degree it has got a point, that is true. But then if
progress forward environmental technologies, foryou analyse its progress against that target, it is
example.failing also. I do think the shift in the burden of
Mr Bullock: If I could follow on, on that specifictaxation is an important issue. Generally the
point what we would like to see is the Treasury toprinciple is right, to tax externalities, to tax
set an environmental strategy on climate changepollution and to decrease taxes on labour. I would
based on a legal duty to reduce carbon emissions,have thought that in the current context, as well as
which would give that certainty to businesses andpolitically, when the Government is trying to create
individuals that this is a long-term agenda whichincentives for people to work later in life with an
they can innovate and adapt for.ageing population reducing taxes on labour would
Chairman: Ed, did you want to come in on this one?be seen to be more of a good thing than in previous
Mr Vaizey: I only wanted to ask about a specificyears. One other thing is that the Treasury seems
environmental tax.to have an objection to shifting the burden of taxes
Chairman: We will come to that later on.onto environmental taxes because it believes that if

you have progress on environmental issues then the
revenues will go down to zero, which is an issue the

Q4 Dr Turner: To follow on immediately to whatCommittee has raised before. I do not really think
you have just been saying, how environmentallythere is very much evidence of that. We are going
conscious do you think the Treasury is? Do you feelto use fossil fuels for many decades to come. If the
that the Treasury appreciates its potential strategicTreasury was to set a carbon budget, for example,
role in directing environmental and climate changeit would know exactly how much tax revenue it was
policy through fiscal instruments?going to get and be able to predict for it. It is not
Mr Juniper: We have not strongly had thatgoing to fall to zero, so I think it is a poor argument
impression, certainly not for some time. There wasfor why the environmental tax percentage should
a strong indication to begin with, in 1997, thatnot be used as a policy aim.
there was an understanding in the Treasury of the
linkages between fiscal policy, for example, andQ3 Chairman: We will come on to some specific
environmental outcomes, but one might betransport taxes in a moment, but just on this

general point, if the objective is to obviously forgiven for thinking that was more a way of
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justifying certain ways of raising revenue rather direction of policy. At the moment I think the
Treasury (as are other government departments) isthan being genuinely about the environment. As

time has gone by that impression has been obsessed with the notion of competitiveness, which
is being reinforced by certain business lobbies likereinforced with the fuel taxes, for example, in 2000

triggering those protests and then the environment the CBI, who are telling us that the overall
direction of policy has to be to reduce the burdenwas dropped like a hot potato and it has not really

been seen as a central plank of Treasury policy on business, to minimise the costs of business in
this country in order that we can grow oursince. I suppose we would make the point that it is

all very well having an Environment Department economy in the most competitive way. If you have
that as your main frame for policy-making then thewith lots of targets, but until the levers are pulled

to meet the targets we are not going to get very far. environment gets pushed either to the margins or
So it is absolutely essential that on some of these to the bottom, and that appears to be what is going
big questions about resources use, biodiversity, on right now, with competitiveness being the thing
conservation, climate change and energy, the levers which is at the heart of the Treasury’s agenda. As
which the Treasury has are pulled in the same Simon said a second ago, we think this is quite
direction as the targets which are allocated to Defra wrong thinking to see sustainable development, the
should be going. At the moment, it does not seem environment and competitiveness as separate
to be the case, and indeed if you look at the things. It is a question of what you are trying to be
Treasury-led push for development of the south- competitive in. We would make the point that at
east of England in terms of opening up the the moment we seem to be trying to remain
planning system to enable more building, the competitive in a twentieth century set of businesses
pressure for new airports which is being pushed when in fact sustainable development tells us that
forward by Treasury, it is quite obvious that they we should be looking over the horizon and looking
are taking policy in the opposite direction to where to favour those kinds of businesses which are going
the targets should be, which is, for example, a 60% to be part of the solutions to these big challenges.
plus reduction in CO2 emissions by mid century. At the moment they are being kept down, the
Treasury policy is taking us in the opposite solutions are being excluded, because we continue
direction. to favour old-style business which has the ear of
Mr Bullock: To follow on to that, I remember a Government more than some of those people who
few years ago the Treasury said for the first time would be bringing forward solutions.
that the quality of economic growth matters, not
just the quantity. We saw that at the time as a very

Q6 Dr Turner: So do you feel that such response aspositive statement because it is the idea that the
you get from the Treasury so far as environmentalenvironment and the economy are not necessarily
considerations are concerned is somewhat ad hocin conflict, and indeed a strong environment is
and does not have any clear vision or strategygood for a strong economy. We have not seen a lot
behind it?of follow-through on that. I think there is still a
Mr Juniper: I would struggle to see a sustainablebelief that the economic growth should be pursued
development or environmental vision coming fromirrespective of the environmental consequences in
the Treasury. Now and again reference is made tothe main. That is the approach, it seems to me. The
these issues, but there is no coherent policy follow-Aviation White Paper is a very strong example of
through. We have mentioned some of thethat, but hopefully the Stern Review will dispel
contradictions around planning and aviation; theresome of these myths; and they are myths. I think
are others.action on climate change is good for innovation,
Mr Bullock: I think the Treasury has, to give itthe balance of payments, competitiveness, and the
credit, implemented some good environmentallike, if designed properly.
measures over the last 10 years. I think the problem
with it is that they are individual policies, they do

Q5 Dr Turner: How much contact have you had not sum up to a coherent collective whole, and
with the Treasury over the past year? Could you other policy within the Treasury acts in the
tell us a little about it and do you feel that they are opposite direction, and indeed other policy across
secretive or do they discuss possible future policies Government acts in the opposite direction. The
openly with you? protect the environment chapter of the Treasury’s
Mr Juniper: In terms of contact we have had with report every year does talk up the successes it has
them, we were there about twenty minutes ago, so on things like the Climate Change Levy but it is
we have just come here from there, discussing some very poor on an objective assessment of where we
of these big issues. But I think for are really going on, for example, climate change.
environmentalists across our sector in the
voluntary organisations, increasingly we have seen
the Treasury as a place where we need to be Q7 Dr Turner: It is quite clear that the Treasury

itself sees barriers to increasing environmental taxesbringing our arguments and finding ways of raising
sustainable development and environmental to the point where they might actually be eVective

in modifying environmental destructive behaviour.questions in policy decisions, and I think we have
been pretty successful in having contact and The fuel tax was a perfect example of that. What

do you feel are the main barriers to the level ofdiscussion but less successful in making the case to
the point where we are seeing big changes in the environmental taxes which are actually eVective?
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Mr Bullock: One point on that is that I think what Mr Juniper: That is the perspective which is put
the Treasury needs to put in place is not an very firmly by the CBI, for example, but Craig in
environmental tax strategy but an environmental a second will say some other things about that. I
strategy full stop. One of the big problems with the would just draw your attention to the wider context
fuel tax escalator was that it was not put in place for all of this if we are talking about the
with complementary measures to make, for competitiveness and the China question
example, public transport a decent alternative or to background to these issues about the environment
make walking or cycling decent. So it was all stick and UK business, because the other thing which is
and no carrot and I think to properly engage with being deliberately pushed forward by the Treasury
people to persuade them to use their cars less they as well as other parts of government, the DTI in
have to have decent alternatives. You need particular, is the further opening of global trading
packages of policies, not just taxes, but relationships and a very aggressive push coming
information, regulation, the lot. I think that is a big from the British Government right now inside the
issue for eVective policy on climate change, not just World Trade Organisation to liberalise so-called
to see it as being about tax. non-agricultural markets. This includes the trade in

manufactured goods, vehicles, timber, fish and
minerals. One of the processes in train there is theQ8 Dr Turner: So you feel that probably to increase
so-called elimination of non-tariV barriers. Thisthe point at which they are eVective is politically
includes countries explicitly targeting each other’ssuicidal unless you have some sweeteners going
environmental regulations as a means of openingwith them?
trade. So the Treasury is also pushing forward anMr Bullock: I think that is broadly right, yes. I do
international globalisation agenda which will makenot think that coercion is going to do the trick and
it even more diYcult in the future for this countryprobably that was the main lesson to learn from
to be protecting either the global or nationalthe fuel tax protests, that just relying on that one
environment because environmental rules would bemeasure did not have political success.
even more deemed to be barriers to trade. So this
is actually a parallel policy which is making thisQ9 Mark Pritchard: You mentioned, Mr Juniper,
situation worse in terms of competitiveness,that the Treasury is taking us in the wrong
globalisation and the China question in the contextdirection. So that I am absolutely clear, in your
of environmental policy-making in the future.view is that because of the Treasury’s inaction or
Craig will say some things on trade and otheras a result of their actions, or a combination of
things.both, which would lead into your point about
Mr Bennett: I think what you have done is youconfusion and a lack of overall strategy?
have touched on a crucial issue there on theMr Juniper: I think it is both. It is the commitment
relationships of the Treasury, in particular itsto the very traditional style of economic growth
relationship with the CBI. I will preface this bywhich we have become accustomed to in western
saying last year we published a report looking atcountries, which is not the same as sustainable
the CBI, which many members of the Committeedevelopment, and also the pursuit of certain styles
will be familiar with, in which we concluded afteror certain sectoral developments, for example
a year’s worth of research that the CBI routinelyaviation, which will in that case dramatically
exaggerates the cost of regulation, it ignores theincrease carbon dioxide emissions, particularly
benefits of good regulation and presents its anti-damaging emissions, from high altitude aircraft at
regulatory position as if it has the support ofa time when not only the Treasury but the rest of
business as a whole. In one sense none of thatthe Government is saying that climate change is an
would matter because the CBI can do whatever itoverriding priority for us. It is seen as a way of
wants. The problem is that the Treasury seems togenerating economic growth, and that in turn being
take that CBI line unquestioningly and does notgood for the country and making us more
seem to challenge the CBI at all on some of thecompetitive, the competitiveness being part of the
things it is putting forward there, and indeed failsaviation justification. But what it is doing is the
to properly listen to other stakeholders in societyopposite to what we need to do in terms of bringing

down emissions of carbon dioxide. That is being and other more progressive powers in the business
deliberately pushed forward by the Treasury. community. For example, we know from our

discussions with the Environmental Industries
Commission, representing around 280Q10 Mark Pritchard: Just a quick supplementary.
environmental industries, that it finds it extremelyClearly the Treasury is looking out for UK plc and
hard to get its message through to the Treasury andyou would call upon them to have an
talk about the kinds of measures which are neededenvironmental strategy. How would you respond
to enable that sector to grow and to be promoted.to perhaps what you may or may not view as
What we see is that the Treasury seems to havethe old chestnut of business saying, “Well,
adopted the CBI’s cause for deregulation as itsenvironmentalists should have a business strategy
own. We have seen this with some of theand if the Treasury isn’t allowing business to be
Chancellor’s statements over the last year and otherdone here, it is being done elsewhere in China and
ministerial statements as well. What we wouldIndia and actually environmental policies can cause
much rather have is better regulation. We certainlyquite a severe competitive disadvantage to UK

business”? have got no reason for regulation which does not
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do the job it is supposed to do or is over-onerous government’s programme for action, so that there
is a legal duty for it to happen but it would be theon the companies which are trying to be

progressive. Unfortunately, although the Treasury which would be the department
responsible for delivering that.terminology “better regulation” is used in

Government, it does seem that the Treasury’s Mr Juniper: It does need to be orchestrated because
the situation we have right now is one of risingagenda is one of deregulation, which means it is

extremely timid on some of the areas where we emissions, and not because we do not have good
policies, we do, but some of the things which arereally need to see leadership from the Government

on changing the way some companies behave. increasing emissions are wiping out the benefits of
the things which are more positive. For example,Mark Pritchard: Thank you.
we are putting in some wind turbine capacity now
and most of that we welcome, but the benefit is

Q11 Mr Hurd: Your view in the memorandum is being wiped out by the increase in aviation. Our
that the wrong department is in charge of climate campaign is encouraging people, for example, to be
change policy and you make the case for the more energy eYcient in their homes and there is
Treasury to take charge. Given what you and Craig some movement there and positive backing in
have said about the mindset in the Treasury, would terms of Government policy, but the benefit of that
that actually make any diVerence? has been wiped out by the market switch away
Mr Juniper: One of the things about climate change from gas towards coal. So we do need some
which is not yet reflected in how we are managing centralised overview of all of these sources so that
the issue at the UK level is that it is something there can be a managed decline in the sources of
which goes across the entire economy and at the emissions being done most cost-eVectively and in a
moment we are managing not to deal with all of planned way. At the moment, we are all over the
these diVerent sectors which have to be managed place and there is no control. Emissions are going
as a whole and we are using piecemeal policy to try up, despite a manifesto commitment repeated three
and control separately a lot of diVerent sources of times to reduce by 20% by 2010. On the present
emissions, and it is not really adding up. For trends we are not going to meet it, not because
example, you have got DTI responsible more or nobody wants to but because there is no control.
less for the power sector, Defra for the agricultural Chairman: I think we need to move on to the
side, the Treasury pushing on the aviation side of Stern Review.
it, the Department for Transport looking at
another set of sources of emissions. One of the

Q12 Colin Challen: The Stern Review does appearthings we strongly believe we now need to do if we
to have a very challenging remit which only justare to set out a credible trajectory towards meeting
stops short of unlocking the secrets of alchemy, Ithat 2050 target of a 60% reduction is to be taking
think! What do you think it will achieve?an economy-wide approach and setting carbon
Mr Bullock: I think the Stern Review is enormouslybudgets which annually can be used to set out
positive. You are right that the remit and thepolicies which can reduce emissions bit by bit
agenda they have got is huge, but already it isbetween now and 2050, the middle of the century.
becoming clear that the tone they are taking is that,If we do not do that, instead of bringing down
probably for the first time for the Treasury, it isemissions gently in a way which can be planned to
absolutely essential that we get the economicgive business certainty and can be hopefully
frameworks right. There was initial focus on thebrought forward with some public consent, the
international agenda, and that is of course right,alternative is to have a strategy which goes like that
but the report which came out yesterday had anand then down rapidly, assuming that we are going
extra focus on the UK and I think that is veryto invent some technology in 2020–30. We may or
welcome. So hopefully we feel the Stern Review willmay not do, but even if we did a huge amount of
catalyse action within the Treasury. It will marshalemissions are going to be put into the atmosphere
the economic evidence for why action is a goodwhich if we take action now we can avoid. But if
thing, but also provide them with the main marketwe are to take action now and bring down
failures and barriers to action which we need to actemissions over a long period gently then we need
on. So we are very encouraged by it at the moment.some central control of that process across

government and it struck us that the Treasury is
the place where that could most eVectively be done. Q13 Colin Challen: The Review has been asked to
Mr Bullock: To add to that, you are absolutely examine not only the long-term economic impacts
right that there is no guarantee the Treasury would but also to “draw implications for the timescales
do it. The reason we suggest the Treasury as for action, and choice of policies and institutions”.
opposed to any other department is that it has What do you make of that, if anything? Is it going
control of the main policy levers which aVect to lead to practical things or is it going to be really
climate change, but to ensure that it happens not quite a lot of theory?
just in this Parliament but in future Parliaments we Mr Bullock: I hope that it will be practical things.
believe there should be a legal duty on whichever I hope that what it will be doing is, for example,
government is in power to commit to an annual following the approach we are advocating, if you
reduction in carbon emissions. That would give the have a carbon budget then what are the prime
certainty which is needed for businesses and make policies which you need to implement to get us to

that trajectory while dealing with genuineit an expected and embedded part of every
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competitiveness concerns and social concerns. You involves drastic cuts in growth or standards of
living, it matters not how justified it is, it simplyare right, the Stern Review is enormous in its scope,

but I hope it would have those practical things won’t be agreed to.” That is the bottom line really,
is it not?within it. It is diYcult to say at the moment whether

it will, but it appears that it does. Mr Juniper: Study after study shows us that even
large cuts in the carbon dioxide emissions, 50%
plus, will not make really major diVerence to GDPQ14 Colin Challen: If it concludes that tackling
growth over a period of five decades. It is delayingclimate change would lead to policies which are
the level of growth we would have had by sixvery stringent, do you think politicians will have
months, for example, one study which wasthe courage to implement them? Do you detect any
conducted and published a few years ago tells us.eagerness in the Treasury to see the outcomes of
So this impact on economic growth which somethis Review?
people claim automatically follows action to reduceMr Juniper: I think one of the things which has
emissions is a myth and it has been deliberatelyslowed policy-making to reduce carbon dioxide
talked up by people who would much rather defendemissions in this country has been the adverse
the interests they have now rather than looking atpublic reaction to some choices, for example the
opportunities for new industries. This has beenfuel duty escalator, wind turbines in certain parts
particularly eVective in the United States, but theof the country, the perceived increase in the cost of
rumour has spread here as well. What we see—andair travel tickets. All of these things have helped to
maybe Simon will want to say more on this—is thatslow things down, but I think we have moved into
the opportunity actually is one to increase comfort,a very new place in the last twelve months or so
growth, competitiveness through bringing downbecause the public awareness of climate change has
emissions by bringing on-stream new technologiesdramatically risen. This is as a result of the
which can help to create new markets. That is theactivities of most of this country’s main green
reality of where we are, but people resist thatgroups, which have been campaigning on climate
because they want to defend existing financialchange now as their main priority for the last
interests in particular. Certain oil companies havetwelve months. The media has begun to report the
been very vocal in particular on this subject. On theissue diVerently. There has been a very diVerent
nuclear question, yes, you are right, that survey didtake on the science; it is becoming much less
show that people now treat nuclear as acceptableequivocal. There is lots of confidence now that we
if it is the last resort, but I think what that showsdo face a very serious problem and more reports
is not that people now are happy with nuclear butwere in the media yesterday. Then we have senior
that they are very worried about climate change,politicians in this country from the Prime Minister
which is the point at which we started thisdown making very powerful speeches. So there has
conversation a second ago. The public mood hasbeen a transformation of the public mood. I think
altered and people are now willing to look at thingsthe lack of space which was there even a few
which we can do diVerently. What we very muchmonths ago to bring forward what would have
welcome about the nuclear debate right now in thebeen quite controversial policies does seem to be
context of the energy review is that, fortunately,changing very quickly and we are encouraging
nuclear is not the only thing that we can do andministers very actively to exploit that space and not
there are much better, cheaper, cleaner, quickerto be so timid, because we do think people now are
things which we can achieve to bring downstarting to get the message. Indeed, opinion polls
emissions and which would do it in a way whichwhich come forward on a regular basis, for example
would be more publicly acceptable.recently in relation to nuclear power, show that

people do understand that we do need to
dramatically shift our energy production, if not our Q16 Colin Challen: Well, we do do things. We had
energy consumption patterns, to deal with the evidence a week or two ago from the housebuilders
problem. So I think there is every reason to be on a diVerent inquiry that new houses are usually
encouraged about the public reaction to policy installed these days with energy-saving light bulbs
change and I think what we need to see now is some but when people buy the house they change all the
leadership and some taking of the space which has light bulbs back to the old style because they do
emerged by Government to begin to bring down not like them. I do not know if that is one of the
emissions. Some of those choices will be diYcult, solutions, but I think we need to take tougher
but they have to be taken and we cannot really action. Finally, we are having all these reviews at
delay any longer. That is what the science now the moment and I wonder whether you think they
tells us. are contradictory, or perhaps in the wrong order?

Perhaps the Stern Review should come first and
report first, because that seems to be the logicalQ15 Colin Challen: I think the opinion polls show
heart of what we are talking about, economicthat the public would only accept nuclear power as
growth (or not), and that all these others shoulda very last resort and if that means that we have
follow afterwards? Does it show joined-upto do it because we do not want to take the very
government, do you think?hard choices, that is what will be done. Perhaps this
Mr Juniper: I think the Government is struggling tois borne out by what Tony Blair said at Davos,
find a common thread running between all of thesewhere he said, “My view is that if we put forward,

as a solution to climate change, something which reviews at the moment and certainly had we started
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in a diVerent place or started three or four years the level of the scheme at the moment. There are
also other issues linked to putting aviation into theago in planning all this, we might have been doing

these things in a diVerent order. The sense of ETS, not least the major impact it would have on
other sectors. There are concerns being expressed,urgency which has crept up on us very quickly on

climate change maybe does explain why there is for example, by cement, steel and aluminium
companies at the European Union level becausenow this crowded line of reviews coming forward

all at once. There are lots of other things going on they fear that the purchase of credits by the
aviation sector could mean that they would have toas well. The second round of the Emissions Trading

Scheme is coming in the middle of all this lot, too. go to China in order to remain in business and that
the aviation companies, easyJet, et cetera, can passThe other thing we have not mentioned, of course,

is the Climate Change Programme Review, which on the cost very quickly to their customers. If you
want to fly from Stansted, you can only fly fromis about the emissions strategies between now and

2010 to meet the manifesto target. So you are right, Stansted. If you want to buy cement, you can buy
it from England but you can also buy it fromthere is a lot going on, and I think had we started

in a diVerent place a few years ago we might have China. So they see this as being potentially quite a
negative impact on those other sectors which aredone it in a diVerent order—
included in the ETS, which means probably we
need to be looking back at things like fuel pricesQ17 Collin Challen: Is it conceivable that Friends
as something which is more specific to the aviationof the Earth, after the Stern Review is published,
sector, sending a clearer signal to the industry andwould want the Government to come back and re-
ultimately to passengers.do the previous surveys, consultations, and so on,

in the light of that?
Mr Bullock: To be honest, I think by the end of Q19 Chairman: Though, of course, if you are flying

from Stansted to Edinburgh you could actually gothese reviews we will be heartily sick of all reviews
and never want to see them in our lives! I think the by train, or even by car?

Mr Juniper: You could go by train, or by car, orpoint is at the end of the Stern Review, the Energy
Review and the Climate Change Programme by bus, or by bicycle!
Review it is time for the end of reviews, frankly,
and the Government must take action. The signs Q20 Mark Pritchard: Given Friends of the Earth’s
are just overwhelming that they need to do it and longstanding campaign to reduce fossil fuel
not have another round of reviews. emissions, do you agree that new nuclear build is

now a more than acceptable part of the future
energy mix?Q18 Chairman: Could I just take you back, because

you mentioned the rise in emissions from aviation Mr Juniper: No, we think it is a very foolish idea
and we believe that the raising of the issue rightas one of the things oVsetting progress in other

areas. Then I think you implied that nuclear might now is a dangerous distraction from the real
solutions to climate change and bringing downbe a sort of last resort choice if we had not faced

up to some other hard choices. You are therefore, emissions, which we think we can do more quickly
and more cheaply. We are right now preparingpresumably, prepared to say that the present era of

cheap flights is an unsustainable one which needs some scenarios for future energy use and
generation in this country which we think can doto come to an end sooner rather than later?

Mr Juniper: The thing we are concerned about is the job which needs to be done, both in terms of
closing the gap which will emerge as the existingthe scale of growth in the aviation sector. It is

simply not compatible with any credible path to stations are run out of use and at the same time to
bring down emissions to a level which we think isalign this country’s emissions with climate change

limits; it is oV the scale. We do not think that we compatible with our long-term climate change
targets. So we do not think we have reached theneed to end flying or ban aeroplanes, but what we

do have to do is to bring down the growth and to point by any means where nuclear is now the only
option of last resort. We think it has all of thestabilise the level of flying at a point it was a few

years ago, so a bit less than today. In terms of how problems which it had in the seventies and eighties
in terms of cost, waste generation, the potential formuch that means tickets have to go up by, we did

some modelling using Department for Transport proliferation. It is now, additionally, potentially a
terrorist target, which is something we have toprotocols and showed that by putting in the price

of fuel at the same level we pay for in our cars you factor in to the future plan. Bear in mind also the
very limited scope of nuclear. Going back to thecan bring the growth down very quickly and you

can start to establish a diVerent future for aviation point we made earlier about the need to address
climate change across the whole economy, nuclearby putting what is seen as a perfectly legitimate tax

on road fuel into the aviation sector. Obviously this is only an electricity generating technology. It does
nothing for heat really, we use mostly gas andis something which remains controversial. The

Government is still committed to, it seems, pushing wood for heat in this country, and it does nothing
in the transport sector. Nuclear is right now aboutforward the Emissions Trading Scheme and

including aviation there. We do not think that is one-fifth of the electricity sector, which is in turn
about one-third of this country’s emissions, so yougoing to make a huge impact. I have seen some

figures suggesting that you get a few euros on a 500 are talking about a fifth of a third, and if you look
at all the greenhouse gas emissions coming fromkilometre flight as a result of including aviation at
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other sectors too, then our calculation is that if you it oV. The costs are outweighed by the benefits,
therefore it should go ahead. But what that doesdoubled the nuclear capacity in this country (which

nobody is even suggesting we do) you would reduce not do is note that the Government also has a
sustainable development policy whereby itgreenhouse gas emissions across the whole

economy by about 8%. Eight per cent is not explicitly says that you should not trade oV

objectives and you should attempt to integrateinsubstantial, but with the large amount of money,
public policy and public consent needed to do that, them at all times and there are certain trade-oVs

which are unacceptable, and to our mind thethere are things which you could do more quickly,
more cheaply and which would be more Aviation White Paper is a classic example of that

again, where it was justified because the economicsustainable, we believe. We are presently making
that case to the Energy Review. benefits were deemed to be higher than the

environmental costs. But in fact what they shouldChairman: I would rather not steer the Committee
have been doing was looking for a policy whichfurther down that route because we are not
dealt with the economic issues and dealt with thediscussing nuclear.
environmental ones at the same time. I think this
is something the Committee has covered before in

Q21 David Howarth: I think we will get back to it previous evidence sessions, that it is simply not an
in a second! First of all, I should declare my interest acceptable way to continue to proceed. I think you
as a member of Friends of the Earth and also to outlined an alternative approach where you would
welcome yet another two of my constituents to the give a much greater weighting to qualitative
Committee. Could I just take you to the part of evidence. You cannot often put a financial value on
the memorandum which you have submitted about a woodland or how much people in future
the cost-benefit analysis where you say that you do generations are going to be damaged by climate
not think the conventional cost-benefit analysis change, and you have to accept that some things
should be the way in which the Government you cannot trade oV. I think that is one of the big
evaluates policies on climate change. Would you things we would like to see from the Stern Review,
just like to lay out what those reasons are for us? an acceptance that the uncertainties of valuation of
Mr Bullock: Yes. I think there are three main damage are so diYcult that you do need a diVerent
reasons. The first one is that cost-benefit analysis approach. The third point, having just argued that
for climate change is exceptionally uncertain. We it is all too uncertain or too diYcult, is that we also
do not know what the long-term eVects are to any believe the figure they currently use is genuinely too
degree of accuracy. It is very diYcult to put a low. We accept there are diYculties in doing it, but
monetary value on lots of these diVerent types of is the Government is going to do it and use it—and
damage, and even when you have done that it is practically I cannot see that they are going to stop
diYcult to assess the relative weight you should doing it in the short term—then £70 per tonne of
give to those damages to people in the UK as carbon is really far too low as an objective means
opposed to people in Africa or India, or indeed of the damage from carbon.
how to deal with future generations. That is not
just our view. Defra has just commissioned a report

Q22 David Howarth: So how would you judge twofrom the Stockholm Environment Institute on the
projects where one project reduces carbonsocial cost of carbon—the Treasury used to use a
emissions not very much but very cheaply and thefigure of £70 per tonne of carbon and this new
other project saves a great amount of carbonreport says that we can put a lower band of £35
emission but very expensively? How do you chooseper tonne, which is what it was last time—which
between those two projects?stated that uncertainty over impacts “precludes
Mr Bullock: That is a very good question. I thinkestablishing a central estimate of the social cost of
the Government needs to have a strategy where itcarbon with any confidence,” and that an upper
is not looking at the cost-benefit analysis oflimit was even harder. So they are saying that even
individual policies but the cost-eVectiveness of allwith the advances in science over the last five years
of its policies across the raft of all the sectors of theit is really, really diYcult to put a figure on the
economy.social cost of carbon. So that in itself is a strong

argument not to use it as the basis of policy because
it is such an uncertain figure because you do not Q23 David Howarth: The problem is that if you are
know whether you are basing your policy on £70 in Government decisions come sequentially, they
per tonne, or £30, or £140, or £500, and then what come day on day, and you have got to decide what
do you do? The second issue is that to our minds to do with the choices that come that day rather
it institutionalises the idea within Government than just have a view, a theoretical view, of what
that you can acceptably trade-oV between is happening overall. We are not into analysis, we
environmental, economic and social objectives, the are into decision, and so people have to be able to
idea that you tot up all the costs, you tot up all the decide what to do between diVerent projects. I do
benefits, you come to a figure and if the net benefits not want to get into the local politics, but the
exceed the costs then you go ahead. That happens choice between a light railway and a guided bus is
in policy making all the time. It is explicit in the this sort of choice.
Treasury’s Green Book guidance that government Mr Juniper: And a cycle lane! Climate change is
departments have to do it. The Aviation White setting us a diVerent challenge, one which we have

not faced before, because we have to take decisionsPaper was a good example. Alistair Darling signed
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now which are going to be of benefit to people in in arcane spreadsheets within annexes around some
technocratic figure of £70 per tonne, which is not50 to 100 years’ time. So we are entering quite a
really justifiable.diVerent place in terms of day to day decision-

making and we have to find a way of factoring that
longer term perspective into decisions being taken Q25 Mr Caton: Continuing on the theme of policy
day by day, as you are saying. That is why we are options, in your written evidence you said the
now campaigning for legislation which will require Government should start with the environmental
governments to do exactly what we were talking outcomes it wants to see and then work backwards
about before, which is the annual preparation of to find the most cost-eVective ways of getting there.
carbon budgets and then the use of those budgets In your view, is the Treasury doing it exactly the
to establish a gentle downward trajectory between other way round at the moment?
now and 2050, because if we leave the day to day Mr Bullock: It certainly is not doing the former.
decision making as the way in which we deal with Yes, the approach it is taking to whichever tax
climate change, even if we have a good Prime measures it wants to put in place is to look at them

individually and then to judge them against the setMinister, Treasury and Environment Minister
of criteria it has for eVective tax policy, which is settoday, next year we may not. The problem is simply
out in its chapter 7. It has a set of principles bytoo big and too important to allow it to be
which it judges whether it is a good tax to do orsomething which is dealt with through political
not, and I think that adds to the problem it has offashion, as it were. We need something which is a
treating policies individually.sound foundation, which can take an economy-

wide perspective and set the context for exactly that
question you posed, is it better to have low carbon Q26 Mr Caton: Does it all too often mean that
reduction cheaply, or whatever it is. It is faxed into when you get the policy options which Mr Howarth
a wider context so that whatever Government is was just talking about the Government goes for the
doing it is delivering year on year a gentle reduction cheaper rather than the most eVective option?

Mr Bullock: Or the politically easiest perhaps, yes.towards that place we need to be in in 50 years’
time, which is 50, 60, 70% plus below where we are
now. We are not going to do it if we leave it to this Q27 Mr Vaizey: Can we get back to business
ad hoc approach based on cost-benefit analysis or regulations? Do you know why the Government
not because we are always going to be contradicting decided not to go ahead with its plans to impose a
ourselves, and that is what is going on now. mandatory Operating and Financial Review on
Mr Bullock: To come back, because I did not give listed companies? Do you have your suspicions?
a clear answer before and I was trying to Mr Bennett: At a broad level, we know that one
understand the question, if, for example, you have oYcial described the idea as a radical symbolic

stripping down of regulation, the idea to abolish it.got one project which saves 100 tonnes of carbon at
So clearly what I think Gordon Brown in particular£2 per tonne and another project which saves 1,000
was after was a response to the pressure which hetonnes at slightly more than £3 per tonne of
came under from business lobby groups, incarbon, your question is, which one should you go
particular the CBI, over the summer on what theyfor? My answer to that would be, it would depend
were saying was his failure to properly understandon your overall strategy. It may well be that you
the business agenda, these failures to deregulate,need to do both if doing both is what you need to
and I think it was clear that what he wanted wasget your overall target of carbon reduction. If you
some kind of response to that announced at thehave got to do one or the other, then
CBI conference.Government—and we would have no problem with

this—would always go for the most cost-eVective
Q28 Mr Vaizey: Was not one of the reasons whyway, so the cheaper one, providing there were not
they abolished it that it was in fact a prettyadverse social impacts or adverse competitiveness
symbolic measure? Do you think a mandatoryimpacts.
Operating and Financial Review would have made
a diVerence, or do you think it would have just

Q24 David Howarth: But you always end up with introduced a sort of tick-box culture where people
a trade-oV. All I am trying to say is that you try would have gone through the motions but actually
and avoid trade-oVs but in reality in government not maybe altered their behaviour?
you always have to trade-oV. Mr Bennett: Friends of the Earth has a great deal
Mr Bullock: This is true, and I think what we really of experience on looking at the impact which
object to are—and again this is a question of companies, particularly British companies, can
semantics, I guess—unacceptable trade-oVs, and an have on people and the environment both in the
unacceptable trade-oV is something which included UK and overseas and over the years we have built
a large increase in the rates of carbon emissions up a huge amount of evidence of British companies
when the Government is looking at a 60% cut. quite simply failing to properly consider their
These are always going to be qualitative, political impact on people and the environment, or if they
judgments, and I think that is what we would like are considering it failing to weigh in favour of
to see actually. Climate change discussions actions which would benefit the environment or
generally are political, social discussions which people. What we have seen over that period is

companies produce social and environmentalshould be had out in the open rather than buried
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reports on a voluntary basis, but we have seen that weaker. As I was saying, we have plenty of evidence
of companies which have produced social anda vast majority of these reports are glossy in nature

and talk about all the good things a company is environmental reports, but in no way that an
objective third party would say represents andoing but fail to really identify the jobs which that

company has yet to do. Of course, if we want to accurate picture of their operations. Those are some
of the key diVerences between the two.see continuous improvement in how companies

operate on social and environmental matters,
which we do if we are interested in sustainable Q30 Mr Vaizey: The trouble is that companies do
development, we do need to see companies not get much competitive advantage. I know that
improving their performance. Having social and directors of investment funds complained when the
environmental reports which just talk about all the OFRwas withdrawn, but that does not aVect people
good things rather than identify the jobs yet to be in the City. I mean, companies do not really get any
done clearly are failing to take us forward in that competitive benefit from doing it. Is that not one of
regard. That is even putting aside the fact that the the problems? It is not part of City thinking,
reality is that the vast majority of even FTSE 1,500 mainstream City thinking.
companies at the moment fail to report on these Mr Bennett:Our general view is that there are many
matters. It is only about half of the FTSE 100 competitive advantages for businesses choosing to
which do report. So there is a real problem operate in a socially and environmentally
basically. Most companies are still failing to report responsible way, but you are right to say that there
on these matters, and secondly, even those which is a view out there amongstmany companies that no,
do are failing to report properly in a way which there is not a competitive advantage here to do this.
actually helps them move forward, let alone But we would say that is exactly why you cannot rely
actually taking any actions to address the issues on a voluntary approach. If there is not a very clear
identified in the report. view in the business community that there are many

gains to be made out of this from a purely bottom-
line profit point of view, then we cannot expect themQ29 Mr Vaizey: Do you think that a new Business
to deliver on this voluntarily. It is important to stateReview would do any good, a requirement for a
that this is exactly what the conclusion of the sevenBusiness Review?
years consultation and the Operating FinancialMr Bennett: Obviously a Business Review would be
Review concluded. The position of Governmentbetter than nothing, because at least it will require
until the day before the Chancellor’s speech at thecompanies to report on environmental matters, but
CBI conference was that a voluntary approach onthere is a huge diVerence between the Operating and
social and environmental reporting was not workingFinancial Review and the Business Review. There is
and the evidence has shown that. What was verya number of points. The first is that the reporting
interesting was that after the response to therequirements on environmental matters are weaker
Chancellor’s speech—and I think the Chancellorand it gets rather technical but, for example, the
was probably extremely surprised to see theBusiness Review will require companies to provide
outpouring of anger, not least from business, on hisinformation on environmental matters to the extent
decision to scrap the OFR—what we saw then wasnecessary and there are those kinds of qualifications
the Government backtracking somewhat and, if youin there, but also how a company is being aVected by
like, trying to have its cake and eat it, becauseenvironmental issues rather than how a company is
immediately it started to say that the BusinessaVecting environmental issues, if you see a key
Review would deliver the same requirements as thediVerence. Crucially, the Business Review does not
OFR. I find that an extremely strange argument.require companies to report on the social and
One minute it is saying that it is going to get rid ofcommunity matters. I think anyone with an up to
something because it is too onerous and the nextdate understanding of sustainable development
minute it is saying, “Oh, but look at this otherknows that it is reallywrong to try and separate these
provision. It will do exactly the same thing.” So Iand suggest that you can have a proper
think those are rather strange arguments we haveunderstanding of environmental matters by hiving
seen and really constant confusion from theoV social and community. So that is a clear failure of
Treasury on this matter ever since 29 November.the Business Review. Secondly, there is the absence

of any mandatory reporting standard, and this has
Q31 Mr Vaizey:Two final questions on this. You areto be put in the context where the OFR was
going to sue the Government. Could you just let usdeveloped over seven years’ worth of consultation
know on what basis you are suing them?and multi-stakeholder process. That led to the
Mr Bennett: Of course.Accounting Standards Board developing a reporting

standard. I would suggest on financial matters the
idea that you would ask companies to report on Q32 Mr Vaizey:Also, if you win, whether there is an
financial matters voluntarily and not to a common agreement; and if you do not win, is there any other
standard, and indeed then for themnot to be audited strategy you might recommend to the Government
would plainly be crazy and yet this is so often the to try and make listed companies more
item which is being put forward on reporting on environmentally friendly?
social and environmentalmatters. That does leadme Mr Bennett: We did announce just a few weeks ago
to the next point, which is that the auditing that we were bringing a legal action. We were

seeking a judicial review of the Chancellor’srequirements in the Business Review are much
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decision. We did this because we think that his thing the OFR was, and indeed how it was going to
be very good for competitiveness. So we woulddecision was unlawful because it was procedurally
question where is the new evidence which theunfair, irrational and perverse, a breach of
Government has amassedwhich suddenly concludeslegitimate expectation and based on material errors
that it is bad for business somehow? The fourthof fact. If I could just go briefly through that, the
point is that theGovernment has committed to carrymain point is our breach of legitimate expectation.
out a review of the OFR, I think after five years of itYou have to consider, as I said, that the OFR came
being in operation. Surely that would have been aabout after seven years of consultation, a multi-
very appropriate time, after it had been in place forstakeholder process which involved a huge range of
five years, to review it and decide whether it wasstakeholder groups. As Friends of the Earth, we put
working or not? Finally, we feel his decision wasa huge amount of eVort into this, a lot of our
made primarily as a sop to the CBI and to protect hismembers’ money in good faith into this process to
reputation as a pro-business Chancellor rather thantry and head it in the right direction, as did many
to act in the interests of society as a whole. Last yearothers, pretty much every big social, environmental
we saw, again in The Financial Times, headlineshuman rights organisation in this country, and of
talking about how the Chancellor was feeling verycourse the business groups, the trades unions as well.
threatened by the CBI. I think the media run-up toIt is not as if the outcome we had, the OFR, we were
that decision made it clear that he was under theperfectly happywith, there weremanyways in which
pressure and he wanted to throw something back, ifwe thought it was quite weak, but we accepted it
you like, to the CBI. I think what is very interestingbecause that is what you get with a multi-
about it all is that if he wanted to even do that he gotstakeholder process. Then when the Chancellor
it wrong, because it is really only the CBI which hasannounced his decision it was a complete shock to us
come out and said it was a good decision. Groupsand most people in the business community and to
ranging from the Institute of Directors through toall those other stakeholder groups. The context of
the TUC and Friends of the Earth have said that thisthis is that over the last year we have been extremely
was a bad decision, including again an editorial thebusy working on the Company Law Reform Bill,
day after he made the announcement. I think whatwhich will be going through Parliament shortly—it
we have seen is an extraordinary coming together ofis going through another place at the moment. We
interest groups across business and society to saywere having regular discussions with oYcials in the
that this was a bad decision, it should not have beenDTI around this time and there was absolutely no
made and it was based on a false premise. Themention at all, no expectation by those oYcials in
Business Review is not going to do the same job andadvance of the Chancellor’s announcement that
we need to find a sensible way forward.there were any plans to remove the OFR. It is our
Chairman: We have got other witnesses who arevery strong impression (and I think actually, to be
waiting to come on, so very, very briefly I would likefair, not much of a secret across Whitehall) that this
to wrap it up in a minute, if we can. David and Nickdecision was made in the Treasury and that there
both want to make a very big point.was very little consultation (if any) with the DTI in

advance of the decision being made. This is
extraordinary given that this was the department Q33 Mr Chaytor: Consider for the moment the
which had been working on it for seven years. What possibility that you do not succeed in putting the
is interesting is the Chancellor’s failure to consult Chancellor of the Exchequer behind bars! Is there
before making the decision to scrap the OFR. Not not still an opportunity for Friends of the Earth
only did he fail to consult, we think, across here, because the Business Review will come
government—that seems to be the indication at the on-stream within eight weeks and I would have
moment—but he also, of course, failed to consult thought an enterprising corporate accountability
society or stakeholder groups as a whole and after campaigner could conceive of some way of
being involved in the consultation and multi- publishing a league table of companies and give
stakeholder dialogue for seven years we feel that we them star ratings as to how well they are completing
had a reasonable expectation that we would have their Business Review? You have got the model in
been consulted on before that. Secondly, his decision the OFR there. Is there not still at least a foundation
was based on a false premise. His main argument here to build on which could lead to something
was that the OFR represented gold-plating of stronger in the years ahead?
European regulations, in other words gold-plating Mr Bennett: Yes. I can assure you that as an
for the Business Review or the Accounts organisation after 35 years of doing this kind of
Modernisation Directive. This is an entirely false thing we have no shortage of ideas as to ways in
argument because the OFR came from a completely which we can put pressure on companies and sectors
separate policy route, the Company Law Reform as a whole to do what the OFR required them to do
Bill, and this argument that it was not gold-plating anyway. But to be honest, after 35 years of doing it
has again been backed up. It is not just people like we are very sceptical as to the real ability of those
us saying that, it is commentators in The Financial kinds of campaigns to achieve the fundamental
Times, and so on, so I think this is widely recognised. changes we need to see in business behaviour and
The third point is that the decision was irrational across this corporate sector as a whole. The problem
because only up to a few days really before the is, speaking as a campaigner, it is one thing to put
Chancellor made his announcement you had other pressure on companies which have high brand value

and are known to the public. The real problem isministers in Government saying what a wonderful
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what do you do with the companies which do not and environmental issues is that we can’t go further
if our competitors aren’t coming with us, and wehave a big brand, which (for whatever reasons) are

not susceptible to consumer pressure, maybe can’t be too exposed.” So we do talk to employees in
business and we share, and indeed they share a lot ofbecause they do not sell direct to consumers? If you

want to organise a boycott of a mining company, information with us, but they indeed will say to us
time and again now that what they need arehow do you go about it, or indeed decide that their
frameworks and laws in place which will encouragecompetitive advantage in a market place is to sell
companies to go forward.very cheap products to perhaps consumers on low
Mr Juniper: Could I just make one final additionalincomes and sell cheap by not caring about social
comment to what Craig has just said, which is alland environmental matters? The problem is that
absolutely true? Just also bear inmind our resources.there will always be consumers who need to buy or
There are many tens of thousands of trans-nationalwant to buy cheap rather than necessarily
corporations in the world. We can only ever target aenvironmentally sound products, so the idea that
few and even in a sector like forestry or mining wesomehow boycotts or consumer pressure, or ethical
can only ever understand in detail the activities of aconsumerism is going to deliver the kind of change
couple. What we have done over the years obviouslywe need to see across business is fanciful. If the
is exactly what you have said, the bottom-up grassGovernment is committed to sustainable
roots campaigning against companies like Shell ordevelopment, and indeed if the Government thinks
Rio Tinto, B&Q, or whoever else it happens to be.that good, responsible business behaviour is good
By doing that what we have done is elevatefor competitiveness and good for business (as it has
sustainable development and environmental issuessaid time and again), then we question why it is so
inside those companies to the point where, forreluctant at this stage to really put in place the
example, in BP now you can see a completeframeworks which are needed to show business that
transformation of a company’s oVer. But what isthis is the way to go forward, and indeed to make
happening outside those companies where we haveBritish business competitive on a green agenda.
made progress is that there is a competitive
advantage, going back to your point, which has been

Q34 Mr Hurd: I understand the arguments about handed to those companieswhich are doing nothing.
wanting to put more pressure on a top-down basis, Sowhile BPmight be elevating its standards andRio
but I put it to you that organisations like Friends of Tinto might be elevating its standards, other oil
the Earth are uniquely placed to actually put on the companies and other mining companies are being
pressure for the bottom-up change which is more profitable because they are not doing it. So this
genuinely sustainable by talking to two key issue of competitive advantage cuts both ways. If
audiences for any business—the one you have talked you want to accelerate sustainable development
about, with the consumers, but there is another through corporate behaviour, then it is important
audience which is actually the employees in we establish a level playing field and having
companies, their human capital, and their attitudes established some leaders by targeting those
towards the practices of the company for which they companies, what we now need to do is to bring the
work. I would have thought you are uniquely well- laggards up to the same place they are in so that they
placed to put pressure on at that level and deliver can be the vanguard for the next stage, because right
sustained change? now companies like BP—I spoke to Sir John Brown
Mr Bennett: Indeed. One of the extraordinary recently about his new alternative energy business
things, I think, about this whole broader agenda and he is in a very competitive sector and he can only
about business, the environment, the community go so far, and if there are other companies which are
and whether we should have regulation or not, is cutting environmental and social corners and being
that although admittedly it is quite hard to find large more profitable, the more likely he is to be sacked by
companies coming out and arguing in favour of his shareholders if he goes further on the
regulation at the moment at that broad level— environmental side. So we do have to be elevating
although increasingly we are seeing that more the playing field so that all companies are playing by
frequently, particularly with the climate change the same rules. What we have managed to do
leaders group last year, for example—what I find is through our bottom-up campaigning is to convince
that time and again in talking to employees of some companies that they have got to go further, but
companies they agree entirely with our analysis of we have not got the resources to go after all of the
what needs to happen. People who are Corporate vanguards.
Social Responsibility (CSR) experts within industry Chairman: I think we are out of time. There is a lot
time and again say to us, or a CSR manager will say more we could say about these issues, but we have
tome, “The problemwe have in going any further or covered some very useful ground. Thank you for

coming.trying to get my company to go any further on social
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Memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

The Energy Saving Trust is pleased to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into Pre-
Budget Report 2005—Britain meeting the global challenge: Enterprise, fairness and responsibility. Our
response focuses on the relevant areas of the Energy Saving Trust’s expertise and we do not attempt to
answer questions outside our area of expertise.

Although a few measures, such as the early adoption of Euro V measures, are welcomed the Pre-Budget
Report 2005 on the whole has missed a range of opportunities to improve energy eYciency and further
contribute to the UK’s target of reducing CO2 emissions by 20% by 2010, and beyond. Fiscal incentives
clearly have a major role to play in tackling the rise in UKCO2 emissions now being experienced and should
be used accordingly. Our response largely focuses on these key areas within energy eYciency, fuel poverty,
transport and renewables.

1.0 Introduction

The Energy Saving was established as part of the Government’s action plan in response to the 1992 Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro, which addressed worldwide concerns on sustainable development issues. We are
the UK’s leading organisation working through partnerships towards the sustainable and eYcient use of
energy by households, communities and the road transport sector and one of the key delivery agents of the
Government’s climate change objectives. Our response focuses on the key areas of the Energy Saving Trust’s
activities and related issues that are relevant to the inquiry. We do not attempt to answer questions outside
our area of expertise. Please note that this response should not be taken as representing the views of
individual Energy Saving Trust members.

2.0 Energy Efficiency

2.1 While acknowledging that energy eYciency is cost-eVective in tackling climate change, as well as
providing a means of adapting to higher fuel/oil/gas prices, the Pre-Budget Report (PBR) makes no further
commitments to improving or investing in energy eYciency (7.20/7.21). In light of the current, and likely
ongoing, volatility of oil prices the Government should be making much greater eVorts to invest in energy
eYciency improvements. In support of this assertion, the recent Energy EYciency Innovation Review
concluded that the uptake of energy eYciency could be enhanced by a number of measures, including raising
awareness and support for innovative technologies (7.22). The Energy Saving Trust was a member of the
steering group for the Household Sector component of the EEIR, which is available at: http://
www.est.org.uk/uploads/documents/aboutest/EEIR Household summary Dec 05.pdf

2.2 With households accounting for nearly 30% of energy consumption and around a quarter of total
UK CO2 emissions, the Energy Saving Trust believes that existing approaches are not generating suYcient
levels of demand to meet national domestic energy eYciency targets. A suite of measures is required to
stimulate demand, not least of all additional fiscal instruments. Energy Saving Trust research has concluded
that an incentive linked to council tax would be an eVective means of stimulating demand. Home owners
would receive a council tax rebate if they installed cost eVective sustainable energy measures listed in an
Energy Performance Certificate of their property. This measure would apply to more households at any
given time and would work through the owner-occupier sector more quickly than other instruments such
as a StampDuty LandTax incentive. It is also favoured by consumers who felt it wasmore visible andwould
not be masked by other costs at time of purchase. We were disappointed that support for such measures
was not announced in the PBR. Further details on the parameters and implementation of this incentive are
available at: http://www.est.org.uk/uploads/documents/aboutest/fiscalupdate.pdf

2.3 The PBR also re-announced the Green Landlord Scheme, to be implemented by reforming the
existing Wear and Tear Allowance and making it conditional on the energy eYciency level of the property.
PBR states that the Government will look to extend the scheme to unfurnished properties and link
qualification of a property for this allowance to the forthcoming Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs).
Although this additional detail of theGreenLandlord Scheme iswelcome following its initial announcement
at Budget 2004, the proposal raises many questions which must be resolved prior to implementation.
However, the key issue is around how the proposal will provide an incentive for private landlords to make
energy eYciency improvements, particularly as it will eVectively be reducing an existing allowance for many
landlords.

3.0 Fuel Poverty

3.1 The PBR announcement aimed at addressing Fuel Poverty through the extension of Winter Fuel
Payments (WFP) at the level of £200 for households with someone aged 60 or over, rising to £300 for
households with someone aged 80 or over, for the duration of this Parliament (5.55) is welcomed.We believe
that there is also an opportunity to linkWFP with energy eYciency by oVering increased support to eligible
households that invest a proportion of the payment in energy saving measures.
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3.2 Likewise, we support the setting aside of an additional £300 million to enable pensioners on Pension
Credit to have central heating systems installed free of charge, and provide a £300 discount on central
heating systems to all other pensioners who do not already have one in their home (5.56). However, the
installation of central heating systems should be accompanied by a suite of energy eYciency measures to
ensure heating costs are kept to a minimum and CO2 emissions are reduced. While energy suppliers have
agreed to install loft and cavity wall insulation free of charge to households on Pension Credit if they need it
(5.57), amore proactive and comprehensive approach is required to ensure fuel poverty and energy eYciency
objectives are realised. We also note that that this is already a key tactic used by energy suppliers to meet
their Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC), which is an existing obligation on energy suppliers to deliver
energy savings.

4.0 Renewables

4.1 The announcement of the further extension of reduced VAT rates to wood-fuelled boilers (7.36) is
welcomed by the Energy Saving Trust and should help the expansion of such technologies. This brings these
technologies into line with other forms of microgeneration and is entirely consistent with the 5% VAT rate
on household energy supply. However, the support provided to renewables heat is insignificant compared
to that provided to renewables generation through the renewables obligation. Support for renewables heat
needs to be brought in line with that provided to renewables generation.

4.2 The Energy Saving Trust has provided comments on preliminary and statutory consultations for the
2005–06 Renewables Obligation Review (7.37). In our response to the DTI’s preliminary consultation, we
set out our concerns that the Obligation is not suYciently encouraging the development of mass market
renewables. We are therefore disappointed that there was no specific reference to small generators in the
statutory consultation, which considered responses to the preliminary consultation on the eVectiveness of
the Obligation on the development of additional renewables capacity. Nor was there any consideration of
the Energy Saving Trust proposal for Government to diVerentiate between mass market and large scale
renewable markets. We had hoped to see reference to microgeneration in the PBR as a precursor to the
announcement of the Government’s microgeneration strategy, due by April 2006.

5.0 Transport

5.1 The PBR acknowledges that motoring cost relative to household disposable income has decreased
over the last decade and notes that this trend is likely to continue in coming years (7.46) and re-states the
freeze of the inflation-based increase of fuel duty rates in response to the continuing volatility of the oil
market (7.47). These two statements run contrary to each other given the capacity to pay for increased fuel
prices and a relatively modest increase in fuel duty has never been greater. One quarter of CO2 emissions
comes from the transport sector and theGovernment’s own research shows a direct correlation between fuel
price and car miles driven. With emissions from the transport sector increasing, a pricing signal to reduce
car miles driven is vital to achieving the Government’s climate change targets.

5.2 The Energy Saving Trust believes that Government has missed a major opportunity in not
committing to further improvement of the Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) incentives for fuel-eYcient vehicles
(7.59). Currently, VED is having little impact on the carbon profile of the private car market. VED is failing
for two reasons. Firstly, the top band—Band F—is too large. Secondly, the diVerentials between the bands
are too low to change buyer behaviour. In order to address these failings, VED should be reformed around
the following principles:

(a) Very low carbon cars (Band A) should pay very low, or zero, VED.

(b) Very high carbon cars should pay significantly higher VED than they do at present.

(c) A new Band G should be introduced for cars with emissions greater than 210 g/km CO2.

(d) The remaining VED bands should be graduated to reward lower-carbon cars and penalise higher-
carbon cars.

5.3 Although company car tax is in general working better than VED, we believe there is further scope
to increase the price signals. More importantly the apparent leakage at the executive car end of the market
to the less eVective VED regime needs to be curtailed. PBR states the Government’s intention to announce
the company car tax thresholds for 2008–09 at Budget 2006 (7.63).We would like to see the lower thresholds
triggered at progressively lower emissions levels over time. This would ensure an incentive for the
improvement of eYciency standards of cars and their use for fleet purchases.

5.4 PBR states that the feasibility work on the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation suggested that it is
the best instrument to deliver biofuels and support innovation in renewable fuels in the medium to longer
term, and that the Government will proceed with an RTFO, expected to be launched from April 2008, with
a target level of 5% in 2010–11 (7.54). We support the introduction of an RTFO, on the understanding that
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it is firmly embedded in the principles of sustainability with fuels sourced from waste materials, rather than
displacing high-value, productive ecosystems such as tropical rainforests. Meanwhile we welcome the
enhancement of capital allowances for production of the most environmentally friendly biofuels.

5.5 PBR announced that the Government will consider the case for incentivising the uptake of Euro V
vehicle emissions standards, through company car tax and other instruments, ahead of the formal
requirement to meet Euro V emissions standards (7.61). The Energy Saving Trust welcomes this
announcement, particularly as the number of diesel cars sold in the UK has increased which has resulted in
a reduction of average CO2 emissions while increasing particulate air pollution. It is hoped that Euro V will
reduce particulate matter standards by 80% which is vital in the context of an estimated market share for
diesel cars in the UK of 38% this year. Implementation of standards ahead of formal requirements should
make significant progress on this issue.

5.6 The Energy Saving Trust supports theGovernment’s investigation of national road user charging and
the availability of funding for Local Authorities from the Transport Innovation Fund for consideration of
demand management schemes, including road user charging initiatives (7.69).

6.0 Government’s Response to the Barker Review

6.1 The Energy Saving Trust’s comments on the Government’s Response to the Barker Review are
limited to the energy performance of the recommended net addition of 200,000 houses per year. This
projected increase in the number of houses, in addition to an increase in the number of single person
households, impacts substantially on CO2 emissions through not only construction of the dwellings but
through their ongoing occupation. By 2010, these homes are likely to lead to an additional 400,000tC
(1.4MtCO2) emissions per annum by 2010, at a time when we are looking to reduce our carbon emissions.

6.2 The Government has proposed the voluntary Code for Sustainable Homes in order to improve the
sustainability of new houses. Although we welcome the development of the Code, we would like to see an
improvement in the proposed energy performance requirements. Our research shows potential savings of
over 300,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions from new homes in England by 2010 if it set additional energy
standards under its Code for Sustainable Homes.

6.3 Although the Code includes energy eYciency as one of six components to rate the overall
sustainability of a property, the minimum standard required is still only equal to the building regulations
which are due to come into force at the same time as the voluntary Code in April 2006. It is crucial for the
Code to include a requirement to go beyond the minimum energy standards contained in the 2006 Building
Regulations. The Energy Saving Trust would like to see use of its own energy eYciency standards for new
housing developed under its long established and well-recognised Best Practice programme as the minimum
requirement for energy eYciency within the Code’s five star rating system.

6.4 The Government has made a commitment that all publicly-funded homes will comply with the Code
fromApril 2006 which could save over 45,000 tonnes of CO2 by 2010 if the Energy Saving Trust’s standards
were used as the minimum requirement.

7.0 Planning Gain Supplement

7.1 The Energy Saving Trust’s comments on the proposed Planning Gain Supplement (PGS) are limited
to its ability to be used as an incentive for improved energy performance of new housing.

7.2 In our opinion a reduced PGS should be oVered to developments meeting a high energy performance
standard, for example, Energy Saving Trust’s Best Practice standards (adopted as part of the Code for
Sustainable Homes).

7.3 Given the lack of market interest, the limited drivers for change, and the profit-driven nature of the
industry, the reduction in PGS would need to be a relatively large proportion of the average additional cost
of building to higher standards. Providing an incentive linked to the proposed PGS could go some way
towards fast tracking improvements to Building Regulations in the future.

7.4 Energy Saving Trust believes it is reasonable to assume that providing a rebate equal to 50% of the
average additional cost of building to a high energy performance standard together with necessary levels of
consumer demand could by 2010 result in at least 25% of new homes being built to higher standards. This
would result in carbon savings in 2010 of 8,400tC per year.

Further details of Energy Saving Trust’s research is available at: http://www.est.org.uk/uploads/
documents/aboutest/fiscalupdate.pdf

January 2006
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Witnesses: Mr Nick Eyre, Director of Strategy, and Mr Brian Samuel, Head of Policy Research,
Energy Saving Trust, gave evidence.

Chairman: Welcome and thank you for waiting so Mr Samuel: I think it has been helpful in the sense
that we have had the recent Energy Servicespatiently in the background. No doubt some of

what has been taking place was of interest to you summit, which was helpful in the sense that it did
engage with the suppliers and clearly a couple ofas well. Again, you will be very familiar with this

Committee. I am particularly glad to see you on good messages came out of that. One of those again
was the general feeling that fiscal incentives werethis first time since I have been in the Chair, but

also because of my personal interest in the EST required. I would say that insuYcient focus and
attention has been given to that, both in thefrom its inception. We are going to be interrupted

by a vote in about five minutes’ time, but I hope we household sector and in the transport sector so far
with Vehicle Excise Duty, for example.can get going while we can and then we will have to

have a short break. Chairman: We will come to that point a bit later on,
but we will suspend for 15 minutes. We will start at
a quarter past four, regardless of who is here.Q35 Mark Pritchard: Welcome, gentlemen. On the

same day the Pre-Budget Report came out, the
The Committee suspended from 16.00 pm toconclusions of the Energy EYciency Innovation

16.15 pm for a division in the HouseReview were published. Could you give the
Committee your overall assessment of those?
Mr Samuel: We were very much actively involved Q37 Ms Barlow: I noticed there is no mention of

energy eYciency in chapter 3 of the Pre-Budgetin the process and we think that the general
conclusions are actually helpful. Obviously, they Report, “Meeting the productivity challenge”.

To what extent do you feel the Treasury isthen have to be carried through. They feed into the
Climate Change Programme Review and ultimately building energy eYciency into its wider

targets of encouraging economic growth andwill feed into the energy review as well. We
certainly think that some of the key measures in competitiveness?

Mr Eyre: I think we are reasonably positive aboutthere, such as raising the level of awareness within
consumers and the means to do that, are actually that now for two reasons. One is the involvement

of the Treasury in the Energy EYciency Innovationvital. Perhaps we would have liked to have seen
more reference to fiscal incentives to actually help Review and Brian has talked about the household

side of that, but of course the Innovation Reviewraise that level of awareness. Other conclusions
such as accreditation and helping the energy also covered business and energy eYciency and the

Treasury was actively involved within that process.suppliers to deliver their Energy EYciency
Commitments, we believe will actually increase the Then, of course, there is also the Stern Review

where the signs are that this means the Treasury isopportunity to raise the level of those commitments
as well. We know there has been quite a large looking at the issue of climate change, of course

from its perspective but actually factoring climateamount of carry-over from the first Energy
EYciency Commitment period. As a consequence, change into long-term economic thinking, and we

believe that is absolutely right. So I think at thatthe activity in the cavity wall insulation market is
not as great as people had actually expected and sort of high level we are increasingly seeing the

Treasury engaging on climate and energy issues. Itsome of the suppliers have actually reduced
activity. This clearly shows that more can be done. does not mean that we are always necessarily happy

that things are moving forward in terms of policyIn relation to the actual level of savings in the
household sector which are achievable, the Energy change at the pace we would like to see, but I think

that is to some extent inevitable. We are there toEYciency Innovation Review identified some seven
million tonnes of carbon cost-eVective savings by be discontented to some extent.
2010 which can actually be delivered with the right
policy framework. We believe that there is actually Q38 Ms Barlow: Do you think that energy
further scope to increase those savings to some 16 eYciency is a great economic challenge for Britain,
million tonnes carbon potential from the household or do you think that it will be a cost?
sector. That is some 36% of energy demand. So Mr Eyre: We know it is a huge opportunity and we
clearly the potential is actually there. It is a know historically it has been a huge winner. Just
question of actually taking those recommendations to take one statistic, in the household sector alone
and putting them in place. I note today that there we have seen something like a 50% improvement in
has been an Ofgem consultation launched on smart energy eYciency over the last 30 years or so. In
metering. We believe that is one way to increase the other words, we are using half the amount of
levels of awareness and engagement with energy in the household sector that we would have
consumers in the household sector. There is still been if we had not improved energy eYciency over
some work to be done on that, but it is those the last 30 years. Just to put that in perspective, the
measures which need to be taken forward. carbon saving which results from that improvement

is three times the carbon saving which is produced
by the whole of the nuclear programme. So this isQ36 Mark Pritchard: Thank you for that. Do you

think the Treasury can make a diVerence? You a serious part of energy policy, it cannot be treated
at the margin. As Brian mentioned earlier, thementioned policy frameworks. Do you think what

it has done thus far is taking us in the right opportunities going forward are significant and we
know that these are in the main cost-eVectivedirection or the wrong direction, or is it neutral?
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opportunities. Just to take one example, because it people play their part as well, but the tax system
has a key part to play in helping to get thatis a big and important one in the household sector,
message through.cavity wall insulation probably costs £200 to £300.
Chairman: We would like to come back to bothThe lifetime savings, the lifetime reductions in
household savings and cars specifically, and howenergy bills, is £2,000 to £3,000 per household. So
the tax system could be used.it is saving carbon, £150 per tonne of carbon. You

are making £150 economic profit for the UK every
time you save a tonne of carbon. The same is true Q40 Dr Turner: Do you think that the Treasury’s
of many of the technologies across all sectors. So strategy on fuel poverty is joining up with its
it is a crucial part of the equation which the earlier strategy on increasing energy eYciency?

Mr Samuel: I think it could actually be a bit morewitnesses from Friends of the Earth mentioned
joined up. I think there are opportunities to linkabout how to get to a low carbon economy with
energy eYciency into the winter fuel payments, inminimal economic pain or indeed some economic
particular, for instance, you could incentiviseadvantage.
investment in energy eYciency by actually raising
the level of the winter fuel payment, say by £100,
in return for, say, £200 or whatever being spent onQ39 Ms Barlow: That being so, you said that the
energy eYciency measures. That would have aTreasury is taking that on board in its wider
long-term benefit moving forward as well to thoseeconomic strategies now, but do you think it is
individuals who do invest.doing enough or is it missing a trick? Do you think

it should be doing far more than it is to tie in the
Q41 Dr Turner: In 2003 the Energy White Papergeneral economic picture with the energy
talked of a step-change for energy eYciency, but weeYciency agenda?
do not seem to be making that step-change. WhatMr Eyre: There are certainly some areas where we
do you think are the barriers to progress?would like to see further action, which is not to say
Mr Samuel: I think some of the barriers to progressthat fiscal policy is the only thing which is going to
which were identified in the Energy EYciencydeliver energy eYciency. Of course other policies,
Innovation Review are around the perception gap.regulation, general Government leadership,
People do not realise how much energy they areawareness campaigns, these are all important, but
actually consuming and how much that is actuallyin some ways we know that tax reaches parts which
costing them. Again, I mentioned some potentialother mechanisms cannot. It really does engage
measures, better billing information and feedbackpeople and we would point to two particular areas
through smart metering. Energy Watch have in thewhere we think changes in tax could play a bigger
past raised the billing issue and certainly that doesrole. One would be in getting discretionary
not help in engaging with consumers. What we arehousehold energy eYciency measures, such as
trying to do is to provide them with informationinsulation, much higher up the agenda and we have
and advice, not just on household energy eYciencypublished research which I think we have sent the but linking that into transport eYciency as well, the

Committee in the past on the impact which use of cars, and sort of sign-posting to the most
diVerentiating council tax could have on that. I eYcient appliances and to vehicles. Some of that is
think the second area where we think there is working well. For instance, in the white goods
increasingly a problem is in car energy eYciency. It market the level of sales of A rated (the top rated)
is very clear that we are not on track to get close appliances have improved tremendously. What we
to the European Union target of 140 grammes per now need to do is to move forward into the next
kilometre average for new vehicles in 2008. We are step and actually create headroom at the top so
over 170 at the moment, and indeed the situation that the eYciency can continue to improve.
is getting worse. The eYciency of new cars bought Another good example is in condensing boilers.
last year was worse than in the previous year where Initially, working with the Energy EYciency
they were bought by private individuals. Where Commitment, consumers were sign-posted to the
companies were buying them the situation was still most energy eYcient boilers, the condensing
getting better because of the very good measures boilers. As a consequence of that, they became
which the Treasury has put in place on company commonplace in the market and therefore they
car taxation. But we think that the equivalent were allowed to be regulated as mandatory through
measures on Vehicle Excise Duty are not suYcient. the latest revisions of Building Regulations. That
The diVerentiation is not big enough to have a is a good example of market transformation. That

needs to be done elsewhere as well.meaningful eVect and we think consideration
should really be given to increasing those. That
would be a very, very clear message from Q42 Dr Turner: I never got my green boiler
Government, a sign of leadership as well as an discount when I fitted one and I am furious!
economic signal that actually people can do Mr Eyre: If I could just add to that to make the
something. Our own campaign at the Energy general point that there has been a step-change in
Saving Trust this year is trying to engage people to some areas of energy eYciency policy. We should
save their 20%, to get a real sense that people need not be too negative about this. What we have
to work with Government and that the learned from that is that it is generally an intelligent

combination of policies, some regulation, someGovernment’s targets can only be delivered if
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incentives and some awareness-raising. There are doing work in this area. I think it is an area which
real synergies between those and we need to learn needs some proper independent academic scrutiny
those lessons and apply them in other market and I am sure that the people involved in that will
sectors. do that. I think, however, you do not need to do

a detailed economic analysis to draw some lessons.
We have actually looked at this rebound eVect (asQ43 Dr Turner: Why is it, do you think, that it has
it tends to be called by energy eYciencytaken so long to break down these barriers? Is it
professionals) and it is real. We know that some ofbecause the problems are technically diYcult,
the benefit, for example, of insulation is taken aswhich I find hard to believe, or is it a lack of
comfort rather than cost-saving, but that is notcoherent political will?
necessarily a bad thing; indeed from the point ofMr Eyre: I think there is a misconception in this
view of the social and economic objectives ofbarriers argument. It tends to come from
energy policy that is what one would expect andneoclassical economic theory and the assumption
what one would hope would happen. It tends to bethat everybody will behave as a completely rational
around 30% for insulation projects. In other cases,(in the economic sense) consumer, and frankly that
I think common sense tells you that the reboundis completely unrealistic. I have never done a
eVect will be small. Just because you get a morediscounted cashflow analysis when I have bought a
energy eYciency fridge does not mean you arerefrigerator and I do not expect members of this

Committee or anybody else to do that! People do going to leave the door of the fridge open or go and
not behave in that way. So we have to work with get another one, or get one which is too big to fit
the reality of real people and look at what actually into your kitchen. People’s decisions are not made
influences them, and that means looking at in that way. So I think common sense will tell us
aVecting their decisions in diVerent ways. We are that yes, there is an eVect here, but the idea that
increasingly applying, I think, a more sophisticated improving energy eYciency is going to mean that
analysis of the way in which consumers behave so you use more energy is not only counter-intuitive
that we do not treat the British public as a but almost certainly wrong.
homogenous mass. We know that some people will
be aVected by environmental arguments and others

Q46 Mr Hurd: Just a complementary point to this.will be aVected more by economic arguments. So
I seem to remember from evidence you gave in ait is working with the reality of where people are
previous session that the historical data of the lastrather than some hypothetical economic construct
25 years, I think it was, suggested that there hadwhich I think is what is important.
been very real improvements in energy eYciency
but they had been oVset by, if you like, trends inQ44 Dr Turner: You do not have too much faith
terms of product development on new electricalin the approach of trying to persuade people that
appliances and changes in consumer attitudes, theif they invest in energy eYciency they actually save
temperatures which people expected to have inmoney in the long-term?
their homes, which is a point borne out to me whenMr Eyre: We know it works with some people, but
canvassing in Ruislip on Saturday morning inwe also know it does not work with some other
freezing temperatures when I was met universallypeople and there is no point in banging our heads
by people wearing shorts and tee shirts, and aagainst the wall and saying, “It should work with
nightie on more than one occasion. Is this not theall people.” We have to take people as they are and
problem, that actually energy eYciency is runningconvince them, and raising the issue of climate
very hard to help us stand still?change and getting a better understanding of that
Mr Eyre: Indeed, people are getting oV and theywill be an important part of it because that will
want to have a better standard of living, and I doinfluence some people.
not think we will get very far in advocating energy
eYciency if we suggest that that should not be theQ45 Dr Turner: It says in the Energy Review
case; indeed actually energy eYciency, as I havepublished last week, the consultation document,
mentioned, has been part of what has allowedthat the Energy Research Centre has commissioned
people to have warmer homes. So yes, if we areresearch on the “Khazzoom-Brookes” hypothesis
getting better of at 2 to 3% a year we would expectthat energy eYciency will not deliver overall
the demand for warmth, light and for all the otherreductions in energy consumption. What do you
things which we get from energy to grow aroundthink of this theory? If it is true, if people are taking
about that, and that means we have to run at aboutextra comfort instead of the energy savings, does
2% in terms of energy eYciency improvement forthis not totally undermine a major plank of the
energy demand to stand still. But that does notapproach of the White Paper and Government’s
mean that energy eYciency is failing, it only meanswishes to reduce energy consumption by 40%?
that if we did not do it we would be even worse oVMr Eyre: It would do if it were true, yes. This is a
from the point of view of carbon emissions.hoary old chestnut and it seems to re-emerge
Mr Samuel: If I could just add to that, people areperiodically and often I think at times when major
going to demand new products and purchase thosesupply side interests are pressing for a change in
new products. What we need to make sure is thatpolicy. So it is perhaps not surprising to see it being
they purchase the most eYcient ones, and that israised at the moment. I should say that I am very

pleased that the UK Energy Research Centre is what we are trying to do.
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Q47 Chairman: Given, as you say and we all know a missed opportunity. In order to provide energy
services there are potentially other parties whofrom our own experience, there is this sort of

sharing of the benefit, if we are hoping to achieve could come into the market, but at the moment it
is a supplier-dominated market.a reduction in energy consumption in addition to

concentrating, as we should, on achieving the best
improvements in eYciency, do you think we are Q50 Joan Walley: In respect of the way in which
now at the point where we should look seriously at the seminar was organised, who did you feel had
something like personal carbon allowances, which ownership in terms of following through and
would still incentivise people to obviously use their making sure that what was talked about then
energy as eYciently as possible but which would became reality?
also, even if it did not have an absolute cap, have Mr Samuel: It was an HMT summit, so really we
a tax rate so that you could tax people if they went expect actions from the Treasury to follow up with
over a certain level? It would be a complementary the other participants there, including Defra.
measure for ones which we are now using to
encourage eYciency?

Q51 Joan Walley: Was that made clear by theMr Eyre: I think that is one of the issues which has
Treasury, how they would be following it up?been raised by the Energy EYciency Innovation
Mr Samuel: I think we are waiting to find outReview, whether we could go not so much to a
exactly how that will happen.personal cap but to a cap which would operate

through energy suppliers. In essence, that is
something which I think is worthy of serious Q52 Joan Walley: We would be very interested to
scrutiny, but it is not without its problems. I think know that. Could I just ask, because you just
we believe that in the short term it makes sense to mentioned the word “summit”, should we read
use the Energy EYciency Commitment, which in anything into the fact that what was originally
some ways is a similar mechanism; it is requiring intended to be a summit became a seminar,
energy suppliers to deliver energy eYciency although I notice you referred to it as a summit?
improvements for their household customers. We Has it been downgraded?
think that perhaps could be made more flexible, Mr Samuel: I do not think it has. I think the
more open, more market-oriented and improved in coverage of the participants who were there
that way. perhaps, in our opinion, was not as wide as we

would have actually hoped. We would have liked
to have seen potential new entrants there as well,Q48 Joan Walley: Just moving further along that
but that might be because they felt it was not atrack and moving away from energy supply to
suYcient high priority at the moment.generally improving energy services, I would be

interested to know what came out of the Treasury
seminar which you attended on 18 January, the Q53 Joan Walley: So it might be worthwhile us
long-awaited seminar. trying to find out from the Treasury who they
Mr Samuel: Yes. When it did happen it was quite intended to invite, the remit of who they expected
interesting. We have already touched upon some of to be there? It may just be that they invited the
the key outcomes of that. Basically, metering and usual suspects, or they had not thought wider
data was identified by all as a big issue. There was than that.
major support for fiscal incentives. Mr Samuel: Yes, it would be helpful to make those

enquiries.
Mr Eyre: I think it was a summit in the level ofQ49 Joan Walley: Could you just say which fiscal
people who were there; it was ministers from theincentives?
Government side and chief executives, all veryMr Samuel: It was general. There was some
senior people, from the energy companies. So thisdiscussion over council tax, but it was generally
was at that high level and I think that probablyrecognised that some form of fiscal incentive was
indicates that energy companies are genuinelyrequired as well as regulation, for example, and
interested in this as a concept. They probably feelbetter advice. There is a number of diVerent types
they cannot go on competing on price cuts for ever,which could be implemented. There was not
and certainly they cannot compete on price cuts atdetailed discussion on each specific measure.
all at the moment, so they are looking for otherSuppliers were very keen to have more allowance
ways to diVerentiate their product. I think they arefor innovative energy eYciency measures. Under
still faced with the problem that actually consumersthe Energy EYciency Commitment they do get an
expect to buy energy units from energy suppliersuplift at the moment but only on a small
and they do not expect to buy more complexpercentage, a maximum of total allowable savings.
packages. So there is a breakthrough point whichThere was very little discussion around trading
we have not reached yet.activities, such as supplier caps or personal carbon

allowances. Finally, unfortunately, there were not
that many potential new entrants there, it was Q54 Joan Walley: Could I just check, was the main

thrust of it in terms of domestic household energymainly parties interested in energy eYciency,
energy saving, and the suppliers. So there was not supply or did it cover business supply as well?

Mr Samuel: It covered business as well asperhaps suYcient engagement from other potential
third parties. As Nick mentioned, we think that is household.
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Q55 Joan Walley: Was there any discussion around after the current commitment in 2008 should be
the area whereby in terms of purchasing of energy three times what it was previously, or about one
businesses are basically speculating on it, so in fact and a half times what it is now. I think it is sensible
energy is being sold not for use as energy but as a to ramp it up in that way in order that capacity
commodity? and quality problems do not arise within the supply
Mr Samuel: Not to that great extent, no. chain. There are some real issues there, but as Brian

indicated, because within the period 2002 to 2005
the suppliers did far more than they were requiredQ56 Colin Challen: Just probing a bit further your

relationship with the Treasury, how do you feel to they have less to do in the next couple of years
they follow up the idea which you have put forward than was perhaps envisaged.
and in what depth did they explore those ideas? I
could maybe cite one example. I think you put
forward a suggestion that VAT on fluorescent light Q60 Mr Hurd: In relation to the structure of the
bulbs should be reduced to 5% and a charge also EEC, do you see an argument for trying to widen
put on filament light bulbs, two or three years ago. that market to bring in new brands which might
You gave that to the Treasury. How do you think conceivably carry more credibility with the
they actually dealt with it? Did they just glance at consumer around the proposition of reducing their
it, or did you have an ongoing dialogue about it? energy consumption?
Mr Eyre: My feeling is that the Treasury has got Mr Samuel: Yes, I think there is an issue of trust
more open in that way over the time I have been around energy suppliers and the perception is that
dealing with it, the last six or seven years, and we any suppliers are there in the market place to sell
always make an attempt when we are doing that energy and not sell energy eYciency. We believe
sort of research work to engage with the Treasury. that there are other opportunities for other third
We now find that oYcials there are happy to parties to become involved in the market place.
engage. I think there is still, obviously, a period However, it is a very supply-led activity at thearound budgets where things disappear into a black moment—supply-dominated activity. There is nohole and you just have to wait for them to come

transparency around the market price of theout. So in a sense there is still a lack of
Energy EYciency Commitment, so increasedtransparency about the ultimate decision-making
transparency might help with that. It may also helpprocess, but I think the broad engagement with
third parties entering into the market to developstakeholders is considerably better than it was.
energy services and also to engage better with the
consumers with a higher degree of trust.Q57 Colin Challen: Do you have the advantage,

perhaps, of structured regular meetings as opposed
to summits (or whatever they are) which may be

Q61 Mr Hurd: Turning to other incentives forheld on an ad hoc basis?
households to install energy eYciency measures,Mr Eyre: We have some meetings with other
you wrote a very good report last year introducingcomparable agencies with Treasury oYcials on a
the idea of council tax rebates as an eVective means.regular basis, but I think we find at least as
Could you summarise to the Committee yourproductive meetings on specific issues as and when
conclusions in terms of how large rebates wouldthey are required. For example, on the energy
have to be in order to change behaviour, whatservices summit or seminar, whichever it was, they
conclusions you have reached about what thatasked us for advice on the agenda in advance of the
might imply in terms of overall cost?session. So I think we feel the engagement, even if
Mr Samuel: Yes. When we originally started thisit is ad hoc, is often quite frequent.
piece of work our view was that Stamp Duty
rebates may have been the best way forward.Q58 Mr Hurd: A question on the Energy EYciency
However, we received very strong feedback fromCommitment. Two years ago, I believe you argued
market research which we undertook withthat the target for the second phase should have
consumers that they favoured a council tax rebate,been set far higher. Is that still your view?
mainly because it was extremely visible, they cameMr Samuel: Very much so, and I think it is
into contact with it, it is not very well liked and asdemonstrated by the fact that the first phase was
a consequence a small rebate of between £50 andheavily over-achieved and currently some of the
£100 was suYcient to attract consumers and forsuppliers are not as active in the able to pay cavity
them to go a long way to invest in energy eYciencywall insulation market as they have been, mainly
measures. So we feel that a rebate at that sort ofbecause they have carried over so much. Therefore,
level would certainly be helpful. It would increasewe feel there is still very much real scope to increase

the level of the Energy EYciency Commitment engagement. It is proven. There are already four
moving forward in the next period 2008 to 2011. schemes operating at the moment, one of which is

Braintree, and that has proved so successful
without any marketing that it is being re-run inQ59 Mr Hurd: Could you quantify it in terms of
2006. So there is a track record out there.how much stretch you feel could be practical?
Consumers like it, they want it, and we feel thatMr Eyre: We have argued for a long time that we
mechanisms should be put in place to make it easiershould be aiming to go towards three times EEC

one, in other words that the target for the period for local authorities to go down that route.
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Q62 Mr Hurd: If I remember the report, you ran Mr Samuel: Yes.
some assumptions there about what a national roll-
out of such a scheme could cost the Treasury and Q67 Chairman: Another incentive which you have
set that against potential carbon savings. Could advocated is Stamp Duty discounts or rebates,
you summarise those findings for us? which seems to me logical and simple to introduce.
Mr Samuel: I have not got those figures with me. Do you know why the Government has been
However, I can feed them in to the Committee as reluctant to do this?
soon as I can, but it will not be this week. Mr Eyre: I think the feedback we have had from

the Treasury and what the Treasury has said in
public is that Stamp Duty is currently a very simpleQ63 Mr Hurd: You and others made strong
tax and it does not want to see it made morerepresentations to the Treasury with this logic and
complex. I think after the market research whichthis argument, with the surveys which you have
Brian referred to, we had not pushed as hard ondone, and got no response at all. Why do you think
Stamp Duty because the feedback we got fromthe Government failed to introduce them in the
consumers was that they did not particularlyPre-Budget Report?
understand or think Stamp Duty was as visible asMr Eyre: I think that is the problem I was referring
council tax and therefore it would not have such ato, the lack of transparency in Treasury decision-
big incentive eVect. Also, there was a feeling thatmaking just before Pre-Budget Reports and before
although an incentive at the point of moving mightBudgets; in other words, we do not know, I think
seem logical, it is a very stressful period in people’sbecause the Energy EYciency Innovation Review
lives when they are moving lives and they feel thatwas going on. We certainly have not given up hope
one other thing to worry about or think about wasthat this will be looked at, though I think the issue
not particularly popular. So we certainly would notof incentives within council tax is probably made
rule out Stamp Duty, but on the basis of talking tomore complex by the bigger review of council tax
the people who matter, the consumers, we thinkwhich is going on in the Lyons Review.
that council tax would be a preferable route.
Chairman: In the context of another inquiry we are

Q64 Mr Hurd: You mentioned the Braintree conducting on sustainable housing, we have been
example and you mentioned that in the last session talking to some housebuilders and they seemed to
with us. Could you expand a little bit on the success give the impression that they thought it would be
of that scheme in terms of the number of quite useful. If you have got research which
households converted to it? suggests that consumers are less interested, I think
Mr Samuel: Yes. I think the last figures I have to we would be quite interested if it is possible for you
hand really are the November figures, where there to share that with us. The Treasury’s objections
were 300 conversions with many more in the about complexity can be dealt with fairly easily
pipeline. There was only a fixed sum available to because it has already got three diVerent rates of
implement these measures and that was easily Stamp Duty now, which have been fairly recently
achieved. What I can do is request the scheme introduced, and therefore to introduce a discounted
operators, Braintree and Centrica for an update rate would not seem to pose a huge administrative
and I can forward that to you as well. problem, certainly not of any significant order over

and above what they have already introduced, and
some perverse incentives already operate about

Q65 Mr Hurd: Presumably this is something which how you deal with property prices. So I think we
individual authorities could do oV their own bats would be interested to see that research. As you
without central government up to the limit of say, consumer attitudes are clearly very crucial
aVordability? for it.
Mr Samuel: Yes, up to the limit of aVordability,
and that is one of the issues. We are seeing

Q68 Mr Caton: In the Energy EYciency Innovationindividual local authorities coming forward for
Review you suggest that grants for landlords tothis, South Hams and south Cambridgeshire are
install energy eYciency heating in private rentedtwo of the schemes. It is there, but one of the issues
sector accommodation might have to be set at moreis that each of the local authorities have to go
than 100% of the costs in order for them to bethrough the process of seeking legal views and they
eVective. Why is that, and with that in mind, whatwere putting the administration in place and
do you think the Government’s Green Landlordnegotiating with the energy suppliers. So it is quite
Scheme is actually going to achieve?a long and drawn out process. We feel that clear
Mr Samuel: One of the issues is the split incentivesguidance on what they can do and a central fund
in the sense that the private landlords own thebeing in place to actually support the schemes
property and the benefits of any energy eYciencywould be helpful.
measures go to the bill-payers, who are the
consumers. It is very diYcult for private landlords

Q66 Mr Hurd: Just to be more specific, you to actually increase the rents to cover the cost of
presumably would support any initiative by the the investment they may have made. So I think that
Government to give these councils greater is the prime issue in the private landlord sector.
incentives to go down this track, because at the There is also a big diVerence between the small buy-

to-let private landlords, who may have one or twomoment it is not clear what the incentives are?
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properties and the larger landlords as well, who Q73 Dr Turner: Do you think we would have made
more progress in that direction if we had nothave a diVerent approach and run the rented stock

as a business. So yes, grants may have to be higher abolished the fuel duty escalator?
Mr Eyre: It must be the case that if we had hadthan the actual cost to implement them. We

therefore felt that regulation might actually be a higher fuel prices the incentives for fuel eYciency
would have been higher. All we are saying is thatbetter approach. As regards the Pre-Budget Report

announcement, the Green Landlord Scheme has we recognise there are political trade-oVs here and
that governments are elected with the diYcult jobbeen around in name for a bit now. There is still

a lot of uncertainty around the wear and tear of making those trade-oVs.
allowance and how it would actually work. We do
not know.

Q74 Chairman: You have mentioned VED and I
certainly am keen on the scope there is for VED
which can target directly diVerent levels of fuelQ69 Mr Caton: The jury is still out?
eYciency in vehicles rather than with the fuel dutyMr Samuel: The jury is still out. It is a diYcult
escalator, which is a rather more blunt instrument.sector to tackle, without a doubt, and it is fairly
Why do you think the Treasury in the Pre-Budgetsmall and therefore regulation may ultimately be a
Report just said it would continue to consider thebetter policy instrument.
case? Why is it so non-committal about this?
Mr Eyre: The easy answer is, I do not know, for

Q70 Chairman: I think you told the predecessor the reasons which we often do not know about the
committee that incentivising landlords needs “more Treasury. I think the more positive answer would
stick and less carrot”. That is really confirmed by be that the Treasury does believe in good analysis
what you are now saying? and does tend to look very carefully at the evidence
Mr Samuel: Yes. before it takes the decision. So if it says it is still
Mr Eyre: I think we are saying it would need a considering it, I think I am still reasonably
very, very large carrot, if that was the approach optimistic. We have submitted evidence to them
that was taken, yes. showing what we think the eVects might be. Those

are, of course, based on market research and what
people say they would do, which is not necessarilyQ71 Dr Turner: Your memo suggests that the
what they actually would do when faced with a taxcapacity to pay for a relatively modest increase in
change. We think there is a case there both forvehicle fuel duty has never been greater. Even with
broadening the bands and for increasing theincreased fuel prices, people would not necessarily
number of bands because the top band of mostnotice an increase in fuel duty; indeed if you drive
ineYcient vehicles covers such a wide range ofalong you find enormous variations between petrol
vehicles. We think there is scope for having apump prices from one garage to the other in any
proper gas-guzzler band at the top which wouldevent. So how much do you think the public will
pay a much higher level of VED.stand an increase in fuel duty? How far do you

think it could go up?
Mr Eyre: I suspect people who stand for election Q75 Chairman: The issue of acceptability, which we
are better placed to answer that question than we touched on in relation to the fuel duty, seems to me
are, if anybody! I do not think we do say that it inherently easier in the case of VED. If you have
would not be seen as an issue, I think we just make even quite a wide diVerential in the bands, no one
the point (which is a factual point) that the cost of is forced to buy vehicles which are in the top band
motoring is still lower than it used to be and that to travel around in, so actually there is almost an
therefore the incentives for eYciency are lower than unlimited scope for raising VED for the least fuel-
they used to be. In terms of advocating policy eYcient vehicles?
change, we are certainly looking more at Vehicle Mr Samuel: Yes, and it has worked in the business
Excise Duty as a means to influence eYciency and company car sector, where you have seen through
I think that probably is driven by an analysis of the pricing mechanisms more eYcient, lower
what is politically realistic at the moment, carbon vehicles being purchased. It has got
particularly with oil prices rising. infinite scope.

Q72 Dr Turner: The fuel escalator has been steady Q76 Chairman: On that, you said in the memo that
for some time now, it is frozen, and according to “although company car tax is in general working
the Pre-Budget Report oil prices have been going better than Vehicle Excise Duty, there is an
up because of the world situation anyway. Do you apparent leakage at the executive end of the market
think this has had any eVect on increased purchases to the less eVective VED regime, and that this needs
of fuel-eYcient vehicles as opposed to guzzlers? to be curtailed.” What do you mean exactly by
Mr Eyre: It will have some, but that is why we that?
make the point that despite these increases, despite Mr Samuel: I think what we mean by that is the
the operation of the escalator over several years fact that people are opting out of company cars
and recent oil prices, the cost of motoring is still into purchasing private vehicles and receiving
at a historically low level. It is an important point payments or incentives as part of their overall

salary package to do so.to make.
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Mr Eyre: It would be another reason to address whenever they renewed a licence each year. All the
Vehicle Excise Duty because it would help make time they are being reminded—this is an
the two systems more comparable in terms of the educational benefit as well—of the desirability of
incentives and therefore prevent incentives which choosing the fuel-eYcient vehicle. That would be
flip from one system to the other. possible, would it not?

Mr Samuel: We are not against other mechanisms
to provide the same signal, but from ourQ77 Chairman: So regardless of however large a
perspective the VED being the annual reminderproblem that is or might become, there is an easier
was one of the strong selling points of that.solution to it, is there, in what you have just
Mr Eyre: There has been research on that sort ofdescribed?
combining penalties and essentially grants for moreMr Eyre: Yes.
eYcient vehicles.
Chairman: If it is not too diYcult, I think anyQ78 Mr Chaytor: On this particular point, is there
research which is available on that general topicnot another issue here? We have focused on VED
would be quite interesting.and company car tax before, but if there is this

leakage away from company cars to people taking
their benefits in terms of cash, is there not an issue Q81 Joan Walley: Could I just press you a little
about diVerentiated purchase tax on new vehicles more in terms of everything you have said
which would also deal with that? Your solution is throughout the evidence on engagement with the
to increase the diVerentials in VED, and that seems public and just how much you think, through theperfectly rational, but there has been no debate so various consumer magazines, and so on and sofar, as far as I am aware, about the use of forth, these incentives are actually in the publicdiVerential purchase tax on new vehicles which realm so that people are falling over themselves towould reflect the relative fuel-eYciency of those

go for a greener vehicle as a result of having thevehicles. Is that not an easy solution which is just
tax deductions which we are speaking about?waiting for someone to explore?
Mr Eyre: We do see there is a diVerence in whatMr Samuel: I think that is potentially a solution.
is happening on household energy eYciency, whereWith VED you have got the opportunity to engage
there is quite extensive awareness-raising andwith the consumer, which we believe is actually
advice programmes. We have a very significanthelpful. That is why we prefer the VED route,
advice programme which actually advises peoplebecause you can have that engagement and we
what they can do in their homes given their specificwould look to actually utilise that to provide
circumstances. There is a contrast between that andconsumer advice as well, and certainly improving
what is happening in transport. We do now have,signposting to the most eYcient vehicles, perhaps
of course, car labelling, which is a big step forward,through some form of a league table, for example,
to get cars labelled at the point of purchase withwe believe would probably be helpful as well.
an A to G type label, but we still think there is a
case for going further than that and reallyQ79 Mr Chaytor: That would equally apply with providing more detailed advice to people on thatthe diVerentiated purchase tax on new vehicles, and drawing people’s attention to the label. All ourwould it not? experience from appliance labelling is that justMr Eyre: I think you have to be careful with
relying on a label is insuYcient and we are talkingpurchase tax. One attribute which vehicles have is
to DfT about what more we could do in this areaan unfortunate ability to cross borders and
as an organisation.therefore you would have to worry about the

potential for vehicles being purchased outside the
UK if this was a significant eVect. Of course, we Q82 Joan Walley: What interest is there from
know that historically there have been times when businesses, car manufacturers or car retailers in
car prices were higher in the UK, for other reasons, this?
than on the Continent and there was that eVect. So Mr Eyre: I think there is some interest from car
there may be some scope for European cooperation retailers. The manufacturers and retailers
here as well. voluntarily signed up to a labelling provision. I

think at least some of them recognised that it would
Q80 Chairman: Just following up David’s point, be useful to provide better information and advice
which I think is rather an important one, I can see to consumers.
that if you whacked up the cost in this country
people are going to buy abroad and import them,

Q83 Chairman: Just taking the labelling issue onebut you could give big discounts. It is VAT actually
stage further, if the VED bands were extended, andwhich is charged on a new car—or is it purchase
so on, it would be possible, would it not, to havetax as well? Car tax. There does not have to be one
a colour-coded licence disc which showed everyoneway. The move does not have to orbit upwards.
as you walked around the street which categoryYou could have a discount for the most fuel-
your vehicle came into? Given the feeling some ofeYcient and if the Treasury says, “We need to make
us have that pressure from young people can beup the revenue,” just increase the fuel tax. So you
quite strong, it would be possible, perhaps, to seecould have a revenue-neutral package which gave

people a signal at the time of purchase and peer group pressure within a family, with children
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saying to their parents, “Why have we got a red Mr Samuel: I think you do need to have both
carbon and sustainability integrity within thelabel and my friend’s parents have got a green
scheme, otherwise it is self-defeating. Yes, it willlabel?”
add to the cost, but we think it is necessary to doMr Eyre: It would certainly be possible and
so. Further work will be required to actuallyadministratively, of course, it makes complete sense
understand how best to actually guarantee thatto have the same system for taxation as for
sustainability of where the biofuels come fromlabelling, and indeed they are aligned at the
externally (to the UK). We are not experts in thatmoment. We have not undertaken any market
specific field.research on how eVective that would be, either on

adults or on adults via their children.
Q86 Colin Challen: Which specific fuels may you be
talking about?
Mr Eyre: We are talking about some of the oils

Q84 Chairman: But it would be quite cheap, just which might be sourced from areas which are
subject to deforestation in particular.printing one more colour?

Mr Eyre: I do not know the answer to that
Q87 Dr Turner: Palm oil?question.
Mr Eyre: That is certainly one of them, yes.
Chairman: Good. I think we have covered some
very useful ground. I apologise again for firstly

Q85 Colin Challen: On the Transport Fuel keeping you waiting and then we had, outside of
Obligation, you support that idea, but not if the our control, the interruption of the division, so you
fuel is sourced from areas which endangered have been kept a bit longer than we would have
tropical forests or threatened biodiversity. How do liked. Thank you for coming in and I am sure we
you think the Government could control that, and shall be continuing the dialogue with you in the

coming months.would it add to the cost of the fuel possibly?

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

In relation to the Braintree Council tax scheme, we have now been in contact with both the Council
and British Gas who have been jointly funding the scheme. Apparently there is a backlog in converting
enquiries to the Council, partly as a consequence of increased enquiries following energy price rises, and
as such these remain in the Council system. Therefore the numbers on the British Gas system have only
increased slightly from the 300 installations previously advised.

However BG and Braintree Council plan a major promotion when Council tax bills go out in March.
BG are also planning to expand the scheme to a number of other Local Authorities and estimate around
2,000 installations by the year end.

VED REFORM: OPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Summary

The case for action and principles for reform

This paper first builds a convincing case that more must be done to boost sales of low-carbon cars to
the private consumer, based on a detailed market analysis.

VED reform—opportunities and impacts

The Energy Saving Trust has identified the following principles for VED reform, which frame the rest
of the proposals in the paper:

1. Very low carbon cars (Band A) should pay very low, or zero VED.

2. Very high carbon cars should pay significantly higher VED than they do now.

3. A new Band G should be introduced for cars with emissions greater than 210 g/km CO2.

4. The remaining VED bands should be graduated to reward lower-carbon cars and penalise
higher-carbon cars.
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Impact of residual values and the “multiplier” eVect on the company car market

The final section of this paper explains the interaction between VED reform and the company car
market. If VED were to be reformed in line with the Energy Saving Trust principles, residual values for
low-carbon cars would be strengthened, while residual values for high-carbon cars would be weakened.

These changes in residual values would be reflected in monthly leasing costs, making it far more
financially attractive for businesses to consider low-carbon cars. A further advantage of this approach
is that higher VED rates on high-carbon cars would act against the current trend of people opting out
of company car schemes to take advantage of lower tax on high-carbon cars.

1. The case for action

1.1 Trends in carbon emissions from road transport

As illustrates, total CO2 from road transport has stabilised in recent years (figure 1). Within the road
transport sector, emissions from cars have remained relatively stable, as improvements in fuel economy
have balanced increased mileage (figure 2).

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Road Transport Carbon Emissions 1970-2002
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1.2 Key trends in the new car market

The UK has one of the highest average CO2 figures in the EU (figure 3). Worryingly, average CO2

for cars sold to the private consumer market are going up (figure 4). Over time there has been a shift
in the carbon profile, reflected by more changes in VED bands—however in the last two to three years
sales of Band F cars have levelled oV (figure 5).

Figure 3
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Figure 4

NEW CAR SALES—UK AVERAGE BY TYPE OF PURCHASE 2001–04 SOURCE: SMMT
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Figure 5

CAR SALES BY VED BAND (ALL CARS—PRIVATE AND BUSINESS SALES)
(SOURCE: SMMT)
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1.3 Carbon profile of private car sales

Private car sales account for just under half (47%) of all annual new car registrations in the UK. In
2004, this equated to around 1.2 million sales (Lane 2005). The breakdown of cars by business and private
sales is shown in Figure 6 below. This chart illustrates that Band F sales have become larger in the private
car market than the business car market, accounting for the higher average carbon emissions among
vehicles sold to private individuals.

Figure 6

CAR SALES BY VED BAND AND SALE TYPE
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1.4 Forecast: Future private car sales by VED band

Having built reliable data on the carbon profile of car sales to the private consumer market, a forecast
spreadsheet function was used to extrapolate the trends out to 2010. The results are displayed in Figure
7. Key results are:

— Total private car sales decline by about 100,000 vehicles a year by 2010 (about 8% from 2003).

— Sales in Band F are forecast to increase by about 20,000 vehicles a year by 2010.

— Bands E, D and C are forecast to decrease substantially—by around 100,000, 75,000 and 50,000
cars per year by 2010.

— Sales in Band B are forecast to increase by nearly 100,000 cars.

— Sales in Band A are forecast to remain negligible.
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Figure 7

FORECAST OF PRIVATE CAR SALES BY VED BAND

New car sales to private individuals by VED band: Forecast for years 2004-2010
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It should of course be noted that these are mathematical forecasts only, and ignore real-world
possibilities, such as continued high oil prices, and major changes to the tax regime. Nevertheless the
Energy Saving Trust believes this baseline forecast provides a useful guide to the future direction of the
private passenger car market, for three main reasons:

1. Private car sales are now less-eYcient than company cars sales. Sales of Band F cars to the
private market are growing due to increasing number of people “opting out” of company car
schemes due to the higher tax levied on high-CO2 company cars. Without changes to private
car taxation, this trend is likely to continue.

2. Cars are not becoming more eYcient: in the UK, the sales based average CO2/km figure for
new cars has levelled out at around 172 g/km, and European car manufacturers are unlikely
to meet the European-wide average of 140g/km.

3. Discussions with the automotive industry during research for this paper revealed that the auto
industry is forecasting a decline in private car sales over the next five years.

1.5 Conclusion: The case for action

The Energy Saving Trust believes that the above analysis makes an overwhelming case for Government
intervention to promote, incentivise and possibly regulate to boost the low-carbon car market.

2. VED reform—opportunities and impacts

Currently, VED is having little impact on the carbon profile of the private car market (a point
confirmed by research by MORI for DfT).20 VED is failing for two reasons. Firstly, the top Band (Band
F) is too large. Secondly, the diVerentials between the bands are too low to change buying behaviour.
This paper first sets out key principles for VED reform, then proposes in more detail how these problems
could be addressed.

20 Assessing the Impact of Graduated Vehicle Excise Duty—Quantitative Research, MORI, March 2004 http://
www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft—roads/documents/page/dft–roads–027589.hcsp
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2.1 Energy Saving Trust principles for VED reform

1. Very low carbon cars (Band A) should pay very low, or zero VED

2. Very high carbon cars should pay significantly higher VED than they do now

3. A new Band G should be introduced, to separate very high-carbon cars into a higher band

4. The remaining VED bands should be graduated to reward lower-carbon cars and penalise
higher-carbon cars.

2.2 Additional VED band

Currently over 50% of vehicles registered for sale in the UK fall into Band F. This means that those
people shopping for a larger, more powerful car have little information on more eYcient models within
this Band. The Energy Saving Trust therefore recommends that a new Band “G” should be set for new
cars with high CO2 emissions. This new Band G should include around half of the sales currently in
Band F to ensure an even distribution. Figure 8 below illustrates the sales distribution within Band F,
showing that most Band F cars sold are under 300 g CO2, with a long “tail” representing very high-
performance, high-CO2 cars.

Figure 8

DISTRIBUTION OF CAR SALES WITHIN VED BAND F, 2004–05
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EST tested a number of options for a new Band G, to see how many cars would fall into the band,
and what percentage of the current Band F they represent (see Figure 9, below). This analysis
demonstrates that an appropriate new Band G would for cars with emissions greater than 210 g/km CO2,
since this would cover 51% of the current number of cars sold in Band F. This new band would have
the additional benefit of creating an addition Band for the new passenger car CO2 label, which currently
has only six bands (A-F), unlike labels for white goods.
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Figure 9

NEW VED BAND—PERCENT of 2004–05 BAND F SALES
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2.3 Increased VED diVerentials

While it is clear that raising annual VED costs could have a major impact on purchasing decisions,
surprisingly little work has been undertaken to fully understand how car buyers would react to it. Further,
the research that does exist appears to be somewhat contradictory. Two studies are briefly
summarised below.

MORI, 200321

A study carried out by MORI for Department of Transport (DfT) in 2003, investigated the eVect that
introducing larger VED band diVerentials could have on new car sales (ie increasing the price diVerence
between bands). The MORI study found that if VED diVerentials were increased by £50, £100, or £150,
then 33%, 47% and 55% of people would, respectively, choose a diVerent vehicle (ie a vehicle in a lower
VED band) in order to take advantage of the cost saving. The study found that people claimed that they
would react strongly to the first £50 increase, and gradually less strongly as the rate increased (see figure
10 and Appendix Table A1).

Energy Saving Trust has reservations over these figures. The study ascribes the same reaction to VED
to all buyers. In practice, higher-income consumers who are looking at high-value, expensive, high-carbon
Executive cars are likely to react less strongly to increased VED diVerentials than lower-income consumers
looking at cheaper, smaller and more eYcient cars.

21 MORI, 2003. Assessing the Impact of Graduated Vehicle Excise Duty—Quantitative Research. DfT 2003.
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Figure 10

MORI SURVEY RESULTS—CHANGE IN BUYER BEHAVIOUR AS VED DIFFERENTIALS
INCREASE
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Lane, 200522

A major review of the literature on consumer behaviour, carried out for the Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership, paints a diVerent picture. It identifies a report from the RAC Foundation that claims that,
although car buyers say cost is paramount in their decision-making, in reality, they are prepared to endure
large increases in costs before changing their behaviour (figure 11). On average, the report notes that
annual costs have to increase by at least £1,100 before private car drivers will consider switching to an
alternative fuel or smaller engine (both of which are preferred to a smaller car).

22 Lane, 2005. Consumer attitudes to low carbon and fuel-eYcient passenger cars Final Report Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership March 2005.
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Figure 11

ADDITIONAL ANNUAL COSTS MOTORISTS WILL ENDURE BEFORE SWITCHING TO
AN ALTERNATIVE OPTION (RAC, 2004 REPRODUCED IN LANE 2005)
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2.4 Conclusions on VED diVerentials: Suggestions for further research

The main conclusion that can be drawn here is that consumers will change their purchasing behaviour
if VED rates are increased, but available research does not go far enough to understand how great the
increase needs to be in order to change behaviour.

To better understand the reactions of private car buyers, the Energy Saving Trust recommends further
research into the buying behaviour of consumers in diVerent income brackets, using a “trade-oV” analysis
to take people through vehicle options and cost implications in terms of fuel costs and VED at increased
rates. This type of research would give a more realistic picture of likely consumer reactions to changes
in VED diVerentials.

A final point is that the lack of awareness of VED is a major dent in its eVectiveness as a policy
measure. The Energy Saving Trust applauds the UK Automotive Industry for agreeing to voluntarily
introduce a new CO2 car label, which is based on VED bands. This label will help increase awareness
of VED and improve its eVectiveness.

3. Impact of residual values and the “multiplier” eVect on the company car market

The reports quoted above ignore the company car market in relation to VED, which is an over-
simplification. VED must be paid by the legal owners of the car. In the company car market, this is
typically the companies themselves, or more often a third-party leasing company. Prices for the monthly
lease of a car are set by the leasing company on the basis of the full costs of the vehicle, and its likely
resale value at the end of the lease. Clearly then, an increase in VED would change these cost calculations,
both in terms of the actual annual VED rate paid and in terms of the future value of the car.

3.1 VED impact on residual values

VED is paid annually. Therefore, any increase in VED rates will have an impact on the future value
of a car—either positively or negatively. If the Energy Saving Trust principles for VED reform were
adopted, then residual values for low-carbon cars would be strengthened, as annual VED payments would
be comparatively low, whereas residual values for high-carbon cars would be weakened, since VED
annual VED payments would be comparatively high. This fact makes VED, potentially, an extremely
powerful policy tool, as the VED rate “lives” with a car throughout its life.
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3.2 Impact of increased VED on the car leasing industry

There are a variety of car lease deals on oVer to companies, and, increasingly, to private consumers.
Under these arrangements the customer agrees a monthly fee for a car over a set period of time (typically
2–3 years). Annual mileage and responsibility for maintenance are agreed between the parties to the
agreement. At the end of the lease the car is typically returned to the leasing company, which will then
sell it. Monthly lease costs are based on the “lost value” of the car over the period of the lease. To make
a profit on buying and selling cars, leasing companies must earn enough money from their lease customers
over the lease period to make up for the devaluation of the car over that time. This process is further
explained below:

3.3 Illustrative example: Car lease

1. Start of process: Lease Company buys car (at, say, £20,000).

2. For the first three years of the car’s life, the car is leased to a company (or individual).

3. At end of Year 3, the car is returned to lease company. Because of devaluation, it is now
worth £10,000.

4. This means that the lease company must charge at least £10,000 over the three-year lease period
if it is to make any profit on the car. For example, to make £1,000 profit the company would
need to make £11,000 over three years, implying monthly charges of around £306/month.

The impact of VED reform on the car-leasing market is illustrated by showing how this example would
change if VED were reformed in line with Energy Saving Trust principles listed above.

Potential impact of VED reform: High—Carbon Car

If VED is reformed and the car in the example is high-carbon, it may be worth less than £10,000 at
the end of the lease (say £7,000 for the sake of argument). To make the same £1,000 profit on the car,
the lease company would need to make £14,000 over three years, implying monthly charges of around
£389/month.

Potential impact of VED reform: Low—Carbon Car

In contrast, if VED is reformed and the car is the example is low-carbon, it may be worth more than
£10,000 at the end of the lease (say £13,000 for the sake of argument). To make the same £1,000 profit,
the lease company would need to make £8,000 over three years, implying monthly payments of around
£222 a month.

3.4 Note on forecast residual values

While the above example is illustrative only, a 50% loss in value over three years is a reasonable
assumption, based on data from “CAP Monitor”.23 Future residual values for some well-known car
models is displayed in Figures 12 and 13 (details of the models used are shown in Appendix Table A2).

3.5 Conclusion—impact of VED on the company car market

This illustrative example, which is clearly not based on real costs, indicates that changes in VED and
the resulting changes in residual values would have a “multiplier” eVect that potentially increases the
incentive for lease car customers to switch to lower-carbon options.

An important associated point is that increased VED on high-carbon cars could also reduce the number
of company car drivers opting out of company car schemes to avoid the higher tax on high-CO2 cars
under Company Car Tax.

23 A product from CAP, the specialists in price guides for used vehicles, and the publishers of the well-known “black books”
on car values.
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Figure 12

RESIDUAL VALUES OF NEW CARS—£ (SELECTED MODELS)

Residual Values - Loss in Value (£) - assumes 20K mileage per year
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Figure 13

RESIDUAL VALUES OF NEW CARS—% (SELECTED MODELS)

Residual Values - Loss in Value (%) - assumes 20K mileage per year
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APPENDIX

Table A1

MORI SURVEY RESULT ON RAISING VED DIFFERENTIALS

Q23: If the Government changed the road tax bands so that the diVerence between the bands was . . .
a year would you choose a car with lower emissions next time you buy.

Up to Up to Up to Up to Up to Up to
£50 £100 £150 £200 £250 £300

Yes, would choose diVerent 33 47 55 65 68 72
vehicle (cumulatively)—%

Source: MORI 2003, “Assessing the Impact of Graduated Vehicle Excise Duty—Quantitative Research”

Table A2

NEW AND FORECAST RESIDUAL CAR VALUES, SELECTED MODELS

Model Detail VED New Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4
Band* Price Residual Residual Residual Residual

Value/£ Value/£ Value/£ Value/£

Fiesta Hatchback 1.4 Zetec 5 dr [AC] C £10,582 5,525 4,225 3,250 2,525
Corsa Hatchback 1.4i 16V Sri 5dr C £12,080 5,375 4,200 3,300 2,600
Polo Hatchback 1.2 E 65 3dr C £8,582 5,125 4,000 3,150 2,475
Micra Matchback 1.2 SE 3dr D £9,207 5,450 4,150 3,175 2,425
Ka Hatchback 1.3i luxury Ka 3dr E £10,032 4,200 3,225 2,475 1,925
Astra Hatchback 1.6i Envoy 5dr E £11,733 5,300 4,000 3,025 2,300
Vectra Saloon 1.8i Design 4dr E £16,757 7,450 5,625 4,250 3,225
Almera Saloon 1.5 SE 4dr E £11,237 5600 4250 3250 2500
Focus Hatchback 2.0 Ghia 5dr F £15,202 7,850 5,925 4,475 3,400
Mondeo Saloon 2.0 Ghia 4dr F £17,787 7,875 5,925 4,500 3,425
Golf Hatchback 1.6 SE 5dr Auto F £15,010 8,550 6,675 5,250 4,125
Passat Saloon 1.8T 20V SE 4dr F £17,077 9,775 7,100 5,350 4,100
Primera Hatchback 1.8i SE 5dr F £15,567 7,675 5,675 4,225 3,200

Source: CAP Monitor

*VED band was obtained by comparing model variants given by CAP Monitor with model variants
listed in VCA data Assumes cars are driven 20,000 miles per year

February 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Environment Agency

Summary

HM Treasury plays a critical role in delivering the government’s environmental and sustainable
development objectives.

— The Pre-Budget Report (PBR) itself announced little new environmental policy, but HM
Treasury’s contribution to environmental objectives needs to be assessed across the range of its
levers on policy—including the Budget, Spending Reviews and appraisal methodologies (see
section 2).

— We believe that HMT could be more ambitious in the use of economic instruments and should
aggressively pursue “resource eYciency” both as environmental policy and as a part of its wider
productivity agenda (section 3).

— The Environment Agency strongly supports better regulation and has championed modern “risk-
based” regulation. The announcement of a review of “gold-plating” is potentially valuable, but
only if it takes a discriminating approach to regulation, which can often be the lowest cost and
most eVective away to meet objectives. There may be good reasons for domestic regulation to go
beyond that negotiated in the EuropeanUnion or to adopt the broadest interpretation of directives
(section 4).

— The related announcement of the response to the Barker review on housing has important and as
yet unresolved consequences for flood risk, environmental impact and infrastructure demands. It
is important that these issues are given substantial emphasis in the review on infrastructure needs
announced as part of the PBR; further development of planning guidance in flood risk areas; and
the consultation on the Planning Gain Supplement (section 5).

— The Committee has asked for views on economic aspects of climate change, particularly in the
context of the Stern review. We have great concern about any highly reductionist or mechanistic
approach to climate policy. However, it is the proper role of economists to define the utility,
weaknesses and limits of techniques such as discounting and monetarisation. The Stern review is
likely to consider such issues in some detail. Economics is an important discipline informing the
response to climate change, but the principles of sustainable development provide a broader
framework in which economic analysis should be embedded (section 6).

1. Introduction

The Environment Agency has a statutory duty to protect and enhance the environment and to make an
appropriate contribution towards achieving sustainable development.

Parliament has also given the Environment Agency a general duty to assist in the delivery of
environmental priorities by advising on the development of environmental policy and to promote an
understanding of methods for environmental protection and management. This memorandum is provided
as part of our eVorts to perform these functions.
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2. The Environmental Aspects of the PBR

The PBR (Chapter 7) contains several new or recent measures. We comment briefly on these below:

PBR measure Environment Agency comment

Support for alternative sources of energy Carbon Capture and Storage is a potentially
including further consultation on carbon capture important component of the national and global
and storage, collaboration with Norway on this response to climate change. A December 2005 report
technology, and additional funding for Carbon by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Abatement Technology demonstration; gave a cautiously optimistic assessment of the

potential for the technology. However, it has not yet
been proven on a large scale in power generation.

Further measures to improve energy eYciency, It is important to address energy use in the public and
through the proposed Green Landlord Scheme business sectors. However, the Carbon Trust had
and £35 million for the Carbon Trusts, to provide proposed a more ambitious approach based on an
interest free loans for the introduction of energy- economic instrument. We hope that the Climate
saving measures in the business and public Change Programme Review and Energy Review will
sectors; develop a more aggressive approach to energy

eYciency.

Continuation of the freeze in main fuel duty rates We accept the argument that risingmarket prices can
and the duty rates for road fuel gases, due to have some of the environmental impact of escalating
continued oil market volatility; taxes. However, the important objective is to send

long-term signals that motorists and other transport
users should expect rising costs reflecting
environmental impacts and imperatives to meet
challenging climate change objectives. This is
important to stimulate long-term changes in the
pattern of use and design of vehicles. It is not clear
that this signal can be separated from the noise of
price volatility at present, and the introduction of
congestion pricing should not signal a weakening of
environmental objectives.

Commitment to introduce a Renewable It is important that the full life-cycle environmental
Transport Fuel Obligation and enhanced capital impacts are considered in biofuels policy and
allowances for the cleanest biofuels plants, to diVerent bioenergy sources have markedly diVerent
stimulate the development of alternative fuels; life-cycle impacts. It is important that some quality

control accompanies this policy to ensure that it does
not make the total environmental impact worse.

In support of the UK’s continuing leadership in We support international action and engagement
tackling the international challenge of climate with major emitters as long as this is additional to
change, progress on taking forward the and complementary with the Kyoto Protocol
Gleneagles Plan of Action agreed by theG8 under process, which these initiatives are.
the UK’s Presidency and the Stern Review on the
economics of climate change;

Progress towards the inclusion of the aviation We agree that bringing aviation into the climate
sector within the EU emissions trading scheme change policy arena is both critically important and
(ETS). a challenge. The impact of the inclusion of aviation

in the emissions trading system will depend on what
allowances are allocated to airlines. If airlines are
allocated business-as-usual allowances, it will have
little eVect. It is the toughness of the cap that
determines the environmental outcome, not its
inclusion in the ETS per se.

The measures detailed here and the wider account of environmental policy provided in the report reflect
quite cautious policy-making to date. The next 18 months allow for greater ambition in environmental
policy-making through:

— The Budget 2006 and 2007.

— The Comprehensive Spending Review and related processes.

— The environmental and infrastructure aspects of the more aggressive post-Barker sustainable
communities plan.
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— The Climate Change Programme Review, Energy Review, and Stern Review of climate change
economics.

— The forthcoming waste strategy.

— The beginning of the implementation of the Water Framework Directive.

— Implementation of the government’s Sustainable Development Strategy.

3. The Treasury’s Environmental Fiscal Strategy

The Committee asks “how the Treasury’s environmental fiscal strategy could be improved (including the
adequacy and eVectiveness with which all new budgetary measures are appraised and existing economic
instruments are monitored);”

The government has introduced several important and successful environmental economic instruments.
However, we believe this is still an unnecessarily tentative approach. More ambition can be justified and
would be consistent with other government economic objectives, such as improving productivity.
Opportunities include:

— A tougher cap in the second phase of the national allocation plan for the EU ETS, with a better
implementation of the polluter-pays principle in the approach to allocation, with auctioning of
allocations where appropriate.

— Revalorising the climate change levy and making it carbon-based—there is an opportunity to
consider this in the Energy Review.

— A steeper fuel eYciency gradient for vehicle exercise duty including the introduction of “feebates”
if the aim is to sharpen behaviour change incentives whilst maintaining revenue neutrality.

— Some form of long-term signal on fuel duty or the cost of motoring, similar in concept to the now-
abandoned fuel duty escalator.

— Economic instruments that support sustainable consumption and production, notably by
incentivising greater activity in the upper strata of the waste hierarchy. At present the economic
signals create incentives to divert from landfill to mass burn incineration, but there are few
economic signals that incentivise diversion from incineration to recycling, reuse or to reduced
waste volumes through more sustainable production and consumption.

— Policy packages to address diVuse pollution, which could include taxes or levies on agricultural
inputs, with revenues directed to funding reduced pollution in ecologically sensitive areas.

— Charges for water abstraction (beyond cost recovery) and compulsory metering in water-
stressed areas.

— Economic instruments that favour resource-eYcient buildings (in terms of water, energy and
waste), both encouraging new-build to the highest voluntary standards and incentivising retrofit
of the existing stock. There are several options for achieving this.

— A new review to identify and phase out residual subsidies to environmentally damaging activities.

In terms of policy appraisal, there are several approaches that would be helpful:

— A proper “invest to save” approach to measures designed to improve resource eYciencies (for
example building regulations) that takes full account of life-time social and environmental costs.
Paying a higher up-front cost can often create considerable long-term savings in running costs—
in financial terms and impacts on the environment. This should be consistent with the “Green
Book” policy appraisal methodology, but does not appear to be rigorously applied to policy
appraisal in practice.

— The use of Strategic Environmental Assessment more widely than strictly required by the relevant
EU Directive, for example in assessing major programmes such as the sustainable communities.

— A new eVort to codify the government’s five principles of sustainable development into economic
appraisal methodologies.

Data on the eVectiveness of existing economic instruments (including those in use in both the UK and
overseas) is important in designing future policy. Knowledge of elasticities, revealed prices and preferences,
displacement eVects and unintended consequences represent valuable insights and should be monitored
carefully. The Environment Agency is working as part of a consortium for the European Environment
Agency to develop a methodology to evaluate existing instruments, and to pilot learning from existing
practice. The results of this study should be used to inform future policy.
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4. Better Regulation

The Environment Agency has invested in modernising regulation, and has pioneered risk-based
regulation and eYcient delivery of legislation whether derived from the EU or nationally.

The Chancellor has announced a review of “gold plating” in the implementation of EU legislation, to be
led by Neil Davidson QC. European law is the source of much environmental regulation in the UK. Given
that EU legislation is often the product of compromise rather than optimum design, there is a good case for
examining where to place the appropriate emphasis in designing implementation. Whilst the government
must ensure that it acts legally in complying with EU legislation, there may be some areas where it can
undertake a minimal compliance approach and others where it should take the broadest and deepest
interpretation of the obligations. The objective should not be to seek out the most minimal approach to
compliance in all cases, but to take a more discriminating interpretation based on UK priorities.

In some areas, there may be a case to go beyond the requirements of EU legislation and to exercise
national discretion to take stronger measures. For example, the UK has adopted a climate change objective
of cutting carbon dioxide emissions by 20% by 2010, though the UK’s negotiated share of the European
Union’s Kyoto Protocol target1 is only a 12.5% cut in all greenhouse gases. In tackling “gold-plating”, EU
legislation should be seen as a floor determined through negotiated compromise, not a ceiling. In areas where
the changes caused by regulation are cost-eVective and not trade distorting, there is a good case for the UK
going further than theminimum required. This could apply to energy eYciencymeasures and other resource
eYciencies. In the case of the Energy Performance of Buildings directive (2002/91/EC), the UK appears to
be under-investing in implementation (perhaps “tin-plating” the directive: the opposite of “gold plating”)
and some of the environmental and economic benefits of improved energy eYciency will be lost as a result.

There is also a good case for rehabilitating the tarnished reputation of regulatory approaches. In the right
circumstances, regulation can reduce transaction costs, avoid free-riders, overcome market failures like
information asymmetries, and provide clear signals about the future public policy framework to investors
and R&D functions.

5. Sustainable Communities

The PBR announcements also addressed the proposed increase in housing investment. The Chancellor
announced reviews of the infrastructure needs associated with the increased house-building objective; a
review of the planning system to be led by Kate Barker; and a consultation on a proposal for a Planning
Gain Supplement. All will be important in ensuring the programme complies with sustainable development
principles.

New development brings cumulative environmental pressures, for example from the individual and
combined impacts of flood risk, water quality, water resources, and waste. We know that the trends and
patterns of consumption are already significant for the environment. For example, the domestic sector uses
57% of the water put into supply by the water companies. Water demand per person has increased by 11%
between 1992 and 2003. This combined demand from new and existing homes needs to be set against the
backdrop that parts of the south east are already abstracting 10% too much water in dry years, and that
climate change scenarios are pointing to longer dryer summers.

The impact of the growth will depend on a range of factors. Depending on where they are located and
the standards to which they are built, planned new housing has implications for water resources, water
quality, and flood risk, aswell as wastemanagement and air quality. As our understanding of climate change
develops, it is important that homes are not built in places that will be at risk in future or create excessive
long-term liabilities for flood defence or other infrastructure. Of particular concern is the location of housing
in areas of flood risk and where water quality and water resources are already stressed. Therefore the
Regional Spatial Strategies are the opportunity to balance the investment needs with those of the
environment.

We also look to the Treasury to support better demand management of natural resources. The demand
for water created by new and existing homes could partly be met through improved standards of water
eYciency. This would reduce the need for costly infrastructure. If high water eYciency standards are applied
to all the one million new homes planned for the South East of England this could save 60 million litres a
day—enough to supply water for 500,000 people.

Finally, accelerated development in the South East of England will stretch the capability of some
environmental infrastructure to cope. For example, we have estimated that up to 80 sewage treatment works
will need to be upgraded in the South East to service the demand from new and existing housing being
discussed on the draft SE Plan. Depending on the levels of municipal waste produced, up to 50 waste
treatment facilities may also be required to handle waste by 2030.

1 The Kyoto Protocol gives the European Union a “bubble”—a reduction of 8% in greenhouse gases. The EU determined the
targets for each member state within this bubble.
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These basic services must be properly integrated into any plans for new housing, so investments are
anticipated, co-ordinated and made in advance. This makes the infrastructure review critical to ensure that
the necessary environmental investment requirements are identified. However, new investment in
infrastructure should not replace greater eYciencywhich, as noted in the case of water use above, can greatly
reduce the pressure on the environment.

6. Economics of Climate Change

The Committee has asked for views on the following: “in the context of the Stern review, the adequacy
of conventional economic analysis (including the role of monetarisation, and the use of discounting) as a
means of evaluating the long-term environmental impacts of climate change.”

The Environment Agency has responded to the Stern review and can provide this submission if the
Committee would find it useful.

In summary, we are sceptical about overly rigid andmechanistic economic approaches to a climate change
or the environment more generally. For example:

— Discounting is used to capture time preferences, but a single discount rate does not adequately
capture the subtlety of human preferences. Even at a purely technical level, there is good evidence
from behavioural economics that time preferences change depending on the time horizon
considered (generally lowering further into the future) and so require the use of “hyperbolic
discounting” techniques. These variations in assumed time preferences over the periods relevant
to climate change can make a significant diVerence to any appraisal, but are not always applied in
climate change economics.

— There are important questions about the validity of applying discounting over long periods such
as those applicable to aspects of climate policy. When applying discounting beyond the personal
horizon of the person or society making the appraisal, there is the clear danger that today’s
generation will not give adequate weight to the preferences of the future generations—perhaps for
resources that may be irretrievably lost or irreversible environmental changes.

— “Monetarisation” allows for environmental services and resources to be included in appraisal
techniques such as cost-benefit analysis. As such, it can be a useful analytical and investigative tool.
However, great care is needed in use of such methods to make decisions. Valuation methodologies
may end up comparing the incomparable when environmental services cannot be substituted for
traded market goods or services.

— The use of monetary valuations in environmental decision-making also risks accentuating
environmental inequalities, as poorer people often have lower revealed or stated preferences for
environmental amenity. In some applications of economic appraisal, lower “value of statistical
life” estimates have been used for assessing climate change impacts on developing countries.
Whilst there is an “eYcient” economic rationale for this, it underlines the importance of
maintaining distributional objectives in policy-making.

— Much of the modelling in climate change economics has ignored uncertainties (or caveats them in
the fine print) or makes mechanistic assumptions about the response of the climate to the rise in
greenhouse gas concentrations. The problem facing society is of making policy decisions under
conditions of very considerable uncertainty, where there are rising probabilities of extreme events
or non-linear and fundamental system changes. The principles of sustainable development
recognise “environmental limits”, which are thresholds beyond which the consequences are
unacceptable, and the science-based and precautionary approach. The Environment Agency
believes that the principles of sustainable development should provide a context in which economic
techniques can be applied more narrowly, for example in defining the most cost-eVective mix of
mitigation approaches or the optimum adaptation investment.

It would, however, be wrong to regard economics as of little value in climate change policy. There is a rich
literature on environmental economics exploring the usefulness and limits of these techniques, and many
economists are well aware of the problems of crude approaches to discounting and monetarisation. We
expect that the Stern review will provide a valuable synthesis of the state of knowledge in this area and
contribute usefully to the development of climate change policy in the UK and internationally.

January 2006
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Witness: Mr Clive Bates, Head of Environmental Policy, Environment Agency, gave evidence.

Q88 Chairman: Welcome to the Committee. Thank backed oV with the fuel duty escalator? Do you
think that kind of public reaction has been a moreyou for coming along. A general question to start

with: we had the publication last week of Avoiding general factor in warning them oV?
Dangerous Climate Change with a very strong Mr Bates: I cannot imagine a politician who would
message in there about the urgency of the whole not be influenced by that, to be honest. It would be
issue and the need for very decisive action to tackle quite wrong to be indiVerent to that sort of public
emissions. As a general point, do you think the reaction and the imminence of crisis that actually
Government is responding adequately to warnings caused. Whether you should go from that to a
of that sort? diVerent approach to fuel duty or a diVerent

approach to energy security follows less directlyMr Bates: No. We have quite ambitious targets for
reducing greenhouse gases. We have a target of from being concerned about what happened. It

slightly oV the brief of the Environment Agency,reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 20% by 2010,
and by making serious inroads into a much more but there were a number of issues around those

protests and blockades: why were those blockadesambitious target for 2050, but we look as though
we are in danger of missing those. It is not successful; why was essentially a form of energy

security risk allowed to persist as long as it did asnecessarily the end of the world to miss a target as
long as you are trying as hard as you reasonably well as the cause and grievances that the protestors

actually had?can to meet it. At the moment we are not putting
in the eVorts necessary to try to meet the target for
2010. The Climate Change Programme Review,

Q91 Chairman: Do you think they have got awhich is imminent but much delayed, may get us
coherent strategy at the Treasury in terms of howback part way on to course but at the moment the
to use environmental taxes and incentives or arefeeling seems to be that we are going to miss that
they just following an ad hoc kind of approach?and we are not really going to grip the climate
Mr Bates: The material that is written onchange issue to the extent that we probably should.
environmental tax and fiscal instruments is very
well thought through. The 2001 report on

Q89 Chairman: Looking specifically at taxation environmental tax is a very good standard text on
issues, you said in your memo that the Treasury has good practice in environmental fiscal instruments
been “unnecessarily tentative” and “could be more and decision making, squaring oV the other
ambitious”. What has gone wrong? Why do you objectives they have as well. The question is
think they are being so feeble? whether that agenda is pursued with the same

vigour as, say, the productivity agenda is pursuedMr Bates: We have some sympathy with the
Treasury. These are diYcult issues and there are by the Treasury, which is pursued very vigorously,

or macroeconomic stability which is pursued verycompetitiveness concerns and so on. There is a wide
variety of constraints they have to take into vigorously. Our sense, and the reason we put this

in the evidence, is it is not pursued quite asaccount. However, they did have a very strong
statement of intent around environmental taxation aggressively as that although there are good

reasons. For similar reasons to the conventionaland, fiscal instruments in both 1997 and 2001 and
there is a very compelling economic case for using productivity agenda there are good reasons to

pursue that more aggressively than they have done.these instruments to drive what is sometimes
known as resource eYciency or resource A little less caution and a little more reflection on

the fact that almost every time a regulation or fiscalproductivity that stands up impeccably both on
environment, economic and social grounds, it is an instrument has been introduced in the past, prior

to it being introduced there have been prophets ofexcellent sustainable development approach. Fiscal
instruments could be used more aggressively to doom, imminent collapse of industries, everywhere

will close and go oVshore, and more often than notdrive that along in the areas of energy, waste and
water as well, but more generally an approach that that has not happened after the event, we have

actually ridden these instruments quite well,says there are investments that can be made now
that will either lock in or avoid large environmental assimilated them, and we have got the

environmental outcomes we were searching for.impacts, perhaps over the next 100 years or so. We
need to think very carefully about getting the There are great case studies around the eVorts to

reduce ozone depleting gases, for instance. Thereoptimum pattern of investments now and that often
means changing the incentive framework that was a huge amount of concern prior to the

Montreal Protocol and European Union measurespeople making investments are facing so that they
take the long-term into account and we get being introduced that it would flatten the industry

but, in fact, in the end it caused a bit of aproperly internalised external costs looking over
the long-term. I think they have fallen rather short renaissance in parts of the chemical industry with

new products.of doing that as aggressively as they could and as
aggressively as the economics justifies.

Q92 Mr Stuart: In your memo to us you say that
the impact of the Treasury on the environmentQ90 Chairman: You mention the competitiveness

angle but do you perhaps think they were deterred should not just be assessed on explicit
environmental policies but on the whole range ofby the public reaction at the time of the fuel protest

in 2000 and that was the reason why they have its activities. How well do you think the current
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format of the Pre-Budget Reports presents Mr Bates: Crikey!
such an assessment of the Treasury’s overall
environmental impacts? Q95 Mark Pritchard: I suspect from your earlier
Mr Bates: The thing at the front of my mind in that answer you are slightly frustrated that we are
memo, at least when it was being written, not having another review on top of other reviews.
necessarily when it was being read, was the idea Mr Bates: Actually, no. I think there has been a lot
that the Pre-Budget Report itself is not necessarily of concern about Nick Stern’s review and will it just
the way that the Treasury should be judged. There be one of these American-style global cost benefit
are other things that determine environmental analyses. He released his initial thinking on
outcomes, like the Budget, the Spending Review, 31 January in his speech in Oxford and it is
the Public Service Agreements and policy excellent, an absolutely first rate assessment of the
conditionalities that go with public spending, like problems in climate change economics taking a
the Green Book on investment appraisal and so on. very wide perspective, a thorough understanding
The totality of those approaches in pure of the intergenerational, intertemporal
environmental terms is what they should be judged issues, uncertainty, irreversibility, precautionary
on. As I said to the Chairman, I think they have approaches, the global collective action challenge
been less aggressive in that area than they could and so on. He has deployed all the broadest
have been. To pick up the point there, the Treasury concepts of economics in thinking about the issue.
has a lot of influence over a lot of major policy His speech sets out a new framework for thinking
areas that have environmental consequences but about this and they are consulting on that again.
are not in themselves environmental policies, All of us in the Agency have been very pleased by
notably transport and housing. If you take the the approach that he has taken, we have had good
agenda for expanding house building primarily in contact with the team, they are extremely open-
the South East, the prime driver of that is, quite minded and, as far as we can see, they are doing
rightly, or it is an important policy objective, the best job they can with the resources and time
aVordability of adequate housing supply to support available. There is really nothing but optimism
the economy in the South East. The question is about the Stern review from our side.
whether enough attention has gone into that to
ensure that the environmental consequences, the Q96 Mark Pritchard: Do you see a contradiction
consequential environmental expenditures, flood between this short-termism of conventional
risk, water infrastructure and so on, are adequate economic analysis as against the medium to long-
to make what we would generally call sustainable term issues of climate change?
communities out of the housing that is going to be Mr Bates: Yes, but with the proviso that I do not
built. Whether we have got the development of the think Nick Stern’s review is falling into that trap.
Thames Gateway right, again it is being driven for You are very right, tools that are useful in
aVordability and increasing capacity of London conventional financial appraisal of projects, such as
reasons but there are some pretty serious discounting, cost benefit analysis, discounted cash
environmental consequences around building in flow analysis and so on, do not work so well over
areas that are at risk of flooding or will have these longer time periods when there is uncertainty about
extra costs. Unless it is not necessarily done the outcomes and there are non-monetised impacts,
explicitly, it would be a good discipline to submit externalities and so on and where you cannot trade
that kind of policy thinking to strategic one type of good human capital with others,
environmental assessment type disciplines. Even if natural capital for instance, those techniques break
it is not a pure strategic environmental assessment down. There is a very rich literature on this in
it would be good to have that kind of discipline in environmental economics. It is something that is
the same way that there is a Regulatory Impact useful as long as it is not seen as paramount and
Assessment that goes with that sort of policy. determining the outcomes. It can often shed useful

insights on problems but should not be used to
determine in the final analysis what is done. TheQ93 Mr Stuart: As we are dealing with the Pre-
sustainable development strategy framework isBudget Report and as it is an important part of the probably a better basis for doing that.way the Treasury puts its policy out, do you think

that the way the environmental issues are
Q97 Mark Pritchard: I was recently in Denmarkcompartmentalised in Chapter 7 is the right way for
with the rest of the Committee and we met the headthe Pre-Budget Report to deal with that?
of the European Environment Agency while weMr Bates: It is definitely useful to see a summary
were there, coincidentally. I understand you areof environmental measures in Chapter 7 and I
working with them to look at progressive andwould not want to lose that. It would be good to
regressive taxes and, indeed, incentives for feedingsee more discussion of environmental consequences
into the Treasury team here. How are youbrought out in the other chapters. I would not want
progressing with that?to lose that chapter in the Pre-Budget Report.
Mr Bates: What they do, and do supremely well,
is save us and everybody in Europe a great deal of

Q94 Mark Pritchard: Obviously you are aware of eVort in understanding what is going on in all other
Sir Nick Stern’s review, I just wonder whether you European countries. In a way that role is one that

it was set up to do, so we can take advantage offeel that the remit of the review is too narrow?
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understanding all the various fiscal instruments Mr Bates: First of all, I think gold-plating is a value
that are in use around the EC. We do not really laden term. Almost by its very definition it says that
have to try hard to embed their work because it is gold-plating per se is unnecessary. There are cases
inherently useful. It stands on its own merits and where it might be advantageous to go beyond the
it is very convincing and useful. It tends not to minimum agreed in European Union legislation
make big judgments and policy prescriptions, it is where the Single Market allows for that. That is
a sort of information sharing, co-ordinating action. because European Union legislation is formed
It allows us to benefit from understanding what is through negotiation and compromise and it may
done in other countries which is always very useful not always set itself at the level that is optimum for
and quite diYcult to do from a position here in the the United Kingdom, so where we have flexibility
United Kingdom. we should be able to exercise it in the direction of

increased power and potency in regulation if we
think that is appropriate. That is a generalQ98 Mark Pritchard: I am interested that your
observation that is about the way European Unionemphasis was on fiscal rather than taxation.
legislation is made compared to what we have asMr Bates: I do not think I was making a big point
interests. In those directives that deal with resourcethere. I would rather stick to economic instruments

in the broadest sense, including trading, permitting, productivity and resource eYciency, so things like
taxes, rebates, whatever. the Energy Performance in Buildings Directive, we

know that we can get cost-eVective environmental,
economic and social benefits out of greaterQ99 Mark Pritchard: In the UK Sustainable
eYciency in buildings. We know that buildingsDevelopment Strategy, which as you know is quite
account for about 40% of energy use in the Unitedwell advanced, how do you think Britain is placed
Kingdom and we know, therefore, they are an areawithin the European Union vis-à-vis sustainable
where we should be prepared to be quite aggressiveprocurement in the context of the target of 2009?
with policy because we know that most of theMr Bates: I do not think I can answer that
investments that would reduce energy consumptionquestion. I do not know how well other countries
are cost-eVective but face all kinds of otherare doing on sustainable procurement. I do know
barriers. A piece of legislation like the Energythat we have a Sustainable Procurement Task
Performance in Buildings Directive could be oneForce and this is a subject that is in perpetual
area where we could go beyond the minimumdiscussion. There is no shortage of attention to
required of us and get better value for money forlooking at how we can make the procurement
the occupants of those buildings and for the stateapproach more sustainable. On the other hand,

there is a danger sometimes that you can end up and the environment as a whole. Other areas might
loading costs into procurement, that you can end be the Environmental Liability Directive which is
up using it as a sort of policy instrument that in a forthcoming, or currently in the process of being
way does not necessarily provide good value for the implemented. It is quite restrictive in the areas to
taxpayer. which it applies. I believe it applies to those areas

covered by the Habitats Directive which is quite a
narrow subset of all vulnerable and importantQ100 Mark Pritchard: My final point would be the
environments in the UK. If we felt it was right inOYce of Government Commerce has 22 criteria for
England and Wales to extend the coverage of thatbest value for money, do you think there should be
Directive to cover SSSIs, National Parks orgreater weighting for environmental value for
whatever, then there might be a good reason for usmoney within Government?
to do that, but it would not be gold-plating, itMr Bates: Greater or not I do not know, but there
would be doing the right and rational thing takingshould be high weighting for it. The reason is that
European Union legislation as a minimum. Iwe value the environment even though we do not
hesitate to get too far into this but the OFRnecessarily pay for it. In a proper robust approach

to value for money you have to take into account (Operating and Financial Review) approach, which
things you value but you do not necessarily pay for. potentially puts additional burdens on business for
If we are trying to get value for money out of the reporting environmental and social impacts, again
system we should certainly include environmental there might be a reason for doing that even though
value, monetised or not, in the calculations that are we do not have to do as much as the OFR
used to assess value for money from procurement. approach was proposing compared to the EU

Directive that sets a minimum standard because we
want to have consistent standards across the boardQ101 Mr Caton: Could we move on to regulation.
because we think from the Environment Agency’sIn last year’s Budget and, indeed, in the Pre-Budget
point of view if we get better self-control byReport we are discussing now, the Government
companies, better management within companies,focuses on what it describes as “gold-plating” of
it is easier for us to take a lighter touch risk-basedEU regulation and wants to avoid or remove that.
approach to regulation. Better governance amongstIn your written evidence to us you seem to be
companies—even though that may impose a costsaying that sometimes gold-plating is not only
on them—can have a consequential reduction inappropriate but very valuable. Can you tell us
cost and burden, avoid free riders and avoidwhere the areas are that you see a strong case for

going further than EU legislation? essentially penalising those companies that would
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do this kind of thing anyway and it would be good “revalorised”, because I remember that as a kid as
a kind of paraYn heater. The Treasury says therepractice. That is a possible area, but that has been

dismissed on gold-plating grounds. is no need to increase the tax because it is exceeding
the targets for reducing the emissions as a result of
the tax. What is your view on that?Q102 Mr Caton: Are you worried that hidden
Mr Bates: I think if you introduce a tax like that,behind this gold-plating description, there are
then all revalorising means is allowing it to keep uppressures within government to water down
with inflation. At the moment the tax is decliningenvironmental legislation?
in real terms because of being kept flat inMr Bates: I do not think we have got any evidence
nominal terms.that is the reason. I think the concern is that there

are large regulatory burdens which often have their
origin in European Union legislation and some of Q105 Dr Turner: Indexing its value?
these do not deliver value for money. It is a Mr Bates: Yes, exactly, probably a better word.
legitimate concern for us. I think the Environment Saying it is doing what it is expected to do or doing
Agency has been at the forefront of modern more than it is expected to do, because the larger
regulation, trying to take a risk-based approach, a picture is that we have a rather large policy failure
light-touch approach, to regulation. We have been on our hands regarding meeting climate change
commended by the Hampton Review and so on for targets for 2010 and beyond. There is also quite
taking that approach. The question is: is the style good literature on the social cost of carbon
of legislation coming out of Brussels, out of the suggesting that there is a case for very much higher
European Union, going with that flow? Is it going levels of pricing of carbon in the economy. If you
with that modernising approach? We can feel take the Treasury orthodoxy in the Green Book,
perhaps that we would be over-regulating some the Statement of Intent and so on, about
cases, or regulation could be too proscriptive if it internalising externalities, the social cost of carbon
was not modernising in that sort of way. study suggests very, very much higher levels would

be justified. There is a reason why we do not do
that: international competitiveness and so on. JustQ103 Mr Caton: From the Environment Agency’s
to say it is meeting an unambitious target I do notpoint of view, how well do voluntary agreements
think is an adequate reason for keeping or allowingwork compared to mandatory regulation? Perhaps
the tax to erode in real terms.you would like to talk about the voluntary

agreement on pesticides?
Mr Bates: Yes. I think the right approach to Q106 Dr Turner: You advocate changing the
voluntary agreements is a steel fist in velvet glove Climate Change Levy into a carbon tax, which is
sort of approach, in which there is essentially a very close to my heart, and of course the Climate
bargain or a contract with those volunteering that Change Levy does not reflect the carbon intensity
makes it a little less voluntary than the title of the energy involved. What do you think the
suggests. The voluntary initiative on pesticides is practical benefits would be of making that change
very much driven by a concern in the industry not and, just as an example, where would you place
to have taxation and regulation as the prime nuclear power in the context of carbon taxation?
response. The voluntary agreement we have been Mr Bates: The argument for putting it on a carbon
pleased with; it has worked well, we have got a 19% basis is that the instrument is designed to address
reduction in pesticides in rivers, and that is quite a carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, it should be
result from a voluntary agreement on something proportional to the carbon dioxide emissions from
that is so diVuse and diYcult to intervene with. I the fuel sources, which for a coal-fired power
think we will be content to see that voluntary station are roughly twice the level of carbon for a
initiative proceed as long as it continues to deliver combined-cycle gas-fired power station and more
results, it expands its coverage, it covers more of still for CHP and so on per units of energy
the polluters, more of the land area, and it does not produced. The Climate Change Levy in eVect
start to make big calls on public finances. As soon orchestrates an implicit cross-subsidy between gas
as it starts to look as though it is costing or we need and coal in the electricity market and the fuels
programme spend to go along with it or we are market, for which there is not really an
getting a free riding problem and those who are environmental justification. In the case of nuclear,
volunteering are doing well but those who are not the nuclear industry rightly, legitimately, claims
participating are free riding on the eVorts of those, that it is a tax that falls unfairly on them. One of
then the case for intervening with some kind of levy the nuclear industry’s advantages is that it does not
or tax on pesticides, and using that to fund a really produce very much carbon for the electricity
programme that has more mandatory or obligatory it produces. In a sense, that advantage is
aspects to it, becomes stronger. I think we want to undervalued in the marketplace compared to gas
keep that prospect in place while the voluntary and coal. The question with nuclear is whether or
agreement is proceeding because I think that is not there are other implicit subsidies to nuclear. It
what will drive it along and make it successful. is all right to say, “Well, we will properly price the

carbon externality”, but what if there are other
externalities associated with nuclear waste orQ104 Dr Turner: You advocate changes to the

Climate Levy. You say it should be revalorised. accident risk and so on that are not properly
priced? You would have to be sure that you arePerhaps you could explain what you mean by
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getting all of the external environmental eVects the future political and regulatory risk around
properly priced before you had that sort of carbon because the Government is in the best place
realignment. I think that might have been one of to do that.
the justifications for doing it in the first place.

Q110 David Howarth: The problem just raised
Q107 Dr Turner: We have already agreed the about what are called NIMTO, Not In My Term
Climate Change Levy is simply an energy tax, but of OYce, targets is quite interesting, but can I just
it does have some benefit in that its revenues fund bring you briefly back to the point about inflation-
bodies like the Carbon Trust and so on, and there is proofing the Climate Change Levy and the separate
a case for keeping it, possibly, in order to promote point of changing to a carbon basis. Are there any
energy eYciency and increase the level of energy quantitative estimates of what would happen in
conservation. Do you think there is, in fact, a need terms of carbon emitted, say, if there was simply a
for both a carbon tax and the Climate Change Levy return to the revalorisation of the rate?
or an energy tax? Mr Bates: There are, I am afraid.
Mr Bates: I suspect you would only want to have
one tax, but you could merge elements of both into

Q111 David Howarth: If you could write to us, thata tax by how you choose to set the rates for
would be helpful.diVerent fuels, diVerent energy conversion

technologies. You could have an energy component Mr Bates: There are research studies that look at
that would be applied to all energy sources, a price elasticities or cross-elasticities that would
component of the tax that was designed to reflect shine some light on that which we can dig out
the carbon and vary the weighting you placed on for you.
those according to your policy imperatives. I do not
think there would be a need to set up a separate

Q112 David Howarth: Your belief is it is worth it?instrument. There is no need to do that and it
Mr Bates: Yes. People, things respond to prices, itwould keep the cost down to keep it to one
should not be a surprise.instrument; you could change the rates to

encourage the behaviours you were looking for and
that tax rightly funds energy eYciency and energy- Q113 Colin Challen: Do you think carbon taxes
reducing investments. would be more saleable to the public if proceeds

were hypothecated to alleviating climate change,
and if that were the case, in your opinion, on whatQ108 Dr Turner: Do you foresee—I am asking you
basis do you think the public understandsto do a bit of crystal ball gazing here, it is probably
suYciently well climate change to accept thisunfair—any major changes to energy policy as a
extra burden?result of the Energy Review?
Mr Bates: There is an economic orthodoxyMr Bates: If they solve the problems that they are

setting out to solve, then there will have to be fairly argument against hypothecation, which is that your
major changes to energy policy. Really from an spending priorities should be determined
environmental point of view, the missing ingredient independently of your tax base, and logically that
is a reliable investment grade price signal for is probably true. However, the idea that you are
carbon that extends out to the investment horizon imposing a tax and striking a bargain with the
of those making large carbon-relevant, carbon- public, people at large, that a “You do your bit, we
intensive investment decisions whether it is building will do our bit and together we will crack the
power stations, oil refineries, chemical plants or problem. We are not just fleecing you and walking
whatever. Getting that carbon price signal with oV with the money, we are attempting to tackle this
suYcient credibility that project finances will use it problem on several levels” makes that a much more
in their project appraisals is quite a challenge. It acceptable proposition and a much more mature
means that the Government essentially has to proposition in some ways. I think it is consistent
create obligations or instruments that extend well with the thinking in the Sustainable Development
beyond the life of one Parliament and, therefore, it Strategy, the excellent chapter there on behaviour
is quite a policy challenge to do that. I think it will change in which the strategy sets out an approach
ultimately involve a need for a lot of political to encouraging, enabling, engaging and
consensus around what that instrument should do exemplifying interventions from the Government
and how it should function. They will have to crack with a view to trying to catalyse changes in
that nut if they are to get a long-term trajectory behaviour of people around their energy and
into low-carbon technologies. resource use. Having something that engages

people in the problem and encourages them to
change by sending a price signal but maybeQ109 Dr Turner: You think if the market is given
investing in energy eYciency programmes to enablesuYciently strong and clear signals extending
them to change, that sort of rounded package feelssuYciently into the future this will go a long way
like a much better way of dealing with people astowards dealing with the problem?
they really are, human beings as they really are,Mr Bates: Yes, that is exactly right. It has to be
rather than as pure economic actors respondingsuYciently strong that you can bet real banker’s

money on it and essentially the Government carries purely to prices.
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Q114 Mr Stuart: Can I take you back to the Environment Agency’s position on CCS, especially
question of subsidies. You suggest that there the Storage aspect, as a means of heading oV

should be a review to identify and phase out climate change?
residual subsidies to environmentally damaging Mr Bates: The Agency’s position on this is that it
activities. What are the key areas where there are is a potentially important technology when you
these kinds of subsidies? consider the amount of fossil fuel burn that there
Mr Bates: There are a number. Probably the most is likely to be over the coming century. We cannot
obvious would be the CAP. Defra and the Treasury aVord to leave any potential mitigation technology
have put forward an excellent vision of where they on the shelf. On the other hand, it is yet to be really
would like farming and agricultural support to go. proven in technical engineering terms and in
In that vision they foresee subsidies to the rural economic terms. It poses potential safety risks,
economy moving from subsidising farming or, as regulatory challenges and so on. We are broadly
they do now, land, to subsidising environmental supportive of the approach the Government is
and social public goods. That would be a key area. taking which is to investigate, to spend money on
There is a decision to make on that fairly soon. The understanding the technology. There is an excellent
EU budget settlement in December opened up the report that has just been done by the
prospect of a much higher level of modulation Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change which
which is essentially carving out part of the Pillar 1 reviews the science and the literature around
budget and being able to spend it on Pillar 2 Carbon Capture and Storage. I would say the tone
activities, things like the environmental public in that is cautiously optimistic and cautiouslygoods. There is a choice for the UK as to how far optimistic is where the Environment Agency is.we go into that. We would like to see that approach

There are big decisions in the area of Carbonused quite aggressively to make sure that we retain
Capture and Storage because it aVects the designthe agri-environmental schemes and the
of coal-fired power stations. With new coal-firedenvironmental expenditures that are funded
power stations we can make the decision as tothrough Pillar 2 of the CAP which has been
whether those are Carbon Capture and Storagereduced in the budget settlement. That is one area.
ready, for instance, by insisting on integratedOther areas in the energy sector are there is a
gasification combined cycle to take the carbon outsubsidy system for renewables which we broadly
at the gasification stage rather than from the fluesupport but we have to be careful that we are
gases that is technically and economically fardistinguishing between diVerent environmental
superior. If we wanted to have a forward lookingimpacts of diVerent renewables. It becomes more
approach to the new build for coal-fired powerpressing particularly when you get on to biofuels
stations and wanted to anticipate and intercept aand some of the crop-based fuels or waste-based
later development of Carbon Capture and Storagefuels that you are not inadvertently subsidising
we might be building in requirements for integratedsomething that has other environmental
gasification type coal-fired power stations now. Theexternalities or you are valuing those appropriately
Environment Agency is conducting internalor rewarding them properly. Again, in the energy

sector you might want to look at the interface research to inform the decision about what stance
between the public and private sectors in terms of it would take on licensing new coal-fired power
the disposition of risk borne by the nuclear stations and that research should complete in May.
industry. Is that risk priced properly? What is that Chairman: Thank you. I want to try and deal with
subsidy? Is that too much or is it right for the water, waste and transport and if we could do it in
public sector to bear those risks and liabilities? In about 10 minutes that would be quite helpful to the
water there is an implicit cross-subsidy between next witness.
those who have water meters and those who are
unmetered but make profligate use of water. What
about those sorts of subsidies? There is something Q116 Mr Vaizey: How serious is the water shortage
we could do there. I could go on about this. There in the South East? Does the Government
are things like are we properly pricing the use of understand it? Can it introduce any taxes to try
free assets like landing slots at airports and road and help?
space and so on which, again, is a form of subsidy Mr Bates: The water shortage in the South East is
when you get to use a publicly provided or scarce serious. It is very, very challenging. We have got
resource for free, is that right and do you end up several eVects superimposed on each other: climate
over-using that resource or under-paying for it? It change, change in patterns of precipitation, growth
is quite a subtle debate. Interestingly, I think a lot in housing, and I guess just generally higher
of this will get washed out in the Comprehensive consumption of water. It is challenging. The
Spending Review, so it may be that a review of infrastructure is long lasting and it is geared up to
those sorts of subsidies will be subsumed into the diVerent circumstances from those we now findComprehensive Spending Review, which would

ourselves in. Because the infrastructure itself isbe good.
large scale it is diYcult to make overnight changes
to it, building reservoirs is a long business. In terms
of would taxes help, there is probably a prior stageQ115 Mr Stuart: The Pre-Budget Report says that
to that which is getting to a much greater coveragethe Government will carry out more research on

Carbon Capture and Storage. What is the of metering.
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Q117 Mr Vaizey: I thought you might say that. to favour ahead of that a much more robust
approach to water eYciency and dealing with leaks,Mr Bates: You cannot really impose taxes until you

can measure the quantities that are consumed. getting the best out of the assets that we already
have. We have not taken a view in favour of thatOnce you have metering you are in a position to be

more imaginative about tariVs. One of the concerns but I guess in the end if it was the cost-eVective way
to secure water supplies compared to all otherabout water metering is you have a low income

family with three kids or something with very approaches, including expanding capacity and so
on, then we would look at it. We are a way oV thediVerent legitimate waters than a single couple who

just want to water the garden. You could design a eYciency frontier in the use of water resources at
the moment and it is perhaps not something wetariV that gave lower cost for the first few cubic

metres per head and then was staged upwards. I would want to move to straight away.
think water metering and possibly use of
obligations. We have seen quite successful

Q122 Joan Walley: The Environment Agency isinitiatives in the electricity industry in which the
advocating a pretty aggressive approach towardsEnergy EYciency Commitment is an obligation
water shortage but what about water pollution? Iplaced on suppliers to reduce energy consumed in
think that the Environment Agency previously tothe premises that they serve. That kind of concept
this Committee has said you would really like tocould be rolled over to the water industry to create
deal with diVuse water pollution and so on and soa stronger obligation around water eYciency and
forth. What changes have you seen? Is it fair to saygive them an obligation to start saving water but
that nothing has happened?make them a bit more aggressive about water
Mr Bates: No. Some of the water companies havesaving than they have been so far.
been quite imaginative in the area of diVuse
pollution. In a sense, they have obligations toQ118 Mr Vaizey: Is that not Ofwat’s job at the
provide high quality drinking water and cleanmoment?
beaches and so on. They have to makeMr Bates: Yes, but it is for us to have an opinion
environmental expenditures to ensure that water ison it.
of suitable quality and if it is full of nutrients,
pesticides and so on they have to spend more at

Q119 Mr Vaizey: Is Ofwat not doing its job? Go the water purification plants, so they are starting to
on! think about whether they can address the sources
Mr Bates: I am not going to go there. Actually, to further upstream. There are also directives around
be fair, I do not know how much Ofwat have things like nitrates, phosphates, eutrophification
looked into this, I do not know enough about their and so on, so there is a regulatory framework that
processes behind this. From our point of view we is already in place and has already delivered quite
can see a strong case for being more aggressive with a lot. However, if there has been a shift in the
obligations, with metering, just getting a grip on challenge for water it is a shift from point sourcethis, but at the same time squaring oV the social pollution to diVuse pollution from many sourcesobjectives. We do not want people being unable to who do not have the technical capacity or thetake baths but if they want to water a big garden internal capacity because they are a farm, say, tothen maybe they should pay a bit more.

deal with a heavy duty regulatory regime. We are
going to be taking that on under the auspices of the

Q120 Mr Vaizey: We have got the Energy Saving Water Framework Directive which is an attempt to
Strategy, should that now cover water as well? Is reach high ecological standards for river basins and
there not enough emphasis on people saving water? that does involve intervening in particular farms
Mr Bates: I do not think I would want to make a and dealing with many diVuse pollution sources.
specific recommendation about that without The work around that is now building up to full
thinking a bit more about it, to be honest. It does tilt and we will start to see the measures unfolding
make sense by analogy to have some sort of from 2007–15.
approach to water eYciency. It may be that doing it
through water suppliers, the water companies, and
placing obligations on them is suYcient and we do Q123 Joan Walley: There are two aspects to this,
not need to establish a new body to do it. I would are there not: (1) the taxes and the sorts of
have to think about that a bit more, I am afraid. instruments that can be used, and (2) the voluntary

agreement that we had with pesticides, which is
now coming to the end of its original life, and whatQ121 Colin Challen: When Yorkshire Water had to
should carry on from that. What is thedeal with the drought which got it rather a lot of
Environment Agency saying, if you are really goingbad publicity several years ago they developed their
to deal aggressively with the diVuse water pollutiongrid. Has any thought been given nationally to a
that there is and which we have seen in thewater grid since many parts of the country always
aftermath of the oil incident that we had? There areseem to have plenty of water whereas others always
issues like that which need to be taken into accountseem to be short?
as well.Mr Bates: It does come up but moving water
Mr Bates: In terms of input taxes—taxes onaround the country in large quantities is very
fertilisers and pesticides—we are, in principle, inexpensive from an engineering and energy point of

view, so the approach we have tended to adopt is favour of those things. At the moment we are not
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pressing for a pesticides tax because the voluntary Mr Bates: Yes. There is quite a good experience
with the plastic bag tax in Ireland, I think.agreement, driven by the prospect of a tax, seems

to be working quite well.
Q128 Mr Vaizey: Have you got any statistics?
Mr Bates: Yes, but not to hand. At the momentQ124 Joan Walley: Quite well or as well as it
the landfill tax encourages movement of waste upcould be?
the hierarchy. There is a danger it will move up theMr Bates: All of these things are diYcult to deal
hierarchy and stop at waste incineration, and wewith. Just putting a tax on pesticides would not
would like to see more change going on at the top,necessarily give us a big overnight result either. The
or, if you are following the money, more of thefact is the various participants in the voluntary
money, more of the resources, being dealt with inagreement are working well. They claim that they
the top parts of the waste hierarchy. You couldhave put about £45 million into the system between
have a waste tax with diVerent rates for land-fillingthem, which is quite a lot of money, and there is a
and diVerent rates for incineration, for instance, awillingness to address the problem. It may be that
bit like the structure of a potential carbon tax. Youwe are gathering low-hanging fruit and that the
could have something that is essentially tax wasteinitial improvements that we have seen, which is a
per se but providing a greater tax.19% reduction in pesticide concentrations in the

river network, is a one-oV gain arising from greater
awareness and the programme impetuous but, if Q129 Mr Vaizey: How do we stop people creating
that persists, that could be called a success anyway. the products that become waste?
The question is whether, as we go forward, we need Mr Bates: The interesting thing is that the more
to bring in stronger measures—taxation, regulatory you increase the costs at the bottom of the
interventions. We need to start identifying hierarchy—for instance, moving from landfill to
particular problem farms—farms that are incineration has increased the costs of disposal of
compliant with the law but may just be waste—the more that sends a price signal up into
unfortunately positioned so that the run-oV from the recycling tier that says that what was once not
them is particularly problematic and expensive— cost-eVective to recycle now may be. If you think
and deal with them. about how price signals are reflected up that waste

hierarchy, even those measures can be quite
eVective, but there might be other things that youQ125 Joan Walley: Exactly what are you saying
could do, for instance. There are some types ofshould be included in the policy packages that you
energy recovery from waste that qualify forsay should be included to address the diVuse
renewables obligations—not all but some. Maybepollution that there is?
it is possible to start to reflect embodied energy inMr Bates: For things like fertilisers there is a good
products that are recycled and for them to get somecase to put a small levy on the inputs and to use
sort of credit for that. Rather than the energy beingthat to fund a programme that would help farmers
taken out, sent through the power grid and thenconvert to using lower input styles of farming, in
put back into melting glass, and so on, if you gotessence. You could build programme around that,
the glass already melted you could get a credit forwhich would raise awareness and provide technical
that. Conceptually that is something that could beinformation about how to go about it, but the
done. I do not think we have developed a packagefunds for doing all that on a “polluter pays”
of instruments that would do that sort of thing, butprinciple should come from a tax on the inputs. It
those are the areas to look at. The aggregates levy,is the logical approach to that.
for instance, has had quite a positive eVect in
changing behaviour up the waste hierarchy and

Q126 Joan Walley: Would you say the same should causes more builders to recycle building rubble
apply to oil, solvents and other chemicals? rather than to dump it because it is more expensive.
Mr Bates: There is a good argument for that as There are some good things going on, but, again,
well. There is a regulatory approach to be had there it is one of those things where you could do more
as well. I think you want a judicious mix of if you really wanted to press the case.
instruments that reflects the reality of the
organisations and the individuals that you are Q130 Chairman: Just to finish up on transport
trying to intervene in, recognising that a small tax briefly, now we have got a renewable transport fuel
will probably raise some money and have an obligation do you have concerns about the
income eVect but it probably will not eVect a huge increased use of biofuels and, if so, what should be
behavioural change unless it is backed up by a done about it?
package of measures that is designed to increase the Mr Bates: Not all biofuels are alike. They diVer
response to the price signal. Those measures need greatly in the value they oVer from a carbon
to be tailored to the types of organisation and the reduction point of view. The public policy purpose
diVuse sources that you are trying to tackle. for having the renewable transport fuels obligation

is part of the climate change programme, but the
amount of carbon reduction that you get from aQ127 Mr Vaizey: How do the Treasury, for

example, use economic instruments to try and given litre of biofuels can vary quite considerably.
We need to make sure that we are being realisticreduce the creation of waste products and recycle

them? A plastic bag tax? about valuing biofuels in terms of their
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environmental value. Then we need to be clear Q133 Mr Chaytor: The Agency’s focus has been on
the revenue costs of private car use. You do notabout the negative environmental eVects that arise
seem to have said much about the capital cost?from biofuels to do with intensive agriculture, crop
Mr Bates: Sorry; no. There are lots of things toimpacts, deforestation in Brazil, or whatever. We
unpack there. Stop me if I am not getting to yourneed to go into that subject with eyes wide open.
question, but we want to look at the environmentalThe Environment Agency has developed a tool to
impacts of vehicles in the round. For instance, thetry to give an assessment of the various
recyclability of the material, the consumption ofenvironmental dimensions of diVerent sources of
materials, of embodied energy, and so on, we wantbio-energy, called the “BEAT tool”, and that is
the environmental costs of those reflected in thesomething that we would like to see taken forward
prices that were charged. We support the use of aand used in thinking about how to design the
vehicle excise duty as a policy instrument, as a wayeconomic instruments that are supporting the
of aVecting the choices that motorists make, anddevelopment of bio-energy.
we think that you could have steeper gradients in
vehicle excise duty. You could even go to much

Q131 Colin Challen: Would you favour the steeper gradients if you are prepared to move to a
introduction of a certification scheme for biofuels “feebate” system in which you would have gas
in the same way that we have the FSC scheme guzzlers paying those that were purchasing small
for timber? cars and a transfer between diVerent types of
Mr Bates: In terms of principle, you have to know, motorists. There is a lot of potential for those sorts

of policy instruments that we will exploit perhapswith confidence, what these fuels are, what value
in the future.they oVer and what impacts they bring, and that

does lead you inevitably to having some sort of
accreditation or certification scheme. Otherwise, if Q134 Mr Chaytor: But as long as the impact of
you want to adjust the economic instruments to globalisation is bringing down the purchase price
reflect those environmental characteristics, you of motor cars dramatically and the impact of the
have got no currency to go on. That sort of single market is doing that, all of these things are
certification scheme would give you some insight just drops in the ocean, are they not? As long as it
into what should qualify for what kind of support is cheap to buy a car, whether or not the VED goes
under, say, a renewable transport fuels obligation. up a little bit or not is really neither here nor there.
Without that you cannot diVerentiate between Mr Bates: If a vehicle excise duty is high enough,
them. in a sense it could compensate for falls in the

purchase price of vehicles. We can also apply
tougher regulatory standards to vehicles so thatQ132 Mr Chaytor: Do you think it is more diYcult they have strong fuel eYciency standards or other

to deal with the issue of the cost of the use of environmental criteria applied to them, such as
private vehicles since the recent rise in oil prices, recyclability and the type of materials that they use.
or has it concentrated people’s minds more on the Those things would tend to internalise external
urgency of the situation? costs and bid up the price of motoring, but behind
Mr Bates: Whether we get a high cost of fuel your point is an observation that the cost of
through shortages and cartel behaviour or we get motoring is steadily falling despite all these
it through tax, you could say that from an interventions. Overall the cost per mile is falling,
environmental point of view it does not make much and that is a source of concern. At the same time,
diVerence. I think there is an argument that goes a incomes are rising, there is a high propensity to
little beyond that though, which is that when you travel given the economic framework that we have
have a policy instrument like the fuel tax escalator for charging out for road use, which is not to
or, like regular increases in fuel duty, it sends a charge for it for the most part. I think, and the
much longer-term signal about the intent that feeds Agency thinks, that there is a lot of scope for
back up into the cars that manufacturers design pushing much harder and getting something that
about R&D programmes, the cars that people buy puts transport on to a more sustainable footing,

and those types of economic instruments are theand it sends a signal from government about what
tools that are available to do it, including a properthey think about the future evolution of the vehicle
pricing infrastructure.and transport market. There is a danger that if we

just say, “Oil prices are doing the heavy lifting for
us”, we will lose that kind of signal. Therefore, Q135 Chairman: On VED specifically, given that
whilst I think the Chancellor has a point in saying people are prepared to spend £40,000 or more for
that there have been very steep rises in oil prices a car, you have to have quite a hefty increase in
and we do not want to clobber the motorist VED to make any impact at all. Would you
relentlessly, we also need to ensure that there is a envisage VED at £5,000 for cars of that sort,
strong signal about the direction of travel and how perhaps £10,000?
we see transport fitting into a concerted national Mr Bates: I do not think we have a position that
eVort around meeting the climate change targets, would go that far, to be honest. I do not know. I
which at the moment it most certainly is not. I think with instruments like this there is an
think that is the key challenge—a sense of direction argument for saying that you should consider quite

large increases rather than a sort of stealthy, smallabout where we are going.
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salami-slicing increase partly to get the big could use that? You may then say you could have
a diVerent tariV for vehicle excise duty thatintroduction eVect and for it to really send a sharp

signal. I think tackling gas guzzlers with VED reflected the diVerent capability of the car, in the
same way that you reflect the fuel-eYciency of thewould be a sensible approach. Whether £5,000 a

year is overkill or suYcient, I just do not know. car. In other words, maybe you could calculate
fuel-eYciency on the basis of its fossil-fuel
eYciency; exclude maybe renewables componentsQ136 Dr Turner: Assuming biofuels to be produced

in an environmentally acceptable manner, how as tax exempt in some way.
would you envisage treating vehicles running on a
high %age of biofuels both in terms of the fuel tax Q137 Dr Turner: Would you favour that?

Mr Bates: No, I think it is too soon for me toand the vehicle excise duty?
Mr Bates: We have seen that diVerential rates in commit to an instrument design. I will express the

thought processes rather than oVer you afuel tax can be an eVective policy lever, and there
will be every reason to use that lever, as was done conclusion, if you do not mind.
with unleaded fuel, so that would be an option. If
it was about a change in engine design to allow a Q138 Chairman: Thank you very much. We have

a covered a little bit of ground and we are gratefulvehicle to run on a much higher proportion of
biofuels, the question is, would the concession that for you coming in. I think that draws our question

to a close.you got through the lower rate of fuel tax be
suYcient to incentivise people to buy cars that Mr Bates: Thank you.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Environment Agency

Plastic Bag Levy—Ireland

Ireland’s Plastic Bag Environmental Levy is a charge of ƒ0.15 on plastic shopping bags. This was
introduced throughout Ireland on 4 March 2002. The charge applies at the point of sale in shops,
supermarkets, service stations and all sales outlets. Retailers must pass on the full amount of the levy as a
charge to customers at the checkout. The charge is itemised on all invoices, receipts or dockets issued to
customers.

It was estimated that some 1.2 billion plastic shopping bags were provided free of charge to customers in
retail outlets annually, before the introduction of the levy. The charge was introduced to encourage the use
of reusable bags and to change people’s attitudes to litter and pollution in Ireland. According to the Irish
government, use of disposable bags fell by 90% soon after introduction.

Revenue generated from the Plastic Bag Environmental Levy goes into the new Environmental Fund.
Some ƒ30 million was raised in the first two years of its operation. This fund is used to support waste
management, litter and other environmental initiatives.

There are several exemptions from the levy:

— Plastic bags used to store goods

— Smaller plastic bags that are used to store fresh meat, fish and poultry,

— Bags for life costing more than 70 cents

— Bags supplied to intending passengers in airports and ports and passengers on board commercial
aircraft and ships.

Denmark has tried an alternative approach, with retailers being charged per kg of plastic bags. According
to the OECD, the scheme reduced consumption by a third between 1994 and 2000.

Possible concerns are raised by the British Plastics Federation, including:

— Switching to exempt disposable bags—for example, bin bags or paper bags

— Increased theft of baskets from shops

— More shoplifting facilitated by carrying reusable bags

These would need to be taken into account in policy design

Climate Change Levy—impact of revalorisation The CCL was introduced on 1 April 2001, following
announcement in the March 1999 Budget to give businesses a full two years to adjust.
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The rates of the Levy are:

— 0.15p/kWh for gas;

— 1.17p/kg (equivalent to 0.15p/kWh) for coal;

— 0.96p/kg (equivalent to 0.07p/kWh) for liquefied petroleum gas (LPG); and

— 0.43p/kWh for electricity.

The CCL rates have been frozen in nominal terms at 2001 levels and have therefore declined in real terms.
If rates were revalorised (adjusted to keep pace with inflation), the CCL would be 26% higher in 2010–11
using the HM Treasury’s projected GDP deflator over this period.

The expected emissions reduction arising from the climate change levy is 3.5 MtC per year by 2010.2 As
a first level of approximation, an increase in the levy of 26% would increase the emissions savings by 26%—
or 0.9 MtC per year, or about 0.55% of the 165 MtC carbon dioxide emissions in the baseline year of 1990.

This is a crude “first order” calculation and assumes a constant price-elasticity of demand and constant
cross-elasticities for fuels. There has been considerable debate about the importance of the “announcement
eVect” of the CCL—the idea that the gains come from the attention-grabbing fact of introducing a new
instrument rather than its magnitude. However, it is possible that a decision to re-index the CCLwould also
cause an announcement eVect, as this could be recognised as a new signal of long tem policy intent. These
assumptions are likely to mean the estimate above is upper bound.

The Committee expressed interest in the design of the CCL, which does not reflect carbon emissions. If
restated as a carbon price, the equivalent rates would be as follows, showing a substantial diVerence.

CCL rate Carbon price Carbon price
Pence/kWh £/tC ƒ/tCO2

Electricity 0.43 39 16.0
Gas 0.15 30 12.3
Coal 0.15 17 7.0

Source: Carbon Trust

Within the price for carbon for electricity there are still greater variations than equivalents shown in the
table as this rate applies equally to coal, gas and nuclear generated electricity.

The price is also given inƒ/tCO2 because this is the currency used in the emissions trading system. Carbon
prices in the emissions trading system have been around ƒ25/tCO2 so these diVerences in the CCL rates are
significant in comparison to prices in the ETS.

February 2006

2 HM Treasury, Pre-budget Report, 2005—based on modelling by Cambridge Econometrics.

Witness: Professor Paul Ekins, Head of Environment Group, Policy Studies Institute, gave evidence.

Q139 Chairman: Professor Ekins, welcome. I know environmental taxation over the subsequent years.
In 2002 we had a much longer document onyou are more familiar with this Committee than I

am. environmental taxation, which essentially restated
some of the objectives with an awful lot of, in myProfessor Ekins: Thank you, Chairman.
view, rather irrelevant padding, and that document
did much less work over the subsequent years inQ140 Chairman:Other members will know youwell.
terms of significant new initiatives. Now, it seems,Thank you for coming. I am sorry we are running
we have no new statement at all, but we do have aslightly late. You will have heard the previous
PBR with practically nothing environmentallydiscussions. To kick oV, the latest Pre-Budget
significant in the environmental chapter. The realReport, the first one in this Department, what is
environmental impacts are elsewhere, as in the newyour overall assessment of it in terms of the way it is
house-building programme, which is mentioned ataddressing the environmental challenges?
some length in the productivity chapter. I think thatProfessor Ekins: I think it was verymuchmore of the
says quite a lot about how environmental impactssame from the previous Pre-Budget Report, and I
are being perceived.think that was disappointing, in view of the previous

two new Labour governments in 1997 and 2001.
Very quickly they produced a very short document Q141 Chairman:Do you think the Treasury is losing

interest in this? Is it cooling oV, or is there a lot goingcalled the Statement of Intent on environmental
taxation which then proceeded to do quite a bit of on behind the scenes which we are not yet able to

detect?work, and we had very significant initiatives on
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Professor Ekins: I am not an insider. Obviously I Q144 Joan Walley: If we are trying to get that
message across, how much do you think an all-try to keep my ear close to the ground, and I do

not hear anything. That is not to say that it is not party consensus is important for that? How much
do you think transparency is important as well sohappening in some recess that is very far from the

ground that I am listening at but, if it is, it is very that we are not giving out mixed messages?
well hidden. Professor Ekins: As politicians you know better

than I how diYcult it would be to get total
consensus on tax matters, which inevitably have to

Q142 Joan Walley: If you were, in this third term, be a major part of the political battleground on
Special Adviser to the Treasury and dreaming the which politics engages, but I do think that there are
possible, or dreaming the impossible, what would a number of principles that could be enunciated.
you say should be included in terms of the tax The first is quite simply the “polluter pays”
proposals coming from the Treasury? principle. This is the oldest principle of
Professor Ekins: I think we do need a restatement environmental policy; it is also largely ignored. A
of the principle, because the problem with the robust restatement of the “polluter pays” principle
document in 2002 was that it was very long—it was from all parties might lead to a level of consensus
rather like a text-book in terms of setting out all around that which would at least make it more
kinds of optimal arrangements that have very little diYcult to move away from taxing polluting
real purchase on the political process, whereas I activities towards subsidising their cleaning up,
think the Statement of Intent essentially said that which is still very much the way political debate
we need a tax system which focuses more on bad seems to go. The second issue where I think
activities environmentally rather than on good potentially there could be consensus is, again, this
activities in terms of productive activity, labour issue of a tax shift. The long-term desirability of
taxes, capital taxes and we will achieve a shift increasing the proportion of taxation that comes
between those. That was the central message of the from activities that we would like to discourage.
Statement of Intent. It is still, in my mind, both a We know from such taxes that they can be a very
very reasonable and desirable statement and I think stable tax base, even if they do discourage activities
we need to get back to it. If one looks and sees what that cause them, and it is certainly going to be a
has happened since 2000, it is quite clear that we very long time before fossil fuels cease to provide
have achieved a tax shift in the reverse direction to a very substantial tax base. Although there are
that which was set out in 2002, and so we need to issues of fiscal stability, they are by no means as
look again at the big earning taxes, mainly taxes on important as they are sometimes made out to be.
energy, and work out how we can again start to If we were able to get political agreement on those
derive significant revenues from them, which then, two core principles, I think it would be possible to
of course, will allow other taxes to be reduced fashion something of this long-term direction in
elsewhere. terms of pricing signals which your previous

witness was talking a bit about, and engender a
sense among people that, yes, we know whereQ143 Joan Walley: We heard a little bit earlier on things are going and we know that from this taxabout NIMTO (“not in my term of oYce”). Do you shift we are going to have more money in ourthink the Treasury is becoming too politically pockets, but we also know that if we choose toscared? Is it too dangerous an issue to tackle? It has spend that money on environmentally damaging

got to be tackled, so how do you feel the Treasury activities, we are going to be able to buy fewer of
could be winning the public round to gain support them. If we choose to spend it on things that are
for the long-term changes that are needed? not environmentally damaging, then clearly we are
Professor Ekins: I think the big political point, going to be better oV unequivocally.
which I do not think anyone has yet managed to
put across, is the reality of the tax shift as opposed
to the tax increase. If one was able to put across Q145 Joan Walley: If we could get some sign-up
the fact that one is talking about deriving more of from the Treasury as to those two principles, do

you think that, in addition, there would be a neednecessary taxation from activities which we wish to
to have some kind of institutional change? I knowdiscourage and allowing people to have more
that you are familiar with previous reports of thismoney in their pocket because of reductions
Committee when we have recommended in the pastin, for example, employees National Insurance
a Green Tax Commission. Do you think we wouldcontributions, that seems to me to be politically
need a new institution—it could be that or it couldquite a saleable message were it to be put across in
be an energy agency of some kind or another—a credible way. The problem with this whole issue
whereby we could get a buy into this long-termis that Chancellors in the past have found it very
changes that would then help to get across to thediYcult to command credibility with the notion of
public the importance of changing direction anda tax shift, because everyone imagines that what
using tax in this way for the environmental agenda?they mean is a tax increase and they are simply

engaging in some form of spin, which the public Professor Ekins: I think the main importance of a
body like a Green Tax Commission is to do withdoes not really buy. I think there is a serious

problem but, if it were possible to get cross that credibility. It is to enable this debate to take place
at a pretty high level without people being veryessential message, I think it could be politically

extremely attractive. suspicious about the motives of the key players who
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were organising it. I am afraid, if the Treasury were system at the moment which is pretty regressive
and, therefore, there is quite a lot of scope to getto be organising it, we would start from a very

significant disadvantage in that respect. If it were less regressive as you introduce diVerent kinds of
charging systems. Energy is diVerent, because evenpossible, through this wide-ranging debate, to

arrive at the kind of political buy-in that I am in the lowest income decile there is an enormous
variation of energy use. We identify the diVerencetalking about, then it seems to me that it would be

desirable for taxes to be more generally discussable as a factor of six between technically the twentieth
percentile and the eightieth percentile, which Iacross government. I do hear, for example, that

departments like Defra, which clearly have an know you will understand, probably with all your
other colleagues as well. Broadly, it means thatinterest in environmental taxes of all kinds, find

it very diYcult actually to have sensible there is at least a factor of six diVerence even
among the lowest income households, which meansconversations, both among themselves and with

outsiders, about environmental taxes because the that it is practically impossible to compensate for
any kind of carbon tax through the benefit system,Treasury, of course, considers that that is their

preserve and no-one else may touch it. It will be or whatever, which led us to recommend that you
needed a diVerent approach. Part of the reason, athighly desirable for all the departments that have

significant environmental impacts, and that is most least, for this is the very low energy eYciency of the
housing stock, which I know this Committee in thedepartments, to be able to talk about these things

in a joint forum, in a way that recognises that this past has spent quite a lot of time looking at. That
is gradually being improved, but, in my view, it isneeded to be something that was joined up right

across government. Perhaps that would be an too gradual and it needs to be hastened. That could
be done through a mechanism such as we areinstitutional innovation, but probably the incipient

institutions already exist through bodies such as advocating in a report that was published today by
the Green Alliance through council tax advantagesGreen Ministers, or whatever. I think it does

require a new paradigm to be set, but thereafter it if people insulate their homes. We were advocating
a range of doing things. I think the distributionalseems to me that many of the institutions that we

have can serve us pretty well. issue is terribly important, I do not think it is a
show stopper and I think it can be eVectivelyChairman: Maybe the time to tackle the malign,
addressed.excessive part of the Treasury is when the

Chancellor becomes Prime Minister!

Q147 Mark Pritchard: I was aware of that report,
and congratulations on the timing of that report.Q146 David Howarth: Can I ask your view on
Professor Ekins: It is a pure coincidence, a pureanother possible barrier to the tax shift that we are
fluke.talking about, which is the Danish work showing

that environmental taxes tend to be regressive
except for fuel taxes on transport which are Q148 Mark Pritchard: I think the figure mentioned
proportionate but are not regressive, and so you was 5%—I do not know if it is correct—a 5% rebate
would have to make the tax shift disproportionate on council tax for energy-eYcient homes. Would
into the lower end of the income scale to make up you regard that as a progressive tax and would you
for that. Do you agree that that is a characteristic regard as a regressive tax a certain political party’s
of environmental taxation, and therefore do you commitment to put 7% on all new-home build?
agree that the political consensus would have to be Professor Ekins: I think those are two diVerent
around the distributional issues not just about issues. Council tax, as it stands, is slightly
technical issues? regressive, in the sense that the council tax banding
Professor Ekins: The distributional issues are very does not reflect equal proportions of incomes, so
important. I spent a certain amount of time that people in the lower band of council taxes tend
academically looking at those and produced a to pay a higher proportion of their income in tax
number of papers on a project funded by the than people in the higher bands of council tax.
Joseph Rowntree Foundation. We looked in very Therefore, if you have an across the board
great detail at the distributional implications of reduction in council tax, and I think we were
household use of energy, water, waste generation advocating something like a one oV reduction of
and transport. In all of them, except for the £100 for someone who took up a package of energy
household use of energy, it was clearly possible to eYciency measures, that in itself would be
introduce charging schemes—let us call them progressive because, in the case of a low income
charging schemes rather than taxes for the person who took it up, £100 pounds means more
moment—which at worst were not regressive and to them, relatively speaking, than a high income
at best could be highly progressive depending on person. That was one of the reasons why we felt
the political orientation. That certainly convinced able to advocate that, because we were committed
me, for example, that a lot of the debate about not to make regressive recommendations. I think
water metering that took place at the end of the VAT on new-build is a very interesting and diYcult
1990s, to some extent at least founded on this issue issue. The issue that we were particularly concerned
of regressivity, was in fact misplaced and that it about in the report is that, of course, refurbishment
would be perfectly possible to introduce water has a 17.5% VAT rate on it. With another hat on,
metering in such a way that it was not regressive. I sit on the Royal Commission on Environmental

Pollution and we are doing a study into the urbanPartly, that is because we have a water-charging
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environment at the moment, and several of the institute variable waste charging. Not a new
proposition, this was proposed by the Strategy Unitdevelopers have submitted evidence to us to the

eVect that that 17.5% diVerence means that, even back in 2002, and I am extremely surprised that the
Government has not yet moved on it because, hadwhen refurbishment is cheaper but is not 17.5%

cheaper, they knock down perfectly good buildings it done so back in 2002, we would have some
valuable experience from probably only a fewin order to build sometimes inferior buildings in

structural terms purely because of the fiscal system. councils. No-one imagines that councils are going
to stampede into this field, because it is potentiallyThat does not seem to us to make a great deal of

sense. If one was to achieve a rebalancing between politically quite diYcult, like lots of these areas, but
a few would have experimented with it, given theVAT such that new homes did carry something like

8% and then if you built to the new sustainable kind of incentives that there are in this field, and
we would have some experience as to how thiscode for buildings higher standards, perhaps that

could go down to the minimum of 5%, and you could best be organised without encouraging fly-
tipping, et cetera, all the other kinds of issuesreduced to 8% significant refurbishment, VAT

again falling to 5% if it was refurbished to the new around waste management. I feel we still have quite
a long way to go in many of these measures.sustainable code, that seemed to us, when we were

writing this report—the Royal Commission is still
considering what conclusions it wants to come to Q150 Mr Stuart: Are you saying that you think the
on this—to be a more sensible VAT structure for £250 million, or whatever it is, on protection of
buildings. In so far as probably first-time buyers are ambient air and climate, is adequate because there
more likely to buy refurbished than new homes, it is spending elsewhere but that we are not seeing in
might be better if those were at the cheaper end of these figures or not?
the market. Professor Ekins: I am quite certain that our climate

change programme is not currently adequate either
to meet the Government’s own targets for 2010 orQ149 Mr Stuart: I think we are all aware that
what we need to do in order to stabilise climate.environmental taxes are now at their lowest levels
Whether it is most sensible to address that throughsince at least 1990—around 8.3%—largely because
more public expenditure or whether one would beof the failure to raise fuel duties since the year 2000.
better to design other instruments, such as priceI know this is an issue that this Committee has
incentives, for example—if you put up the price ofcovered with you before, but the ONS also
something you may even gain revenue from doingpublished figures for public sector expenditure on
that while achieving a reduction in carbonenvironmental protection, and I was surprised to
emissions—I think is highly doubtful, and Isee that so little, in relative terms, was being spent
therefore would not focus on public expenditureon what is classed as “ambient air and climate”. Do
figures as a definitive signal of Governmentyou think that the level of government expenditure
commitment.in such areas is a valid measure of its commitment

to environmental tax and spending strategy?
Professor Ekins: I do not really, because, especially Q151 Mr Stuart: More broadly, do you think best
in the climate area, many of the policy instruments use is being made of the ONS’s environmental
have been very carefully designed so that they do accounts?
not represent public expenditure. Whether we are Professor Ekins: No, I do not. I was extremely
talking about the renewables obligation or the pleased when those environmental accounts were
energy eYciency commitment, these are developed. I thought that was an enormous
obligations, as I know you know, put on energy advance in terms of allowing government to have
suppliers and any costs that may accrue go directly a much broader and more realistic view of what
to energy consumers without going through public economic activity was all about. To be fair, I think
expenditure at all, and yet it is conceivable that there are only just ticking over at the moment. They
these policy measures may represent very are not terribly well resourced and they are not
significant expenditures and commitments to terribly well used. I think they could be far more
climate policy. Another obvious one is the used to inform target setting, to inform
fulfilment of the Waste Water Directive. We have benchmarking of various environmental
private water companies. It is largely private water performance measures across sectors, to identify
companies who do make the investments for waste priority sectors and priority actions where
water, so when I look at the waste water particular hotspots of pollution were occurring
management figure, which also is relatively low, I and, again, something that this Committee has
know that the very large investments that the returned to in the past, to generally move towards
private water companies have made are not in an attribution of importance to the concept of
there. What I think is remarkable is the very large resource productivity, broadly a measure of how
proportion in those figures of waste management much wealth are we generating from the resource
expenditures, which shows the extent to which we base that we are using, that is comparable to the
still have not yet managed to connect the public attention that is given to labour productivity by
expenditures on waste collection to the people who economists and the Treasury and other arms of
are actually producing the waste. Another of the government? In my view, when we seriously adopt
recommendations that we made in our report today a desire to do that we will find that the

environmental accounts are much more useful thanwas that local councils should be allowed to
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we have currently managed to make them. We will cogently and makes recommendations that the
Chancellor, in particular, is prepared to buy into,have to develop the environmental accounts in

various ways to be able to come up with the kind then I think it could deliver a significant impetus
to this whole debate.of sophisticated measures that we will then want,

but I think there is an enormous amount of
potential development in that direction that could Q154 Chairman: Are there any downsides? Is there
be achieved. a danger it might not be helpful?

Professor Ekins: I imagine that if you asked Sir
Nicholas as to whether he knew what he was goingQ152 Mr Stuart: Could you explain a little more

about how you think they could be developed? to say at the end when he is less than 20% of the
way through, he would say, “No”, and, therefore,Professor Ekins: It is to do really with getting

greater clarity about the movements of energy obviously it is possible that it will do the reverse
of all those things, it will come up with a weakerand material through the industrial sectors and

attaching to those movements of energy statement of the case, and, worst of all, in my view,
it may come up with the kind of statement thatand material the environmental impacts that they

cause. We do that a bit for some things, but we says, “This is a big international problem. The UK
is a relatively small international player. Therefore,have no idea, for example, which are the sectors,

in quantitative terms, that most pollute water we cannot do much until everyone does
something”, which, of course, will be completecourses. We have a vague idea, obviously, that

agriculture has quite a lot of diVuse pollution, but death and termination to a climate change
programme generally. I think that is a significantthe water pollution accounts are extremely ill-

developed and they could be much better danger, and I very much hope that the team is
guarding against it because no doubt there will bedeveloped. We are quite good at air pollution, but

I think there can be greater geographic break down some siren voices which are putting that point of
view to them.of that as well as by the industrial sector, and, as

we know, air pollution is still a problem in some
parts of the country, in some parts of the country Q155 Dr Turner: Stern has not only been asked to
it is getting worse, and so we need to be aware of examine the long-term economic impacts, which is
where that is coming from and how that can most challenging enough, but also to draw implications
easily be abated. I think there are a number of to the timescales for action and the choice of
areas. If I were to focus on this for a week or so, policies of institutions. What do you make of that?
I would be able to come up with a much more What practical impacts do you think the review is
convincing list, but one only tends to focus on going to have on policies and institutions?
things that you feel have a realistic chance of being Professor Ekins: In terms of the tenor of my own
implemented. Unfortunately, that does not seem to evidence to the Stern Review, and I did submit
be high on the ONS’s agenda at the moment. evidence, I hope that one of the things it

investigates very thoroughly is the cost of
mitigation. It is my view that the cost of mitigationQ153 Chairman: Coming on to the Stern Review,

what do you hope might be achieved by this? of carbon emissions, certainly up to the 30–50%
level, need not be great. This was, indeed, theProfessor Ekins: I am quite certain that they will

not discover anything new, because there is an conclusion of the Government’s own modelling
that led to the Energy White Paper, and the reasonenormous literature out there, there are very large

numbers of scientists, and I very much hope they for that lies in the fundamental fact of innovation,
the development of new technology and the abilitywould not want to second-guess the Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change or any of of the economy to adjust and adapt over long
periods to price signals and other kinds ofthose sorts of things. Whether it achieves anything

useful from my point of view depends on the regulation in such a way that costs are reduced,
which does not mean, of course, that no-one willstrength with which it identifies the problem (and

I think the paper they have recently put on their feel any diVerent. Obviously certain kinds of
behaviours will become very expensive and peoplewebsite is a fairly good start in that respect), the

urgency with which they recommend a solution and who enjoy those behaviours will find that the world
has changed for the worse around them, but thethen, obviously, the detail of the recommendations

which they make as to how these solutions can be costs could be relatively low in terms of macro
economic impact, in terms of the ability of thepursued. The devil is almost certainly going to be

in that detail. We know that it is not easy to reduce country to generate viable activities that have a
market in the international market place andcarbon emissions. The Climate Change Programme

Review, when it comes out, is certain to make that therefore we could have a high standard of living.
This seems to me to be a very important messagefact apparent. The fact that it is taking so long for

it to come out illustrates the diYculty of getting which all the literature that I trust seems to be
giving in terms of the economic models and all thatdepartmental agreement across the kinds of

measures that are likely to be necessary. One hopes kind of stuV, which is where I spend a fair bit of
my academic time. I very much hope that the Sternthat, by coming from Treasury, it will be perceived

as an authoritative document that perhaps the Review will look into that literature in great detail.
It and will obviously form its own view about that,potential next Prime Minister is prepared to act on,

and if it says things suYciently strongly, suYciently because, clearly, whether or not countries do
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commit to a programme of serious mitigation will carbon emissions which one is very aware of—and
it will be very easy to duck those because it will bedepend, to some extent, on what they think it is

going to cost them, and, in my view, that is not an perceived that these climate impacts are well in the
future and when they come it is going to beenormous cost, provided it is intelligently pursued.

I think there is plenty of evidence for that, and that extremely diYcult to say that this definitively was
a result of anthropogenic climate change asis the evidence I was particularly keen to draw to

their attention. opposed to being some freak storm somewhere. We
saw all those arguments wheeled out with Katrina,
and it was absolutely a case in point, scientistsQ156 Dr Turner: Do you think the Government
saying, “We can tell you categorically thathas invested too much in the climate change levy
hurricanes like that are more likely in the future,and renewables obligation to have the flexibility to
but there is no knowing whether Katrina wouldchange its fiscal policy in order to give some
have happened if the carbon emissionsfundamental changes to energy policy?
concentration in the atmosphere had been at pre-Professor Ekins: I think it is extremely important
industrial levels or not.” Those sorts of things willthat we have some stability in energy policy. I think
demand a diVerent kind of politics that manages tothis especially applies to the renewables obligation,
persuade people that these changes in behaviour—which depends for its eVect on private investment.
and I would rather express it in those terms ratherThere has been some private investment in
than costs because, indeed, there may not be costsrenewables. There is the potential for an enormous
at all—using less energy may save people money.amount more private investment, especially in such
We know there are lots of measures that will savetechnologies as oV-shore wind, and, if that private
people money, but they do require changes ininvestment were to come forward and the policy
behaviour, like inviting insulation contractors intowere then to change so that it was substantially less
your home when the last people you want to inviteprofitable than it was thought it was going to be,
into your home are insulation contractors. Onethen the whole basis under which our new energy
knows that these things can be diYcult politicallymarkets are supposed to work and are supposed to
and in behaviour terms, even if they do not costbring forward investment would be undermined. I
you money overall, and I think the politics ofthink those who have launched the new Energy
persuading people to go along with that is notReview, of course, have been at some pains to stress
going to be easy.that it will deliver stability in the policy instruments

that have been agreed, and I very much hope that
that is the case. Obviously, if it is to do something Q158 Dr Turner: We have got three diVerent policy
new, then it will have to identify interventions to reviews going on which really all aVect the same
address those areas which it feels were not well ground—the Climate Change Policy Review, the
covered by the Energy White Paper, and obviously Energy Review and the Stern Review. Are you
one is looking forward to seeing what those worried about possible contradictions between the
might be. outcomes of these reviews?

Professor Ekins: I hope there is suYcient joined-up
government to ensure that we are not going to getQ157 Dr Turner: Stern may very well conclude that
contradictions. I think there would be many bigclimate change will have a very adverse eVect on
own goals if there were perceived to beeconomic growth but that there will be a cost to
contradictions. One knows that the oYcials onaddressing that change. Therefore this may make
these particular reviews are communicating closelygovernments nervous about acting on that. What
with each other. The way I hope it is going to workdo you think? Do you think politicians will have
is that the Climate Change Programme Review willthe courage to act on such conclusions?
have this view on 2010 and the more diYcultProfessor Ekins: I think that this is an area where
measures that will be required to move towards thepolitical consensus is absolutely critical, because I
Government’s target for 2010 in terms of domesticthink this whole area has been dogged for much too
emissions, and I think it will focus to a very largelong by a few people pointing to the half dozen
extent, or will cover to a large extent the kind ofclimate scientists around the world who are still
demand side issues of transport and householdsceptics and saying, therefore, there is no evidence
energy eYciency. We have had the Energyto move. The importance of a review like Stern may
EYciency Innovation Review, which was coveringbe to restate what is the overwhelming scientific
a lot of that. That is obviously going to feed intoconsensus about the seriousness of climate change.
the Climate Change Programme Review. I thinkIf we were able to get political consensus round
the key issue for the Energy Review is how are wethat, then I think politicians have the very diYcult
going to ensure that we get suYcient investment intask of selling to the country short-term measures
new generation capacity round about 2015which, even if they are not macro economic costs,
onwards, and what should that generation capacitywill be experienced as unwelcome changes of
be in order to be low carbon and high security?behaviour. After all, that is what most constituents
That seems to me to be the hole in the Energyare worried about, unwelcome changes of
White Paper. Obviously you cannot answer thatbehaviour—that they cannot run around in their
question until you have come to a view on what thecars as much they might like to, that cheap flights
demand side issues are going to be, which is whymight become less available than they currently are,

all the very diYcult political issues to do with these two reviews have to be tied in. We cannot be
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taking decisions about generation capacity in 2015 but, if we choose 250, we are sort of all right.” In
if we have not got a view of what the demand for my mind, a number with those characteristics is not
energy is likely to be and how that is going to of a great deal of use in policy terms. The problem
develop. What we hope is that energy eYciency with the second report is that it is trying to identify
measures will be suYciently eVective for the a policy use for a number with those characteristics,
demand to start falling, which will obviously then which is why it has been very delayed. It has
mean that you need far fewer power stations, or indulged in intellectual contortions of an
whatever it is you are talking about, than extraordinary agility and, I have to say, not
otherwise. The Stern Review, I hope—it will put all particular validity, in my view, and I think they will
this into an international context obviously—will find it very diYcult to publish a credible second
reinforce the urgency of it, will bind the Chancellor report, which shows you what you do with a
into a climate change agenda, which I think is very number with those characteristics. I think it relates
important. We know the current Prime Minister to the environmental limits issue, because
has bought into a climate change agenda. I think environmental limits is about saying that there are
it would be important for the present Chancellor environmental impacts that are simply
to be bound into that. My optimistic scenario is unacceptable and they are impacts that we do not
that these three will all reinforce each other and will want to put money numbers on particularly
manage to build a commitment in the country at because they are very unpleasant, they do involvelarge about the importance of taking an integrated, significant loss of life, loss of culture, loss ofholistic joined-up approach to what is a pretty

livelihood, impacts that are not traded in marketstough political problem.
and many people think that even talking about
them in market terms is both unethical and
indefensible, and so you generate a lot of heat byQ159 David Howarth: Can I take you to the specific

issue of the social cost of carbon, which presumably trying to express them in those terms. The
the Stern Review is going to take up and overtake environmental limit is there for saying, “With that
the various other bits of work that are being carried class of impacts, or potential impacts”—and clearly
out at the moment. Perhaps you could tell us about it is also a concept that has been invented to
that, if your ear is closer to the ground on that address uncertainties—“we just do not want to go
particular issue, but can I ask you two questions. there. We would much rather have a policy position
What is your position on the theoretical debate that says we are not going to exceed those
about whether there is any point in having an idea particular limits”, and we are doing this the whole
of the social cost of carbon on the grounds that it time with, for example, drinking water standards.
is incompatible with the environmental limits, and We know quite well what drinking water quality
that what we should be doing is starting with ought to be in order not to have an unacceptable
environmental outcomes that we want to achieve impact on human health, and we simply say, “Do
and then look at the most cost-eVective way of it”, and the Drinking Water Inspectorate and the
doing it, so that the whole of the conventional cost water companies do it. We do not do cost-benefit
benefit analysis is simply inappropriate. What is analysis the whole time and value the lives lost and
your view on that? If your view is that there is a working hours lost and so on from that. That is a
point to having an idea of the social cost of carbon, decision taken on the basis of environmental limits.where do you think the debate has got? What I think political discourse does that, and I think theappears to be going on is that the estimates seem

60% carbon reduction target that was the Royalto be diverging. The Stockholm Report said that
Commission’s recommendation in 2000 that thethe lower limit is £35 a ton, the upper limits is either
Government endorsed in the White Paper is verya thousand or infinity. Is that another problem with
much that kind of approach. We do not wantthe whole idea that it does not seem to be a very
dangerous anthropogenic interference in thestable market. It seems to be spinning out of
climate system. We are not quite sure what it wouldcontrol?
mean, but we think it might mean a very large seaProfessor Ekins: Yes, I must declare something of
level rise, it might mean very large storms arising, itan interest in that I have been peer reviewer for
might mean very big droughts in parts of the worldboth the social cost of carbon papers that are part
where large numbers of people live and are alreadyof the Defra/Treasury discussion, and so I know
on the food margin, and we just do not want to gothem quite well. The Stockholm paper, as you say,
there. That seems to me to be a very robust baseidentifies that the social cost of carbon has a range
for policy. Whether 60% is the right number or, asof at least three orders of magnitude (ie between
some people have said, it needs to be much closerone and a thousand), but it is also characterised by
to 80%, and I think when the Royal Commissionthe fact that even the thousand is not an upper
recommended it 60% seemed a kind of middlelimit, and, as you said, there is no upper limit when
estimate. The climate science has become ratheryou are talking about the kinds of catastrophes that
more alarming over the last couple of years, and Iscientists are increasingly thinking are not likely by
think 60% is now right at the bottom of a credibleany means, or even probable, but have a non
claim that you will not get dangerous interferencenegligible probability, so it does not have an upper
with the climate, but that seems to me to be a muchlimit and it does not have a best estimate. The
more robust way of addressing public policy onStockholm Environment Institute was not able to

say, “It is somewhere between one and a thousand, that issue.
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Q160 David Howarth: What about the problem of especially when we are very uncertain to begin with
what they are likely to be. I think of much morepolicy-makers faced with choices between

individual projects, none of which solve the whole interest in terms of discounting are the kinds of
things that are likely to be proposed with respectproblem, none of which produce the outcomes we

want, but make a contribution to that outcome but to a new nuclear programme, for example. If the
Energy Review were to propose a new nuclearhave diVerent costs? Do we not need some sort of

tool for policy-makers which helps them with programme, what is likely to be suggested is that,
to deal with decommissioning and waste disposal,progress or partial solutions rather than simply

saying, “What you should be doing is reaching a which are two thorny nuclear problems, as we
know from the past, the funders of this nuclearsolution now”? Obviously that solution has been

made over a lot of diVerent projects and diVerent programme should put aside sums of money, real
sums of money, unlike in the past kind of notionalpolicies.
accounting sums of money—I mean real pots ofProfessor Ekins: Yes, but that has nothing at all to
money that sit in accounts and grow—and you cando with the social cost of carbon, and part of the
calculate that if you can put relatively small sumsproblem with the second paper, the policy paper
of money in these bank accounts, and if they willthat is still under discussion, is that it conflates the
grow over five to 7% a year, or whatever thesocial cost of carbon, which is to do with the
projections are, by the time we get 50 or 100 yearsdamages caused by climate change, with what you
down the line and these power stations have doneare talking about, which is the cost of abatement.
their work and they need to be decommissionedWe have a much clearer idea of what the costs of
and the wastes need to be stored, et cetera, you willabatement are across the diVerent sectors of carbon
then have a good pot of money to deal with thatemissions, and, indeed, it is desirable to equalise the
problem. That is fine, if it works, but, as we know,cost of abatement across those sectors. One of the
projections of five to 7% growth over 50 to 100reasons I am fairly critical of biofuels, for example,
years are at best uncertain. We cannot be sure thatcertainly deriving from bio-mass in this country, is
economies will grow at historical rates. Indeed, ifthat the studies of the Royal Commission and
there is climate change which impacts very seriouslyothers have shown categorically that easily the
on the growth of the economy in the future, we maymost eYcient use of bio-mass in this country is for
find that asset values of all kinds fall in value andheat purposes, especially district heating schemes
therefore this pot of money which we thought wason a medium-sized scale, and that is where we
going to grow at whatever rate it was suddenly doesought to be focussing our attention, and your cost
not grow, and so we are left at the end of 50 yearsof carbon abatement will show that very clearly.
with a large waste and decommissioning problemThe costs of carbon abatement using bio-mass for
but without the sum of money that we thought wethose purposes might be £50 to £100 per ton of
would have to deal with the problem. Interest ratescarbon, whereas if we are looking at biofuels, you
and discount rates are two sides of the same coin,are probably talking about £250 per ton of carbon,
and when one is looking at institutions like theand that therefore, if you have a limited bio-mass
financial system over very long periods, I think oneresource, which we have, you are much better oV

has to be cautious about assuming that the futureputting it into the low cost of abatement use, but
is going to be like the past, and so I think discountthat has nothing at all to do with the social cost of
interest rate problems over long periods do requirecarbon, which is to do with the damage costs of
very careful consideration.climate change, which is a completely diVerent

concept. It is because of the confusion between
those two concepts in the second paper that I think

Q162 Chairman: I am hoping we can wrap this upit scores some spectacular intellectual own-goals.
by 5.00 o’clock. We want to talk about emissions
trading. Can I ask you briefly in passing, I
understand the Swedes have announced they areQ161 David Howarth: The final point on this
now going to make Sweden oil free by 2020. If theygeneral area of cost benefit analysis that I would
get somewhere towards achieving that, what kindlike you to comment on is what kind of solutions
of impact will that have on the competitivethere are to the long-term discount, how to judge
positions of Sweden and Britain?policies over 1,500 years when the idea of discount

rates do not really make sense given that and given Professor Ekins: That is very interesting. In terms
the enormous size of the problem we are facing. of oil, a very large proportion of oil is used for
What alternatives are there? What should we be passenger and leisure kinds of travel which need
looking for in terms of policy assessment tools? not have any impact on anyone’s competitive

position at all. It will obviously have a lot of impactProfessor Ekins: I think that it becomes extremely
diYcult. Part of the problem, of course, with the on the way that Swedes are able to spend their

leisure time, because presumably the biofuel thatsocial cost of carbon is that it is so dependent on
the discount rates that you choose to calculate it, they will be growing to replace the oil in their

motor cars will be more expensive than oil will andand there does not seem to be a very good reason
for making any choice between one and a half per so they will do less travelling of that kind. I think

of all the European economies the Swedes arecent or 10 or 15%. Obviously that creates an
enormous diVerence in the value. Discounting probably reasonably well placed to make that kind

of commitment, not least because they do have adamage costs over those kinds of timeframes does
not seem to me to be particularly meaningful, very large bio-mass resource and a pretty large
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hydro resource, and so they probably can say, “We scheme, which is that, even though the companies
are going oil free”, which is not to belittle the have been given the permits, they are including the
commitment—it is still a very big commitment and permit prices in their pricing strategies to the extent
if they achieve it they will only achieve it by that they can. This is particularly apparent in the
developing technologies which can then potentially electricity industries. Electricity industries across
be useful for the rest of the world. I wish them well, Europe are charging their customers for the cost of
but I suppose I am less impressed by that their permits, because they represent a real
commitment coming from the Swedes than I would opportunity cost to them, even though they were
be if it came from the UK Government, when it given those permits free of charge, to the extent
would be a very, very big commitment indeed that they are able to. There is some debate as to
because we are much less well endowed with the whether they are charging 60% of the price of the
kinds of resources that would enable to us complete permit, or 80 or 90% of the price of the permit, but
it. I do not see why it should have any necessary it is quite clear that a large proportion of the price
eVect on the competitiveness of Swedish business at of the carbon permit is going into the price of
all. One imagines that it will stimulate an electricity to the consumer even though those
innovation process away from oil and they will permits were given away free of charge. That is a
become even more energy eYcient than they are political problem in some countries. It is not so
already. They will develop these technologies to use much of a political problem in the UK for some
other diVerent kinds of fuels and they will specialise reason as yet, but what it does mean is that if we
in those industries that are good for them, and if were to move towards auctioning of permits, we
those technologies then have a good export market, have already seen the price increase that one might
they will export these technologies to the rest of the expect, or a large part of the price increase that one
world rather like the Danes have with their wind might expect from such auctioning, and eVectively
turbines. That is the sort of thing I was meaning all that would be doing would be taking windfall
about how carbon mitigation need not be expensive profits from the companies that were given the
at the macro level, provided you can engage permits back to the Government in terms ofinnovation, creativity and get investment into the revenue, and that would be an example of a taxright technologies for the future.

shift of the kind that I was talking about right at
the beginning.

Q163 Mr Caton: It looks like our government is
relying increasingly on emissions trading for

Q164 Mr Caton: Do you think it is likely that thedelivering carbon savings cost eVectively. How
UK will set a really challenging emissions cap foreVective have the UK and EU emissions trading
phase two?systems been so far?
Professor Ekins: I think “really challenging” isProfessor Ekins: It depends really how you define
obviously a kind of relative terms. I think it is“eVectiveness”, in the sense that the environmental
unrealistic to think that the UK cap will be way outeVectiveness of an emissions trading scheme is
of line with the cap that people perceive as being setcalculated at the beginning when you decide how
in other countries. At the same time, I think thatmany permits you are going to issue, because that
the Government said for phase one that it waswill then tell you how much carbon there is going
going to set a cap that was consistent with the 20%to be in circulation. The great advantage of the
carbon reduction target, I imagine it might say theemissions trading scheme is that you do that
same for phase two, and, if it did say that, then thatcalculation at the beginning instead of relying on
would be quite a challenging cap compared withthe price mechanism to adjust the carbon emissions
what other countries have said they are going toby an uncertain amount. I think one of the big

lessons of both those emissions trading schemes is achieve, because most other counties are nowhere
how not to allocate permits. The allocation of near reducing their carbon emissions by 20% on
permits in the UK case, I have to say, you could 1990 levels, as you probably know. It depends. If
perhaps justify the whole scheme as a way of public they stick to the formula of phase one it could be
policy learning, and I think it probably did position a relatively challenging cap, but obviously there are
the UK well when the EU scheme was introduced, international considerations which will also come
but it certainly was a very expensive way of into play.
reducing carbon emissions. Very large subsidies
were paid to a number of quite large companies to

Q165 Mr Chaytor: Is there any chance at all thatdo emissions reductions that most of them would
aviation will enter the scheme for 2008?have done anyway, and that was a very expensive
Professor Ekins: I think it is unlikely to get in forway of reducing carbon emissions. We would not
2008, but the Government has said that it wouldwant to allocate permits like that again. Similarly,
like it to and the Commission certainly says itwith the EU scheme, although it was a quite
wants it in before 2012. I am not quite sure whatdiVerent way of allocation, to cut a long story
the implications are to have that extra sectorshort, I would say that we have to be moving in
joining halfway through. My feelings aboutthe EU scheme towards auctioning of permits
aviation entering the scheme is that whether or notbecause that is the only economically eYcient way
it has any environmental benefit will dependof doing it, and it will be made more easy by the

second phenomenon that we can see in the EU entirely on how many emissions permits are
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allocated to it. If it is allocated its current level of improvement its inclusion in the emissions trading
scheme would yield, and until I see that obviouslyemissions plus an estimated 5% per annum growth,

then clearly this will simply not constrain it at all. I am completely agnostic as to whether it is a good
thing or not.
Colin Challen: I just wondered as a follow up,Q166 Mr Chaytor: If the cap is too feeble, what are
perhaps a little frivolously, whether you think thethe alternatives to deal with aviation? You
new airline service between Cambridge and Oxfordobviously feel that people’s behaviour should
servicing a very high IQ rational number ofchange and they should not be allowed to fly from
professionals will ever get oV the ground?Doncaster to Bergerac. What alternative methods
David Howarth: It will get oV the ground.are there to deal with that?

Professor Ekins: I do not quite agree with that
characterisation of my position. I feel very strongly Q169 Colin Challen: There is no need to answer
that 5% per annum growth in aviation is completely that. I note that the title of the now published
and utterly unsustainable and inconsistent with Exeter Report of the conference last year is called
climate targets. If we were able to maintain aviation Avoiding dangerous climate change. It is not called
emissions at their current level (in other words “Avoiding Climate Change”. That suggests that
people flying no more than they currently do), that they accept that we have gone beyond the tipping
would be an enormous achievement for the climate, point in this process. In the light of that, do you
and I think that policy should be directed towards really think that tapping a few fiscal dials here and
that goal. That does not mean that no-one flies tweaking a few taxation knobs there is anywhere
anywhere, because a lot of people fly quite a lot. I near radical enough in addressing this problem?
would not want to be characterised as saying that Should we not have a far more radical solution,
people are not allowed to fly from here to there. I such as domestic tradable quotas?
have long been an advocate of emissions charging Professor Ekins: I think that fiscal knobs and
for the aviation sector. It is something which is very emissions trading schemes can be made pretty
closely directed to the pollutants that we are radical, and I think that they would do a lot to
concerned with. It is something that can be engender the kind of awareness of this issue which,
calculated very easily from the technologies of the I think, is the principal stumbling block to the
aircraft. We know how much carbon, nitrogen implementation of domestic tradable quotas. I
oxides and the other pollutants they produce on the think that is, in an ideal world, a very desirable
basis of the aircraft technology. state. I think it would be wonderful if every

individual was brought up to recognise that they
had a certain quantity of carbon which they couldQ167 Mr Chaytor: Is that a charge on the airlines
emit over the course of the year, they knew how itdirectly or is it a landing charge?
was stored, they knew how every transaction thatProfessor Ekins: No, it is a charge on the airlines
was carbon-related would lead to a subtractiondepending on where they have come from, how
from their store for that year and they were able tolong their flights have been, based on the kind of
budget through the year for their carbon and then,formula that was included in that DFT Treasury
if they find themselves with a surplus at the end ofpaper whereby the length of flight for charging
the year, they could sell it to someone whopurposes of every landing aircraft is taken to be
needed it.half the distance to the place from which it has

come. You would then calculate the emissions for
the charge over that portion of the flight. Q170 Colin Challen: Given the dire consequences

that we are facing, this is not talking about utopia,
it is talking about something that is absolutelyQ168 Mr Chaytor: How do you deal with the point

that in British terms that will simply divert essential, and taxes will never fulfil that role of
educational purpose on their own. Taxes areinternational flights from Heathrow to Charles de

Gaulle? usually regressive, so, unless you introduce a
carbon tax credit scheme—and we know that thoseProfessor Ekins: It would have to be done on EU

basis, and if you were to do it on an EU basis you tax credits are very eVective and eYcient and never
have any problems—that will not address thatwould achieve an absolutely minimal diversion of

flights because people have got to come somewhere problem that you have put your finger on in terms
of getting people to value carbon?in the EU. The European Commission has, in fact,

studied that proposal very closely. At one point one Professor Ekins: There are lots of diVerent ways of
increasing awareness. I think tackling energy use inthought that they were going to be quite close to

recommending it. It is clearly not against the the home, tackling energy use in transport directly
through awareness raising schemes, using the priceChicago Convention, as the taxation of aviation

fuel is, and it clearly could be done. Both I and the mechanism, though perhaps not using a carbon tax
for energy use in the home, is one way of doingRoyal Commission, when it produced its special

report on aviation, recommended that that was the that. My own feeling is that there is a long way to
go. A domestic tradable quota is essentiallyright way forward. I am not against including

aviation in the Emissions Trading Scheme, but at introducing a parallel money system, as you are
well aware, because I know of your interest in thisthe moment we have heard nothing about the

tightness of the cap that it will be given when it goes area, parallel money systems are diYcult. They are
confusing. Money is pretty confusing to quite a lotin, so we have no idea what kind of environmental
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of people, and, as we have seen from the level of absolutely colossal, because the diVerences in
carbon use, even within the income distribution ofbankruptcies recently, quite a lot of people are not

very good at handling money, so introducing a a particular decile, but across it from the very
poorest who use least energy to the very richest whoparallel money system and getting people to

understand what their budget limit is and what the use most, if you give equal per capita allowances,
the redistributive impact of that will be absolutelyimplications are if they overspend and enforcing

it—because presumably you will fine them in some enormous. I think we are some way, firstly, from
understanding the extent of that impact andway if they overspend, if they do things that they

cannot aVord in carbon terms—will require an certainly some way from agreeing it to be politically
desirable. Redistribution is, in my experience, quiteenormous change in people’s perception as to what

the climate issue is all about, and I think that it is a controversial political issue.
going to take us some time before we get there.

Q172 Chairman: The Conservative Party has
recently declared itself in favour of redistribution.Q171 Colin Challen: You are not saying that those

problems are insurmountable? The eVect of what you describe would be very
progressive. Given these quotas would be tradable,Professor Ekins: Not necessarily, no. In an ideal

world, I think that would be a very desirable way it might remove the need for tax credits, because
the poor people might have such a surplus ofto go. I think another issue, which is often taken as

read by the advocates of DTQs, is how you should quotas that they would be auctioning them to the
rich people at a huge price. You could solve alldistribute them. I have never heard of any

suggestion that they should be auctioned as we sorts of problems by this imaginative scheme, but
I think it is a bit late in the afternoon to start onsuggest that the EUETS permits might be

auctioned, that people should actually buy them up that now. Can I thank you very much for coming.
We have covered a lot of interesting ground thisfront. They are going to be allocated in some way,

and the normal allocation scheme is through equal afternoon and you have helped us a lot with the
report. I am sure we will see you again in dueper capita allocation. That is the one I have heard

recommended most often. The redistributive course. Many thanks.
Professor Ekins: Thank you.implications of that are enormous, they are
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In the absence of the Chairman Joan Walley was called to the Chair

Witness: John Healey, a Member of the House, Financial Secretary, HM Treasury, gave evidence.

Q173 Joan Walley: Welcome. Can I say at the become the standard. When you look also at the
outset, Minister, thank you very much for coming introduction that we did with the Voluntary UK
back to this Committee. We understand we have Emissions Trading Scheme, it was the first economy-
about an hour to an hour and a half with you. We wide emissions trading scheme. It was the
have got a lot of ground to cover, so we would like to forerunner and verymuch the basis onwhich the EU
go straight into the questions, if that is okay. I would Emissions Trading Scheme was devised. Again, if
start oV by saying that when the Environment you look at the recognition that has always been
Agency gave evidence to us about the Treasury’s there in our environmental policy, particularly on
approach to environmental taxes and incentives, the biggest challenges like climate change, this is not
they felt that the Treasury had been unnecessarily a UK problem. It cannot ever be simply a UK
tentative and that you could be more ambitious. Do problem because our emissions are around 2% of the
you recognise that criticism or do you feel that it is world’s emissions. Therefore our ability to lead and
unfair criticism? contribute to the international consensus for action
John Healey: No, I do not accept the criticism. To and measures to deal with climate change has been
respond to your welcome, I am very pleased to be essential. You have seen that not just in the
here again, and it is good to see you in the Chair, instruments and measures that we have been
Ms Walley. prepared to introduce, as I have just said, but also,

in the recent 12 months, with the priority that we
gave to climate change within the period ofQ174 Joan Walley: It is only temporary.
Presidency that the UK held for the G8 and for theJohn Healey: Even though it is temporary. Would
European Union, and you will see this againyou pass on my congratulations to Mr Ainsworth
tomorrow and Saturday when the Chancellor is infor his promotion? I have been coming before this
Moscow at the G8 meeting—the follow up toCommittee for several years and a number of
Gleneagles—where he will be discussing and leadingmembers from both sides have gone on to front
the arguments for theWorld Bank to go further withbench duties and responsibilities afterwards. It is
the energy investment framework that was recentlygood to see that the parties are taking the

Environmental Audit Committee seriously as well. I announced to try and help the poorest and
do not accept the criticism, briefly, for these reasons. developing countries develop alternative and cleaner
If you look back to 1997, when we first came into energy sources.
government, we set out a principled statement of
intent on the environment and the use of economic

Q175 Joan Walley: Thank you. It is very helpful toinstruments led by the Treasury but obviously on
have that as a contextual framework for the inquirybehalf of Government at that point. At diVerent
that we are taking. I think the issues that you havestages, we have reinforced that principled
raised about consensus or communication andframework—in the Pre-Budget Report in 2002 and
understanding by the public are issues that we willthen again in the Pre-Budget Report this inquiry is
come on to later. What we really want to press youbasing its work on in December. Within that
a little bit further on is that the 1997 statement fromframework we have introduced a number of very
the Treasury really did promise so much in terms ofserious fiscal and economic instruments, often at
shifting from “goods” to “bads”, and the issue is:points when we have faced considerable opposition
how do we measure the success of that? We have tonot just from opposition parties but from groups
have regard, surely, to the fact that the proportion ofoutside. If you think back to the introduction of the
tax revenue generated through environmental taxesclimate change levy which we started the process for
is now, for the fourth year running, lower that it wasexamining and introducing in 1999, at that stage,
in 1997. How can you show that you have kept faithwith the exception of the Scandinavian countries,
with that huge ambition in 1997 and that we are stillthere were only two other countries in Europe with
making progress on the shift from “goods” toany sort of carbon or energy-related tax. Now, of

course, with the Energy Products Directive, it has “bads”?
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John Healey: You can see it, first of all, in some of discount to support the development of the UK bio-
fuels market. The Pre-Budget Report confirmed thethe specific measures. I mentioned the climate

change levy, very specifically an instrument that, Government’s intention to introduce what I think
you are referring to here, which is a road fuel, roadapart from its environmental objects, did just that. It

shifted the taxation, because it was accompanied, transport fuels obligation, probably from April
2008. Part of the work that the Department foryou will remember, by a 0.3% cut in employers’

national insurance payments, from “goods”, if you Transport, which obviously leads in this area, is
conducting at the moment is, importantly, ourlike, the cost to employers employing people, to

“bads”, in other words, the profligate or excessive ability to assess not just the nature of the fuel that is
use of energy in business processes. First of all, you produced, to make sure it meets the specifications of
see that, and I could make the same argument with bio-fuels and we get the mandatory 5% level by
the aggregates levy, I couldmake the same argument 2010–11, but also the environmental impact:
with the landfill tax. Secondly, and this is important because what we do not want to see is imported bio-
to understand, if the sole measure of the seriousness fuels derived from other countries and derived from
with which the Government takes environmental environmental production practices which are
taxes is the total tax take of that group of taxes that hugely damaging—it could be deforestation, it could
happens to be categorised as environmental be a number of other detrimental activities—and we
transport taxes, then I think you are missing two do not want to be producing a policy instrument,
very important points. The first is this. Some of those albeit one that is likely to deliver about amillion tons
tax regimes are devised specifically to discourage the of carbon savings per year, which has those eVects
activities which are taxed. In other words, if they are which are perhaps a litter further out of sight.
working, you see a reduction in the activity that is
being taxed because the reduction has a beneficial

Q178 Mr Hurd: Minister, I understand your pointenvironmental impact. The evidence of the
completely about the initiative taken by theoperation of the aggregates levy is precisely that. The
Government at the beginning of the programme.period of economic growth and expansion of the
The point is that there is considerable frustrationconstruction industry, the amount of virgin
about the amount of activity untaken since 2001–02aggregate quarried in this country, has fallen since
against a background in which the biggestthe introduction of the aggregates levy. The amount
environmental priority of all, which is the reductionof recycled aggregate produced has increased. The
in CO2 emissions, is quite clearly being failed. Dosecond thing to bear in mind on the question of
you understand that point, the frustration in termslooking at crude figures is this. Within some of these
of activity since 2001–02?taxes we are able to use the design of them in a way
John Healey: I am not sure if you are arguing for theto achieve environmental objectives that just is not
introduction of policy instruments of theshown if you look at the headline numbers. Take
significance and weight of the climate change levyfuel duty.
every year, but I do not accept it entirely. If you look
at some of the initiatives that were set out in the Pre-Q176 Joan Walley: We will come on to fuel duty.
Budget Report, they were designed to reinforceJohn Healey:May I just say, the discount in duty to
some of the measures we have got in place. Theysupport the development of bio-fuels, which is 20
were designed also to try and take us into some of thepence per litre, is precisely to achieve an
new areas, like further support for carbon captureenvironmental end, but if you are just looking at the
and storage. We have just discussed the road fuelstotal take, including the tax take from fuel duty, you
obligation, which is potentially a very significantwill not see that registered.
economic measure which has recently been
announced by the Secretary of State for Transport,

Q177 Colin Challen: I want to ask a follow up developed by the Chancellor, and, I think, will
question. I think you are right in terms of the produce a really important environmental gain for
reduction in tax take in terms of its eVectiveness us.
domestically, but has the Treasury done any work to
see whether or not some of the people who are

Q179 David Howarth: Can we probe a little furtheraVected by these taxes might simply be displacing
into the points that you made a moment ago abouttheir activities elsewhere in the world? I could
the relationship between behavioural change andmention one example which has recently come tomy
revenue and the evidence base that you were using toattention of the potential for people to use
judge behavioural change. On the first point, PaulRenewable Obligation Certificates for a power
Ekins came before us yesterday to re-emphasise themodel, for example, which could have serious
point that the Committee has made in the past thatimpacts elsewhere, but here, of course, we can say it
it is a false dichotomy to set up behavioural changeis a bio-fuel and therefore it is a “good” and reward
against revenue raising, but, if the elasticities areit, even though it might cause the destruction of
right, you can have both. You have mentioned theecologically sensitive rain forest and so on?
aggregates levy, but what about the climate changeJohn Healey: I think you are right to point to that
levy, what about fuel duty? Surely there is nosort of life-cycle perspective in trying to assess the
contradiction between raising revenue and changingenvironmental impact and benefit plus the cost of
behaviour, because both can happen at the samesome of these measures. I have mentioned the rather

simple and initial policy instrument of the duty time. Have you changed your view on that, or are
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you still of the view you were last year that John Healey:No. I do not know if you are aware of
this. We had a debate in the course of the Financebehavioural change can only happen if you abandon
Bill and subsequently, led by Scottish Nationalistrevenue raising as an aim?
Party, for some sort of automatic arrangement ofJohn Healey:No. I do not know if you have misread
that nature. That was not a model that we accepted.the transcript of last year’s session, but that cannot
It was not amodel that your LiberalDemocrat Partybe the point. You are pointing to two of the factors
accepted either.that inevitably are part of the judgments that the

Chancellor takes when making decisions either
about new policy instruments or particularly about Q182 David Howarth: No, not automatic. I just
decisions on rates; and they are balances between mean merely as a matter of policy.
perhaps the behavioural change and signals that we John Healey: Clearly, the level of oil price and the
want to encourage, because of the environmental volatility of the oil price, which has driven many of
gains, with some of the concerns that there may be the problems of the last couple of years, will be a

factor in any decision that we take at the Budget thisabout distributional impacts or the economic
year, but our standing policy, as with everyimpacts and, indeed, revenue raising, but those are
government in the past, is that we look each year atprecisely some of the dimensions to any judgment
least to revalorize tax rates in order that they at leastthat does not make some of these things
maintain their value.straightforward.

Q183 David Howarth: Can I move on to the secondQ180 David Howarth: You are saying that the
point, which is the evidence base that you use forfactors that are pushing you against increasing measuring environmental success. What are the keyenvironmental taxes are distributional and to do indicators that you use for the success of

with competitiveness rather than simply saying, “We environmental taxes?
have achieved all that we are able to change and John Healey: Because environmental taxes have
want to achieve”? diVerent and specific purposes—you cannot say the
John Healey:No. Mr Howarth, take fuel duty. You aggregates tax is the same as the landfill tax or the
mentioned fuel duty. In the Budget we decided that climate change levy or the diVerential in fuel duty to
we would as usual, because that is basically our encourage bio-fuels—clearly the mechanism used,
established policy, look to revalorize the fuel duty albeit related to the fiscal regime, is diVerent, and,
and we would do so from 1 September. The volatile therefore, the evaluation that is required is diVerent.
oil price caused us to rethink that. By the time it If you look back at the Budget report last year, you
came to the Pre-Budget Report, we decided, in will see that we reported on the independent
December, that we would extend the freeze that we Cambridge econometrics study of the climate
had announced in July that would not come into change levy, and youwill be able to see the references
eVect until September through to the Budget this to the methodology that was used there. For an
year. We were set to raise, by revalorizing fuel duty aggregates levy, clearly the sort of indices that we are
at the Budget, fuel duty for the main pure rate by interested in are those that relate directly to the
1.22 pence per litre. By the time we came to the Pre- objectives of it: to see what the impact is on the level
Budget Report, the pump price paid for road fuels of virgin aggregate that is taken out of the ground

once and for all each year in this country, to look atwas 10 pence per litre for last year, higher than what
the levels of recycled aggregate that are beingwe he had projected at the Budget. In those
produced and used as a replacement and also to lookcircumstances, first of all, I think you would
at perhaps the gains that are made in the aggregatesappreciate (and I would be interested to hear if you
levy case from the environmental fund that was adisagree) it was the right decision, given the pressure
modest part of the architecture of that tax.on motorists and business not to proceed with the

increase in fuel duty. For those concerned about the
environment, clearly the 10 pence per litre price rise Q184 David Howarth:Car journeys seem to be going
at the pumps would have a much greater impact on up, air passenger numbers go up and car emissions,

crucially, are going up.Would you take that as a signdemand and, therefore, emissions from road
that the policy is not working overall? What youtransport than the planned increase that we had in
have done is talked about the existing instruments,the duty rates, and, incidentally, will lead to a
but one part of the policy is whether we need newrevenue reduction. If you look at the Pre-Budget
instruments to make policy move in the rightReport, you will see that the revenues that we
direction?projected at the Budget for road fuel duty are cut, as
John Healey: I would not draw that hard conclusiona result of the combination of factors that is
that you did there. I would suggest, on transport,produced by high prices, by about point seven
that a very significant factor, as I think you wouldbillion. That is an illustration of the interplay of the
agree, is the degree of economic growth anddiVerent factors.
changing patterns and habit. What it would say to
me is that with emissions, particularly in the context

Q181 David Howarth: We will come specifically on of aVecting climate change, increasing from the
to fuel duty later. The only follow up point I would transport sector compared, for instance, to the
make is this. Are you saying that if the oil price falls business sector or even the household and domestic

sector, clearly in that policy areawe havemore to do.the revalorization of tax will come back into play?
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It was one of the reasons that, in fact, within Q187 Mr Chaytor: What is going to be in the
Business Review that was not in the Operating andgovernment I kicked oV the study of the fuel

obligation and it is one of the reasons that we felt we Financial Review? Are we just playing with words
here or are there points of substance?can do this in a way that balances the range of

concerns we have and make a real impact, as I John Healey: No, in general terms, the reporting
requirements are quite similar.explained earlier, on the emissions that are coming

from the transport sector. For the first time, over the
last couple of years I think you have been able to see Q188 Mr Chaytor: So we are playing with words?
a very firm and clear commitment from the John Healey: Let me finish. No, I am not playing
Government that all sectors of the economyhave got with words. I am going to draw some observations
to contribute to meeting the challenge of climate about how they are consistent and then I am going
change, including transport. to draw some observations about how they are

diVerent, if that is what you are asking me. They
both have broad disclosure requirements forQ185 David Howarth: Finally, I mention one
requiring provision of information that is necessaryparticular levy which seems not to be working at all
for shareholders to make judgments about theand seems to require some change of direction, the
development and the performance of the company,air passenger duty, where the yield seems to be
in broad terms. Specifically what the Operating andfalling but the number of passengers seems to be
Financial Reviewwould have required is muchmorerising. Are we taxing the wrong thing?
prescriptive auditing arrangements, and that was theJohn Healey: The air passenger duty in many ways
bulk of the additional cost that was set out in theis not an entirely satisfactory tax. It was introduced,
Regulatory Impact Assessment, originally aroundyou may remember, in the early 1990s. It has never
£33 million. It was principally that auditingbeen an environmental tax. It has certain sorts of
requirement that was the big diVerence betweenperverse aspects built into the design. In other
the two.words, a more fuel-eYcient plane filled with the

same number of passengers pays the same rate of air
Q189 Mr Chaytor: But last week the DTI alsopassenger duty as an airline using a much less fuel-
announced that it is going to consult on companies’eYcient plane, and actually a half-empty plane is
environmental reporting. How does this fit in withrather less than a full plane, even though it is more
the Treasury’s concept of a business review?eYcient in terms of passengers per air miles
John Healey: I think it is entirely consistent. As I saidtravelled. First of all, it is not an environmental tax.
earlier on, led by the DTI, the Government isSecond, it does, however, contribute to the
consulting on the nature of the current requirementsrecognition that we have been very clear about, that
for reporting in the Business Review framework andthe aviation industry has to pay the costs, the
the degree to which there is a case for developingexternalities if you like, that it imposes on society
those further. Clearly, and you have a strong interestand on the environment. It is a significant
in this, the environmental element of that is a featurecontribution to that, but it is not an instrument that
that the DTI is particularly keen to get views on.is well designed to achieving environmental ends.

Joan Walley: I think we will come on to more of the
detail of aviation tax later on. Q190 Mr Chaytor: Can you give the assurance that

there will be no watering down of the specific
environmental requirements that finally emergeQ186 Mr Chaytor: Minister, in the last few weeks
from the new concept of a business review, as againstsince the Pre-Budget Report, the Treasury has
what would have been the case in the OFR?conducted two major U-turns. It antagonised the
John Healey: The OFR has been repealed.nation’s bite on that lobby by the changes to self-

invested personal pension scheme arrangements and
Q191 Mr Chaytor: I understand that?it has antagonised the environmental lobby by
John Healey:Whatwe have is a business review. Thepulling back on the Operating and Financial
Business Review does not have any specificReview. I ask myself: is this good politics and what
reporting requirements on the environment, and sodoes the Treasury intend to do now that the OFR
what we are building on potentially, depending onhas been scrapped?
the judgments we take after this consultation, will beJohn Healey:Youwill make judgments, like anyone,
the framework that exists at the moment, which isMrChaytor, onwhether it is good politics. These are
the Business Review. To the extent that thisthe right decisions in policy terms in both cases. In
Committee or others want to make the case forterms of the Operating and Financial Review, you
stronger environmental reporting, this is a verywill be aware that there are already requirements to
opportune time to be doing that, during this periodprepare business reviews. Youwill be aware, I think,
of the consultation, before we make any decisionsthat we are consulting as a government, led by the
about appropriate amendments to the Bill goingDepartment of Trade and Industry, on the
through Parliament.development of those and that we want to do so in a

way that allows us to make any decisions about
whether that system should be developed further in Q192 Joan Walley: Given what in eVect is a U-turn

that the Government has had to do because of theorder that we can make the legislative changes, if
they are required, within the Company Reform Bill challenge by Friends of the Earth, can I check, in

terms of the new Business Review that you are nowthat has already been introduced into Parliament.
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talking about, that you will be consulting with Kyoto Protocol, but where is the Treasury taking us
now? We cannot wait for agreements all the time orpeople like Friends of the Earth to make sure that

there is that attention to the environmental aspect of for further reviews. Where does this extra document
land in the Treasury and make people really startthe new Business Review that Mr Chaytor has just

referred to? assessing things now and moving things up their
order of priorities?John Healey: First of all, it is not a U-turn. In the

sense that the Chancellor announced the John Healey: First of all, I do not accept the premise
Government’s decision to set aside the Operating that was at the heart of your question, Mr Challen.
and Financial Review, then that stands. In terms of Essentially, you suggest that if we want to be greener
how we develop the Business Review, we are we have to be poorer. First of all, I do not think the
particularly keen to hear from Friends of the Earth experience that we have been able to demonstrate
their ideas about how we can build on what is in over the last eight, 10 years actually supports that. I
existence now. will not go into the detail for this Committee, but the

UK has been one of the most successful, certainly
the most stable economy out of all the developedQ193 Colin Challen:TheGovernment published last
countries since 1997. At the same time, we are one ofweek the outcomes of the Exeter conference,
only two (Sweden being the other) EU countries onAvoiding Dangerous Climate Change, which, if
track to meet our Kyoto targets. I do not want to goanything, shows that the situation is far worse than
over the other ground about aspects of the way thatperhaps we thought even two or three years ago.
we have been able to lead some of the practice andHow does the Treasury respond to the warnings that
the debate on climate change policy, but in the endthe Exeter conference report contains?
we are politicians and our purpose is to try andJohn Healey: I think it is an important publication.
balance some of the competing pressures that thereAs you say, it is the report of the conference that
are within our society between the demand thattook place earlier last year. What it does show is that
people rightly want to be able to work and supportincontrovertibly climate change is happening; it
their families and their concern for the environmentshows that incontrovertibly it is global in cause. In
with the some of the concerns that are there aboutmany ways, I think we are getting a better scientific
the poorest. We have to make decisions that balanceunderstanding of this now. It is clear that
those. That is the heart of what we need to do. Ingreenhouse gas emissions have a very similar impact
terms of the Treasury, as a government we have towherever in the world they happen to be emitted.We
shift up a gear in our attention and our advocacy ofunderstand better that, once they are emitted, they
international solutions. I think you really pointed tocan stay in the atmosphere and do the damage that
that with your concern about the post 2012 Kyotothey bring for well over a century. If we understand
arrangements. You will see, tomorrow andmore clearly, and this publication helps us, that the
Saturday, the Chancellor of the Exchequer leadingclimate change challenge is global in course, it is
the arguments in Moscow for a follow up to one ofglobal in consequences, then what it drives us to do
the important elements of the Gleneagles agreementis to work very much harder to say that we have to
(the G8 agreement) that the World Bank shouldfind and build international solutions to try and deal
develop a well-funded alternative energy investmentwith these problems.
framework that helps the poorer countries and those
developing countries to meet their energy needsQ194 Colin Challen: Will it have any impact on the from alternative sources or in more eYcient ways.Treasury’s top five priorities? Could you say what The reason we have to do this, as I talked aboutthose top five priorities are and then explain how earlier on, is the recognition that the consequencestackling climate change may move up the agenda or of climate change are global, the impact is hardest onstay where it is? The Treasury has a lot of thresholds the poorest, which gives us a special responsibility toto cross. help them, and, although we in the developed worldJohn Healey: Since we have come into government, are responsible for the emissions that are causing thelet me be very clear, the heart of the Treasury’s damage at themoment, over the next 10, 20, 30 yearseconomic role is a desire to see the British economy the significant proportion of emissions that is goinggrow but grow sustainably. Therefore, right in the to continue to do the damage or escalate the damageheart of the Treasury’s mission are some of our
is going to come from those developing economies.formalised public service agreement targets, the

concept that we have to make decisions about
economic prosperity, also with some of the social Q196 Colin Challen: I accept much of what you say
consequences in mind and the environmental about the UK’s position on climate change, but
consequences as well. domestically the OYce of National Statistics has

shown that only 4% of government expenditure is
spent on what is classed as ambient air and climate.Q195 Colin Challen: Economic prosperity, in the
That is £250million out of something like six billion.old-fashioned way of describing it, is going to be
There is something in which we perhaps could takeperhapsmore injurious to us inmanyways.How can
a more interventionist role in terms of directwe respond to the argument that we have to really
expenditure to tackle this problem, but it does seemmake a radical shift and very quickly? Tony Blair
to be the lowest amount spent in the variouswas saying only last week (a few days ago) that we
classifications compared to waste waterhave got to get the new post Kyoto framework in

place. That time-set, of course, is set by the existing management and so on. Perhaps we ought to
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reconfigure that approach and say that the performance of the UK—and, as I said earlier,
alongside Sweden, we are the only two countries onGovernment should become far more involved with

direct expenditure, helping us to reduce our carbon track tomeet ourKyoto commitments—then I think
we are well placed, as we have demonstrated, to befootprint, if you like?

John Healey: I think you are probably pointing to able to influence that international debate. What is
also clear (and this is the reason for the verythe limitations of the classification of expenditure

that the OYce of National Statistics uses if you want thorough Climate Change Programme Review that
is going on in government), is that we believe weto get a measure of the range of investments that

the Government is making in various either need to do more to reduce the emissions beyond the
Kyoto commitments, andwe are examining both theprogrammes or policy areas that will help deal with

climate change. impact of what we have done already and potential
policies for the future in order to do that.

Q197 Joan Walley: I thinkMrChallen is referring to
the “environmental protection expenditure by Q199 Colin Challen: In relation to the Climate

Change Programme Review, we have seen thatpublic sector” graph that was used by the OYce of
National Statistics, if that is helpful to you in terms Defra wantUK firms to cut down emissions by eight

million tons by 2010 and the DTI are suggestingof the reference he has just made.
John Healey: It is and it is not, in the sense that there three million tons. Does the Treasury take a view

on that?are whole and very significant government spending
and investment programmes in othermeasures, such John Healey: What you are probably referring to is

speculation in the media recently. What I think youas developing technologies, for instance, such as
supporting the renewables obligation, that will have are referring to is the discussion and therefore the

decision that will have to take place withina direct impact on our attempts to deal with climate
change. The expenditure by public authorities on government on what we publish for consultation as

part of the preparations for the second phase of thewhat may fall within the classification of
environmental protection may be useful, but it is European Union Emissions Trading Scheme. That

process, as you may know, Mr Challen, requires, byonly a partial part of the picture.
Colin Challen: It may be partial, and I guess it is June, the UK to submit to the European

Commission our emissions cap for the next phasealways diYcult to pin these things down precisely,
but if you look at initiatives, the recent (2008 onwards). What it is necessary to do—it is an

important part of the process and the UKannouncement in terms of the funding of the low
carbon building initiative, which brings together Government has given a very strong commitment

that this is what we will do—is to produce a draftClear Skies and various other programmes that the
Government funds with direct grant in aid, has been allocations plan that indicates the sort of options for

the cap and the consequences that will be there forcut. There is an eVective cut in the low carbon
building initiative. It is now 30 million over three the diVerent industrial sectors that come within the

EUETS. That will give the range of interestsyears. In previous programmes it used to be around
about £12 million a year. That is what I mean by our concerned to see the EUETS, like the Government

does, be eVective in this second phase and then we“direct expenditure”. Perhaps the ONS does not
count all of that under environmental protection. will make the decisions that we need to on the

appropriate UK cap by June, and we will do it alsoNevertheless, it shows that there is an unmet
demand, and that is what I mean in this question. in the light of what the other European Union states

are doing in their plans.

Q198 Mr Hurd: No-one would argue with your
premise that climate change requires a global Q200 Colin Challen: If the Stern Review comes out

with some serious proposals for increasedsolution, but would you accept the argument that
that global conversation would be greatly facilitated environmental taxation, perhaps recognising the

very serious nature of this challenge, would we beif a G8 country was able to prove that emissions
could be reduced at no cost to prosperity and that prepared to take that on even if it were unpopular

with the public or the CBI?Britain has a fantastic opportunity to do that, but as
emissions rise that opportunity may be slipping John Healey: It is not Stern’s remit to start

prescribing a set of policies that are appropriate foraway? It is in that context that this Committee and
others are questioning the degree of priority that the the UK. The importance of the review that we have

commissioned from Nick Stern and his team thatTreasury are giving to clamping down on domestic
emissions. report to the Chancellor and the Prime Minister by

the autumn of this year, is essentially to examine theJohn Healey: You are right in principle that our
ability to convincingly and credibly lead arguments economics of global climate change, to look in

particular at the analysis and the dynamic ofwith other countries about (a) the importance of
measures to tackle climate change but (b) the ways precisely what we discussed a moment ago together

in the Committee here between growth andthat it can be done without heavy social or economic
penalty do, to some extent, depend on our own emissions, growth and the impact of climate change,

including the costs and benefits of potentialability to demonstrate that we can do this in our own
UK economy. I come back to the fact that if you measures that might be there and the costs and

benefits of not taking some of the steps that may becompare our growth and our employment creation
record since 1997, if you compare the environmental required. Stern, when he published an interim
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update, at the end of last month, of the work of the Montreal, just before Christmas, I think, again, a
really important development where you saw thereview, laid very heavy stress, quite rightly, on the

fact that, as we discussed a moment ago in the realignment of countries like China and India,
accepting, for the first time, that they needed to beCommittee, this is global in nature and must be, in

the end, global in terms of the solutions and part of some international arrangements. You saw
at Montreal also an international acceptance thatagreements that we are able to forge to meet it.
there must be arrangements beyond the Kyoto
period. I think the climate of concern is getting

Q201 Colin Challen: We can wait forever for global stronger, the climate of opinion is beginning to
agreements, can we not. It is 1948 since the last change and really the challenge for us as a
aviation international agreement was signed, and we government and as politicians of all parties
are struggling, I think, to convince some to stay on concerned about this is how can we help force the
track in terms of Kyoto or even to get involved in pace of that on the one hand and, on the other, how
that international level of negotiations. We have to can we do what we need to do in the UK to make
ask ourselves what Stern actually provides are some sure that our performance and commitment to
indicators of how seriously we domestically have to climate change measures up with the best.
reshape our approach to it. We are slipping on our
20% target for 2010 in carbon reductions. Surely that

Q202 Ms Barlow: The Pre-Budget Report mademay mean having to take bold, radical and possibly
quite a lot of the Gleneagles’ decision to have aunpopular action. Is that something the Treasury is
communiqué and an action plan. Can you tell me ifwilling to do?
there is going to be any extra money or new taxes asJohn Healey: If I may say so, I think you are missing
a result of this action plan?the essential point and importance of Stern. It is not
John Healey: I think we are some way oV getting toabout the UK policy framework, it is not about the
the point of being able to, first of all, firm up how theshort-term through to 2010 and whether we meet
action plan will be put into practice, and the Bill, ifour domestic target on 2010. It is about the
you like, will be there for governments across theinternational challenge, it is about the medium and
board to support it. The nature of the discussions inlong-term and, as I said earlier to the Committee, the
Moscow, in part, will be about how this energyUK emissions are around 2% of world emissions.
investment framework that the World Bank willThere is no benefit to the UK in aggressively being
develop will work, how substantial should be theable to reduce our own emissions in the UK (a) if we
financial support that is behind it. It will be decisionssuVer serious economic disadvantage or social
for governments like ours, as a result of that, toproblems as a result and (b) if the rest of the world,
decide what sort of commitmentwemake to get it oVproducing the 98% of the emissions, does not take
the ground and make sure that it works as well as itsimilar steps. Because these are global problemswith
can. In many ways, I think the parallels are quitea global impact, we get none of the environmental
similar to the process by which internationalgain that we need to see. I am less pessimistic. I do
pressure, then international understanding and thennot underestimate how complex and sometimes
individual country commitment went with the rightpainstaking progress on this sort of international
oVer of third world debt, the increase in aid tostage can be. I am less pessimistic for two reasons.
developing countries and also some of the specificFirst of all, if you look at the significant shift that
the programmes that would be necessary to try andthere has been in the commitments and the
tackleHIV andAIDS, particularly inAfrica. In eachconsensus of view on the importance of debt and
of those cases, it was, first of all, internationaldevelopment, particularly in Africa, over the last
argument and agreement, backed up by decisionsseven or eight years, and, I am proud to say, led not
from our Government and others, about the sort ofentirely but very much led by our Government, then
financial commitment that we were prepared toit does demonstrate that you can change minds.
make. I think the development of the GleneaglesThere has been strong support from church,
agreement and the Montreal work will follow avoluntary groups and others as well, but you can
similar pattern. We are not clear enough yet to bechange minds, you can change government policies
certain about the financial commitments that we willand you can get in place the sort of co-ordinated
need and we will want to make, but that will come.action that is required to deal with such problems.

The second reason I am less pessimistic than you,Mr
Challen, is that I really do see some of the outcome Q203 Ms Barlow: It also talks about getting together
of what we have been able to achieve over the last with the Norwegian Government, particularly on
year, in leading with the Presidency the G8 and then carbon capture and storage and also, I think, an
the EU, as significant steps. At Gleneagles in July we additional 10 million demonstration projects. How
had, for the first time, a real shift in the acceptance useful how do you think this will be and how much
of theUnited States that the climate change problem do you expect these measures to achieve?
exists and steps need to be taken to deal with it. We John Healey: They are small but they are a start. An
had around that Gleneagles Summit the beginning important part of the Energy Review that the
of detailed discussions with 20 of the most serious Government is conducting now will be to assess the
emitting countries round the world. In the UK we long-term potential and, therefore, the long-term
are leading the joint venture on behalf of the commitment that as a government we need to make
European Union with China in exploring and trying to carbon capture and storage as part of the ability

to deal eVectively with the challenge of climateto develop carbon capture and storage, and in
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change. What you saw in the Chancellor’s Q207 Dr Turner: Do you have any intentions to
respond to the changing situation in terms of oil andannouncements at the Pre-Budget Report was very
gas supplies in terms of the fiscal measures?much the start of that process. What you see, as I
John Healey: I would need to be convinced that thatsuggested earlier, in terms of our work leading the
was necessary. Let us not lose sight of the fact thatEU’s joint project with China on this new
the majority of the developed countries (the G7)technology, again, is very much in the early stages
have been net importers of oil and gas for ages. Webut it is promising and potentially it could be very
will move into that position. In many ways the UKsignificant for the long-term.
is one of the most liberalised energy markets,
certainly in Europe, and we would expect, at first, to

Q204 Ms Barlow: What particular areas of change see a response from the private sector in terms of
would you like to see from the Norwegian project, investment in, and development of, new
for example? technologies and also in terms of resources, and that
John Healey: The Norwegian project potentially is happening. There is 10 billion pounds of
creates the conditions where we may look to foster investment going into gas facilities and storage in the
perhaps the trial of, and investment in, these sorts of UK between now and 2010, and the majority of it
technologies within the North Sea. Clearly it is the will be in place by 2007. That is private investment
UK and Norway that have the principal shared based on the fact that they see the projections about
interest in the oV-shore Continental Shelf and the oil UK oil and gas production, and it is investment
and the gas reserves and the wells that are there there that is built to precisely manage that sort of
already. In the private sector, also some of our transition in the economy that we know is coming,
leading companies, like BP, also potentially have a and have known for some time is coming, but is
very important role to play here. reasonably a response fromprivate investment in the

private sector and not simply a requirement or a
responsibility of the Government.Q205 Dr Turner: There is a lot of speculation about

when we reach peak oil production in the world,
Q208 Dr Turner: The climate change levy is one ofand, of course, we have done already in the North
the key planks of Treasury fiscal instruments.Sea. What analysis have the Treasury done about
John Healey: The climate change levy is not just onethe situation and the implications, both in terms of
of the key planks of the Treasury’s fiscalrevenue and the costs of energy? Does the Treasury
instruments. the climate change levy for this countryhave a view on the timescale?
is one of the principal ways in which we are cuttingJohn Healey: Yes. I think if you study the Pre-
our own carbon emissions, putting ourselves onBudget Report and the succession of Budget
track to achieve the Kyoto target and the otherdocuments, what you will see is that our economic
targets that we have got, and, without the climateforecasts all incorporate the forecast for production
change levy, which by 2010 is going to bring threeon the UK Continental Shelf, and the forecasts take
and a half million tons of carbon saving, we reallyout of what are the DTI’s figures about declining
knock a big hole in our ability to deal with theproduction. In many ways this is a territory where
challenges of climate change.we have very good information, good analysis and

some quite long-term forward projections. It means,
Q209 Dr Turner: Perhaps I expressed it rather badly.I think, that we can make sure that we plan for and
That is not what I meant at all.set up a framework to see the sorts of adjustment in
John Healey: I apologise, Mr Turner.energy supply that we are going to need as a country

as that trend over the next 20, 30 years take place.
Q210 Dr Turner: The point is that it needs to bite to
be eVective, as, indeed, do all environmental taxes,

Q206 Dr Turner: Would you agree that we have and the need to have some pain for bad behaviours
actually got to start weaning the UK economy oV its and reward for good behaviours. Do you think that
addiction to oil in advance of the time when we need to increase the level of the climate change
available reserves start to deplete and the market levy, increase the pain level, to accelerate the
price gets so high that it is unaVordable? Do you changes?
think we need to start taking action now, in John Healey: That will be one of the arguments in
advance? the representations that we get from some interest
John Healey: You are right, and we are. If you look groups on the climate change levy that the

Chancellor will be taking into account as he makesat the encouragement that we have given to the
his annual decision about rates at the Budget.development of renewables—tide, wind, solar, but

particularly wind because obviously our hydro
sources are fairly limited in the UK—if you look at Q211 Joan Walley: I think the concern is whether or
the support we have given, not just in regulatory not there is a sense that it is business as usual and
terms with the renewables obligation but in funding that the extent of the climate change levy is perhaps
terms and in research and development to the not hurting enough.
support of renewables, that is precisely the principle John Healey: The climate change levy does add to
or the ambition that underpins that part of the the energy costs that businesses face. It was designed
policy, and this will be taken further as part of the to do that. It adds much less of a cost than the

increase in world oil and gas prices in the last yearEnergy Review that is currently underway.
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or two, which have been a very significant driver of Q214 Dr Turner: So we can look forward to some
changes as a result of this year’s review?increased business energy cost, electricity and gas,

but with the climate change levy—I mentioned what John Healey: I think you can look forward to
certainly the Energy Review and some of the otherit will yield in terms of the reduction in carbon: 3.5

million tons a year by 2010—when we first set out to work going on in Government as having quite an
important part in setting the future direction, andintroduce it we had a projected gain of only two

million tons of carbon. Therefore, the way we have then we will see how the private investors respond
to that.introduced it and the decisions that we have taken

still combine to have a policy measure at present
which, if we look forward to 2010, will deliver that Q215 Dr Turner:Does it worry you that there will be
scale of savings. The climate change agreements that possibly a lack of connectivity with the three reviews
I know this Committee is familiar with as an going on at once, with the SternReview, which could
important part of the design of the regime again possibly have the most co-ordinated eVect through
have led to much greater carbon savings than whatever pattern of fiscal instruments arise, not
originally assessed and expected at the time of its emerging until the end of the process?
introduction. It is working, but the arguments that John Healey: No, it does not worry me at all. The
people want to put to us about the potential impact three reviews you are probably referring to are very
of either freezing, revalorizing or increasing in real diVerent in their purpose and focus. The Climate
terms the rate of the levy will all be questions that we Change Programme Review is there to assess the
will consider in the context of the budget for this measures in the UK that as a government we have
year, and then we will do so again for the future. taken to date and to look at our performance in

relation to the domestic 20% cut in carbon dioxide
emissions by 2010, so it is UK-focused, relativelyQ212 Dr Turner: The climate change levy is not the
short-term. The Stern Review, as I explained earlier,only fiscal instrument involved. One of the messages
is an academic exercise, it is potentially analysing thewhich I constantly hear from industry is that they
economics of climate change. The Energy Review iswould make investment decisions, whether it
a systematic look at the long-term future of UKwas increased investment in renewable energy
energy policy and a look, in doing so, at the progressgeneration or in energy conservation, if they had
we have made against the four goals we set out insuYciently clear long-term signals to give them the
February 2003 in the Energy White Paper. So theyconfidence to do that. This applies to both the
have diVerent purposes and diVerent, if you like,business community and domestically. Do you have
time perspectives. I think all will contribute inany plans to review this—and presumably Stern will
diVerent ways to the decisions we need to take.to an extent do this—or do you have thoughts about

raising the profile of environmental taxation to
achieve changes in investment patterns? Q216 Joan Walley: Just to cut in there, presumably
John Healey: The basic contention, that the greater there has to be some degree of synchronisation and
the clarity and certainty for the long-term the greater some continuity and constancy about the
the reduction in the risk of investment from the environmental input into all three of those,
private sector, is broadly right, and the framework otherwise there will be clashes or tensions between
of long-termGovernment policy and commitment is them, will there not?
a part of those sort of risk investments in any sort of John Healey: Do you mean by that that the
business assessment. I have heard that same economic analysis, some of the methods of
argument made by those interested in investing in producing the social costs of carbon, for instance—
increasing nuclear capacity, and I am not sure if that that sort of methodology—is consistent?
is what you are arguing for.

Q217 Joan Walley: Yes, but the economic analysis
Q213 Dr Turner: No! must take account of the environmental analysis on
John Healey: Clearly as part of the Energy Review, which it is based.
there will be recognition that Government priorities, John Healey: Quite. It does and it will.
commitments, for the long-term—which is exactly
what the Energy Review is designed to try and

Q218 Joan Walley: That is the same for the Sternassess—will form part of the investment climate in
Review?all sorts of potential energy-generating and climate
John Healey: We are developing our ability tochange-saving technologies. So to the degree that
improve our methods of doing so as we go along. IGovernment can, it is important we do give that sort
would expect the Stern Review to make a significantof commitment. It is one of the reasons we accepted
contribution to our ability to do that well in thethe argument for extending the renewables
future.obligation, for instance, through to 2014–15. It is
Joan Walley: Okay. I think we have to move on toone of the reasons with bio-fuels that we introduced
aviation.a couple of years ago a three-year framework where

wemake decisions on the duty discount for bio-fuels
and there was a guarantee for at least three years. It Q219 Mr Hurd: Aviation emissions grew by 12% in

2004. Do you still think it is possible to includehelps, sometimes around the margins, but it
certainly helps with the ability of business to make aviation within the European trading system at the

start of Phase 2?those sort of long-term investment decisions.
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John Healey: Yes, it is possible. I think it is more John Healey:No, because, as I explained earlier, the
air passenger duty is not an environmental tax; it islikely we will be able to get it into the second phase

of the EU ETS, and if we cannot get it in by 2008 not related to a concern about emissions, it is not
related to more eYcient aircraft, it is not related atthen we want to see it included as soon as possible

after that date. The work we did under the UK all to more eYcient use of the aircraft which are
flying. I think there is more that the industry couldPresidency in the last six months of last year formed

an important part of moving that on. So the fact we do, it is not just a question of what government does.
The climate of debate around climate change and thehave seen from the Commission the confirmation

they will put forward a draft legislative proposal on potential problems it poses is much fiercer now than
it was even 12 or 24 months ago and I welcome that.this by the end of this year is an important step

forward. The working party which is set up under It does help to draw people’s attention generally to
what contributes to it and what the risks are. Therethe auspices of the Commission to pursue this is

again an important sign that other countries are is more than the industry itself can do and there has
been, over the last 12 months or so, some quitetaking it seriously and that we have got a good

chance of getting it included during the second encouraging signs that major players, including
BritishAirways, are coming together to not just alertphase.
their passengers more to the environmental impact
of flying but taking some steps on a voluntary basisQ220 Mr Hurd:How long would it normally take to
to try and oVset some of those impacts as well.reach agreement on a proposal, assuming it is out at

the end of 2006? Is three years reasonable?
John Healey: Having dealt with Europe as a Q223 Mr Hurd: Is the Treasury looking at increasing

the level of air passenger duty or considering levyingTreasury Minister for about three years now I have
never been able to predict the length of time that VAT on ticket sales? I believe we are the only

country which does not do that.European-related processes take. As I say, I hope
and believe we have a good chance of getting John Healey:Wewill look at all these options, as we

do with all taxes which are in place. Any options onaviation included, that we have a good chance of
getting it included during the second phase of the EU these are part of the Budget-making process. Where

people are making representations to us as part ofETS. If we cannot get it included for the start of
2008, what we will be pressing for is that it is that Budget process, we would consider them

carefully and in the end we will make a judgment inincluded as soon as possible after that.
the context of the Budget.

Q221 Mr Hurd:Defra released a consultancy report,
which youmay have seen, which suggested including Q224 Mr Hurd: Are they under active

consideration now?aviation in Phase 2 would have no impact at all on
the price of carbon. Does this not strike you as John Healey: To the extent that the Chancellor has

to make decisions each year on the rate of airsurprising, given the growth in aviation, and does it
not send a rather worrying signal about the kind of passenger duty, he will do so again in the Budget in

a couple of months’ time.rigour that governments will be taking to the
negotiation of the cap on aviation?
John Healey: I have not seen that study but clearly I Q225 Joan Walley: I think it is inevitable, because it
will now that you have raised it with me. If the is such a far ranging inquiry in terms of the Pre-
European Union countries were to accept aviation Budget Report, we are going to flit over diVerent
as part of the EU ETS, (a) it would be a very strong issues. Just before we move on, I want to go back to
signal that they, like us, see aviation as a significant your response to Dr Turner’s question about the
and growing source of emissions for the future and peak oil situation, where we are going to peak in
(b) they are willing to see some action taken to try terms of oil and where the tipping point is and what
and deal with it. We would be doing so in an area we do to prevent it. Given what you have just said,
where, once again, emissions from aviation are going along with the fact that the UK economy
international in nature and unilateral action from should be weaned oV its dependence on oil, I just
one country really does not hit the mark, but we are wonder what your comments are on the decision I
heavily constrained by the web of international believe by the Swedish Government this week that
conventions that, as was said earlier, date back to they are now setting a target of making Sweden oil
1944. free by 2020? I wonder if you can tell the Committee

what the UK’s consumption of oil will be by 2020
and whether or not you have any long-term plansQ222 Mr Hurd: The Defra report was released on 1

February and it is a consultancy report by ICF about how you expect to see the consumption of oil
start to decline?Consultancy. Are you satisfied that the Government

and the Treasury are doing enough to send signals to John Healey: I do not have those figures but if we
have them within the Treasury I can certainly let thepassengers about the link between climate change

and their travel? I am thinking of a Department for Committee know. In some senses what Sweden does
is a matter for Sweden, our situation is entirelyTransport survey in 2002 which showed only 1:8

travellers made any connection between flying and diVerent. We do have reserves of oil and gas that
Sweden does not have. They are broadly on aclimate change. In that context, do you think the air

passenger duty tax is punching its full weight in declining production trend but, in fact, partly as a
result of some of the fiscal changes we made in theterms of sending signals to the consumer?
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last Parliament, companies in the North Sea are increasing or that we should not be seeing the
economy growing. The challenge there lies in generalopening up new fields and will edge back into being

a net exporter of oil in 2006–07 as we open up more terms, like we have discussed before, how can you
encourage greater eYciency in the technology ofcapacity. We are very fortunate as a country to have

these natural reserves. They clearly mean that our engines that power road transport, how can you
encourage the development of cleaner fuels, andapproach to future energy policy will be diVerent

from Sweden’s but it does not remove the long-term how can you ensure, as we have done, seeing the
average emissions from new cars, for instance,challenge and concern that we have, as I explained,

that we are already trying to develop, which is that falling every year for the last 10 years, stepped up so
that the increased activity that comes often within the long-term these resources are finite. In the

long-term we must move to an ability to meet our increased economic activity does not do such
damage to the climate at the same time?energy needs from non-fossil sources. In the end we

have to do so as well in order to reduce the emissions
which are damaging the climate so badly. Q228 Joan Walley: Should we not be raising fuel
Joan Walley:On that basis, it would be quite helpful duty in line with inflation?
if you have got any information inside the Treasury John Healey: It is our general stance with all taxes
that you could let us have on that because I think the that we at least look to raise taxes by the level of
issue relates very much to the point that Dr Turner inflation to revalorize so they maintain their real
wasmaking about the need to have long-term signals value. I think we dealt at some length with the
about the route of travel, the direction of travel that decisions on fuel duty taken during the course of
we are taking. Obviously the point of peak oil supply 2005. The general point tomake on that is that when
and where that stands, it is useful to have that as a the Chancellor makes these decisions he rightly
long-term indicator as to where we are with it. If you weighs up a range of factors which come into play.
could let the Committee have that it would be very In the end that is the purpose of us as politicians and
helpful. the judgments we have to make as a Government.

Q226 Mr Chaytor:Could I just comment quickly on Q229 Joan Walley: At the heart of it, is it not about
that. Accepting the diVerence between Britain and the Government’s communication strategy in terms
Sweden in terms of oil reserves, do you not think, of the public buying into the need to address climate
Minister, that it does make sense, in terms of change through the cost of fuel? Is it not about a
national policy, to have a goal of energy self- communications strategy, how we get the message
suYciency? Now Sweden may be able to get there across? Should that not be at the heart of it?
before the UnitedKingdom could possibly do but as John Healey: The communications challenge is at
an objective, energy self-suYciency, is it not the heart of it and it is an essential part of it. I am not
something we should be aiming at? sure that fuel duty is the right focus for that. If you
John Healey: I do not accept that it should be the look at the reforms we have made to Vehicle Excise
over-riding objective. Clearly, as we set out in the Duty or to company car tax, those are tax reforms to
Energy White Paper nearly three years ago, security restructure tax regimes in a way that (a) gives signals
of supply and our ability to produce for ourselves as to domestic and company purchasers of cars that
an important element of security supply is an encourages them to buy more eYcient vehicles and
important goal of energy policy but it sits alongside (b) rewards them for doing so. Now that is part of
a concern for those who are fuel poor, it sits the communication of the essential messages that
alongside our concern for climate change emissions you are talking about. I am not sure the fuel duty is
and it also sits alongside our concern to see energy, perhaps the right focus for that.
where we can, delivered and part of a competitive Joan Walley: I will bring in Dr Turner on that point.
market.
Joan Walley:MrChaytor’s point is verymuch about Q230 Dr Turner: It is an appropriate point because
the leadership that the UK Government is giving I want to ask about the company car tax regime and
on that. the Vehicle Excise Duty regime. The Energy Saving
Mr Chaytor: We will pursue that another time. Trust have told us in their evidence that there was a

leakage between the relatively stringent company
car tax regime to the less stringent Vehicle ExciseQ227 Joan Walley: Very briefly on road transport,

because we have covered some of the points already Duty regime, which is less punishing for very high
emission vehicles. Executives are taking the cash andthat we did want to make. I suppose we are

wondering, given the graph which I think you are buying their gas-guzzlers rather than having the
company car. Have you been aware of this leakage?familiar with, of the index of household disposable

income and cost of motoring—there seems to be Do you have any proposals to plug it by, for
instance, making the Vehicle Excise Duty steeper atsuch a big gap, the disposable income has increased

and the real cost of motoring has declined—is there the top end?
John Healey: If I may say so, Dr Turner, therenot a contradiction there in terms of the

Government’s stated intentions in terms of tax are a number of questions there and one
misunderstanding at the heart of it. In terms of thepolicy back in 1997 on the environmental front?

John Healey: There is not a contradiction, there is a Vehicle Excise Duty, you will have seen how we
reformed the structure of Vehicle Excise Duty tochallenge there. I do not think you are arguing that

we should not be seeing household incomes make it reflect the environmental performance of
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diVerent vehicles. You will have seen in the Budget and (b) that the technical specifications associated
with it are in fact somewhat counter-intuitive tolast year, the fact that we raised the top two bands

and froze the others in a way to stretch the incentives environmental considerations because, for instance,
bio-ethanol produced by fermentation, as Iand signals that are there within the Vehicle Excise

Duty regime. As part of the decisions again that the understand it would not qualify whereas if it is
produced by other chemical processes which areChancellor would take at the Budget, we would

consider whether there is a case for going further. On themselves CO2 emitting then it would. Do you have
any plans to revisit the fuel duty rebates?the question of the company car tax, it is not a

question that those that opt-out of the system to John Healey: I think there are a couple of things
which the company car tax applies somehow then tangled up in that. First of all, the definition of a bio-
haemorrhage into the Vehicle Excise Duty. The fuel which attracts the 20 pence per litre discount is
Vehicle Excise Duty is payable on all vehicles on our set out in the 1979 legislation, the Hydrocarbon Oils
roads. If an individual company car driver is not Duties Act. That is a specification that is about the
subject to company car tax then it will be because nature and the quality of the product, the oil, not
their employers are oVering them another form of about the processes at all producing it. That is the
support to their business motoring and they will fall first point. The question marks over what does and
not within the VED but some other form of income does not fall within that definition are essentially
tax. The fact that numbers under the company car determined by HMRevenue and Customs. They do
tax scheme do appear to have been falling to some so by analysing the samples of the fuels in question.
extent is a reflection of a number of things we The guidance and specifications about what counts
believe, and we are doing some further work to try are very clearly set out. What I have said to some
and analyse these, including diVerent incentives that small producers is that in the light of (a) the
employers happen to be oVering their employees in legislation and (b) the guidance that has been
relation to company motoring and probably a produced I will, and we are, looking at the way that
misapprehension, as we introduce the company car this is working. Just to be clear, it is not related to the
tax, of quite how stringent as a fiscal change that process, it is related to the oil product at the end of
might be. it. On the question of the duty discount, the scale of

it, I have had producers and potential producers
making the same arguments to me for some time. IQ231 Dr Turner:Youmust appreciate that someone
thought the report a couple of years ago of the Selectwho has got a big enough cash bonus—a City trader
Committee responsible for shadowing Defra wasand so on—to go out and buy a £50,000 car is not
quite significant in this. It took the view that I dogoing to be deterred by a £10 or £20 hike in the
that simply increasing the duty discounts on bio-Vehicle Excise Duty. It needs to be much more
fuels would be unlikely to develop a UK bio-fuelssignificant before it bites, do you not agree?
industry. Indeed about a third of the bio-fuels onJohn Healey: The Vehicle Excise Duty is not
sale at themoment are imported.My view is that youdesigned to take a slice of the bonus a City trader
need a range of measures to help support themight get, the income tax system does that. That is
development of the market in bio-fuels productionthe distinction I am trying to make. The company
in the UK. That is why we had the duty discount,car tax is about taxing a benefit that comes to an
that is whywe are putting the obligation in place.Weemployee by virtue of the arrangement that the
have announced, also, the entitlement to enhanceemployer puts in place for their motoring.
capital allowances once we get state aid approval of
good new bio-fuel plant investments. I think if youQ232 Dr Turner:You are incentivising the purchase look at the increase in the bio-diesel and bio-ethanolof fuel eYcient vehicles by lowering the Vehicle market since we introduced the discount, we are at aExcise Duty for them, all I am suggesting is that it very low base, I accept, but you are seeing verywould make logical sense to increase the Vehicle significant increases.Excise Duty at the high end because once they have Joan Walley: Minister, I am aware that we are timereached the level of owning a FordMondeo it peaks.
constrained in terms of the session, we want, veryJohn Healey: There are people arguing strongly,
quickly, to touch on sustainable housing. I suspectincluding yourself, for us to make that decision. To
that what we want to ask you on sustainablebe clear that is a decision about the rates within the
procurement probably we will not reach. We mayVehicle Excise Duty regime, unless I am missing
have to ask you, if necessary, to write to us on that.something serious, it is not linked to the operation of

the company car tax.
Joan Walley: DiVerentials are obviously a key part Q234 Mr Hurd: Carbon emissions are on the rise in
of this as well. this country, 30% of them seep out of our own

homes. All the evidence to us points to consumer
apathy being the major roadblock to transformingQ233 Dr Turner: Finally from me, the renewables
attitudes to energy eYciency. The evidence suggeststransport fuel obligation, which I greatly welcome—
that EEC is working reasonably well within itsthat was announced in PBR—was great but I just
limitations but that to achieve a real breakthroughwonder whether the fuel duty bonus that you have
requires fiscal incentives to encourage goodgiven, the 20 pence per litre, is going to work as
behaviour. Does the Treasury accept this analysiseVectively with that as it might, especially given the
and, if so, why has it done nothing in this area forfact that (a) industry tells me that 20 pence a litre is

not quite enough to kick the market in bio-fuels oV two years?
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9 February 2006 John Healey MP

John Healey: In fact 25% of the UK’s emissions are John Healey: I have indeed.
coming from households. Households consume 30%
of energy. The emissions from households are
gradually declining, we need them to decline further.

Q236 Mr Hurd: Have you studied that case?What I do not accept is that we have not put any
John Healey: Yes, and I have studied the Energymeasures in place, including fiscal instruments. If
Savings Trust report that they have done, making ayou look at the range of reduced rate VATmeasures
more general case for some use of the council taxthat we put in place, for instance, particularly on
system in a similar way to the way Braintreemicro-generation technologies, those are fiscal
Council have.instruments designed in anticipation of a growing

market. You mentioned the energy eYciency
commitment, that is costing £300 million a year. We
have introduced, also, the Landlords’ Energy Saving Q237 Joan Walley: On that point, because our time
Allowance and confirmed in the Pre-Budget Report has run out, I know you have to be away by 1.30, I
the work that we are doing to turn that into a green simply wish to put on record that we had we had
landlords’ allowance, a fiscal measure designed to more time now we would have wished to pursuetry and have some impact on the housing sector that water eYciency and pollution and sustainableis most diYcult in energy eYciency terms which is

procurement as well. Obviously these are all ongoingthe private rented sector. Clearly it is diYcult
issues but certainly if there are further thoughts youbecause there is market failure, the landlords have to
wish to share with us about how we can makeinvest, the tenants get the benefit from lower
progress, more procurement issues, we will be verymonthly or weekly bills. I do not accept that we have
pleased to receive them. On that point, I think younot been acting in this area. I am ready to consider
want to be away by 1.30, can I thank you very muchrepresentations or arguments that we should go
indeed for your evidence today.further but I do not want you to feel misinformed or
John Healey:Thank you. If you would like me to settoo pessimistic.
out the challenges on water and what Government
is doing on that, I am happy to do that and also onQ235 Mr Hurd: Have you looked at what is
sustainable procurement.happening in Braintree where the Council in
Joan Walley: Thank you. It would assist us in ourpartnership with British Gas is oVering rebates on

council tax of £100? inquiry. Thank you very much, Minister.

Memorandum submitted by John Healey MP, Financial Secretary, HM Treasury

Environmental Taxes

1. Following your evidence that, contrary to its classification by theOYce ofNational Statistics, Air Passenger
Duty is “not an environmental tax”, could you list all the taxes and levies that the Treasury does class as
environmental taxes?

The ONS uses a classification of environmental taxes which includes taxes on transport as well as
pollution and resources. This approach allows analysis to be based on the eVects of themeasures rather than
the aims behind their introduction. Where the Treasury refers to environmental taxes it means the climate
change levy, aggregates levy and landfill tax. Other taxes can have a positive environmental impact, but were
not specifically designed to achieve environmental ends.

Specifically, in relation to Air Passenger Duty, to quote directly from oral evidence given to the EAC on
Thursday 9 February in response to Q13;

“First of all, it is not an environmental tax. Second, it does, however, contribute to the recognition that
we have been very clear about, that the aviation industry has to pay the costs, the externalities if you like,
that it imposes on society and on the environment. It is a significant contribution to that, but it is not an
instrument that is well designed to achieving environmental ends.”
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2. How many environmental taxes have been revalorized (ie, either revalorized or increased), and on what
occasions, dating back to (and including) Budget 2001?

Climate Change Levy Aggregates Levy Landfill Tax

2000–01 Introduction N/a £11/tonne
2001–02 Freeze N/a £12/tonne
2002–03 Freeze Introduction £13/tonne
2003–04 Freeze Freeze £14/tonne
2004–05 Freeze Freeze £15/tonne
2005–06 Freeze Freeze £18/tonne

Air Passenger Duty

3. What is the purpose of air passenger duty?

APD was not introduced as an environmental tax. It was announced in November 1993 as a measure to
extend the tax base, based on a recognition that aviation was under taxed as a sector, due to its zero rating
for VAT and exemption from fuel duty for all international and the majority of domestic flights. Many in
the aviation industry and voluntary sector nevertheless view APD as an environmental tax.

4. Has the Treasury considered modifying it, so that it became an environmental tax?

APD can have an eVect on demand for aviation and therefore emissions, so it can be used as an
environmental instrument in its current form, although a blunt one.

It is possible that restructuring of APD could adapt it to be more suitable as an environmental tool, but
this would need to be weighed against other impacts of restructuring on the Exchequer, industry and
passengers.

5. In the entry for Air Passenger Duty in “Table 7.2: The environmental impacts of Budget measures”, the Pre-
Budget Report 2005 states: “Levying APD has resulted in a reduction in emissions of CO2 and local air
pollutants from aviation.” Could the Treasury explain its argument for this statement?

PBR 2005 Table 7.2 states that “Levying APD has resulted in a reduction in emissions of CO2 and local
air pollutants from aviation”. This is based on the demand impact of APD. Should APD be removed,
demand would increase (by a relatively small amount), resulting in higher levels of emissions.

Communications Strategy

6. In relation to vehicle fuel duty, does the Treasury have a specific communications strategy for: (a) getting
the message across to the public that the costs of motoring have actually fallen in recent years; and (b) linking
fuel duty in the minds of the public to the need to curb carbon emissions and hence avert the worse scenarios of
climate change? If the Treasury does have such a communications strategy, could the Committee see a copy of
the main relevant document which sets this strategy out?

Chapter 7 of the Pre-Budget Report and Budget documents, entitled Protecting the Environment includes
a chart showing how the cost of motoring has changed over time. In PBR 2005 this was chart 7.3. Section
7.46 of the document sets out more details of the recent trends.

The link between fuel duty rates and carbon emissions has been made consistently by the Government.
PBR 2005 (section 7.47) stated it is the Government’s policy that fuel duty rates should rise each year at
least in line with inflation, as the UK seeks to meet its targets of reducing polluting emissions and funding
public services.

Peak Oil and Gas

7. In the session on 9 February, you were asked, in view of plans by the Swedish Government tomake its country
oil-free by 2020, what the UK’s consumption of oil was projected to be by 2020. You said that if the Treasury
had such figures, you would let the Committee have them. Does the Treasury have such a projection, and, if so,
could you let us see it?

UK oil demand in mtoe (including bunkers and non-energy use) is currently projected to grow as
indicated below:

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

91.1 91.7 89.2 88.6 91.6 94.5 96.8

Source: “UK Energy and CO2 Emissions Projections’, DTI, February 2006”
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8. Would the Treasury consider adding a dedicated section within Chapter 7 of every Pre-Budget Report,
assessing the nature and level of risks posed to the United Kingdom from the depletion of world oil and gas
reserves, and setting out what fiscal instruments and other policies the Treasury is proposing each year to take
in response?

The Government’s view on oil production prospects is set out in the 2003 Energy White Paper “Our
energy future—creating a low carbon economy” http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/index.shtml:

“Globally, conventional oil reserves are suYcient to meet projected demand for around 30 years,
although new discoveries will be needed to renew reserves. Together with non-conventional
reserves such as oil shales and improvements in technology, there is the potential for oil reserves
to last twice as long.”

This is consistent with the latest assessment by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in its 2005 World
Energy Outlook. However the Government is not being complacent. Like the IEA, the Government
recognises that significant investment will be required to turn these reserves into production. The UK is
therefore working with producers, consumers and the international community to improve the conditions
for investment in the international energy sector. On the demand side, the Government is working with
developing countries to encourage more eVective management of energy demand, through energy eYciency
improvements and the development of renewable sources of energy. G8 Finance Ministers have also been
monitoring oil issues. Their latest communiqué can be found at 'http://en.g8russia.ru/news/20060211/
1143117.html(. Domestically, the Government is working with the industry to maximise the economic
potential of our North Sea supplies. The Energy Review will consider the long term implications of trends
in world energy markets for domestic energy policy and will report to the Prime Minister in the Summer.

Operating and Financial Reviews/environmental reporting

9. Is it true that the Treasury has agreed to repay the legal costs incurred by Friends of the Earth in their
application for a judicial review of the decision to abolish the requirements for companies to publish Operating
and Financial Reviews? If true, why is the Treasury paying these costs, and what is the statutory authority under
which they are being incurred?

Friends of the Earth withdrew their judicial review application on the basis that the Government would
carry out further consultation. It was considered appropriate for the Government to agree to pay Friends
of the Earth’s costs of bringing the action.

Statutory authority for making such a payment is to be found in Chapter 18 of Government Accounting
which permits departments to make special payments where such payments are needed to settle legal
proceedings out of court (see specifically paragraph 18.6.5 of Govt Accounting).

10. On 1 February, the DTI Minister Alun Michael made an announcement of renewed consultation on how
the Company Law Reform Bill might be amended “to ensure eVective forward looking narrative reporting by
quoted companies, including, where appropriate, on social, community, employee and environmental matters”.
In light of this, can the Treasury confirm that the Government is willing to consider introducing additional
requirements for listed companies to report on environmental matters in the new Business Reviews?

The Government is willing to consider on their merits any representations made in the fuller consultation
for changes to narrative reporting requirements.

The Committee has also requested in a subsequent letter (22 February 2006) copies of all internal
documents which may shed light on the process by which the decision was reached to abolish the OFR,
including the documents sent to Friends of the Earth as part of legal proceedings. This information will
shortly be provided to the Committee.

Sustainable Procurement

11. Has the Treasury considered whether or not OGC ought to assume leadership in sustainable procurement
in place of DEFRA?

In order to ensure the eYcient management of government business, it is important to be clear about
where lead responsibility should lie on any given subject. The OGC is responsible for setting the overall
procurement policy framework. Broadly speaking, that involves compliance with EU rules on fair and open
competition and ensuring value for money for the taxpayer. Within that overall framework, it will often
make sense for departments to developmore detailed policies about how procurement can further their own
departmental objectives. Within Government, DEFRA has policy responsibility for sustainable
development, and so consistent with the general approach it should have responsibility for sustainable
procurement. But, as with any department wishing to develop more detailed procurement policy ideas, the
OGC is ready to oVer its support and advice on how this can be done within the overall framework.
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12. Has the Treasury considered giving OGC new environmental or sustainability targets?

To be eVective, targets should focus organisations on their core purpose(s). The core businesses of OGC
are value for money in public procurement, eYciency, and programme and project management, and its
three main targets reflect those. The environment and sustainability are of course important government
objectives, and it is understandable that the EAC should focus on them. Environmental and sustainability
objectives can be pursued within existing guidance and procurement arrangements. But the Government
has many other important objectives, and if OGC were to be given environmental or sustainability targets,
it is not clear why they should not also have targets related to better health, education etc But that would
create an unwieldy list, diminish the value of the targets, and potentially dilute OGC’s own important
mission on value for money in procurement.

13. How eVectively does the Treasury believe the OGC is performing in giving practical guidance to public
bodies on how to reconcile post-Gershon eYciency targets with the objectives of sustainable procurement?

OGC has always actively promoted the message that eYciency gains are about increasing the value
obtained from procurement exercises, not just about reducing their costs. This involves better management
of supply markets, smarter logistics and reducing waste and duplication, all of which can have beneficial
eVects for the environment.

OGC has produced guidance looking at the scope to consider environmental and social issues at each
stage of the procurement process, particularly within the framework of the UK’s procurement policy and
within EU rules. The guidance note on environmental issues in purchasing was published jointly with
DEFRA in October 2003 and the guidance note on social issues in purchasing was issued in February 2006.

OGC has actively promoted the message that sustainability and eYciency are mutually compatible and
reinforcing. OGC has made its position clear in a statement on the OGC website, at events and conferences
and through articles in public sector publications.Furthermore, by raising the profile of public procurement
and emphasising the need for professionalism and a joined—up approach, the OGC EYciency Programme
oVers an opportunity to assist procurement teams in rolling out sustainable procurement across their
departments. Departments have put plans in place to co-ordinate and professionalise their procurement
activities better across their areas of responsibility and OGC has organised itself to support departments in
this activity.There does appear to be anecdotal evidence that, despite these eVorts, there remains a
perception amongst some in the procurement field that sustainable procurement options always cost more
and that eYciency is always about the lowest up-front price. I am aware that this is one of the things the
Sustainable Procurement Task Force is examining, and look forward to any further ideas they have to
change this misperception.

Annex A

THE PESTICIDES VOLUNTARY INITIATIVE

Background

An industry-led voluntary initiative (VI) on measures to reduce the environmental damage caused by the
agricultural and amenity use of pesticides has been in place since April 2001. It is a UK-wide package of
measures, agreed between the industry and Government. Initially a list of 27 proposals, the programme has
included over 40 diVerent projects covering research, training, communication and stewardship. The agreed
five-year term of the programme runs out in April 2006.

The whole package was developed with the aim to fulfill the Government’s environmental objectives of
improving water quality and biodiversity on arable farmland.

Initial assessments suggest that the VI has helped produce some improvements in farming practices since
its introduction, but to cover the possibility that the VI might fail to deliver the required environmental
benefits within a reasonable time, the Government continues to keep options for a pesticides tax or other
economic instruments under review.

Impact to Date

There has been good progress made against targets. For example, at Budget 2005 we recorded that in
2004, the area of land covered by crop protection management plans was three times the initial targets.
Initial assessments suggest that the VI has made a substantial contribution to reducing the impacts of
pesticides on the environment, both in terms of water quality and in relation to the biodiversity of terrestrial
ecosystems.

These gains have been brought about through improved practice on farms encouraged by VI training
programmes, information transfer and by monitoring through the farm assurance schemes.
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The way in which the Initiative has engaged the farming industry, raised awareness of environmental
issues and developed best practice means that there is suYcient potential in this project to encourage its
continuation for the time being.

Future

A government study to evaluate the VI’s eVectiveness is planned with the aim of reporting by October
2006 and future decisions will be taken in light of this.

Annex B

DIFFUSE WATER POLLUTION FROM AGRICULTURE (DWPA)

Background—What are the Causes and Impacts of DiVuse Water Pollution?

DiVuse water pollution refers to the pollution of surface, subsurface, fresh and coastal water bodies, by
substances released from multiple sources, which individually may not have a significant polluting impact.

Agriculture is a major contributor to diVuse water pollution in the UK. Nitrates, phosphates and
pesticides can aVect the aquatic food chain and have socio-economic impacts, including aVecting drinking
water quality, treatment costs and amenity value.

The geographical distribution of DWPA fromnutrients is broadly regional, corresponding to agricultural
intensification, with the most severe impacts in lowland Britain where agricultural production is most
intense. The situation has been aggravated by high levels of market price support under the CAP.3

However, the specific causes and impacts of DWPA from nutrients and pesticides are highly dependent
on local conditions (eg soil type, land-use, farming practices, weather, sensitivity of recipient water body).

Water Framework Directive and Manifesto Commitment

TheUKhas obligations to improve water quality under the conditions of theWater FrameworkDirective
(WFD). This requires UK waters to achieve good chemical and ecological status by 2015.

It is estimated that 82% rivers in England and Wales (24% Scotland, 94% Northern Ireland) are at risk
of failing tomeetWater FrameworkDirective requirements due to diVuse pollution—despite improvements
in chemical water quality in recent years.

In 2005, the Government gave a manifesto commitment to tackle DWP without imposing costs on water
consumers:

“We will work to tackle diVuse water pollution through addressing impacts across water catchments
without the costs falling on water customers.”

Labour Party Manifesto 2005

There is a Voluntary Initiative in place for pesticides, which is being reviewed this year. And measures
required under the Nitrates Directive are expected to contribute significantly to reduce pollution from
diVuse sources of nitrates. But there are no current regulatory or economic provisions in place specifically
to tackle diVuse phosphorus pollution and associated losses of soil. Environmental organisations are calling
for any new policy measures to target these gaps in existing controls over DWPA.

What further action is the Government taking to tackle DWPA?

The Government is determined to tackle the problem of diVuse water pollution. It is currently reviewing
the available evidence to assess the appropriateness of possible policy options to tackle DWPA.

HMT continues to review evidence for potential tax measures for dealing with environmental issues as
part of the normal Budget process. Defra is increasing its evidence around the cost-eVectiveness of non-tax
policy options to tackle DWPA. Government plans to consult further on the options for dealing with
DWPA in the second half of 2006 in preparation for inclusion in Water Framework Directive programmes
of measures for 2008–09.

March 2006

3 Technical innovation and higher oV-farm wage levels would have been important factors in the intensification of domestic
agricultural production even in the absence of theCAP. But the CAP, and in particular the high levels ofmarket price support,
have aggravated this problem (see paras 2.43 to 2.46 of HM Treasury and Defra’s joint paper—A Vision for the CAP,
December 2005).
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by the Association for the Conservation of Energy

1. Introduction

The Association for the Conservation of Energy is a lobbying, campaigning and policy research
organisation, and has worked in the field of energy eYciency since 1981. Our lobbying and campaigning
work represents the interests of our membership: major manufacturers and distributors of energy saving
equipment in the United Kingdom. Our policy research is funded independently, and is focused on four key
themes: policies and programmes to encourage increased energy eYciency; the environmental benefits of
increased energy eYciency; the social impacts of energy use and of investment in energy eYciency measures;
and organisational roles in the process of implementing energy eYciency policy.

2. Background

In 2003, the Environmental Audit Committee conducted its inquiry into the 2003 Budget Report. We
presented evidence to that inquiry detailing our disappointment that despite two Treasury consultations,
little progress had been made on the introduction of economic measures to improve energy eYciency.

HM Treasury and DEFRA launched a consultation in 2002 on economic instruments to improve
household energy eYciency. In response to that consultation, the Association for the Conservation of
Energy compiled a list of 12 measures—the “Clean Dozen”—that we considered would be most eVective in
improving household energy eYciency. The “Clean Dozen” was supported by over 200 organisations and
individuals—includingMembers of Parliament, local authorities, NGOs, energy eYciency practitioners and
relevant trade associations.

We hoped that the Treasury would act swiftly to implement at least some of the measures listed in the
“Clean Dozen”, and we were most disappointed when this did not happen. Instead, it was announced in the
Budget 2003 report that the Government would “shortly undertake further detailed consultation on specific
measures to encourage household energy eYciency”. This consultation was finally launched in August
2003—over a year after the first consultation exercise.

Nevertheless, we were pleased that the three measures shortlisted in the second consultation as being “the
most viable” were derived from the “Clean Dozen”. These were:

— a reduced rate of VAT to 5% for the supply and installation of certain energy eYcient products
or materials in non-grant schemes when householders employ contractors;

— capital allowances and 100% first year enhanced capital allowances for companies, eg Energy
Service Providers, who invest in energy-saving equipment to lease to social landlords and
households;

— a “Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance”, allowing private landlords to claim investment in
energy-saving materials against profits.

TheAssociation compiled a highly detailed response to this consultation, citing awealth of expert opinion
and evidence as to the potential eVectiveness of each of the above three measures. In addition, we produced
similar expert evidence in favour of two further measures from the “Clean Dozen”, which we believed had
been prematurely rejected in the second consultation. These were:

— a stamp duty rebate for house purchasers whomake energy eYciency improvements to their home
within, say, six months to a year;

— a tax allowance for companies training installers of energy-saving equipment.

The second consultation concluded in October 2003. As with the first consultation, we had hoped that
the Government would move swiftly to put in place the three shortlisted measures and to give an early
indication of their intention to undertake further detailed work on the two supplementary measures
contained in our response. We therefore looked to the Pre-Budget Report to signal the Government’s
intention to implement the necessary fiscal reforms.

3. Pre-Budget Report 2003

In November 2003, JohnHealey, Economic Secretary to the Treasury, addressed a meeting in Parliament
of the ParliamentaryGroup for Energy Studies. ACE explained to himour frustration at the lack of progress
and sought assurances that the Government would now be taking action to implement, at the very least,
the three measures shortlisted in the second consultation. Mr Healey responded: “I can understand your
frustrations. I can certainly say that we are grateful for the consensus that you have built around the
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shortlisted measures—and I can assure you that there will be no third consultation. Now is the time for
action.” We were heartened by the Minister’s answer and, in light of it, anticipated a substantive
announcement in the Pre-Budget Report.

But the 2003 Pre-Budget Report announced no new economic instruments to improve household energy
eYciency, stating merely that, “the Government will give further detailed consideration to measures to
promote energy eYciency, including the case for a domestic business tax allowance.” [Para 7.25, p 152].

4. Budget 2004

In due course, Budget 2004 introduced two new measures to improve household energy eYciency:

— A Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance (discussed above).

— A reduced rate of VAT for the domestic installation of ground source heat pumps and, from 2005,
for micro-CHP (dependent on the results of field trials).

At the same time, the Government announced that it would consider the introduction of a “Green
Landlord Scheme”, with the aim of incentivising landlords to invest in energy eYciency.

We considered this to be a disappointing response and your Committee agreed, noting in your Tenth
Report of Session 2003–04, “Budget 2004 and Energy”:

“It is disappointing that the Treasury, after consulting in both 2002 and 2003 on fiscal measures for
domestic energy eYciency, was unable to include in Budget 2004 a more significant package of
measures.”(para 63)

5. Progress since Budget 2004

Since Budget 2004, progress has been painfully slow and the 2005 Pre Budget Report should be seen in
this context.

Budget 2005 contained two modest policy announcements:

— The extension of the Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance (LESA) scheme to cover solid wall
insulation.

— The promised VAT reduction for the installation of micro-CHP, together with an extension of the
reduced rate to air source heat pumps.

In relation to the Green Landlord Scheme, the 2004 Pre-Budget Report trailed an announcement to be
made in Budget 2005. In the event, Budget 2005 merely stated that work was continuing.

6. Pre Budget Report 2005

There were two key parts to the Pre Budget Report announcements on energy eYciency. The first was
that, as part of the Green Landlord Scheme, the Government said it intended to reform the existing Wear
and Tear Allowance by making it conditional on the energy eYciency level of the property.

There was also a commitment that the Government would “look to extend the scheme to unfurnished
properties and link qualification of a property for this allowance to the forthcoming Energy Performance
Certificates.”

The Committee will note that this represents further promises of future activity, so, whilst we are pleased that
this matter has not been dropped, we remain frustrated at the slow rate of progress.

The announcement that the Warm Front programme will get an extra £300 million of funding to assist
pensioners with the cost of installing central heating in their homes is welcome.

Nevertheless, it is the view of the Association for the Conservation of Energy that, like previous Budgets and
Pre-Budget Reports, the 2005 Pre-Budget Report wholly failed to satisfy, and represented yet another missed
opportunity for the Government to show that it is serious about using fiscal instruments to encourage and
promote energy eYciency.
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7. Policy Suggestions yet to be Progressed

There is still considerable scope for the introduction of further fiscal and economic measures.

Of the original measures proposed in the Clean Dozen, the following are still outstanding:

Reduced rate of VAT to 5% for the supply and installation of energy eYcient products or materials in non-grant
schemes when householders employ contractors

There is already a limited VAT reduction on some energy-saving materials (insulation materials, draught
stripping, hot water and central heating controls) used in non-grant schemes installed by contractors. The
case for reducing VAT on energy saving materials is therefore well made. There is thus no good or logical
reason for not extending the limited existing reduction to include all energy eYcient central heating and hot
water systems, along with A-rated windows and low energy lighting.

In the past the Treasury has justified limiting the reduction on the basis that its policy is to provide VAT
relief on the installation ofmaterials whose “primary purpose is to save energy”. However, the fact that solar
water heating already attracts a VAT reduction illustrates that in practice this “justification” is without
substance.

Capital allowances and 100%first year enhanced capital allowances for companies, eg energy service providers,
who invest in energy-saving equipment to lease to social landlords and households

It is quite clear that one of the barriers preventing the take-up of new, innovative, high eYciency
equipment is the high initial capital costs involved. Leasing equipment could act to shift the initial financing
costs away from the individual and on to the equipment lessor. Capital allowances are already available for
the AVordable Warmth Programme and for non-domestic energy service providers, so the precedent exists
for extending the capital allowances system.

“Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance”, allowing private landlords to claim investment in energy-saving
materials against profits

As already noted, some progress has been made in this area. Budget 2004 introduced a “Landlord’s
Energy Saving Allowance” to provide up-front relief on capital expenditure for installations in rented
accommodation of loft and cavity wall insulation (including first-time installations). The maximum amount
payable to landlords is £1,500 per property. In Budget 2005, the Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance was
extended to cover solid wall insulation.

There is considerable scope for extending “Landlord’s Energy SavingAllowance” to cover products other
than insulation and for increasing the amount payable per property. The private rented sector is relatively
small, but it contains a very high proportion of energy ineYcient properties.

A stamp duty rebate for house purchasers who make energy eYciency improvements to their home within, say,
six months to a year

This is a measure that has attracted widespread support—from, among others, the Royal Commission
on Environmental Pollution, the Energy Saving Trust and from your Committee (as recommendation 43
in your 1st report of the 2004–05 session, “Housing: Building a Sustainable Future”).

Owner-occupiers account for 70% of the UK’s householders. Very few of these households are taking
steps to improve the energy eYciency performance of their properties.

Research shows that the time of purchase is the time when home owners are most likely to respond to an
incentive to make energy eYciency improvements to their property. This is particularly the case with more
disruptive measures, such as solid wall insulation or loft insulation. The experience hitherto of incentives
oVered under the Energy EYciency Commitment likewise implies that consumers are encouraged by
mechanisms that cut the cost of taking action. As stamp duty can be a significant additional cost to moving
home, it is therefore reasonable to assume that householders would be encouraged to install energy eYciency
measures with the inducement of money back from their stamp duty bill.

A rebate could be readily linked to the Energy Report that will form part of the mandatory Home
Information Pack from January 2007.

In the current Parliamentary session, 254 MPs from across the political spectrum have signed Early Day
Motion 214 in support of a stamp duty rebate for energy eYciency measures.
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A Council Tax rebate for householders installing energy saving measures

ACouncil Tax rebate is a way of reaching households that are not moving or taking out a newmortgage.
It therefore has the potential to reach more households more quickly than a stamp duty rebate—although,
as previously discussed, the take-up rate for a stamp duty rebate would be likely to be higher.

Since November 2004, Braintree District Council, in conjunction with British Gas, have been operating a
scheme providing rebates on Council Tax to residents installing cavity wall insulation. The Braintree model
indicates that linking an energy eYciency incentive to Council Tax need not be administratively onerous.

A tax allowance for companies training installers of energy saving equipment

To achieve the objective of improving energy eYciency substantially will require increasing capacity in
the insulation and heating installation industries. Both already suVer from skills and labour shortages. There
is a very substantial number of sole traders who are often not prepared to take on apprentices as it reduces
their own productivity while training an apprentice. The ability to oVset training time and costs against their
tax bill would be a useful incentive to overcome this problem. This could be achieved through a rebate on
tax for heating and insulation installers if they take on apprentices. For larger companies, a rebate against
corporation tax could be a suYcient incentive to develop training schemes.

In addition there are a number of other measures, which have received less attention hitherto but could
potentially have a useful role to play:

A reduced rate of VAT to 5% on DIY energy saving materials, bought by a householder to install him/herself

As noted above, the list of goods and services to which EU member states are allowed to apply reduced
VAT rates (of no less than 5%) is contained in Annex H to the Sixth VATDirective. The generally accepted
view is that Annex H does not allow member states to introduce reduced VAT rates for DIY products, as
opposed to those that are installed by contractors. This is because Annex H requires there to be a “service
element”. In other words, it is not suYcient that products be supplied—they must also be installed. That
being said, the UK Government has for many years declared its commitment to pursue an amendment to
the Sixth VAT Directive to permit a reduced rate of VAT for the purchase of energy saving materials for
DIY installation. Organisations such as the Energy Saving Trust and the Association for the Conservation
of Energy continue to press hard for this change, stressing the inequity of the current regime, whereby low
income households—who would be more likely to lay their own insulation than pay someone else—are
discriminated against.

B&Q ran amarketing campaign some years ago, whereby they oVered insulation at an apparent 5%VAT
rate. Uptake was 120% more than during the same month the previous year. There is no doubt that
consumers like to think they are getting something for nothing, especially if it is some kind of valid tax
avoidance. If 5% VAT were awarded to DIY energy eYciency measures, a marketing campaign to inform
consumers that this has occurred would be a very eVective way of further stimulating the market.

It is therefore imperative that the Government take a firm lead in the ongoing negotiations on the Sixth
VAT Directive. There was no evidence of the 2005 UK Presidency being used to facilitate this.

Mortgage Interest Relief for sustainable homes

This would eVectively be a restoration of mortgage interest relief at source (MIRAS) for homes that met
some sort of sustainability criteria. The measure could be linked to the Home Information Pack when it is
introduced. It could also be linked to green mortgages. The relief could be given to homeowners when they
move house and/or to those who are remortgaging their house, but not moving. It would probably work
best as a supplement to a stamp duty rebate—ie targeted on the remortgaging market, which is huge (about
1.2 million new mortgages being granted to non-movers each year).

Green Mortgages

Three lenders already oVer “green mortgages” to encourage their clients to become more energy eYcient.
However, there needs to be a much more concerted eVort by the major mortgage lenders to stimulate a
serious focus on energy eYciency and environmental issues in general. As noted above, green mortgages can
be a route into mortgage interest relief for sustainable homes.

HM Treasury has a considerable degree of influence with the financial institutions—and it should
therefore take a leadership role in encouraging mortgage lenders to oVer incentives to borrowers to make
their homes more energy eYcient.
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Reform of Winter Fuel Payment to create incentives to invest in energy eYciency measures

This is an idea that merits further attention. HM Treasury and the Department of Work & Pensions
should work together to review the relationship between the Winter Fuel Payment and energy eYciency,
and develop practical ways of ensuring that a growing proportion of the WFP expenditure is invested in
energy eYciency.

Reduced Planning Gain Supplement for housing developments meeting a high energy performance standard

Kate Barker’s 2004 report on housing supply recommended that the Government should actively pursue
measures to share in the windfall development gains accruing to landowners when they sell land for housing.
She suggested the introduction of a “planning gain supplement” as a way of doing this. It is proposed that
this would take the form of a charge that would be levied on the developer (probably at the time of granting
planning permission), with the aim of capturing part of the windfall gain. The charge would be a proportion
of the increase in the value of land when it is sold for housing (as opposed to agricultural or other purposes).
The granting of planning permissionwould be conditional on the payment of the planning gain supplement.

The Association supports proposals for a reduced rate of planning gain supplement for developers who
build houses to a high energy performance standard. It is likely that, in order to incentivise developers, the
reduction in PGS would have to be a relatively large proportion (at least half) of the additional cost of
building to a higher standard.

It is possible that such an incentive could go some way towards helping building regulations to improve
more rapidly in the future: if significant numbers of homes are already being built to a higher standard, it
is easier for the industry to adjust when building regulations are revised.

Such a measure would probably be even more eVective if it were combined with an incentive linked to
stamp duty—whereby the first buyers of homes built to a high energy performance standard would receive
a stamp duty rebate. This would have the potential greatly to increase consumer demand for sustainable
homes.

8. Joint letter to John Healey MP

The Association for the Conservation of Energy has recently joined the Energy Saving Trust, the Energy
Retail Association, the Environment Agency, National Insulation Association and WWF-UK in writing
formally to the Economic Secretary, John Healey MP, endorsing three of the measures discussed above,
namely, council tax rebates, a Stamp Duty Rebate and Reduced Planning Gain Supplement for housing
developments meeting a high energy performance standard. This is attached for the Committee’s
information.

9. Conclusion

The Association—and the energy eYciency industry as a whole—is extremely disappointed by the
painfully slow progress towards introducing new economic instruments to improve household energy
eYciency. Frankly, we are beginning to wonder whether it will ever happen or whether the Treasury lingers
under the illusion that running consultation exercises on a regular basis is the full extent of the commitment
required from them.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by BiVa Waste Services Ltd

BiVa Waste Services is the largest waste management company operating in the UK and can justifiably
claim to be the most diverse in terms of its spread of interest in industrial/commercial and domestic
collection, landfill, liquid waste and specialist hazardous waste management systems. The company has a
turnover of around £760 million at a current annualised rate and is also in the top three waste management
companies operating in Belgium.We are wholly owned by Severn Trent Plc with over 150 operating centres
throughout the UK.We handle 14 million tonnes of material that is treated, landfilled or recycled on behalf
of an extensive customer base exceeding 85,000 in the public, commercial and industrial sectors plus
collection services to 1.3 million households.

I. Synopsis

Our response comprises an underpinning element of support for the work of the Environmental Taxation
Team within the Treasury but suggests that they labour under a more general perception problem within
the Department in terms of their significance and relevance as part of the wider commitment to economic
growth and development of the Economy. As a result—at Departmental level—the Treasury can be
criticised for their track record in relation to environmental taxation in respect of the following broad issues:
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(i) Pace.

(ii) Externality Economics.

(iii) Focus and Control.

(iv) Value for Money.

(v) Data and Management Information Systems.

These areas of potential weakness can be oVset were it possible to foster a more proactive framework to
environmental strategies. At the moment these appear to be seen as extraneous to mainstream “internality”
economic policy development whereas they have the potential to reinforce, actively, mainstream strategies
in key areas of government spending. We thus suggest that a more cross cutting approach within the
Treasury in terms of . . .

(a) Process.

(b) Funding for a national resource flow data capture information system.

(c) Integration of environmental accounting with supply chain economics.

(d) Establishing a common measure for value assessment in environmental terms (such as CO2

abatement).

(e) Active involvement in Greening Government initiatives through public sector procurement and
policy implementation.

. . . could all produce substantive benefits in terms of value for money, cost eVectiveness, and abatement of
environmental risk in extant areas of government spend.

II. Specific Issues

Environmental taxation as an instrument of policy has moved a long way in the last 15 years but it is still
nowhere near the level of significance which should be attached to it given the range of scientific evidence
building up with regard to the scale of future abatement costs of current, so called, environmental
“externality costs”. The latter debate has advanced most in terms of carbon dioxide, global warming, and
climate chaos, yet the level of taxation and fiscal instruments as a share of GDP is still tiny, and in recent
years has declined. This suggests a lack of concerted commitment to the philosophy of using economic
instruments to modify supply chain behaviour on a whole life cycle basis. Specific manifestations of that lack
of commitment are:

(i) The Pace and Scale of Implementation

Most obviously, as an example, wewould cite the timorous approach to the implementation of the landfill
tax. The introduction of the tax—at £7 per tonne—was originally based on an academically focused
approach, heavily reliant on cost benefit approaches to avoided costs. With the benefit of hindsight we now
understand,more comprehensively, the need to tax landfill at a rate where alternative competitive (andmore
environmentally benign) technologies can operate competitively. The reality—increasingly underpinned by
government funded work within the New Technologies Working Group (NTWG)—suggests that most of
these technologies need gate fees of £35 and above to compete eVectively. Having absorbed that
suggestion—after eight years’ operation of the tax—the government are now moving in £3 annual stages to
a £35 tax rate—eVectively charging an economic “rent” to shift behaviour. Unfortunately this whole process
will have occupied almost 13 years, at a time when the pace of technological development has accelerated
far more quickly. The compounded eVect of this temerity has been to delay crucial investment in the
necessary new facilities and infrastructure by making them “unbankable” compared to the landfill
alternative. We suspect that this temerity is, in turn, fuelled by an underpinning belief within the Treasury
that “The Environment” is somehow extraneous to mainstream business activity—something that is nice to
have if we can aVord it.

(ii) A combination of this temerity and the extended timetable has resulted in a plethora of multiple
funding packages ranging from investment breaks, subsidies, research grants, minimisation initiatives, etc,
etc, which are very diYcult to track down and identify collectively.

On the whole we suspect that the total level of disbursements roughly matches the amount collected—
thus adhering to the Chancellor’s original statement that environmental taxationwould be fiscally neutral—
but nevertheless there are suspicions that the flows of these disbursements have now precisely matched the
flow of income streams with the result that there are transfer payments between individual taxation groups
and recipients (between private and public sector and in terms of intra sectoral flows). There is thus an
impression of numerous initiatives and much activity but one must question the quantitive and qualitative
results in terms of outcomes.

(iii) In terms of value for money one must thus question the value for money of these outcomes—
particularly in terms of the high profile policy implementation debacles such as CFCs (fridges), and the
Waste Electricals and Electronics Regulations (WEEE). An estimated £800 million per annum of
environmental taxation flows in the waste area have been employed, and dispersed, in ways which have
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produced less than desirable outcomes in key areas of policy implementation as a result of the lack of
funding to create more macro economic approaches to the whole issue of pollution and environmental
improvement. In the public sector arena, funding has admirably been made available within the PFI
framework without questioning whether this is the most appropriate mechanism for oVsetting relative
diVerences between raising funding from public or private sector sources. Relatively little funding has been
made available to tackle more fundamental issues in relation to the development of the necessary planning
infrastructure at regional level to replace the waste processing capacity currently contained within 200-odd
landfills, which will be filled up, and not replaced, between now and 2012.

(iv) Data

We understand that £5 million or less has been made available to the Environment Agency to develop
and implement a waste data collection network through the use of advanced information technology data
capture systems. We are involved in, and supportive of, this programme but believe that a far more holistic
and comprehensive “cradle to grave approach” is required to the whole issue of resource flow management
in the economy. In December 2005, the EU announced a major shift in their approach to waste strategy by
confirming that waste was a manifestation of upstream production and supply chain systems and that—as
such—waste strategy should be seen in the context of whole life cycle production strategies for particular
products in individual sectors (food, electricals, automotive, clothing, etc). Funding levels of £20 million or
more would be appropriate to develop a UK wide resource flow information database to satisfy this cradle
to grave approach.

Reluctance to commit to such a data capture network is puzzling, given that precisely the same approach
is adopted with regard to the flow of financial assets in the monetary economy. The Treasury have an
intimate understanding of the flows of all the monetary measures from Mo-Mxx (everything from cash in
people’s pockets through to the location of financial assets in terms of bank deposits, mortgage lending,
fiduciary deposits, short-term lending, long-term lending, international transfer, etc, etc).

As a consequence the Chancellor is able to determine how best to regulate any overheating or cooling in
the economic structures of the UK by the application of judiciously applied accelerators or braking
mechanisms, working on an arm’s length basis with the Bank of England Monetary Committee. Over the
last 30 years, the quality and extent of that management framework has improved by leaps and bounds, and
much of that improvement is founded on the availability of online data capture systems measuring the flow
of financial assets on a double entry bookkeeping basis across a sophisticated economic system. It is our
belief that before environmental taxation and fiscal management can be developed with any degree of quality,
we need a similar data capture system for resource flows in the economy as a whole, and it is the Treasury’s
responsibility to find the funding to kick-start that process for the appropriate department to implement.

So . . .

III. Opportunities

In a sense, we are not at the beginning of the end—we are at the end of the beginning (to paraphrase
Churchill in relation to El Alamein).

In fairness to the Treasury, they are receiving information on available options second hand from relevant
specialist Departments—primarily DEFRA. Correspondingly, those Departments may or may not be
adequately informed with regard to how available economic mechanisms might be applied most
appropriately—what is needed is a higher level of round-tabling approaches developed with confidence and
commitment. So what are the features of a more proactive combined strategy involving cross-departmental
approaches—Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), industry, and local government? We would
suggest that the following are key features.

(i) Cost the Target

SuYcient is known on a departmental basis with regard to the necessary standards for environmental
compliance in terms of air, ground andwater. If one were to consider that evidence for delivering substantial
improvements in the environmental quality of life in the UK, there is reasonably high quality, informed,
and peer reviewed quantification of the economic costs. Broadly, these amount to between £20 billion and
£30 billion per annum for the UK economy. That figure comprises approximately £10 billion per annum for
the cost of delivering the EUDrinkingWaterDirective, £8 billion for delivering the newWaste Strategywith
substantive reductions in reliance on landfills, and the development of a brand new infrastructure costing
approximately £10 billion of capital investment (for recycling, energy, and soilmanufacturing facilities), and
£12 billion! for delivering full Integrated Pollution, Prevention and Control (IPPC) standards in the
cement, chemicals, automotive, engineering, and electrical generation sectors. Admittedly these are ballpark
figures but the informed consensus appears to be that we are talking about an annualised incremental impact
on GDP of not less than £20 billion and not more than £30 billion each year.
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The mindset in the Treasury appears to feel that these costs are somehow a threat to our competitiveness,
job creation capability, and general economic wellbeing. Viewed from within the environmental services
sector, we would suggest that quite the reverse is true—expenditure on these items will produce positive
benefits to society in terms of quality of life, health, wellbeing, jobs, security, and international
competitiveness. In short, environmental investment forms part of the next industrial revolution and we
should be embracing these opportunities, rather than seeking to defend ourselves from them. It would be
helpful if the Treasury were to be more explicit in its adoption of the latter approach, rather than the former.

(ii) Data

We have already referred to the parsimonious approach in funding for the Environment Agency with
regard to implementing a cradle to grave resource flow data capture information system. We believe that
levels of funding in this area should be stepped up for the Agency and that the value for money criteria of
this expenditure be closely scrutinised in terms of defined oVset benefits such as:

— Avoided expenditure on fly-tipping.

— Anticipating the impacts of environmental crime.

— Ensuring that fiscal and budgetary environmental pricing strategies are more finely attuned.

— Assisting the resource eYciency of specific industrial supply chains.

(iii) Supply Chain Systems

Much of the environment disbenefits faced by society today originate—both historically and on an
ongoing basis—from entrenched technologies and methods of production in discrete supply chains (food,
furniture, clothing, automotive, chemicals, etc, etc).Given the commitment to the development of a national
online database in resource flow accounting, it would be possible to integrate revenue expenditure,
investment, subsidies, and tax breaks for environmental improvement into those specific supply chains in a
far more focused fashion. Many of the environmental disbenefits faced by society—in terms of solid waste,
gaseous and aquatic emissions—originate from long established methodologies of production, based on a
historic cost infrastructure. The challenge of the environmental economy is to face the need for adaptation,
product reformulation, and substantive shifts in themethodologies of component use and composition. The
UK is in a leading position to accelerate these supply chain shifts—whilst at the same time ensuring
consumer demand is satisfied but by using far more environmentally “sound” production systems. Those
systems will be in great demand in coming decades with the prospect of continuing rises in the global
population and an increasing proportion of that population which expects to enjoy higher standards of
living. Basic production systems are being exported from the UK to these developing economies at a fast
pace—the opportunities presented by refining those production systems, together with the associated
research and development, IT, and systems integration, represents a very real opportunity for the future
economic growth of the UK economy.

(iv) The Treasury needs to evaluate the cost/benefit of any environmental policies against an
environmental yardstick. It is insuYcient to relate this back to crude measures such as tonnages or financial
data. As a result, we suggest the Treasury should commission research work to establish what type of
common yardsticks might best serve that purpose.Wewould suggest—given recent statements by the Prime
Minister—that most logically these would relate to carbon/CO2 avoidance and abatement. It is likely that
the valuation of carbon/CO2 will be increasingly refined through the climate change mechanism in coming
years and it would thus be possible to find a linking mechanism between the financial economy and the
environmental economy, through the measure of carbon. Such valuations would be underwritten by
Tradeable Permit systems, which reflect practical operational market valuations arrived at on competitive
trading flows.

(v) Value for Money in Extant Environmental Strategies

By this we mean the avoidance of “negative” expenditure on policy development which might otherwise
sour. Looking back, examples include the WEEE Regulations and attempts to abate CFC releases from
refrigeration devices. Attempts have been made to determine Regulatory Impact Assessments (RIAs) but
if these were carried out ex post, the cost per tonne of removing CFCs would be phenomenal. We suggest
that if some of our recommendations above had been carried out, the focus, timing, and precision of taxation
and regulatory action would give far better value for money. The most obvious area where the absence of
any holistic data collection systemwill bring immense costs lies in the probability that by 2010 the remaining
landfill capacity will be able to charge exorbitant prices until replacement new technologies are brought
online, on a scale anywhere near capable of absorbing the current level of material flows (without allowing
for growth). Expenditure now in the above recommended areas will bring considerable savings in five to 10
years in terms of accelerating capacity provision in the waste area.

More proactively, whilst we recognise that the Treasury take a “hands oV” role in relation to the quality
of spend inDepartments with high environmental impact (Health, HomeOYce, Education, and Transport,
etc), there is a case for suggesting that it could facilitate investment in macro economic evaluation of the
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environmental expenditure of theseDepartments in areas such as wastemanagement, energy, water use, and
raw material purchases. As a cross cutting Department, the Treasury is in a key position to understand the
need for more strategic implementation of green procurement systems on a cross-departmental basis and
its ability to evaluate the scale of that impact puts it in a prime position to drive innovation in areas such
as recycling, green energy procurement/investment, stimulation of reclaimable product reuse, and the
reformation of design specifications for specific high volume product purchases in areas of government
procurement as diverse as paper, information technology equipment, road vehicles, building specifications,
and heating fuel supply systems.

We hope you find these suggestions useful and, if there are any points on which you require specific
clarification, suggest you will not hesitate to get in touch. We are also appending, for information, a copy
of a paper prepared byDr CatherineMitchell ofWarwickUniversity, in relation to the specifics of economic
strategy in relation towaste andwaste strategy. This is pertinent to some of the earlier points weweremaking
with regard to policy development.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Centrica

Introduction

1. Centrica welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry on
the Treasury’s Pre-Budget Report 2005. Our response focuses on the Government’s current environmental
fiscal strategy as it relates to energy and environment policy, and how we believe it could be strengthened.

2. Centrica believes that environmental fiscal strategy can play a significant role in promoting a more
sustainable society by sending appropriate market signals to eVect behavioural change. It is vital, however,
that the practical limitations of fiscal drivers to change are understood. Furthermore, it is important that
environmental fiscal measures work together in support of specific policy aims, and do not promote
contradictory policy outcomes.Whilst we recognise the significant steps that have been taken in recent years
to utilise fiscal strategy in support of environmental goals, we believe that there is significant room for
further measures.

EU Emissions Trading Scheme

3. Clarity and stability are equally important for the EU ETS. Phase II is presenting tougher CO2

reduction targets, greater price risk as there are fewer free allocations available and an increased need for
new entry to ensure security of supply.

4. Government has been able to alleviate investor uncertainty by giving early consideration and clarity
on some key issues under Phase II and Centrica welcomes the recent confirmation that some free allowances
will be available for new entrants in Phase II. We believe it is important that the UK Government works
with the European Commission to achieve tough and stringent CO2 targets in Phase II National Allocation
Plans (NAPs) of all Member States.

5. Centrica holds that both high standards in the verification process and the application of penalties
where this has not occurred are crucial to the integrity of the EU ETS. Therefore, we encourage the UK
government to work hard with the other Member States to ensure this is true for all installations and so
maintain investor confidence in the Scheme.

6. The EU ETS has become a major factor in investment decisions therefore it is necessary that there is
some clarity on the long-term existence of the EU ETS beyond 2012. Centrica welcomes the actions the UK
government took at Montreal to begin this process and encourages the UK government to continue this
process so that investments can be made in new generation capacity in the UK and in CDM and JI projects.

Household Energy Efficiency

7. The Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) is the principle policy mechanism driving improvements in
household energy eYciency. It requires electricity and gas suppliers to achieve energy saving targets through
promotion of improvements in domestic energy eYciency to domestic customers by encouraging and
assisting energy savings from the installation of energy eYciency measures in their homes. Improvements
made under this mechanism are not limited to suppliers’ own customers.

8. EEC is a major contributor to Great Britain’s environment and fuel poverty strategies. Energy
suppliers met the targets set in the first stage of the EEC (2002–05), with 86.8 TWh of potential energy
savings generated.
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9. The Government set a target for the current phase of EEC (2005–08) that roughly doubled the first
stage target. The current programme has a heavy reliance on the insulation industry. In 2007, the
Government has announced its intention to consult on the third phase to run from 2008 to 2011.

10. There is currently an inherent conflict within the existing EEC programme between carbon and social
objectives. EEC is primarily aimed at reducing carbon emissions with a proportion of the activity going to
support the priority group. Fuel poverty and carbon emission targets may be better served by separating
the fuel poverty/priority element of EEC into a separate component. This way, resources can be focused and
measured on providing real help to removing household fuel poverty which would require a diVerent
emphasis from reducing their carbon emissions.

11. Suppliers have made a solid start in delivering against their EEC2 obligation. The transition between
EEC1 and EEC2 was helped enormously by the early decision from Government on carry over rules. In
order tomaintain themomentumbuilt up by industry and deliver a potential step change required for EEC3,
carry over rules need to be in place at least 12 months prior to the start of EEC3. Consultation therefore on
this element of the EEC3 programme needs to begin this year.

12. Customer apathy to energy eYciency in general remains a barrier to take up and ultimately to a
reduction in carbon emissions. Currently vulnerable customers such as the elderly and disabled can qualify
for free insulation under the fuel poverty programmes run by energy suppliers and theGovernment. Despite
this, take-up is not as strong as would have been expected. Furthermore, despite significant product
subsidies in the able to pay section of the market, consumer demand could be stronger.

13. There is scope to develop marketing approaches that capture the consumers’ interest and oVer
another benefit. Linking energy eYciency to fiscal measures is one way to do this. A trial launched by British
Gas appears to confirm that linking energy eYciency to local council tax bills is appealing and potentially
cuts through customer apathy.

14. As a market leader in delivering energy eYciency products and programmes, British Gas has taken
an important step to help tackle this problem through an innovative scheme which aims to motivate this
group to see the benefits of improved energy eYciency. Working with a number of local authorities, British
Gas has developed an initiative that encourages the take-up of energy eYciency measures by oVering
customers a discount of up to £100 on their council tax bills after having subsidised cavity wall insulation
installed in their home.

15. Although the householder has to invest on average £175 to install the cavity wall insulation, a
significant discount on the normal retail price, the average annual savings on energy bills as a result are
around £110. Householders are also given the opportunity to spread the payments for the cavity wall
insulation over two years. The scheme is promoted through enclosures in council tax bill mailings and the
local press.

16. In addition, under the scheme, householders are entitled to a “Home Energy Audit” that highlights
other areas where they may be able to save energy in the home, and potentially reduce their bills. Coupled
with the council tax rebate of up to £100, householders could see their investment paid back within two
years.

17. Not all participating councils have taken the decision to match British Gas’ funding. Customers
participating under theBraintreeCouncil scheme receive a payment of £100whilst customers in SouthHams
and South Cambridgeshire receive a payment of £50. The customer has the option of receiving the payment
as a single payment to use as a rebate against their annual council tax bill or to spread the payment across
12 direct debit instalments.

18. The schemewas initially trialled at Braintree Council, Essex in 2004 and the programmewas extended
to South Cambridgeshire council in March and South Hams Council in April 2005. Taunton Deane
Borough Council and Conwy are the latest Councils to come on board British Gas is currently in discussion
with around many other local authorities with a view to extending the programme and are confident of
extending the scheme further in 2006.

19. We believe that this scheme oVers real benefits to householders by oVering both lower energy and
council tax bills and more energy eYcient homes. So far the response to the scheme has been encouraging,
demonstrating that there is an appetite for energy eYciency improvements that are linked to fiscal incentives.

20. Linking the energy rating of a property to fiscal incentives could also be achieved by reducing stamp
duty at the sale of a property that is compliant with energy eYciency recommendations. This should
recognise past work and not only encourage the current owner to make home improvements. Thus the
energy rating of a property would become an important asset in a property. This could mirror the minimum
energy eYciency rating requirement for new buildings.

21. Micro CHP is an important carbon reducing technology which is reaching a stage where it can now
be manufactured to a high reliable standard at an acceptable size and at reasonable cost. However, pump
priming of this market is important if consumers are to be persuaded to buy them and help the technology
achieve critical mass.
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22. We support the decision by the government to reduce VAT on grant funded micro CHP as a move
which could oVer reduction in household energy bills. However for these savings to be significant it is vital
that this reduction should be available for one-oV domestic customers and on the total installation of the
micro CHP boiler and not just the product. In addition, micro CHP should be given the equivalent grant
funding on start up as other energy eYciency products via the innovation uplift in EEC.

Renewables Obligation

23. Centrica believes that the Renewables Obligation has provided a strong stimulus to the development
of renewable generation in the UK and that the period to 2015 will result in substantial investment in new
developments. We welcome the Government’s commitment to maintain investor confidence which has
ensured the success of the Renewables Obligation to date.

24. During the 2005–06 review of the Renewables Obligation, Centrica has expressed the view that early
clarification on targets beyond 2015–16 is critically important in providing greater investor certainty for
longer-term renewable technologies.

25. Financing horizons are important for the development of all renewables projects. Projects that are
financed solely by equity investors are normally evaluated over approximately a 20 year life, and need to
have visibility of future income streams (such as ROC price curves) over this period for meaningful
investment decisions to be made.Meanwhile, debt finance projects require a 10 to 12 year period over which
to finance their investment.

26. Both of these investment timelines extend beyond the current extent of the Renewable Obligation
(2015–16). Clearly, it is essential for the Obligation levels beyond this date to be clarified at the earliest
opportunity to provide visibility of targets going forward, and thus greater investment certainty.

27. Overall, the RO seeks to generate 15.4% of the UK’s electricity requirement from renewable sources
by 2015–16. This objective is a key element of the government’s climate change strategy but it cannot be
achieved without the widespread development of higher cost renewable technologies, in particular,
oVshore wind.

28. Round 2 oVshore wind projects are currently faced with a substantial funding shortfall. Investors will
only commit to projects if the financial returns are attractive and therefore if government is to ensure the
development of these key projects and the delivery of the RO objective, all practical options must be
considered for bridging the funding gap for oVshore wind technology.

29. We believe that additional support for high cost technologies should come from outside the RO and
the industry has put forward several suggestions for fiscal support (including tax allowances and capital
grants) and other initiatives to improve the financial case. Experience and learning gained from early
projects will help deliver the cost synergies and contracting strategies that will make oVshore wind
technology competitive.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Chartered Institution of Wastes Management

1. The Chartered Institution of Wastes Management (CIWM) is the leading professional body for the
waste management sector representing nearly 7,000 individuals in the UK and overseas. The Institution
seeks to:

— advance knowledge and best practice in waste management in order to protect the environment;

— achieve high standards of competence and conduct amongst its members; and

— raise awareness, understanding and standards amongst all those working in and with the waste
sector.

2. CIWM is contributing to this inquiry because it believes that financial measures play an important role
inmodifying behaviour and in encouraging the take-up of newwaste and resourcesmanagement approaches
that can bring real benefits for the environment.

3. The Institution has contributed to Defra’s development work for the revision of Waste Strategy 2000
through the preparation of a “Lessons Learned” report. This identifies strengths and weaknesses in the
waste strategies of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland together with recommendations which the
Institution would like to see developed in the new strategy for England. This is complemented by a second
report looking at best practice across the EU, which looks for common conditions prevailing in states whose
waste management performance is better than in the UK. Both identify important financial issues which
would support more sustainable waste and resources management in the UK. Copies of the reports have
been attached to this evidence as Appendices 1 and 2 for the information of the Committee secretariat
[not printed].
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Taxation

Principles of environmental policy making

4. CIWM agrees strongly with the assertion that, where tax is used, it should aim to shift the burden of
tax from “goods” to “bads” and that the polluter must pay.

Landfill tax

5. CIWM is pleased that the annual incremental increase in landfill tax per tonne is to continue.However,
the Institution believes that the tax as it currently stands cannot achieve its full potential as a catalyst for
changes in waste management practices and the way the market operates, because the tax is too low and the
process too gradual.

6. CIWM believes that the proposed ceiling of £35 a tonne is acceptable but that this point should be
reached more quickly.

7. The Institution would like to see an immediate rise in the landfill tax escalator from £3 per tonne to a
least £5 per tonne per year and believes that the impact of a higher rate of increase should be modelled for
possible future imposition.

8. Balanced against the need for a higher rate of taxation, the tax increase should be predictable (planned
and announced on at least a three year rolling basis) thereby allowing time for waste producing businesses
to change their practices. The landfill tax ceiling should also be kept under review as part of the rolling three
year plan.

9. Local authorities have to meet tough challenges in terms of the requirement to divert biodegradable
municipal waste from landfill under the LandfillDirective—by 2010 itmust be 75%of that produced in 1995;
by 2013 it must be 50% of the 1995 figure; and by 2020, it must be 35% of that produced in 1995. However,
CIWM believes that there should be an evaluation of the costs and benefits of requiring local authorities to
pay the landfill tax in addition to having to comply with LATS targets and associated potential penalties.

Incentives for new technologies/facilities

10. CIWM supports the proposal of an enhanced capital allowance scheme to facilitate innovative waste
management options and new waste technologies.

11. However, CIWM also believes there is a worrying lack of waste facilities across the board that is
hindering theUK’s ability to achieve sustainable waste management—this is as true of existing technologies
as it is of so-called “new” technologies.

12. As a top priority, The Institution would certainly like to see enhanced capital allowances applied to
the establishment of energy from waste facilities, as the potential role of such facilities in helping the UK
meet its renewable energy needs, as well as achieving eVective sustainable waste management, is very
significant.

13. CIWM also believes that enhanced capital allowances could be used more generally for approved
technologies or site-specific proposals in order to encourage private sector funding and to speed up the
development of much needed waste recycling and recovery infrastructure.

Green procurement

14. The Government should stimulate “green procurement” by businesses and demand for recycled and
recovered materials through tax incentives for high recycled content products (subject to meeting minimum
product quality standards). Taxes should also be introduced for the purchase of priority virgin rawmaterials
taxes (as opposed to the recycled equivalent.)

DiVerential and variable rate charging for householders

15. CIWM would like to see the Government encourage the development of diVerential and variable
charging, or other incentives, to encourage householders to minimise residual waste for disposal. In
particular, Government should allow a variety of pilot schemes to be tested by local authorities across
England.

16. It is clear that consumer education only works up to a point and that an extra element of incentive
is needed to take behaviour on to the next level. While the current cost of waste collection per household
per annum is relatively low, this is set to rise as the overall costs of waste disposal increase. This will make
incentive schemes more eVective.
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17. A high proportion of EU countries, and part of the United States, are currently applying the polluter
pays principle at householder level. The UK appears to be unique in the EU in the way that it requires local
authorities to finance waste management services through general municipal taxes and actively prohibits
them from levying waste management fees directly.

18. This process would also be useful in making householders aware of the usually low costs involved in
waste collection and management (£50–£60 a household per annum) and what could be achieved if charges
were even modestly higher.

19. A common practice in other European countries is to apply ring-fenced direct charging and to use
this to improve services and establish new facilities.

Funding

BREW Programme

20. The BREW Programme has done valuable work in helping organisations to improve resource
eYciency, for example through a variety of information, advisory and consultancy services. However, there
is a need to raise general awareness and skills levels in relation to waste management issues amongst
producers across the board. CIWM believes that consideration should be given to directing more of the
funding towards major education, training and communications initiatives aimed at this group.

Defra funding for local authorities

21. CIWM welcomes the allocation of additional Defra funding to help local authorities in England to
improve their waste services through the Waste Performance and EYciency Grant (latest allocations
announced 23 December 2005). However, the Institution believes that, if local authorities are to plan
eVectively for the future, providing sustained funding for waste rather than funds that local authorities have
to “bid” for would be more beneficial.

22. CIWM is also disappointed that this additional funding is not ring-fenced, meaning that there is no
certainty that the money will go to improved waste and resource management.

23. The Institution would also like to highlight the fact that this funding only supports municipal waste,
which still represents no more than 8% of the total in England. This reflects the generally disproportionate
focus on municipal versus industrial/commercial waste in UK Waste Strategies and policy. CIWM would
not like to see less support for local authorities, but feels that there needs to be a stronger focus on
infrastructure and planning for all wastes and looks forward to the new National Waste Strategy for
England as an opportunity to redress this imbalance.

24. An important, specific example is the need to encourage co-management of municipal, industrial and
commercial waste for reasons of economies of scale, reduced environmental impact of transportation and
generally greater eYciency and eVectiveness. Co-management of wastes appears to be an important factor
in successful diversion from landfill in other European countries. The UK is currently lagging well behind
in terms of exploring and introducing this type of approach which would involve much closer working
between local authorities and private companies. CIWM is therefore disappointed not to see some
encouragement towards co-management of wastes in this additional funding allocation.

Borrowing and Investment

25. Enhanced capital allowances can help to encourage investment in new waste and resource
management facilities and technologies.

26. However, these cannot completely resolve a fundamental issue aVecting borrowing for waste
management facilities which does not feature in the Pre-Budget Report. The emphasis on PFI in the UK
places all risk on the private sector, reducing the attractiveness of particular schemes for contractors and
investors. This reluctance is impacting on the amount, cost and distribution of waste facilities in the UK.

27. EU Member States which have better developed infrastructure are characterised by a variety of
financial approaches, such as prudential-style borrowing (underwritten by direct local taxation) which
broaden the share of risk across the public and private sector.

28. The Government should seek to facilitate such alternative types of borrowing in order to make
projects more attractive to contractors and investors.

January 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Green Alliance

The following gives Green Alliance’s brief analysis and response to the Pre-Budget Report 2005. It begins
with a general overview and then looks at specific items in more detail.

Overview

Environment once again appears to be way down the list of priorities, more of an add-on than a
crosscutting theme. The tone of the environmental chapter (Chapter 7) is very much that environmental
measures are a drag on the economy and a cost to those that are required to act on them. There is no
conception that stimulating better environmental performance could have a positive eVect or improve the
UK’s or companies’ competitiveness.

The environmental challenges laid out in Chapter 7 are about mitigating the impacts of growth rather
than thinking about how growth and environment might be made compatible. It focuses on the negatives
rather than the positives. Framing the challenges in a diVerent way would result in a diVerent set of
instruments. For example, tackling climate change could be re-focused as “making the UK a leader on
climate change technologies and carbon reduction”. Similarly, improving waste management could become
“transforming the way the UK uses resources”. The negative conception of the problem results in a focus
on mitigation rather than transformation.

Whilst we understand that a number of areas of policy including waste, energy and climate change are
currently under review we are disappointed that the Chancellor did not take the opportunity to open up
broader discussion on these areas.

Enterprise (Chapter 3)

The Operating and Financial Review

We are deeply concerned about the Chancellor’s decision to abolish the statutory requirement for quoted
companies to produce an Operating and Financial Review. Not only does the decision appear to have been
made without consultation across government or externally, it has been met with criticism across the
environment and business sectors including from the Association of British Insurers, the Institute of
Directors and Friends of the Earth. It would seem to us to be a political move to please certain members of
the business community and does nothing to shore up his environmental credentials.

Environmental Strategy (Chapter 7)

Principles of environmental policy making (Box 7.1)

This seems to take us further away from the “Statement of Intent on Environmental Taxation” of 1997.

Action to protect the environment must take place at the appropriate level

This paragraph appears to view environmental action as a cost and drag on growth and the delivery of
other objectives.

Action on the environment must be as part of a long-term strategy

This could be read as implying that we should hold back from action in some areas as in the future more
innovative solutions will become available.

Tackling the global threat of climate change

Although we were led to believe that climate change would be a strong theme throughout the Pre-Budget
Report this turned out not to be the case and we are disappointed that the Chancellor did not use this
opportunity to outline more definitely the Treasury’s views on the need to tackle climate change.

We are particularly concerned that the statements on energy eYciency do not seem to reflect the reality
that a radical shift in policy is needed if we are to deliver the government’s ambitions. In addition, the
Chancellor’s commitment to hold a high-level energy eYciency summit, announced in March this year, has
now been downgraded to a much smaller less ambitious seminar.

The announcements on housing, and in particular the Code for Sustainable Homes are a lot weaker than
we would have liked—see analysis below.
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Improving Waste Management

We do not believe that raising the landfill tax by £3 a year (para 7.75) will be enough of an incentive to
drive the move away from landfill. The importance of the tax is in changing the relative economics of
diVerent waste management options. The tax needs to be set at a level that makes landfill more expensive
than the next cheapest option—approximately £50 or higher per tonne gate fee.

We do not consider a 25% recycling target to be tough (para 7.74). A tough, but achievable target would
be around 60%—as suggested in Defra press release 391/05: www.defra.gov.uk/news/2005/050914a.htm.

Improving Water EYciency

Whilst welcoming the proposal to introduce Enhanced Capital Allowances for water eYciency measures
we would like to see the Treasury go further by implementing measures designed to curb demand as well as
maximise water eYciency across all sectors.

The forthcoming PSI report, A green living initiative, which was commissioned by Green Alliance,
recommends local-level action on water, with universal metering in areas of unsustainable water demand,
with a view to 100% metering in the medium to longer term. All water companies that predominantly cover
areas classified by the Environment Agency as being beyond sustainable use of water resources should be
granted immediate water scarcity status. TariVs should be linked to Council Tax Bands to ensure low-
income households are not penalised.

We also recommend that the government do for water what it did for energy, and set up a Water Saving
Trust at a national level (similar to the Energy Saving Trust) that would provide centralised advice and
information to household customers on how to conserve water.

We also support the IPPR’s ongoing work into the feasibility of a Water EYciency Commitment, which
would set suppliers water saving targets achievable through encouraging customers to improve the water
eYciency of their homes.

Housing (Chapter 3)

The government has embarked on the largest house-building programme for decades. The package of
measures announced does not go far enough towards safeguarding against the environmental impacts of
the new build and delivering the improvements in future building stock that are needed.

The Code for Sustainable Homes (para 3.134)

This has been put forward as one of the main measures to curb the environmental impacts of the new
homes programme. We are concerned that the proposed Code is not going to guarantee the standards that
are needed.With nearly a third of emissions coming from energy consumption in the home, domestic energy
use needs to be a high priority in the drive to tackle climate change. Unfortunately, on energy the draft Code
is weak: the minimum standard is not above building regulations; and tradeability between the diVerent
elements of the Code leaves open the risk that it might be possible to reach level three of the Code (the
proposed level for the publicly procured new homes) without any additional energy measures to building
regulation requirements.

We are also disappointed that no new measures were announced to stimulate uptake of the Code in the
private sector. As the Code is a voluntary measure we feel that fiscal and other incentives are needed for the
Code to be widely adopted.

Fiscal Incentives for Sustainable Homes

Weare disappointed that nothingwas proposed on fiscal incentives for sustainable homes. There is a clear
need for government action to engage households in achieving environmental goals, including reduction in
energy and water use and waste generation. Policy needs to move beyond the eYciency of houses and
towards engaging individuals in demand reduction. Tax incentives linked to information and advice aimed
at changing behaviour need to be a stronger part of the policy mix.

Design (Chapter 3)

The Pre-Budget Report announced reforms to the Research & Development tax credit and a number of
other measures to support the development of design and creativity (paras 3.64–3.67).

This would appear to have the potential to support the development of leading edge, competitive green
products, yet the opportunities and need for environmental innovation are hardly mentioned. We would
like to see this potential recognised in the rollout of this programme by it being directed at sustainable
innovation and design initiatives.

January 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the National Insulation Association

Background

This is a submission to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry on the Pre-Budget Report 2005
from the National Insulation Association.

The National Insulation Association is the trade association for the fabric insulation industry, covering
the major suppliers and installers of cavity wall insulation, loft insulation, draught proofing and flexible
thermal linings.

Submission

TheGovernment’s EnergyWhite Paper, published in early 2003, set ambitious targets for the reduction of
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in the household sector by 2010—equivalent to 20%of all current household
emissions. Insulation- cavity wall, loft and draught proofing—is expected to deliver about 40% of these
savings, with cavity wall insulation predominant.

Only one third of all the households with cavity walls have been insulated since the 1970s, so there is great
potential. Clearly, a step change in the demand for insulation measures will be required if we are to meet the
Government’s Energy White Paper commitment to insulate 4.5 million cavity walls in the existing housing
stock between 2005–10. With over 10 million cavity walls uninsulated, there is plenty to do.

Retrofitting insulation to existing households is a very diVerent proposition to persuading consumers to
purchase the most energy eYcient version of a product eg by changing VAT rates to favour the energy
eYcient solution. Instead, we need to create a demand for a product that is environmentally and
economically worthwhile, but which does not hold intrinsic “must have” appeal to householders.

The insulation industry, in common with organisations such as the Energy Saving Trust (EST), Green
Alliance, and the UK Business Council for Sustainable Development, believes that some form of fiscal
incentive is essential if owner occupiers are to be suYciently mobilised to invest in cavity wall and loft
insulation measures on the scale needed.

The incentive could be a rebate of Stamp Duty or Council Tax, given on completion of specified energy
eYciency measures. Recent research on consumer attitudes to fiscal incentives by EST has shown that such
fiscal incentives would stimulate action from those responsible for their properties and aVected by the
incentive. Alternatively, the Government could take a regulatory route by amending building regulations
via various energy-related Acts of Parliament.

A number of submissions on the need for fiscal incentives for energy eYciency have been provided by a
variety of organisations in response to Defra’s current review of the Government’s Climate Change
programme. The insulation industry’s own view is that with the right scale of Stamp Duty (or Council Tax)
incentive, over 450,000 householders per annum would take advantage of a rebate by installing improved
energy eYciency measures. This would go a long way towards meeting the Government’s energy saving
targets for the household sector (at a time when there are increasing concerns about fuel supply), and lead
to improved living conditions and smaller fuel bills for hundreds of thousands of consumers.

In recent years, theGovernment has focused firmly and acted decisively to address issues relating not only
to climate change but also fuel poverty. Home insulation is not only beneficial for the environment, it can
also play a major part in helping to alleviate fuel poverty, and as such it is an intrinsic element in the
Government’s and Ofgem’s Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) obligations for Energy Suppliers.

Additionally, it should not be forgotten that the Government will benefit from additional taxes from
increased energy eYciency activity, eg corporation tax, NI employer and employee contributions, income
tax and VAT. It should also be noted that, in general, energy eYciency installation can oVer a career to
people with no starting formal qualifications and that several industries (including heating and insulation)
are developing various training packages with the Learning and Skills Council.

Conclusion

The insulation industry is keen to continue to play its part, working with Government and other
stakeholders, to help ensure that the progress achieved to date is built-on in the future. Energy eYciency
provides a “win, win” solution—a win for householders and a win for the environment. Home insulation is
key to that solution as the Government works to 2010 and beyond—some form of financial incentive is
essential to ensure that the necessary investment happens.

January 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Renewable Energy Association

The Renewable Energy Association (REA) was formerly known as the Renewable Power Association.
The name change came at the end of 2005, to reflect the Association’s growing advocacy of increasing the
share of renewable energy in the heat and transport sectors. The REA has over 400 members, active across
the entire range of renewable energy resources and technologies.

The REA’s evidence comprises four sections, a comparison of fiscal measures across renewable
technologies and the discrepancies between them, a discussion on equitable tax treatment for micro
generation, some new suggestions and a description of how fiscal policy can be used to reward renewable
electricity generation.

Introduction

Broadly speaking the VAT issues relating to renewables have been solved to some extent. From 1 January
2006, the reduced rate of VAT was extended to boilers fuelled by biomass, thereby bringing all renewables
onto a level playing field. Enhanced Capital Allowances, however, are still only available for a limited
number of renewable energy technologies. However if the fiscal treatment of householders installing
renewable energy equipment is compared to businesses installing such equipment, it is clearly not a level
playing field. If it were, then householders would be able to write-oV their costs against tax; they would pay
no VAT and would have access to other kinds of tax breaks.

Unlike the USA, the UK does not use tax breaks for actually encouraging larger scale renewable project
development. Instead we have the Renewables Obligation (RO). This has come under increasing political
pressure recently. The REA is producing a paper addressing these criticisms, which we intend to feed into
the Energy Review. A brief explanation of the US Tax Production Credit is given, and a paper outlining
other tax measures is appended, for information.

1. DiVering treatment of renewables across the tax system

VAT

Before the beginning of this year there was a discrepancy in VAT rating for renewable technologies. A
5% reduced rate of VAT applied to the installation of certain specified energy saving equipment, but not
biomass boilers. As of 1 January 2006, this was extended to include the installation of boilers fuelled solely
by wood, straw or similar vegetal matter in homes and certain residential and charity buildings.

This measure was introduced “to encourage the use of micro generation using sustainable energy sources,
promote household energy eYciency and contribute to the Government’s commitment to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions.”1

Enhanced Capital Allowances

Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECAs) enable a business to claim 100% first-year capital allowances on
their spending on qualifying plant and machinery. There are three schemes for ECAs:

— Energy-saving plant and machinery.

— Low carbon dioxide emission cars and natural gas and hydrogen refuelling infrastructure.

— Water conservation plant and machinery.

Businesses can write oV the whole of the capital cost of their investment in these technologies against their
taxable profits of the period during which they make the investment. This can deliver a helpful cash flow
boost and a shortened payback period, and is an important commercial incentive for the greater uptake of
low and zero carbon energy saving technologies.

A discrepancy remains with enhanced capital allowances. The table below shows which technologies are
on the list, along with the number of approved products.

Approved renewable technology Number of listed products

Biomass Boilers (300kW 168 products
Biomass boilers (300 and '15,000kW 53 products
Solar thermal 30 products
Heat pumps There are several categories of heat pumps. The number

of listed products varies. One category has over 1,000
products listed.

1 See note 3 of Business Brief 23/05.
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Other renewable energy equipment does not qualify for ECAs, notably solar photovoltaics (pv) andwind.
In 2003, with the encouragement of the BuildingResearch Establishment andCarbon Trust, the (then) RPA
and the British Photovoltaic Association (PV-UK) made a joint application proposing that PV be included
on the technology list. It was rejected, solely on the grounds that PV already benefited from a dedicated
capital grant programme and that there was insuYcient evidence that ECAs would encourage greater
uptake in the private sector. The capital grant programme issue is no longer relevant as the Government’s
solar PV Major Demonstration Programme will cease allocating funds in March 2006.

There also appears to be a view within the Treasury that electricity generating solar PV and wind are not
energy saving technologies. But there is no diVerence in principle between a PV system reducing a company’s
dependence on grid-supplied electricity and for example a solar hot water system that reduces a company’s
reliance on mains gas.

The 2003–04 joint industry PV ECA application satisfied all the specific ECA criteria set by DEFRA/
Carbon Trust as managers of the scheme and we propose to submit a further application for both solar PV
and small wind later this year.

Not only should all renewable technologies be eligible for enhanced capital allowances, but also the rules
should accommodate the leasing of renewable energy equipment. Furthermore the flexibility that is aVorded
through ECAs, in particular with leasing provides the opportunity to mobilise capital at significantly lower
cost than might otherwise be the case. The mechanism provides the opportunity to bring forward greater
levels of investment.

With specific regard to transport biofuels, the pre-budget report proposes to introduce, subject to state
aids approval, a 100% first year allowance “for biofuels plant that meet certain qualifying criteria which
make a good carbon balance inherent in the design” (Section 7.55). This is a welcome development.

However, the Association has some concern that the timescale to implementation lacks the necessary
urgency. Although the Pre-Budget Report argues that themeasure is intended to work alongside the RTFO,
it is the case that the investment needed to meet the targets under this new mechanism means that capital
must be committed before the RTFO comes into operation. Businesses are already seeking to invest in a
series of projects in the biofuels sector, and it is conceivable that any unnecessary delay in the introduction
of ECAs may act to postpone, rather than incentivise these investments, as parties wait for the preferential
tax treatment. Expeditious introduction of ECAs would mitigate this risk.

2. Equitable fiscal treatment of householders’ investment in micro-renewables

There is a great inequity between the fiscal treatment of renewable energy investments made by
householders and those made by business. Householders do not have access to tax or depreciation
allowances whereas companies do. Householders will pay VAT (albeit at 5% rather than 17.5%) on the
installation of the equipment, whereas business can claim it back.

Householders should be given the same tax treatment, which means that householders would be able to
write-oV their costs against their tax bill, pay no VAT (or be able to claim it back) and have access to other
kinds of tax breaks that larger power companies benefit from.

Generally the capital costs of renewable energy equipment are inversely proportional to the size of the
project, and the inequitable tax treatment only exacerbates the diVerential.

3. New suggestions

Tax breaks for investment in emerging technologies

There are a number of tax benefits for R&D expenditure generally, and for SMEs in particular. There are
ways in which these benefits could be extended to bring greater benefit to investments in renewable energy
R&D and renewable energy technology development companies.

The UK has a particular strength in device development in the wave and tidal sector, as has been
recognised in many Government reports. The UK Government would like to see the UK’s relative lead
maintained. At the current stage of the development of wave and tidal industry, device development is a
non-profit making exercise financed in large part by venture capital. The UK accounts for almost 50% of
the world capital expenditure on wave energy, and almost 90% of tidal capex.

Tax relief on the costs of decommissioning oVshore wind farms

In oVshore oil and gas operations, the costs of decommissioning and removing the installations are
allowable for tax purposes as they can be carried back for the three preceding years and set against profits
for those years, thereby reducing the tax liability. The InlandRevenue explained that current legislation does
not allow such carry-backs for operations other than oil or gas “ring fenced activities”. As a result, no tax
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relief will be available on the costs of decommissioning and removing oVshore wind farms, since they will
be incurred after the trade has ceased and there will be no trading profits against which the costs can be
deducted.2

Tax breaks for charitable donations of renewable energy equipment

If donors were able to oVset charitable donations of renewable energy equipment to schools etc, this
would reduce the cost of purchasing that equipment.

Incentivising renewable procurement through the PFI system

“Greening” the PFI is one way in which the Government could make good its commitments to using
Government procurement to deliver more sustainable buildings including integrated renewable energy
solutions. There is no technical reason for example why the current school and hospital building programme
could not be built to meet tougher energy eYciency standards and to include renewable energy equipment.

Government should therefore strive to increase the role of renewables in procurement, not least to
demonstrate to the private sector that such solutions are practicable. One simple proposal is that projects
that qualify for PFI credits could receive an additional contribution if there was a renewable component.
This approach would present a fiscal carrot to accompany any regulatory stick that should be employed to
encourage more widespread adoption of renewable energy in PFI contracts.

4. Output-based tax incentives

As a means of encouraging renewables deployment in the medium-long term the REA generally prefers
output-based support measures rather than capital grants,3 as performance rather than investment is
incentivised. The tax system is more commonly used to reduce capital costs than to reward production.
However a very eVective example of the latter is the US production tax credit described in detail below. This
approach could be a good alternative model were we not to have a renewables obligation in the UK.
Similarly it might be considered as a preferential means to support technologies such as renewable heat, that
presently fall outside of the remit of the Renewables Obligation.

The US production tax credit

The US Renewable Electricity Production Credit (REPC) is a per kilowatt-hour tax credit for electricity
generated by qualifying energy resources. These are listed below.

The level of the credit, the duration of entitlement and the qualifying resources have been changed since
its original introduction in 1992. At the moment the REPC applies to the following resources, and projects
built before the end of 2007 will get the credit levels listed below for 10 years.4

Technology cents/kWh

Wind 1.9
Closed-loop biomass 1.9
equivalent to energy crops.
Open-loop biomass 0.9
equivalent to biomass other than energy crops
Geothermal energy 1.9
Solar energy 1.9
Small irrigation power (150 kW—5 MW) 0.9
Equivalent to run-of-river hydro
Municipal solid waste 0.9
Landfill gas 0.9
Hydropower 0.9

All that is required of businesses to participate in this scheme is to fill out a two-page form, which is

2 OFFSHORE WIND FARMS—THE TAX QUESTION. Summary of report, New Review, ISSUE 41 August 1999. See
http://www.dti.gov.uk/NewReview/nr41/html/oVshore-wind.html

3 Micro-renewables can be the exception however, where assistance with up-front costs is likely to be more eVective. REA
believes that providing this assistance through the tax system rather than a capital grant programme is preferable in the
long term.

4 However, open-loop biomass, solar, geothermal, small irrigation hydro, landfill gas, and municipal solid waste combustion
facilities placed into service after 10/22/04 but before 8/8/05 are only eligible for the credit for a five-year period.
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accompanied by two pages of instructions and can be found on the Internal Revenue Service of the US
Treasury.5 A business can take the credit by completing Form 8835, “Renewable Electricity Production
Credit,” and Form 3800, “General Business Credit.”

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Natural England Partnership

1. Introduction

1.1 A new organisation—Natural England—is being created with responsibility to conserve and enhance
the value and beauty of England’s natural environment and promote access, recreation and public well-
being for the benefit of today’s and future generations.

1.2 The creation of the new organisation, Natural England, has already begun, with English Nature
(EN), the Landscape, Access and Recreation division of the Countryside Agency (LAR), and the Rural
Development Service (RDS) working together as partners. From April 2006, this natural partnership will
work together to deliver joint outcomes and pave the way for Natural England whilst continuing to deliver
their separate and respective statutory duties:

1.3 English Nature is the independent Government agency that champions the conservation of wildlife
and geology throughout England. The Rural Development Service is the largest deliverer of the England
Rural Development Programme and a range of advisory and regulatory rural services. The aim of the
Countryside Agency’s Landscape, Access and Recreation division is to help everyone respect, protect and
enjoy the countryside.

1.4 This submission has been produced jointly by English Nature, the Rural Development Service and
the Landscape, Access and Recreation division of the Countryside Agency.

2. Summary of Submission

2.1 The key points of our submission are as follows:

— We recommend that the Government promotes a new strategic framework within which to
develop fiscal measures for the environment; one that more actively develops market-based
approaches to ensure more sustainable production and consumption patterns.

— The overall environmental appraisal of tax instruments would benefit from an impact assessment
of a wider range of budget measures to identify “perverse incentives”. By including an assessment
of the negative environmental impacts resulting from certain fiscal policies (eg agriculture or
fishing subsidies), a much more balanced picture could be presented in the Budget and Pre-
Budget Reports.

— We believe that there are a number of outstanding areas where environmental taxation can be
usefully used to achieve environmental objectives. In our submission to the Pre-Budget Report,
we identified two areas:

1. Reducing nutrient pollution from agriculture.

2. Integrating environmental objectives into the design of the proposed Planning Gain
Supplement.

— We welcome the Government’s commitment to introduce a Renewable Transport Fuel
Obligation. However, to avoid perverse environmental impacts, it is critical for consideration of
supporting measures such as a carbon certification scheme to prevent adverse impacts on
biodiversity, landscape and public enjoyment both in the UK and globally.

— We feel more emphasis needs to be placed on “protecting the countryside and natural resources” in
the budget rounds andmuchmore commitment is needed fromHMTreasury to the environmental
stewardship programme which in our view remains under-funded relative to the scale of public
benefits we wish to see delivered.We encourage greater leadership and impetus fromHMTreasury
in developing further land management incentives to help meet the Government’s objectives with
respect to nature conservation, landscape and public enjoyment of the countryside.

— We remain concerned that outdated perceptions about the economic impact of environmental
policies persist despite growing evidence to the contrary. Whilst some of the language in the
Pre-Budget Report is encouraging from an environmental point of view, we feel the positive links
between the environment and the economy need to be more explicitly recognised, particularly in
the context of the better regulation agenda.

5 Form 8835, “Renewable Electricity Production Credit” can be found on www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f8835.pdf
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3. Comments on the Pre-Budget Report

3.1 Our views on the pre-budget report are outlined below. Consideration has been given to the
Committee’s question concerning the appraisal and monitoring of budget measures:

Strategic Approach

3.2 A new strategic framework for considering how to deliver environmental outcomes through the budget
is needed. Whilst we welcome many of the measures included in Pre-budget Report 2005, there is a sense of
“slowing down” and that the momentum around environmental taxation of past years is slipping. We note
recommendation 1 of the Environmental Audit Committee’s Seventh Report of Session 2004–05,6 stating
that the “Pre-budget report 2004 and Budget 2005 contained few new environmental measures and those
which were included were relatively minor”. We feel that Pre-Budget Report 2005 is similar in this respect
which is disappointing given the early stage of the electoral cycle and the possible opportunities for budget
measures to make a real diVerence for the environment and nature conservation.

3.3 The better regulation agenda is encouraging greater emphasis on the costs associated with regulatory
activity and there seems to be reduced “space” in the policy environment for the use of traditional regulatory
approaches. However, rather than a switch in emphasis to create new forms of government intervention,
such as economic instruments, we feel that opportunities here are also being constrained. We would like to
see a more strategic response to the better regulation agenda in the budget: one that places greater emphasis
on actively identifying “opportunities” for fiscal measures to better contribute to environmental outcomes
rather than the overly cautious and sometimes individualistic (ie focusing on single measures one at a time)
approach that currently seems to dominate thinking in this area.7

3.4 A more balanced environmental assessment of government and budget measures is needed. With the
exception of “reduced rates of VAT on domestic fuel and power”, all the other measures included in section
7 of the Pre-Budget Report 2005 contribute in a positive way to protecting the environment, at least in terms
of how they are measured. Again, it is critical to recognise the importance of many of these measures.
However, there are many other budget measures for which the environmental impacts are not assessed and
which could have potentially significant negative impacts on the environment and therefore reduce the
public benefits which would otherwise flow from natural resources. For example, there are a number of
perverse incentives that are impacting negatively on biodiversity, nature conservation and landscapes, the
most prominent of which are probably outstanding production-related subsidies in the agriculture sector,
the single farm payment as well as direct measures that encourage, rather than discourage, fishing eVort.

3.5 We encourage the government to take a more comprehensive impacts assessment of diVerent budget
measures from an environment point of view and to include, as much as possible, perverse incentives that
impact negatively on the environment, landscapes nature conservation and the public enjoyment of these
benefits. We feel this would help provide a more balanced picture in future Budget and Pre-Budget rounds
and would assist theGovernment to better place the environment at the heart of its fiscal policies as outlined
in the “Statement of Intent of Environmental Taxation” back in 1997.

Specific Measures

3.6 In our submission to the Pre-Budget Report 2005, we argued that there are important outstanding
areas where fiscal measures could make a significant contribution to nature conservation objectives. We
identified two areas in particular:

— DiVuse source water pollution from agriculture: Given the contribution that reduced nutrient
pollution from agriculture could make to our Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and our
Water Framework Directive (WFD), we continue to believe that there is remit in considering tax
instruments in this area in the medium term. We would encourage HM Treasury to consider this
possibility more strongly and to ensure that suYcient feasibility research is carried out in prior to
the expected consultation on this issue during this year.

— If the government implements its proposal for a Planning Gain Supplement, it needs to be focused
on a holistic approach to sustainable communities, including protection and enhancement of the
natural environment. The pre-budget report makes some reference to this issue, and we welcome
the inclusion of parks and open spaces within the scope of the scheme; but the objective of long-
term sustainable communities could usefully be made more explicit in the objectives of the
Planning Gain Supplement. As part of a proposal for lower tax rates on brownfield sites, it is
essential that this is defined to avoid perverse incentives to damage the subset of brownfield sites
that have high environmental or landscape value. Other environmental sustainability objectives
should also be considered pro-actively; for example whether the Planning Gain Supplement could
incentivise the take up of the Sustainable Buildings Code.

6 House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee’s Seventh report of Session 2004–05 on Pre-Budget 2004 and Budget
2005: Tax, appraisal and the environment.

7 Recent work by the Department of Trade and Industry is encouraging in this regard. See DTI (2005) Public Policy: Using
market-based approaches, DTI Economics Paper No14.
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3.7 We welcome, in principle, the Government’s commitment to introduce a Renewable Transport Fuel
Obligation (RTFO) as well as the introductions of enhanced capital allowances for the cleanest biofuels
plants. We believe both these measures have to potential to make genuine contributions to a lower carbon
economy. However, it is essential that the RTFO is accompanied by measures to reduce any perverse
environmental impacts on biodiversity; landscapes or recreation, for example through a large scale
conversion to crop monocultures that might impact negatively on biodiversity, landscapes and public
enjoyment in England. Equally, in order to protect the environment both domestically and internationally,
we believe there is merit in considering a carbon certification scheme which would be used to ensure that air
quality, soils, water, landscapes and biodiversity are not adversely impacted.

3.8 A lack of focus on nature conservation and landscape objectives. In Pre-Budget Report 2005, 35
diVerent measures can be counted although it is sometimes not easy to distinguish between specific budget
measures and wider government initiatives. If diVerential fuel duties are included, then this figure is much
higher. There is a greater focus on climate change and waste than “protecting the UK’s countryside and
natural resources” (of the 35 measures only four relate to this area). Although we are supportive of all of
the initiatives included, protecting biodiversity per se or measures to enhance nature conservation do not
feature strongly in the Pre-budget Report 2005.

3.9 Whilst we welcome the introduction of recent initiatives such as the aggregates levy, the Aggregates
Levy Sustainability Fund (ALSF) and the voluntary initiative on pesticides, we feel more needs to be done
to protect our countryside, particularly in relation to diVuse source water pollution from agriculture and
incentivising favourable land management practices. We encourage greater support from HM Treasury of
existing initiatives such as agri-environment schemes which are under-funded relative to the scale of public
benefits they need to deliver and under some pressure as a result of the recent EU budget settlement because
of the reliance on high levels of domestic voluntary modulation. Looking towards the Comprehensive
Spending Review 2007, funding for agri-environment schemes may be subject to further pressure if, as we
believe may be the case, HM Treasury looks to national resource protection as a priority area for a zero-
based review. We therefore urge greater leadership and renewed impetus in seeking new and creative
measures that help achieve the Government’s objectives with respect to nature conservation, landscape and
public enjoyment.

3.10 Better Regulation, not deregulation. The Natural England partnership is supportive of more eYcient
and therefore better regulation.Reducing the administrative burden of regulation on business is an important
means of improving competitiveness. We welcome the launch of the Farm Charging and Regulation
Strategy alongside Pre-budget Report 2005 which provides a sound platform from which to take forward
a variety of regulatory measures over the coming decade in the agriculture sector.

3.11 However, the most critical condition is that regulation must be eVective and it must deliver the
standards that society wants, particularly where the environment is concerned. We would, therefore,
strongly caution against a programme of regulatory reform that seeks to dilute the eVectiveness regulation,
especially where that might involve the development of less ambitious standards or a watering down of
existing standards. Although this has not happened to date, the view still persists at some levels that the
environment acts as a constraint on economic growth and that high levels of environmental quality are not
compatible with high levels of competitiveness. There is a growing body of evidence to the contrary and it
is our view that a high quality environment should be seen as a necessary building block for a strong
economy; part of the “infrastructure” alongside skills, capital availability and other long-term investments
that are critical to future economic prosperity. In short, better regulation must not mean deregulation and
we encourage greater recognition of these positive relationships in the government fiscal policies as well as
its environmental taxation strategy.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

Summary

1. The publication of the Government’s Pre-Budget Report 2005 highlights the Government’s lack of
major plans to address and resource its environmental priorities. In summary, the RSPB:

— Believes that the Government should build on existing green taxes by delivering more rapid and
far-reaching environmental tax reform.

— Is concerned by the Treasury’s apparent deprioritisation of environmental taxes during the
electoral year.

— Recommends more open analysis of the contribution of green taxes to objectives on diVuse
pollution, and the aggregate eVects of Pre-Budget Reports and Budgets on carbon emissions.

— Is dismayed by the abandonment of environmental requirements for company reporting in the
Operating and Financial Review.
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The Treasury’s Environmental Fiscal Strategy

2. The RSPB has advocated that taxes should be used to address environmental externalities. For
example, we argued for a carefully designed pesticides tax before the introduction of the voluntary
agreement in 2001, and supported the introduction of the climate change levy and landfill tax. We also
support the concept of environmental tax reform; increasing taxes on things that damage the environment,
and reducing tax on good things such as employment.

3. The RSPB is concerned at the lack of overall progress on environmental tax reform. In proportion to
the current measured and predicted rates of environmental damage, we consider the level of progress on
environmental tax reform inadequately slow, and too limited in the scope of their application. In order to
contribute to sustainable development, the Government’s environmental tax strategy must shift a greater
proportion of the burden of taxation to environmentally damaging goods and services. Following the 2005
general election, the RSPB would hope and expect to see the shift in environmental taxation occurring far
and fast enough to aVect actual practice. The Treasury should support work to “get the prices right” to
incentivise sustainable development.

4. The RSPB was extremely concerned that Treasury limited analysis of certain environmental tax
measures during 2005. Assuming a political motivation for such reticence in an election year, this reflects a
lack of commitment to what environmental taxes can achieve (thus concurring with Recommendation 1 of
the Environmental Audit Committee’s report on Pre-Budget 2004 and Budget 2005). The Treasury could
instead begin to build political support for environmental taxes, by promoting them as a positive measure,
that can reduce both environmental damage and taxes on socially positive factors like employment.

5. The Treasury’s work on environmental taxes in agriculture could be progressed by integrated
assessment of policy instruments. For example, the indication in recent Pre-Budget Reports and Budgets
that economic instruments to deal with diVuse pollution remain under review is welcome. However,
Treasury’s analysis should include more thorough consideration of how policy objectives will be delivered.
Evaluation of economic instruments must be in the context of the lack of resources for new spending and
reluctance to regulate in the current “better regulation” environment. Without this integrated assessment,
decisions not to progress individual policy instruments will continue to add up to a lack of progress overall
on policy objectives.

Pre-Budget Report 2005

6. While Pre-Budget Report 2005 contained further measures on climate change and energy eYciency,
we believe the overall eVect of its measures will be to increase UK Greenhouse Gas emissions. To analyse
this, the Treasury should publish a Carbon Budget for the UK. As well as highlighting the eVects of selected
individual policy instruments, the Treasury should publish an overall assessment of the likely changes to the
UK’s Carbon Budget at each Pre-Budget Report and Budget. This should include updates on the current
carbon emissions, and the expected future eVects of the policy measures in each Pre-Budget Report and
Budget.

7. Such an analysis for Pre-Budget Report 2005 would be instructive as to the combined eVects of:
changes to the forecast growth of the UK economy; higher world oil prices; and announced policy measures
such as the continued freeze in road fuel duties. It would also encourage discussion on the links between oil
and energy prices, UK economic performance and innovation, and carbon emissions targets.

8. The RSPB was extremely disappointed by the scrapping of the Operating and Financial Review
requirements for company reporting. The Government has ignored a fundamental principle of economic
theory, that markets work best when participants are fully informed. If market mechanisms are generally
to be preferred over regulation for delivering environmental objectives, then citizens and investors need to
have access to company information on environmental impacts in order to make rational decisions. By
choosing not to require companies to provide such information, the Government has succumbed to a short-
term view of environmental management: that it is a burden on companies rather than a proactive tool that
can be used to drive innovation and identify risks, for example in relation to climate change.

The Stern Review

9. The RSPB warmly welcomes this timely and important review and is pleased to see the terms of
reference cover both technical aspects and policy responses. It is particularly encouraging to see the
Government agree with the Environmental Audit Committee that the guiding principle should be to use
environmental taxation to achieve scientifically mandated policy ends, and not to use it to perpetuate the
illusion that it is possible to calculate precisely the associated cost externalities and levy a tax only to that
extent. The RSPB’s view on climate change policy is that the Government should set out to achieve its
emissions reduction targets adopting the least costly means of doing so. Targets, both short and long term,
should reflect the best available scientific information.

10. Although we support a policy approach based on science, the RSPB recognise the valuable and
important work the UK Government has sponsored in trying to establish a Social Cost of Carbon. We
believe this work should continue but is, as yet, not suYciently robust to be the principal basis for climate
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change policy. A major weakness with this work to date has been the lack of attention paid to monetising
the damage costs associated with the human consequences of the manifold changes to biodiversity, and the
ecosystem services dependent on it, rendered by climate change. There has been a proliferation of scientific
studies revealing the impacts of climate change on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning in recent years,
which has yet to be reflected meaningfully in the integrated modelling work. Understanding the merits and
shortcomings of the cost benefit approach in incorporating the full range of impacts (and in dealing with
uncertainty) will, we hope, be a significant outcome of the Stern Review.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by WWF-UK

Introduction

As one of the largest and most experienced independent conservation organisations, with five million
supporters and a global network active in over 90 countries, WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of
the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which humans can live in harmony with nature.
WWF complements its conservation work in the field with activities which address the underlying drivers
of environmental decline.

For the last 10 years WWF has been at the forefront of developments in methodologies to measure the
natural capital requirements of the economy. At the international scale WWF publishes the bi-annual
Living Planet Report which measures the impact of 149 nations’ production and consumption upon the
planet. At the national scale WWF has just completed the single most detailed study of production and
consumption through theUK economy by industrial sector, geographical area and socio-economic group—
“Ecological BudgetUK”—to help inform and provide a foundation for genuinely sustainable development.

The 2005 Pre-Budget Report oVered another set of minor adjustments to fiscal measures with an
“environmental” dimension, each of which has only a marginal impact on sustainability. The immense
challenge of building a “OnePlanet Economy”, taken up in the 2005UKSustainableDevelopment Strategy,
is almost entirely ignored. If the Sustainable Development strategy is to make any diVerence to government
practice, the move towards a One Planet Economy must be at its heart. This requires a paradigm shift in
the Treasury’s approach to measuring and responding to the environmental impacts of consumption and
production in the UK.

This submission provides evidence on howWWF could contribute to the improvement of the Treasury’s
environmental fiscal strategy, and in the context of the Stern review presents a parallel analysis of the UK
economy as a means of evaluating the true impacts of climate change.

Ecological Budget UK

The Chancellor’s budget, and indeed all economic forecasting, fiscal strategies and spending reviews are
informed by a comprehensive data set collected on all parts of the UK monetary economy. However, for
sustainable development strategies to work properly, a similar data set must also be collected on the stocks
and flows of materials and energy through the UK economy—the “real national accounts”. Therefore,
WWF has produced the most comprehensive set of UK physical accounts to date, Ecological Budget UK
(www.ecologicalbudget.org.uk), the results of which are to be released in March 2006.

This is unique and topical in several ways. Firstly, it shows the total global impact of our consumption,
not only from resource flow and pollution within the UK, but from the imports of products and materials.
On current calculations, up to a quarter of our total impact is from imports and as yet excluded from the
national accounts.

Secondly, it shows the indirect or supply chain eVects, upstream and downstream of any sector or
product—particularly relevant in the service-dominated economy of the UK. Sectors such as finance, which
apparently consume only oYce space and telecommunications, in fact are implicated in large impacts locally
and globally.

Thirdly, the analysis of the data can be used to show more detail on resource flows and ecological
footprints—particularly the diVerences between regions, local authorities and between diVerent socio-
economic groups.

From this research three main indicators have been generated:

— Ecological footprints, measured in gha/cap (global hectares per capita).

— Material flows of production and consumption, measured in thousands of tonnes.

— Carbon dioxide emissions (CO2) as the largest single cause of climate change, measured in tonnes
per capita.
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One Planet Economics

In “Securing Our Future”—the UK Government Sustainable Development Strategy—the Prime
Minister has endorsed a radical new plan to shift the UK economy towards a “One Planet Economy”. This
new approach in reconciling the tensions between sustainable development and economic growth was
welcomed byWWF, but as of yet no government department has either developed or actioned any strategy
or initiative that would be required for the necessary social and market transformation to make such an
vision a reality.

The UK, like other developed nations, is concerned with environmental impacts, but generally assumes
that the economic system and its material consumption will grow continuously. The UK Budget sets out
environmental taxes such as fuel duty and landfill tax—but in fast growing sectors such as air travel they
have only marginal eVects. And while the UK may meet its short-term climate emissions targets, this does
not take into account the imported products and materials which result in emissions that are not accounted
for. This is part of the pattern of world trade, and its expropriation of resources from the developing to the
developed countries, with all the ecological and social impacts that come from this.

WWF is now able to present its strategy for a One Planet Economy, based on parallel sets of national
accounts, both financial and ecological. At its heart is the need for an economic system of production and
consumption which respects environmental limits, local and global, while being financially and socially
sustainable.

The Ecological Budget UK shows, in summary:

— The ecological footprint measure shows that consumption by wealthy nations is using up the
earth’s resources at several times their share.

— As a service-led economywe are now “exporting our impacts”, by importing goodsmade overseas,
even while the UK slowly becomes cleaner and greener.

— The UK government’s long-term target for 60% reduction in climate emissions requires a long-
term goal of 75% cut in resource use.

— Such resource eYciency improvement can be both cause and eVect of economic growth and
competitiveness.

— Such resource eYciencies can be achieved through the principle of “market transformation”. We
interpret this as environmental sustainability combined with technological, economic,
organisational and social change.

One Planet Economy Strategy: Objectives

— Test the eVect of economic and fiscal policies in the form of an alternative budget or
Comprehensive Spending Review, ie a “One Planet Budget”.

— Apply one planet economics to policy, business and consumers eg in policy impact assessment, a
business decision support system, or a consumer feedback system.

— Refine and extend the scope and detail of the national physical accounts.

In summary, provide a measurable pathway for the transformation of the UK economy and its place in
the global economy.

One Planet Economy Strategy: Principles

— The first is the “polluter pays principle”—ie that users of environmental services should pay for
the risk or damage caused, locally or globally, either as consumers or as producers.

— These funds should be used for re-investment in a full “market transformation” strategy, for low
impact technologies and sustainable consumption patterns.

— The test of such market transformation is the business case for each sector—a programme of
investment in new technology, better logistics, demand management and alternatives to material
consumption.

— This market transformation should be financially viable, aiming at net gains in both national and
individual costs and benefits.

— The market transformation will also be socially responsible, aiming towards equalising the
diVerences between social groups, between regions, and between the UK and the developing
world. (Although not necessarily achieving these in the short term).
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One Planet Economy Strategy: Key Conditions

There are some important socio-political-economic themes and conditions which need to underpin the
strategy for the One Planet Economy:

— The economic logic is that it is in principle more eYcient to levy taxes on negative impacts such as
pollution, rather than positive benefits such as employment.

— The national economic impact should be “net fiscal neutrality”, ie no net change to the total public
sector finances over the period.

— The impact on consumers and households should also be “net fiscal neutrality”, ie no change to
their total income and expenditure. For instance, average fuel consumption would be reduced
while fuel prices per litre rise.

— Wherever there are distributional eVects there should be a quota system to ensure that lower
income groups are not penalised.

— For each stage in each supply chain there is a mix of taxes, subsidies, direct investment, public
procurement, trading of permits or quotas. These can be combined for the best balance of
eYciency and equity.

Overall, market transformation is seen here as a process of comprehensive innovation and restructuring.8

This is likely to include consumers, logistics, technology, management, and the organisational learning
needed to make and sustain these changes.

One Planet Economy Strategy: Timescales and Targets

Clearly, this ambitious strategy is not going to achieve its goals overnight. However there is a need for
early results within a longer-term strategic approach. We define the target rate of progress by setting the
goal of a 75% cut in resource use over a period of 45 years, from 2005–50.9

— This equates to a year on year reduction in total resource use of about "3% per year.

— If we factor in long range economic growth at 2.25%, then the required rate of improvement in the
footprint intensity, ie eco-footprint/£GDP, would be "5.25% per year reduction. This is about
twice the decoupling trend in the recent past.

The time horizons for analysing the eVects are in three bands:

— 2010 (“soon”)—direct eVects of decisions in the next Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) and
this “term of oYce”.

— 2020 (“later”)—forward planning to the horizons for most economic strategy, infrastructure
planning, and urban/regional spatial development.

— 2050 (“beyond”)—longer range targets based on global environmental limits, which involve a
deeper transformation in our systems of production and consumption.

One Planet Economy Strategy “Activity Sectors”

The strategy for the One Planet Economy is focused on eight key “activity sectors”, with resulting action
points emerging as the strategy develops:

— Food: rapid drive towards low impact, clean and healthy foods.

— Shelter: household carbon quotas, as part of the tax and benefits system: investment in high
eYciency housing and construction.

— Transport: investment in high-eYciency low-impact vehicles, fuels, and travel modes: funded by
air and road fuel levies.

— Products: a range of incentives for low-impact production and consumption.

— Services: incentives for sustainable tourism, leisure, retail and other services.

— Public services: best practice in green health and education.

— Energy: rapid investment in renewable technologies, funded by energy quotas and levies.

— Waste: investment in recycling technologies, funded by disposal levies.

The overall conclusion is that the UK is exploiting the earth’s available resources (ie bio-capacity) at
about three times its “fair” share—ie we have a “Three Planet Economy”. Assuming that the gap between
rich and poor could and should narrow, the UK needs to re-think its whole approach to resource use and
the economic development which drives it. This is an essential, but hugely challenging task, even if set at the
distant horizon of 2050.

8 Market transformation also can be taken in a more narrow sense of substituting new technology, as interpreted by the DTI
market transformation programme.

9 The year 2050 is taken as a horizon, in view of its significance for the UK energy strategy and emissions targets.
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The Ecological Budget UK evidence provides a huge range of data. The questions are then—how to relate
it to reducing resource use? How to apply it to pressing issues and hard choices in policy or business? Should
the UK national accounts be extended? Can the UK Budget in its current form achieve the desired changes?
Do we need new kinds of partnerships, or new means of benchmarking businesses, to move towards the
targets?

Recommendations

Proposals to the Treasury: Accounting

— Set out the national material/carbon accounts and budget alongside the fiscal budget.

— Provide full breakdown of direct, external, embedded and induced impacts, using CO2, Material
Flows Analysis, Ecological Footprint Analysis or other appropriate measures.

— Identify the total environmental cost/benefit valuation on a life cycle/risk management basis, for
key policy decisions.

Proposals to Treasury: Fiscal Strategy

— Set out medium- to long-termmarket transformation strategy for key sectors of consumption and
production.

— Set out the full range of fiscal instruments to facilitate this transformation, including taxation,
other charging mechanisms, investment and public procurement.

— Identify the implications for macro-economic policy of active use of public procurement and
investment in clean technologies and low impact infrastructure.

— Identify the implications for international development policy and economic partnerships.

January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Sustainable Development Commission

1. The UK Sustainable Development Commission was established to provide independent advice on
sustainable development to the Prime Minister, all government departments and to the devolved
administrations. We contributed evidence to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into the Pre-
Budget Report 2004.

2. In this memorandum, which we see as a series of points for discussion, we will be considering three
issues which arise from the Pre-Budget Report, which we think are particularly important for sustainable
development: the Comprehensive Spending Review process, environmental taxation, and the economics of
climate change.

Comprehensive Spending Review

3. The Pre-Budget Report 2005 is a significant document for the Commission.

As well as indicating the Government’s thinking as it draws up the Budget 2006, it provides important
signals about the approach being taken to the Comprehensive Spending Review 2007.

4. We welcome the Government’s commitment to analyse five major “long-term trends and challenges”,
including “increasing pressures on natural resources and global climate” [1], which we believe is rightly seen
as a key background factor which should be taken into account in determining the allocation of government
spending. We also believe it is important that the “innovation” challenge includes a focus on sustainability,
because of the importance of technological innovation for sustainable development; and for the “global
uncertainty” challenge to include consideration of the ways in which pressures on natural resources and the
climate act as sources of conflict and instability.

5. We believe it is important to add to the CSR process as outlined in The PreBudget Report a systematic
approach to the integration of sustainable development considerations, following up the many
commitments which point in this direction contained in “Securing the Future: delivering theUK sustainable
development strategy” (March 2005).

6. In our view this would need to include making explicit use of the sustainable development indicators
published by Defra. The Government have said that they attach greatest priority to the “framework”
indicators. Where these are showing signs of an adverse trend—as with greenhouse gas emissions, nitrogen-
based air pollution, river quality as determined by chemical composition, and transport bymeans of walking
or cycling—Government needs to actively consider how public expenditure can tackle this deterioration. As
part of the CSR process, we wouldlike to see the Government publishing a response to any deterioration in
a framework indicator, showing how it has taken this into account in drawing up the CSR.
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7. It is also important for the integration of sustainable development into public expenditure decisions for
the Treasury’s accounting methods to facilitate the principle of “invest to save”. Expenditure which creates
financial savings in later years, such as investment in energy eYciency measures, should be accounted in a
way which recognises that the additional expenditure in the short-term is likely to bring about a reduction
in spending in the longer-term. In the case of some other expenditure, Government needs to be cautious in
funding technologies that will bring much increased liabilities over the longer term, leading to “lock in” of
public expenditure commitments in future. The Treasury should be attempting to estimate and publish
figures for the implications of expenditure decisions in one year for government finances in future years. The
need to do this is inherent in the concept of “sustainability”, which by its nature is about impacts on future
years and not only the current year, or the three or four years covered by a spending review.

8. The Pre-Budget Report also refers to the contributions which will be made to the CSR process by four
“analytical studies”. [2]We are concerned that one of these studies, the Eddington Transport Study, appears
to be very narrowly economic in its focus. It therefore runs the risk of not properly including important
aspects of transport policy, such as the environmental impacts of transport; the importance of the pedestrian
street environment for community safety and anti-social behaviour issues; and the trends in retailing and
competition policy which are bringing about the closure of many local facilities, such as post oYces and
corner shops, thereby generating additional demand for transport, as well as reducing access to services for
the less mobile. As a result, there is a danger that the Government may fail in the CSR process to integrate
its diVerent concerns and objectives in the field of transport.

Environmental Taxation

9. “Securing the Future” re-states the Treasury’s commitment to “Making use of the fiscal system, where
appropriate, to tackle environmental externalities through developing further existing environmental taxes”
[3]. The Pre-Budget report refers to an earlier document: “TheGovernment set out its framework for the use
of economic instruments to meet its environmental objectives in the ‘Statement of Intent on Environmental
Taxation’ in 1997, which outlined the aim over time of reforming the tax system to increase incentives to
reduce environmental damage.” [4] It is not clear what timeframe Government had in mind for “over time”
but progress in this field has been extremely slow, in spite of numerous areas in which environmental
taxation could play a positive part in delivering sustainable development goals.

10. Examples of taxes which could be introduced include:

(i) Taxing aviation fuel to reflect the contribution air travel makes to UK greenhouse gas emissions.
Removing all subsidies for air travel and ensuring it pays its full costs (including for environmental
impacts) would be bound to severely reduce levels of consumer demand by comparison with the
alarmingly high levels forecast and uncritically referred to in the PBR. [5]

(ii) Varying Vehicle Excise Duty in order to penalise vehicles with particularly high levels of carbon
emissions (as proposed in our submission to the Climate Change Programme Review). [6]

(iii) The extension of road user charging schemes.

(iv) Equalisation of VAT on refurbishment works and new buildings, to end the current bias in the tax
system against refurbishment. Our assessment is that an 11x12O/o level of VAT for both would
be revenue neutral. There could be a zero VAT rating for new buildings achieving a certain
standard for sustainability (eg the top level of the Code for Sustainable Buildings).

11. However, our main concern is not somuch with the detail of specific tax proposals, but with the speed
of implementation of the general principles set out in the Treasury’s “Statement of Intent”. These were: the
use of fiscal instruments to encourage sustainable activities and discourage unsustainable ones; shifting the
burden of taxation from “goods” to “bads”; and contributing to “environmentally sustainable” growth. [7]

12. We are concerned that there is no apparent process for measuring Treasury’s own progress towards
delivery of the Statement of Intent. No clear indicators or targets have been put in place to measure the level
of environmental taxation, or Government progress towards the goal of taxing bads rather than goods.
Despite the reduced rate of VAT on energy saving materials and microgeneration in the 2005 Budget, and
the continuing impacts of the Climate Change Levy and the Landfill Tax, there is no evidence of a clear trend
towards the increased use of environmental taxes as a proportion of the overall tax system. [8]

13. There is, similarly, no evidence that Treasury is taking a holistic view of taxation across the piece, and
rigorously assessing the environmental impacts of all taxation—not just those taxes specifically targeting
environmental issues. We believe this is a significant failing.

14. Similarly, there is no evidence that the Treasury is systematically examining whether more radical
proposals for environmental taxation than those already introduced would work in practice. Treasury has
the expertise of fiscal specialists who could, if so mandated, proactively work up policy ideas with an open
mind as to whether they should be adopted or not. This does not appear to have happened.
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Climate Economics

15. The Committee has invited views on “the adequacy of conventional economic analysis . . . as a means
of evaluating the long-term environmental impacts of climate change.” Without reiterating our view on
other aspects of the climate change issue [9], we focus here specifically on the question of economic analysis.

16. The Commission believes it is important to bear in mind the deep diVerences between two diVerent
approaches which are often considered together:

(i) The approach taken in the Kyoto Protocol (and taken further in “contraction and convergence”
proposals). This begins from the eVects of climate change, data and forecasts about the climate,
and data and forecasts about the composition of the atmosphere. On this basis, this approach
proposes limits to allowable carbon emissions. There is within this framework scope for the
application of market mechanisms to the allocation of carbon emissions, as in trading schemes for
emissions permits. The market is here seen as a mechanism to deliver total figures (either separate
national totals or ideally global totals) which are derived from natural science, and to a greater
(“convergence”) or lesser (“Kyoto”) extent, also considerations of international equity.

(ii) In contrast there are also approaches to the economics of climate change which begin from the
market and then attempt to derive theoretically ideal prices from the valuation of the costs of
climate change and possible measures to abate it, and then seek to draw policy conclusions on
that basis.

17. There are three serious deficiencies with this second approach:

(i) It is methodologically not only complex and requiring a great deal of data, but also involves many
assumptions, estimates, and decisions about what factors to include and which to exclude, which
are virtually arbitrary. The consequence is that this approach generates very wide ranges of
estimates for the same thing, such as how much it is worth investing in abatement measures per
tonne of carbon.

(ii) The total “acceptable” levels of emissions and concentrations derived from this approach are not
necessarily sustainable, being based on the valuations made (such as “willingness to pay”) by
members of existing generations on the basis of the general population’s current assumptions,
rather than on the basis of consideration of the interests of both existing and future generations,
using the best quality scientific information available.

(iii) There is insuYcient commitment within the methodology to the principle of international equity.
For example, studies which value damage done by abatement measures and damage done by
climate change, in order to compare the two, have found that relatively small amounts of damage
to sectors of the USeconomy caused by abatement measures count for more in money terms than
the devastation of Bangladesh (which may be the outcome of climate change). This is because the
USA has a far higher GDP than Bangladesh, and energy-intensive US manufacturing counts for
far more in money terms than Bangladeshi agriculture. It is of course possible—as some studies
do—to derive completely diVerent valuations and policy conclusions on the basis of adjusting the
methodology to allow for some degree of equity, but such “corrections” to the calculations tend
to reinforce objection (i) because of their frequently arbitrary nature, even though making them
is preferable to not making them.

18. The economics of climate change raises some generic diYculties about the application of conventional
economic analysis to long-term global environmental problems. Some of these are to do with the valuation
of long-term costs and benefits. Others are to do with the development of appropriate accounting
frameworks.

19. On the question of valuation, data have been collected by environmental economists to show that
consumers value, for example, living near to a park or away from aircraft noise. These studies suggest that
monetary values can be given to these preferences, and that these values are sometimes implicitly
“internalised”, for example in the housing market. It does not follow, however, that the same analytical
techniques can be applied to environmental issues which are much more long-term, large-scale, dependent
for their analysis on complex scientific data (rather than simply consumer preferences), and raising questions
of international and inter-generational equity. There is every reason to believe that diVerent techniques and
diVerent approaches to valuation will be required, and this has in fact been recognised in the approaches
taken by the IPCC and the negotiators of the Kyoto Protocol.

20. On the question of accounting, a great deal of eVort has been placed on assessing an appropriate value
for the social cost of carbon. Within a rather large range of uncertainty, the value currently endorsed by
Defra and Treasury is £70 per tonne of carbon [10]. Irrespective of the uncertainties surrounding this
number, it is unclear how this number should be used in decision-making processes, accounting procedures
and assessments of progress towards sustainability. There is an implicit suggestion that incorporating the
social cost of carbon into investment decisions and cost-benefit analyses will lead to the ‘right’ investment
decisions being made and ensure that we are on the path to sustainability. This is problematic.

21. To understand why this is so, we need to understand the nature of climate change as an inter-
generational economic problem. For the most part the costs associated with climate change will fall in the
(sometimes rather distant) future. But the causal influence on these costs lie to some extent in the past, to a
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lesser extent in the present, and also, to an unknowable extent, in the future. At this point in time, we stand
in a position of enormous “ecological debt” to the future. The precise size (and repayment schedule) of that
debt is uncertain, but one thing we do know is that incorporating marginal social costs into current
investmentdecisions is insuYcient either to account for the size of those future costs or to ensure that we are
on a path towards sustainability. A more sophisticated and more committed “spend to save” approach is
required which acknowledges the extent and complexity of our current ecological debt.

22. Our hope therefore is that the Stern Review will seek to build on what has been achieved through the
Kyoto Protocol, and not undermine those achievements through the application of too-narrowly-
constrained environmental economic analyses, which could easily prove to be a barrier to policies to
promote sustainable development.
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